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1. "Who is she that looks out like the dawn" 
This section opens with the verse, "And The Creator spoke to Moses, saying, 'Speak to the children of Yisrael that they bring Me an offering, of 
every man whose heart prompts him..." Rabbi Chiya points out that The Creator put all other nations under His ministers but chose to oversee 
Yisrael Himself, having a wish to be specially connected to them. 
Rabbi Shimon then explains that in the text, "Who is she that looks out like the dawn, fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with 
banners," "she" is the secret of the lower world joined to the higher world. He goes on to say that the upper worlds were united in Leah and the 
lower worlds were united in Rachel, yet that it was Jacob who united the two worlds in his love for and marriage to them both. When it was written, 
"Rachel envied her sister," the meaning was that the whole longing and desire of the lower world is to be like the upper world and to inherit its 
position. Between the worlds, those who sought to lust after them both would perish, having found neither Understanding nor Faith. And when we 
read, "For Yah has chosen Jacob to himself," we see that God has completed Yisrael above and below in perfection. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
In a true offering to God ('Speak to the children of Yisrael that they bring Me an offering'"), a man sacrifices an aspect of his innate negative nature, 
for this is how we connect to the Light of the Creator. This passage uproots our selfish tendencies so that we enjoin ourselves to the Divine 
Radiance. 
Jacob also cautions us to recognize the dangers of lusting after the fleeting pleasures of the material world. A desire for eternal fulfillment - the love 
of family, of friends, and of God - is thus wakened in our souls. Our consciousness is raised by virtue of the Light that shines through the story of 
Jacob and his love for Leah and Rachel. This love elevates the entire world, connecting us to the source of all Light.

1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses, saying, 'Speak to the children of 
Yisrael that they bring Me an offering, of every man whose heart 
prompts him...'" (Shemot 25:1-2). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion 
saying: "For Yah has chosen Jacob to Himself, Yisrael for His 
peculiar possession" (Tehilim 135:4). How beloved are Yisrael before 
the Holy One, blessed be He, who desires them, and wants to be 
attached to them and connect Himself with them to make them a 
single nation in the world, as it is written: "And what one nation in 
the earth is like Your people Yisrael?" (II Shmuel 7:23). They wanted 
Him and were attached to Him, as it says, "For Yah has chosen 
Jacob to Himself" and, "For Hashem's portion is His 
people" (Devarim 32:9). He gave ministers and officers to the other 
nations and took Yisrael to His part.
 

 

2. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "Who is she that 
looks out like the dawn, fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and 
terrible as an army with banners?" (Shir Hashirim 6:10). "Who (Heb. 
mi) is she (Heb. zot)"? Mi zot is the secret of two worlds that unite, 
which are a world and a world. THIS IS, AS IS WRITTEN: "FOREVER 
AND EVER (LIT. 'FROM THE WORLD TO THE WORLD')" (I DIVREI 
HAYAMIM 16:36), WHICH ARE BINAH AND MALCHUT. 'Who' is the 
supernal level above, the beginning of all things which may be 
examined, and is named 'Mi', WHICH IS BINAH, as it says, "Lift up 
your eyes on high, and behold who created these" (Yeshayah 40:26). 
"She (Heb. zot)" is a lower level below, which is the lower world, 
THAT IS TO SAY MALCHUT. They are two worlds joined by one 
connection, by one tie, together - THROUGH THE ELEVATION OF 
MALCHUT INTO BINAH, WHICH IS HOW SHE ATTAINED THE 
MOCHIN OF BINAH.
 

 

3. "That looks out": THAT IS, when both of them are attached as one, 
MALCHUT "looks out like the dawn," when the dawn wants to 
illuminate, and she is "fair as the moon" in which the sun's light, 
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, illuminates. Then She is "clear as the sun," 
as clear as the sun's light when the moon is full; THAT IS, WHEN 
MALCHUT IS FACE-TO-FACE WITH ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS CALLED 
'SUN'. "Terrible as an army with banners": This is when She is 
strong to protect all, being at that point furnished with perfection 
and power to perform great feats.
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4. And MALCHUT receives strength - THAT IS, MOCHIN - from the 
supernal word, WHICH IS BINAH, by means of Jacob, the whole man, 
who united them together. BY ELEVATING MAYIN NUKVIN ('FEMALE 
WATERS'), HE HAS ELEVATED MALCHUT INTO BINAH AND THEY 
GOT CONNECTED ONE WITH THE OTHER. He connected them 
together above, SO THAT BINAH RECEIVED THE SHAPE OF 
MALCHUT, AND IS THE SECRET OF LEAH. He also connected them 
together below, SO THAT MALCHUT ACQUIRED THE SHAPE OF 
BINAH, AND IS THE SECRET OF RACHEL. And the twelve holy tribes 
came out from there in the likeness of above; IN OTHER WORDS, AS 
THE TWELVE ASPECTS THAT EXIST IN THE UPPER MALCHUT. 
Jacob, who was whole, brought love into the two worlds, as we have 
stated THAT HE WEDDED TWO SISTERS - LEAH AND RACHEL - 
WHO ARE THE SECRET OF THE TWO WORLDS OF BINAH AND 
MALCHUT. Other men who do such a thing merely commit sexual 
misconduct both above and below and cause antagonism in both 
worlds and engender separation BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND LEAH 
AND BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND RACHEL, SINCE HE UNITES WITH 
LEAH FROM THE CHEST ABOVE AND WITH RACHEL FROM THE 
CHEST BELOW. It is written: "Neither shall you take a wife to her 
sister, as her rival" (Vayikra 18:18), so that they became RIVALS 
AND full of hatred toward each other.
 

 

5. If you say, WHAT IS THE MEANING OF: "Rachel envied her 
sister" (Beresheet 30:1)? THE TEXT TALKS ABOUT THE TWO 
WORLDS, LEAH AND RACHEL, WHO ARE THE ASPECT OF BINAH 
AND MALCHUT, WHO ARE INCLUDED TOGETHER. WHAT KIND OF 
JEALOUSY IS THERE HERE? HE REPLIES: It is surely so, for the 
whole desire of the lower world, RACHEL, is to be in the semblance 
of the upper world, LEAH, WHO IS BINAH, and to inherit its position. 
In other places, IT STATES, 'When scholars compete, Wisdom 
mounts,' so THERE IS ALSO envy between scholars, since there are 
books and then there are books, ABA AND IMA, FROM WHOM 
CHOCHMAH IS DRAWN. THEREFORE, BY COMPETITION BETWEEN 
THESE SCHOLARS, they draw an enormous amount of Wisdom.
 

 

6. Notwithstanding all this, Jacob could not even succeed in 
bringing perfect harmony between them as would be desirable, but 
other men caused enmity and separation through incest both above 
and below. In this secret is included the secret of nakedness, THAT 
IS the nakedness of the Mother and the Daughter, WHICH ARE 
BINAH AND MALCHUT, and everything, BOTH THE TWO SISTERS 
AND THE MOTHER AND HER DAUGHTER pertain to the same secret. 
This is because 'who (Heb. mi)' and 'she (Heb. zot)' are considered 
sisters, as they are united in love and sisterly affection and in the 
connection of intention. They are ALSO called 'Mother and 
Daughter', BECAUSE BINAH IS CALLED 'MOTHER' AND MALCHUT 
IS HER DAUGHTER. He who uncovers their nakedness, THAT IS TO 
SAY, THE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE IN THEM, shall have no portion in 
the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH, and shall have no portion in 
the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
 

 

7. Come and see: "For Yah has chosen Jacob to Himself" is the 
supernal secret above, FOR HE CLEAVED ABOVE TO ABA AND IMA 
IN THEIR LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, WHICH ARE TERMED 'YAH (YUD-
HEI)'. Since he has completed EVERYTHING and is now named 
Yisrael, he is His peculiar possession, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED 
'PECULIAR POSSESSION', FOR THEN he takes everything in all the 
aspects, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT. He takes above, IN ABA AND 
IMA WHO ILLUMINATE CHASSADIM, and he takes below, IN 
YISRAEL SABA AND TEVUNAH WHO ILLUMINATE CHOCHMAH. And 
he attains perfection in everything, BOTH IN CHOCHMAH AND IN 
THE CHASSADIM.
 

 

 
 
2. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world 
Rabbi Shimon says that when the Holy One created the world He engraved on the upper and the lower worlds the letters of His Holy Name, which 
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hold the secret of the supernal lights. The upper world is concealed in one of these letters; it ascends by means of the secret of infinity, and from 
this concealment emerges a thin and hidden light. In this light exists its counterpart, the glorious light of creation. When first it was struck, the 
supernal world emerged and was filled with a light so great that it would be too terrifying for those below to see. In this unknown concealed world 
live six thousand 'myriads' - which are supernal inhabitants and hosts and camps. Only Jacob, who possessed Malchut as his own, received 
permission to rise to the higher world. And, we learn, Malchut is illuminated by the light of Bina from above. The lower world always has a secret 
desire for the higher world, being unable to experience it directly as Jacob did. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The letters inscribed below connect us to letters of the Holy Name ?.?.?.?., which embody the primordial forces of Creation. This awesome 
luminosity is normally far too intense for a mortal to behold. However, through Jacob - who personifies control over physical existence - we have a 
key to unlock the gate to the upper world. Through Jacob, we acquire the vessel necessary to hold this divine energy that shines so brightly in the 
distant heavens.

8. Rabbi Shimon said: We learned that when the Holy One, blessed 
be He, WHO IS BINAH, created the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, He 
engraved His engravings of the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, into the lights which are the secret of the supernal 
beings. And He engraved above, IN BINAH, and engraved below, IN 
MALCHUT; everything is in the secret of the engraving of the Holy 
Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI that controls by means of its letters above 
and below, THAT IS, IN BINAH AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE THE 
FIRST HEI AND THE LAST HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, SINCE BOTH 
OF THEM ARE OF THE SAME SHAPE, WHICH IS HEI. The worlds 
were brought to completion by means of this secret, both the 
superior world, WHICH IS BINAH, and the lower world, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT.
 

 

9. The upper world is included in the secret of the letter Yud OF YUD 
HEI VAV HEI, WHICH INCLUDES ARICH ANPIN AND ABA AND IMA, 
NAMELY the first upper dot, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN that emerges 
from the concealed, the hidden and that which is not known and is 
not known at all and will not be known. It ascends by MEANS OF the 
secret of infinity, THE PARTZUF OF ATIK, and from this 
concealment, FROM ARICH ANPIN, shines a thin and hidden light 
WHICH IS SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA THAT HAVE TWO ASPECTS OF 
YESOD: 1) A NARROW PATH AND 2) A CONCEALED WAY, including 
in itself the generality of all the lights. And in this concealed WAY, 
THAT IS IN ABA AND IMA, one strikes it who did not yet strike 
BEFORE, WHEN IT WAS IN SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. That which 
did not illuminate in him now illuminates in him. It then produced 
one light, which is a delight of delight (NAMELY CHOCHMAH OF 
CHOCHMAH), AND IT IS for pleasure, and to hide the thin light, 
which is concealed in that light.
 

 

10. Within this light, which is delight of delight and is concealed, six 
unknown impressions materialized and were completed THROUGH 
THE CENTRAL COLUMN. THEY ARE NOT REVEALED IN ORDER TO 
ILLUMINATE, except when that thin light OF ABA AND IMA enters to 
be concealed, FOR THEN the delight of delight illuminates in its light.
 

 

11. This light that emerges TO THOSE BELOW from the thin light is 
awesome and frightful and very strong. AND THIS THIN LIGHT 
spreads and becomes one world, WHICH IS SUPERNAL ABA AND 
IMA that illuminates all the worlds. It is a concealed world that is 
wholly unknown and 60,000,000 of supernal inhabitants and hosts 
and camps live in them.
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12. Once YUD brought them out, they become one joint, YUD-HEI. 
They are the secret of the letter Vav, which has become attached to 
that concealed world; AND THIS VAV ALLUDES TO JACOB, as it is 
written: "For Yah has chosen Jacob to Himself." JACOB CLEAVED 
UNTO THE MENTIONED NAME YUD-HEI. When the Vav emerges and 
becomes accomplished through Yud-Hei, MEANING THAT THE 
LETTER VAV HAS BECOME INDEPENDENT WITH THE MOCHIN OF 
YUD-HEI AND HAS THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, then it is written: 
"Yisrael for His peculiar possession," AND IS CALLED YISRAEL 
RATHER THAN JACOB.
 

 

13. None of the other people in the world, EXCEPT FOR JACOB, 
received permission to rise TO BINAH, TO CLEAVE UNTO YUD-HEI 
LIKE JACOB, but to His peculiar possession ALONE, which is the 
place that receives and gathers everything, which is the lower level, 
NAMELY MALCHUT. From within MALCHUT they receive THE LIGHT 
OF CHASSADIM of above IN BINAH, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF 
LEAH in a hidden desire, but not openly as Jacob does. This is the 
meaning of: "That they bring Me an offering."
  

 
 
3. "How great is Your goodness, which You have laid up" 
Rabbi Yehuda opens the discussion by reciting this verse: "How great is your goodness, which You have laid up for those who fear You; which You 
have performed for those who trust in You in the sight of the sons of men!" He goes on to discuss the various levels and worlds and he reveals the 
code words that speak of their wondrous roles in the process of creation. For instance, there is the highest level, which is 'the secret of the higher 
world,' and is called "who"; then there is the lowest level, which is 'the secret of the lower world', and is called "what." Although the Sfirah of 
Chochmah is connected to the lower world through the quality of Binah, it does not become revealed until it is completed here in Malchut, the 
earthly kingdom. The word "what" is "mah," we're told, which is contained in Chochmah. 
Next, we learn that the foundation of the world is laid upon goodness that is distributed by God, and the Light that is concealed in this foundation is 
a testament to the goodness with which He crafted the whole world as well as the souls and spirits. The tabernacle was made with the same divine 
secret as the secret of the whole world - the image of the world above manifested in the world below. This, we're told, is Understanding manifested 
in the Kingdom. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
We come to this earth for "what" we may learn, and in the university of this universe, we study to grow, transform, and become perfected. This 
endeavor is the manner in which we express our Godly nature, and thus become (co)-creators of our wisdom and Light, which are purposely 
concealed in this realm. Our meditation here completes our own unique role in creation: the tasks that we have been sent into the world to perform 
in order to facilitate our personal transformation. 
In addition, the vast mysteries of the Tabernacle are revealed here. By virtue of all this great energy, the tasks of all mankind are now completed and 
the final correction is achieved through the Light of the Zohar. World peace and immortality are now attained in a kind, compassionate, and merciful 
process.

14. "That they bring Me an offering" (Shemot 25:1-2): Rabbi Yehuda 
opened the discussion with the verse, "How great is Your goodness, 
which You have laid up for those who fear You; which You have 
performed for those who trust in You in the sight of the sons of 
men!" (Tehilim 31:20). This passage has been explained and we have 
learned it. This secret was established by the holy luminary as part 
of supernal secrets.
  

15. The highest level, which is the secret of the highest world, 
NAMELY BINAH, is called 'mi (Eng. 'who')'. The lower level, which is 
the secret of the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is called 'mah 
(Eng. 'what')'. We learned THAT IT IS WRITTEN: "WHAT (HEB. 'MAH') 
DOES HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM REQUIRE OF YOU?" (DEVARIM 
10:12). Do not pronounce it as 'mah', but rather as 'me'ah (Eng. 'one 
hundred)'', because all the levels are sublime in perfection THERE 
ARE FIFTY OF THEM, here IN MALCHUT. THEREFORE, IT IS CALLED 
'ONE HUNDRED'.
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16. Another REASON why MALCHUT is called 'Mah': Although the 
pull from above OF CHOCHMAH is conducted BY WAY OF THE 
HIGHER LEVELS, BINAH AND ZEIR ANPIN, it is not revealed until it 
is completed here IN MALCHUT. This is the last place of all the levels 
and the end of all the continuance, and it stands revealed IN THE 
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. Even though it is more revealed 
than all of them, one is allowed to ask what (Heb. mah), as in what 
did you see and what do you know, as is written: "For you saw no 
manner of form" (Devarim 4:15).
 

 

17. Therefore, it is written: "How (Heb. mah) great is Your 
goodness," WHERE MAH IS MALCHUT. "How great is Your 
goodness" is the foundation of the world, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, which is called 'great goodness', as written: "And the great 
goodness toward the House of Yisrael" (Yeshayah 63:7). This is 
because the first light THAT IS INCLUDED IN YESOD is merely called 
'good'. Male and female are included here, SINCE THE FEMALE, 
WHO IS ALSO CALLED 'MAH' (SINCE CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN 
HER), IS ALSO INCLUDED HERE, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "HOW GREAT 
IS YOUR GOODNESS." IT IS THEREFORE WRITTEN "GREAT" 
BECAUSE IT POINTS TOWARD THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. 
"Which You have laid up": This light is concealed, just as the first 
light was hidden and kept FOR THE RIGHTEOUS. "You have 
performed," because here, IN MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'MAH', 
BECAUSE OF THE INCLUSION OF BINAH IN IT, is the craftsmanship 
of everything, the craftsmanship of the whole world and the 
craftsmanship of the souls and spirits.
 

 

18. The Holy One, blessed be He, made the craftsmanship of the 
whole world, in this secret OF BINAH BEING COMPRISED IN 
MALCHUT. This is the secret of the verse: "In the beginning Elohim 
created the heaven and the earth" (Beresheet 1:1). The tabernacle 
was made and built by this means, which is the image of the world 
above, WHICH IS BINAH, and in the image of the lower world, WHICH 
IS MALCHUT. This is what is meant by: "That they bring Me an 
offering," and "Me an offering" ARE two levels, BINAH AND 
MALCHUT, which are one when combined together.
 

 

 
 
4. The balsam tree and the palanquin 
Rabbi Shimon, Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yosi are sitting one day under the pleasant shade of some trees. Rabbi Shimon opens the 
discussion by saying, "King Solomon made himself a palanquin from the woods of Levanon." He goes on to speak of the palanquin as 'the lower 
chamber', which God called 'the Garden of Eden', and built for Himself in order to commune with the souls of the righteous - for they are recorded 
there and it is there too that they are crowned. Disembodied souls, we're told, are filled with the delights of the river of the pure balsam tree. Rabbi 
Shimon states that the balsam tree is the upper chamber, covered and hidden, which represents Binah. 'Palanquin' is the lower chamber that has no 
support until it is held up by the upper chamber. 
A discussion between the rabbis follows on the secret of one hundred, which is hidden in the names for 'Palanquin' and 'Balsam tree', whose forms 
are comparable. Those who do not have a body in this world are suckled by the river of light that emerges from the pure balsam, while those who do 
have a body delight in the palanquin, which is the earthly garden. Rabbi Shimon then says that "King Solomon" means Zeir Anpin, God, with his 
attributes, which are the male world. The king without attributes refers to the Messiah, the female world. He concludes by saying that "The cedars of 
Levanon that He planted," and of which the palanquin was built and completed, were Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach, Hod and Yesod. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
This marvelously informative discussion speaks to us of the two forms of the Garden of Eden that God has made for us: the garden on earth, where 
we may rest and be comforted, and the higher garden that awaits us after death, where we may commune with Him. Our souls give to and take from 
the qualities of the garden, emitting fragrance from our good deeds and in turn absorbing the exquisite fragrance of the garden. 
By our thoughtful reading, our entire world is nourished by His Light. Our life is scented with the aroma of the garden, and the fragrance of Eden 
now emanates throughout the world, ushering in the arrival of the Messianic age.
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19. "That they bring Me an offering..." (Shemot 25:2): Rabbi Shimon, 
Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Aba, and Rabbi Yosi were sitting one day under 
some trees in the valley next to the Sea of Genosar, THAT IS, THE 
SEA OF GALILEE. Rabbi Shimon said: How pleasant is this shade 
from the trees that covers us, and we are obliged to adorn this place 
with the words of Torah.
 

 

20. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "King Solomon 
made himself a palanquin from the woods of Lebanon" (Shir 
Hashirim 3:9). We have established and learned this passage. Still, 
palanquin is the lower chamber, MALCHUT, which is similar to the 
upper chamber, BINAH. The Holy One, blessed be He, called it the 
Garden of Eden, which He plants for His pleasure, and His desire is 
to amuse Himself in it with the souls of the righteous, for they all 
stand there and are recorded there. The souls that do not have a 
body in this world all ascend and are crowned there. They have 
places to see and to delight in the supernal delight that is called the 
pleasantness of Hashem, and there they are filled with all the 
delights of the river of the pure balsam tree.
 

 

21. The balsam tree is the upper chamber, which is covered and 
hidden, WHICH IS BINAH. The palanquin is the lower chamber, 
MALCHUT, which has no support (Heb. somech) until it is supported 
from the upper chamber. Therefore, the letter Samech is closed on 
all sides, like a square. It is a closed letter.
 

 

22. What is the difference BETWEEN THE BALSAM TREE AND THE 
PALANQUIN? When the supernal light above is hidden and 
concealed in it, BINAH assumes in the form of the letter Samech, IN 
WHICH THE LIGHT is concealed. It is hidden in it in order to ascend 
above. When she returns and settles, she sits over her children 
below to nurse them. Then it dons the form of the letter final Mem, 
which lies and is closed to all four directions of the world, WHICH 
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, FOR CHESED 
AND GVURAH ARE SOUTH AND NORTH AND TIFERET AND 
MALCHUT ARE EAST AND WEST.
 

 

23. Hence, one is a balsam tree and the other a palanquin, BECAUSE 
A PALANQUIN (HEB. APIRION), WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS 
PERFECTED SIMILAR TO THE BALSAM TREE (HEB. 
APHARSEMON), WHICH IS BINAH, AND THEY HAVE THE SAME 
FORM. Instead of the two letters, Samech and final Mem, THAT ARE 
IN APHARSEMON, there is a Yud IN APIRION, in the secret of the 
covenant, and it will eventually receive all FROM THE SAMECH 
(=SIXTY) AND FINAL MEM (=FORTY), which is the secret of the one 
hundred blessings. Samech and final Mem ARE sixty and forty, with 
sixty corresponding to the six corners that emerge from the Samech 
and forty corresponding to the four directions of the world. The letter 
Yud OF APIRION ALSO completes the secret of one hundred, THAT 
IS, YUD (=TEN) SFIROT, EACH COMPOSED OF TEN, like the 
supernal SAMECH AND FINAL MEM IN APHARSEMON, WHICH IS 
BINAH. Therefore, one is apharsemon and the other an apirion, AND 
THEIR FORMS ARE EQUAL!
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24. They are the rivers that emerge from that balsam, and the 
supernal souls that do not have a body in this world nurse from the 
light that emerges from the pure balsam and delight in this supernal 
delight. The souls that have a body in this world ascend and nurse 
from this palanquin and descend. These give and take, giving the 
fragrance from those good deeds in which they endeavored in this 
world and taking from that fragrance that remained in the Garden of 
Eden, as it is written: "Like the smell of a field which Hashem has 
blessed" (Beresheet 27:27), meaning the fragrance that remained in 
that field. They all stand in that Garden. Those THAT DO NOT HAVE 
A BODY IN THIS WORLD delight above IN THE BALSAM, WHICH IS 
BINAH IN THE GARDEN, and those THAT HAVE A BODY IN THIS 
WORLD, delight below IN THE PALANQUIN, WHICH IS MALCHUT IN 
THE GARDEN.
 

 

25. "King Solomon made himself," for his own benefit. HE 
QUESTIONS: The souls of the pious delight with it, yet you say 
"made himself"? HE ANSWERS: It is certainly so, because this 
palanquin and these souls of the righteous all exist so that the Holy 
One, blessed be He, can amuse Himself with them, SO WE SEE 
THAT HE MADE IT FOR HIMSELF. "King Solomon" (Heb. Shlomo) is 
the King that the peace (Heb. shalom) is His, namely the supernal 
King, ZEIR ANPIN. 'The King' without attributes refers to Messiah, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT. The one is the male world and the other the 
female world. "From the woods of Lebanon": THESE ARE the trees 
and plants that the Holy One, blessed be He, uprooted and planted in 
a different place. THEY ARE THE SEVEN SFIROT OF MALE AND 
FEMALE THAT WERE IN MALCHUT WITH THE QUALITY OF 
JUDGMENT, WHICH HE UPROOTED AND REPASTED IN BINAH, IN 
THE SECRET OF MALCHUT OF THE QUALITY OF MERCY. These are 
called the cedars of Lebanon, as it is written: "The cedars of 
Lebanon that He planted" (Tehilim 104:16). This palanquin was built 
and completed with them alone.
 

 

 
 
5. "The woods of Lebanon" are the six days of Creation 
Here we read an alternative explanation of "the woods of Lebanon" - that they are the six days of creation. The six attributes of Chesed, Gvurah, 
Tiferet, Netzach, Hod and Yesod all in their turn entered and mated with the palanquin, producing in this fashion the manifested world in six days. 
Then, we learn, this palanquin became sanctified until it ascended the crown of rest and was given a supernal name, 'Shabbat'. Rabbi Shimon tells 
us that we have to see we are sitting in the shadow of The Creator within that palanquin. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Again and again in the Zohar, we see that each interpretation of Scripture leads us back to the knowledge that God has placed His own qualities into 
the creation that He made for us. From our mundane perspective, the upper world consists of six Sfirot [dimensions] rolled into one, called Zeir 
Anpin. This realm is the repository of all our wisdom and fulfillment. The love we feel, the joy we experience, the serenity we seek, all originate there. 
Zeir Anpin also embodies the supernal Light of Shabbat. Access to this realm can be achieved through inner transformation and various tools, such 
as the Zohar. On Shabbat, however, this Light is freely given as a gift to all Creation. These words of Zohar open up the gates to Zeir Anpin, causing 
the Light of the cosmic Sabbath to shine the moment our eyes fall upon them.
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26. Another explanation of "the woods of Lebanon": These are the 
six days of creation, for each day is arranged on this palanquin in 
the system that applies to it. EVERY ATTRIBUTE OF CHESED, 
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN 
THAT ARE COMPLETED THROUGH BINAH BESTOWS ONE PART IN 
THE EDIFICE OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'PALANQUIN'. The first 
system: The first light that was concealed is drawn from the right 
side OF BINAH, and it takes from the right side OF ZEIR ANPIN who 
enters this palanquin upon one foundation and cohabits with it. 
Afterwards, the palanquin produces an image that is suitable for this 
light, WHICH IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF CHESED OF THE PALANQUIN. 
This is the secret of what is written: "Let there be light, and there 
was light" (Beresheet 1:3). After it said, "Let there be light," why add, 
"And there was light"? It could have just been written: 'And it was 
so.' Wherefore does it say, "And there was light"? It means that this 
light brought forth a different light that was suitable for it, and this 
was the first day of these woods of Lebanon.
 

 

27. The second system: The separation of the waters is drawn from 
the left side OF BINAH by the drawing of a strong fire, taken from the 
left side OF ZEIR ANPIN. It enters into the palanquin, mates with it 
and divides between the water on the right side and the water on the 
left side. Afterwards, the palanquin brought forth an image similar to 
this, AND THE ATTRIBUTE OF GVURAH OF THE PALANQUIN WAS 
BUILT. This is the secret of the verse: "The waters which were under 
the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament, and 
it was so" (Ibid. 7). This is the second day of these woods of 
Lebanon.
 

 

28. The third system: A certain third day is drawn from the central 
side and the right side, MEANING THE ATTRIBUTE OF TIFERET OF 
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN that makes peace in 
the world BETWEEN THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, 
whence fruits proceed to everyone. And it cohabits with this 
palanquin and draws forth a species after its kind, a species that 
does many actions like the kinds that fit it accordingly, MEANING all 
the vegetation and grasses and trees in many strengths, and its 
image remains IN THE PALANQUIN. That palanquin brings forth a 
species exactly identical to it THAT CAME FORTH FROM THE 
CENTRAL COLUMN, AND THE ATTRIBUTE OF TIFERET OF THE 
PALANQUIN IS BUILT. This is the third day that includes both sides, 
RIGHT AND LEFT, of these woods of Lebanon.
 

 

29. The fourth system: The light of the sun is drawn and illuminates 
this palanquin in the midst of its darkness. It enters to illuminate but 
does not cohabit with it, until the fifth day. THEN the palanquin 
brings forth the cohabitation of the illumination that entered it on the 
fourth day, and the palanquin brings forth the exact likeness of that 
light. THE ATTRIBUTE OF NETZACH OF THE PALANQUIN IS BUILT 
IN THIS WAY. This is the fourth day, which is one of the woods of 
Lebanon.
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30. The fifth system: One drawing of the swarming of the water was 
brought forth, and mated so as to bring forth that light from the 
system of the fourth day. It cohabited with that palanquin ON THE 
FIFTH DAY, and brought forth species according to its very own 
kind. This day OF THE WOODS OF LEBANON did that action more 
than in the other days, BECAUSE IT PERFECTED THE ATTRIBUTE 
OF HOD IN THE PALANQUIN WITH THE SWEETENED JUDGMENTS 
OF BINAH. It was all suspended until the sixth day, for the palanquin 
brought forth all that was hidden in it, as it is written: "Let the earth 
bring forth living creatures after their kind" (Ibid. 24). This is the fifth 
day, ONE day of the woods of the Lebanon.
 

 

31. The sixth system: It is the day that perfected the entire palanquin. 
THE PALANQUIN has no perfection and power except through that 
day, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, BECAUSE THE PALANQUIN 
DOES NOT RECEIVE ANYTHING FROM THOSE ABOVE EXCEPT 
THROUGH YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. When that day came, the 
palanquin became perfected with many spirits, with many souls, and 
with many beautiful maidens, WHO ARE SEVEN CHAMBERS THAT 
SERVE MALCHUT, those ones worthy to sit in the King's chamber. 
YESOD also was perfected with the beauty of all the days that 
preceded, BECAUSE YESOD INCLUDES ALL THE FIVE DAYS, 
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD. And it perfected 
them with one wish, with desire, joy, and perfection of above and 
below.
  

32. Then this palanquin became sanctified with supernal sanctities 
and adorned with its crowns, until it ascended with the rising of the 
crown of rest and was given a supernal Name, the Holy Name, which 
is Shabbat. This is the tranquillity of all, the desire of all and the 
cleaving of all, of above and below together, of which it is written: 
"King Solomon made himself a palanquin from the woods of 
Lebanon."
 

 

33. Rabbi Shimon said: The one who merits that palanquin merits 
everything. He merits to sit and rest in the shadow of Hashem, as it 
is written: "I sat down under His shadow with great delight" (Shir 
Hashirim 2:3). Now that I sit in the shadow of this rest, we have to 
see that we are sitting in the shadow of the Holy One, blessed be He, 
within that palanquin. But we have to adorn this place with supernal 
crowns, until the trees of that palanquin are aroused to come to us 
with a different shadow.
 

 

 
 
6. "That they bring Me an offering" 
The section title passage summarizes one single great truth, which Rabbi Shimon explains to us: that for one to aspire toward divine union, he must 
strive with all his heart and soul and with self-purification, and pay the necessary price. We also hear that he is prompted to do this by the heart of 
God in himself, that he may increase his worthiness by turning a wicked person from the path of evil. In doing so he causes the subjugation of the 
Other Side, causes God to be elevated in his honor, and thence causes the world to be preserved both above and below. Such a righteous one, 
we're told, shall enter in through the twelve gates. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Perfection comes partly through striving and steadfast self- transformation with the right intent; yet there is more to bettering ourselves. We can 
increase our merit by tutoring the wicked, helping them to be free of evil. 
Through our meditation upon these verses, we grasp in our hearts the source of all goodness from whence we sprang. The evil tendencies of the 
wicked are abolished and the Other Side is immobilized. We are now free to attain unity with the Light of the Creator.
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34. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "That they bring 
Me an offering, of every man whose heart prompts him to 
give" (Shemot 25:2). "That they bring Me" POINTS OUT that if one 
wishes to undertake a precept and to aspire towards the Holy One, 
blessed be He, it is necessary that the person not strive in vain and 
empty handed, but rather that he makes efforts as befitting, and 
according to, his strengths. We have established this in many 
places, AND SO it is good for a person to strive after the Holy One, 
blessed be He, as it is written: "Every man shall give as he is able, 
according to the blessing of Hashem your Elohim which He has 
given you" (Devarim 16:17).
 

 

35. And if you ask, Is it not written: "Come, buy, and eat; come, buy 
wine and milk without money and without a price" (Yeshayah 55:1)? 
So we see that it is free, and that is the striving after the Holy One, 
blessed be He, BECAUSE WINE AND MILK MEAN THE TORAH, 
WHICH IS REFERRED TO IN THIS WAY. HE ANSWERS: Anybody 
who desires to endeavor for Torah merits it. The striving after the 
Holy One, blessed be He, is to know Him; for anyone who desires it 
will merit it without any payment whatsoever. But if the striving after 
the Holy One, blessed be He, is in the form of an action, it is 
prohibited to perform that action empty handed and in vain, because 
one will not merit the drawing down of a spirit of holiness unless he 
pays in full.
 

 

36. In the books of sorcery that Asmodeus, THE KING OF THE 
DEMONS, taught King Solomon IT IS WRITTEN THAT whoever wants 
to endeavor to remove from himself the impure spirit and to subdue 
the other spirit OF THE OTHER SIDE, must buy in full payment the 
action in which he wishes to endeavor, and he should give whatever 
is requested of him, whether a little or a lot. The spirit of impurity is 
always ready freely and for nothing and is saleable without payment, 
because he compels people upon whom he dwells and entices them 
to dwell with him. He tempts them to make their habitation with him 
in many ways.
 

 

37. The spirit of holiness is not this way, but only with full payment 
and great endeavor, and by purifying himself and purifying his 
habitation with the desire of his heart and soul. AND EVEN THEN, 
fortunate is he who merits that he will place its habitation with him. 
With all this, HE MUST go in the straight path, neither turning right 
nor left. If he does not, He separates itself immediately and distances 
itself from him, and he will not again be able to merit it as he did 
originally.
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38. In reference to this, it is written: "That they bring Me an offering, 
of every man..." MEANING one called 'man' who has overcome his 
inclination, for whoever overcomes his inclination is called 'man'. 
"Whose heart prompts him": HE QUESTIONS: What does "whose 
heart prompts him" mean? HE ANSWERS: Rather that the Holy One, 
blessed be He, takes pleasure in him, as it is written: "Of You my 
heart has said" (Tehilim 27:8); "the strength of my heart" (Tehilim 
73:26), "of a merry heart" (Mishlei 15:15) and "His heart was 
merry" (Rut 3:7). They all refer to the Holy One, blessed be He, 
MEANING THE HEART OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, THAT 
IS, HIS GOODWILL. Here also, "Whose heart prompts him" IS THE 
HEART OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. From Him "shall you 
take My offering," because there is where THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED 
BE HE is found, FOR HE DWELLS IN HIM and in no other place.
 

 

39. How do we know that the Holy One, blessed be He, wants him 
and places His dwelling place in him? IT IS when we see that the 
desire of the person IS to endeavor to pursue the Holy One, blessed 
be He, with his heart and soul and desire. We are certain then that 
the Shechinah dwells there. Then we should pay in full to befriend 
him and to learn from him. About this, the ancients said, '...and 
acquire for yourself a friend.' You must buy him for a full price in 
order to merit the Shechinah THAT DWELLS IN HIM. This is how far 
it is necessary to pursue a righteous man and purchase him.
 

 

40. In the same way, the righteous one must pursue the wicked 
person and purchase him for a full price in order to remove from him 
that filth, subdue the Other Side and build him, for it is considered as 
though he created him. This is a praise with which the glory of the 
Holy One, blessed be He, will be elevated, more than with any other 
praise, and this elevation is quite in excess! What is the reason? 
Because he caused the Other Side to be subdued and to elevate the 
honor of the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written about Aaron: 
"And turned many away from iniquity" (Malachi 2:6) and also, "My 
covenant was with him" (Ibid. 5).
 

 

41. Come and see: Everyone who holds the hand of the wicked 
person and endeavors to help him leave the path of evil is elevated 
in three elevations, to which another person cannot rise. He causes 
the subjugation of the Other Side, he causes the Holy One, blessed 
be He, to be elevated in His honor and he causes the world to be 
preserved both above and below. About this person, it is written: 
"My covenant was with him for life and peace" and he merits to see 
the children of his children, and gains merit in this world and in the 
World to Come. All the accusers will not be able to judge him in this 
world and in the World to Come. He enters through the twelve gates 
THAT ARE IN THE FIRMAMENT, and there is nothing to prevent him. 
It is written: "His seed shall be mighty upon earth; the generation of 
the upright shall be blessed. Wealth and riches shall be in his house, 
and his righteousness endures forever. Light rises in the darkness 
for the upright: He is gracious and full of compassion, and 
just..." (Tehilim 112:2-4).
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7. The three colors in the flame 
This section deals with the three colors that can be distinguished inside a flame. One rises up, while another seems to dip down. The other one is 
usually visible, but appears to be concealed when the sun shines. There is one color that ascends above and emerges, and that color is whiter than 
white. 
Through this analogy, we learn how our prayers cause the white light to ascend to the crown, and how all the Sfirot join to each other with light 
above and below, and then join with all the candles. Only then are all combined with the righteous one, who is called 'good'. Whosoever causes the 
wicked to return to the right path is now worthy, we are told. This recognition is then witnessed by the angels who supervise the world. Next, the 
overseer appears, bringing with him the image of that person; and, we read, there is no righteous person in this world who does not have his image 
thus engraved above. The King then blesses the image of that righteous one, and four camps of supernal angels take it and depart, whence they go, 
however, we are not told. 
The Zohar next recounts the seventy keys belonging of treasures owned by the overseer's Master, and then of seventy concealed worlds. After this, 
we learn that those who help the poor merit much good in return, as well as many supernal treasures, but these rewards are nothing like those 
merited by someone who redeems the wicked. 
Now we learn when the children of Yisrael reach the Kedushah in the prayer, the third color in the flame emerges and shines. We are next told that 
the sanctification we recite is the same as the praise we give to the supernal angels, and we give this praise both so that we may be sanctified 
ourselves and so that we may earn their friendship. Sanctification in the Holy Language may only be recited when ten men are present , because the 
Shechinah joins the sanctification. Prayer, we are told, has great strength and is often able to break the power of the Other Side. Concluding the 
discourse, Rabbi Shimon blesses the other rabbis. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Just as the seven colors of the rainbow emerge from a single beam of white sunlight, our reading unites all the spiritual forces into their original 
state: a ray of pure Light emanating from the Creator. 
This union produces a luminescence that brightens our entire existence. We steer this Light towards the wicked, the evil who dwell among us, as 
well as the wicked tendencies in ourselves, thus purging immoral impulses and subjugating the Other Side, the Satan, which is the root of personal 
and global negativity. This Light also emancipates the poor, annulling the force of poverty so all may now partake of God's goodness.

42. In the upper chamber, WHICH IS MALCHUT, there are three 
colors, WHICH ARE NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, that glitter inside 
one flame, and that flame emerges from the south side which is 
right. These colors separate to three sides. One ascends above, 
SHINING FROM BELOW UP, AND IT IS NETZACH, one descends 
below, SHINING FROM ABOVE DOWN, AND IT IS HOD, and one is 
visible, but is concealed when the sun shines. IT IS THE 
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IN CHASSADIM THAT IS PRODUCED 
BY YESOD THAT SHINES ONLY AT NIGHT, WHICH IS THE 
DOMINION OF NUKVA, BUT NOT BY DAY, WHICH IS THE DOMINION 
OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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43. There is one color that ascends above, WHICH IS NETZACH, and 
emerges, and that color is white, much whiter than any other kind of 
white. It enters that flame and becomes slightly colored, FOR IT 
INCLUDES SOME JUDGMENTS OF THE FLAME, yet does not 
become colored, MEANING THAT NO COLOR IS NOTICEABLE IN IT, 
WHICH IS JUDGMENT. That color is situated above on the top of that 
chamber, NAMELY ON TOP OF MALCHUT, when Yisrael come to 
synagogue and pray their prayers, when they reach: 'Who redeemed 
Yisrael' and bring redemption and Amidah prayer close together, BY 
NOT INTERRUPTING IN BETWEEN. THROUGH THIS, THEY CAUSE 
YESOD, WHICH IS CALLED 'REDEMPTION', TO GET CLOSE TO 
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'PRAYER'. Then that white color, 
WHICH IS NETZACH, ascends to the top of the chamber, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, and becomes its crown.
 

 

44. A proclamation is made: Blessed are you the holy nation that do 
good, MEANING THAT THEY CAUSE THE UNITY OF YESOD THAT IS 
CALLED 'GOOD' before the Holy One, blessed be He. This is the 
secret of: "And have done that which is good in your 
eyes" (Yeshayah 38:3), WHICH MEANS that he brought redemption 
close to prayer. When they reach 'Praises to the supernal El,' that 
color, NETZACH, ascends upon the top of the chamber, and the 
righteous one is aroused, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, to unite 
where it should with love and affection and with joy and desire. All 
the limbs, NAMELY ALL THE SFIROT, join each other with the same 
desire, those of above with those of below, and all the candles, 
NAMELY ALL THE LEVELS, shine and glitter. They are all combined 
with the righteous one who is called 'good', as it is written: "Say of 
the righteous that it shall be well (also: 'good') with him" (Yeshayah 
3:10). It joins them all in one union and all is silent above and below 
with the kisses of desire. It is all found in the union of the chamber, 
NAMELY THE SECRET OF THE EMBRACE.
 

 

45. As soon as 'Give peace' is reached, WHICH IS THE LAST 
BLESSING OF THE AMIDAH AND THE ATTRIBUTE OF YESOD, the 
river that emerges from Eden, WHICH IS YESOD, cohabits with this 
chamber, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and all must leave the presence of 
the King. No person needs to be present there, nor make their 
requests, but it is just necessary to fall on the face, THAT IS TO SAY 
THE PRAYER OF FALLING ON THEIR FACES. What is the reason? 
That is the time of cohabitation, and everyone must be embarrassed 
before his Master and cover his face with great embarrassment to 
include himself in that cohabitation of the souls, for this chamber is 
included from above and from below with souls and spirits. Then 
another color that descends below, NAMELY HOD, gets up and 
attaches itself to the end of this room.
 

 

46. Another proclamation is made: Those of above and those of 
below bear witness. Whoever creates souls and exonerates the 
wicked, MEANING HE WHO CAUSES THEM TO RETURN TO THE 
RIGHT PATH, is worthy to be adorned with the Crown of Royalty on 
his head. That is the one who is now worthy to come before the King 
and Queen, because the King and Queen are inquiring about him.
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47. Then appear two witnesses of the eyes of Hashem that roam the 
entire world, NAMELY THE ANGELS WHO SUPERVISE THE WORLD, 
who stand behind the curtain, and bear this testimony, saying, 'We 
witnessed that so-and-so, son of so-and-so, acquired souls below, 
souls of the wicked who were on the Other Side.' Then the Holy One, 
blessed be He, is glorified with complete joy. Blessed is his portion, 
for his father is also mentioned for good because of him, BECAUSE 
THEY HAVE TESTIFIED ABOUT SO-AND-SO, SON OF SO-AND-SO.
 

 

48. At that moment, there appears an overseer who is the treasurer 
of the images of the righteous in the secret of cohabitation of the 
letters, MEANING THE PAIRING OF THE LETTERS OF THE NAME, 
called 'Yehodiam', WHICH IS SPELLED WITH THE LETTERS YUD-HEI-
VAV OF THE NAME. IT IS IN THE SECRET OF the crown of the 
pairing OF THE LETTERS YUD AND HEI of the Holy Name, WHICH IS 
DA'AT. And the Holy One, blessed be He, gestures to that minister, 
and brings the image of that person who made over the souls of the 
wicked to stand before the King and Queen.
 

 

49. RABBI SHIMON SAID: I bring witness upon me the heavens and 
the earth that at that moment they give to Him the image OF THE 
RIGHTEOUS ONE, because there is no righteous person in this 
world that does not have his image engraved above unless under the 
jurisdiction of this overseer. And seventy keys of all the treasures of 
his Master, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT 
OF CHOCHMAH, are given over into the hand OF THE RIGHTEOUS 
ONE. The King then blesses the image OF THAT RIGHTEOUS ONE 
with all the blessings that He blessed Abraham when he made over 
the souls of the wicked, AS IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "THE 
SOULS THEY HAD ACQUIRED IN CHARAN" (BERESHEET 12:5).
 

 

50. The Holy One, blessed be He, gestures to four camps of supernal 
ANGELS, who take that image and go with it. He enters seventy 
concealed worlds that no other person EXCEPT HIM merited, 
because these worlds are concealed and are only for those who 
made over the souls of the wicked. If people knew how much benefit 
and merit they would acquire when they merit them WITH 
REPENTANCE, they would go after them and pursue them as one 
who pursues life.
 

 

51. A poor person causes people to merit much good and many 
supernal treasures, but not like one who brings merit to the wicked. 
What is the difference between them? Simply, he who works for and 
does charity with the poor enlivens his soul, enables him to live and 
merits because he has done much good in this world. But he who 
endeavors after the wicked, TO RETURN THEM TO REPENT, 
accomplishes even more, because he causes the other Elohim of the 
Other Side to become subdued and removes him from his dominion. 
He causes the Holy One, blessed be He, to become elevated upon 
His Throne of Glory and makes a new soul for that wicked one. 
Happy is his share.
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52. The other color, NAMELY THE THIRD COLOR, is visible yet not 
visible WHEN THE SUN SHINES. When Yisrael reach the Kedushah 
(lit. 'sanctification') in the prayer, NAMELY THE SANCTIFICATION IN 
THE PRAYER: "BUT TO ZION A REDEEMER SHALL 
COME" (YESHAYAH 59:20), that THIRD color which was concealed 
emerges, because this sanctification is sanctified by the children of 
Yisrael even more than the supernal angels who are comrades with 
them. That color shines and is seen at the time that the children of 
Yisrael say this sanctification until they finish it, so that the supernal 
angels should not notice and punish them above and should not 
accuse them.
 

 

53. Then a proclamation is issued: Those above and those below 
who are haughty with the words of Torah, listen carefully. Who is he 
that all his words are only to be proud with the words of Torah? As 
we learned man needs to be humble in the world with the words of 
Torah, because there is no pride due to the Torah except in the 
World to Come.
 

 

54. We must be guarded and conceal this sanctification among us in 
order that we become holy with sanctification in the beginning and 
in the end, more than with these sanctifications that the supernal 
angels say with us. The sanctification that we recite IN THE AMIDAH 
IS the praise that we praise the supernal angels, who permit us to 
enter the supernal gates for this praise. Therefore, we recite this 
sanctification in the Holy Language, WHICH IS THE LANGUAGE 
THAT THE MINISTERING ANGELS USE, and they leave us to come 
with love into the gates of above because we praise them in their 
system. NAMELY, WE SAY, 'AND ONE CRIED TO ANOTHER, AND 
SAID,' so we receive a great sanctification and enter into the highest 
gates.
 

 

55. And if you say that WHAT WE PRAISE THEM is deception, and 
THAT IT IS NOT WITH A WHOLE HEART BUT ONLY TO RECEIVE 
SANCTIFICATION, this is not so. The supernal angels are holier than 
us, and they receive more sanctification. If it were not for the fact 
that we take and draw upon ourselves these sanctifications 
THROUGH THE PRAISE WE GIVE THEM, we could not be friends 
with them. And the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He, would not 
be complete above and below at one time, BECAUSE WE WOULD 
NOT BE ABLE TO RECEIVE SUPERNAL SANCTIFICATION. 
Therefore, we endeavor to be friends with them THROUGH THE 
PRAISE WE GIVE THEM, and the glory of the Holy One, blessed be 
He, should rise above and below at the same time.
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56. The sanctification which is at the end, IN "AND A REDEEMER 
SHALL COME TO ZION," is translated, as we have established. Even 
a solitary man may say this SINCE they are words of translation, but 
the sanctification that is in the Holy Language may be recited only 
when ten are present, because the Shechinah joins the 
sanctification. When the Shechinah is present, any sanctification is 
only recited by ten, as it is written: "But I will be hallowed among the 
children of Yisrael" (Vayikra 22:32). The children of Yisrael certainly 
speak in the Holy Language, unlike the other nations that speak a 
different language.
 

 

57. And if you ask: Why isn't the sanctification of Kaddish, which is 
in Aramaic, recited alone? HE ANSWERS: Come and see, this 
sanctification, MEANING KADDISH, is not like the other kinds of 
sanctification which are tripled, but this sanctification is in all the 
sides, above and below and in all sides of the Faith. It breaks even 
locks and rings of iron and evil Klipot, so that the glory of the Holy 
One, blessed be He, shall ascend above all. We must say it in the 
language of the Other Side, and answer, 'Amen. May His Great Name 
be blessed' with great strength, in order to break the power of the 
Other Side. Then, the Holy One, blessed be He, should ascend in His 
glory over all. When power of the Other Side is broken with this 
sanctification, the Holy One, blessed be He, becomes elevated in His 
glory, and He remembers His children and His name. Because the 
Holy One, blessed be He, ascends in His glory through this 
sanctification, it can be recited only among ten.
 

 

58. The Other Side is subdued against his will by this language OF 
ARAMAIC, and its power is broken. The glory of the Holy One, 
blessed be He, ascends and breaks locks and rings and strong 
chains and evil Klipot, and the Holy One, blessed be He, remembers 
His name and children. Blessed are they, the holy people, that the 
Holy One, blessed be He, gives them the Holy Torah to merit through 
it the World to Come.
 

 

59. Rabbi Shimon said to the friends: Blessed are you in the World to 
Come. Since I started the words of the supernal Crown of Royalty, I 
will say MORE and only for you. May the Holy One, blessed be He, 
grant you reward in that world, and may the breath of your mouths 
ascend above as though you yourselves said these words.
 

 

 
 
8. "Gold, and silver, and brass" 
Rabbi Shimon opens the discussion with the verse, "And this is the offering which you shall take of them; gold, and silver, and brass." This passage 
is both toward the upper side, which is the side of holiness or the right side, and the lower side, which is the 'other side' or the 'left side'. When God 
created the world and the tabernacle, he made them opposite, so that while they are both silver and gold, the world is begun from silver, or right, 
while the tabernacle is begun from gold, or left. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
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Good and evil are undeniable forces that live within us. This truth is revealed by way of the metal metaphor (gold, silver, and brass), whose purpose 
is to help us become truly cognizant of their influence. Our inner aspect of good now emerges as our dominant feature, and we, finally, uproot and 
eliminate the evil component forever. As our own negative traits are toppled, the macrocosmic force of evil is conquered in equal measure.

60. He opened the discussion with the verse: "And this is the 
offering which you shall take of them; gold, and silver, and 
brass" (Shemot 25:3). This passage is both toward the upper side 
and the lower side, AND HE EXPLAINS the upper side means the 
side of holiness, NAMELY THE RIGHT SIDE, and the lower side 
MEANS another side, WHICH MEANS THE LEFT SIDE, BECAUSE 
THE TABERNACLE WAS FIRST BUILT FROM THE LEFT SIDE AND 
WAS AFTERWARDS JOINED TO THE RIGHT SIDE. Come and see: 
When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He started to 
create from the side of silver, which is right, because silver is higher 
THAN GOLD, BECAUSE SILVER IS CHESED AND RIGHT, AND GOLD 
IS GVURAH AND THE ATTRIBUTE OF THE LEFT. In the construction 
of the tabernacle, which is similar TO MALCHUT, He started from the 
left side, WHICH IS GOLD, and then from the right side, WHICH IS 
SILVER, since the tabernacle is from the left side. Therefore, it starts 
here from the left side, FROM GOLD, and there BY THE CREATION 
OF THE WORLD from the right side, as it is written: "And this is the 
offering..."
  

 
 
9. "Evening, and morning, and at noon" 
This section tells us of the spirits of the night and why they are much to be feared. They are nourished, we learn, in the darkness, when the leftovers 
of the sacrifice are burned and the smoke rises up, twisting toward a hole in the north (keri) from which they emerge. The overseer of these spirits, 
we are told, is named Sangirya, and they come out only when they need to feast on the smoke of sacrificial fires. The purpose of the evening prayer 
is to protect us from fear of the night. On Shabbat, this prayer is not necessary because there is no fear of hell nor of other judgments on that night. 
At midnight, when the north wind is aroused, it attacks all the habitations of these evil spirits, breaks through to the Other Side and enters in there, 
floating above and below. This breaks the power of the spirits and they no longer rule in their realm. Then, we learn, God enters to amuse Himself 
with the righteous in the Garden of Eden. When morning comes it completes the outpouring of good to all the worlds; it waters the Garden, and in 
this action protects the whole world. The rabbis go on to discuss the letters that appear in the eastern sky before dawn. One pillar is thrust into the 
southern edge of the firmament's canopy that is over the Garden; and in this pillar there is one branch, and in this branch are three birds who are 
aroused to sing in praise. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
This is where we ignite the Light of the three daily prayers, the energy of Shabbat, and the primordial power of the 42-Letter Name of God. Much 
good is accomplished through the energy that is awakened here. 
First, the negative forces that, throughout history, have risen after dark are now battered and broken by this awesome display of Light. All 
judgments are halted. The fires that have blazed in Hell for millennia are doused. Our dreams of the night are forever shielded from the negative 
forces (Lilit) that have caused man to discharge and waste his semen since the dawn of human existence. 
These negative forces have used this squandered life force to sustain their own negative existence. Thus, this force of negativity is now rendered 
powerless. Our soul achieves dominion over the Evil Inclination, and we help others achieve this same mastery simply by meditating upon them 
with a loving heart. 
Second, the cosmic morning (the age of Messiah) now dawns. The blissful melody of birds in morning song fills us with untold joy. Balance is 
restored to our lives and to the world. This portion completes our spiritual evolution, for that is the ultimate wish and desire of the author of this all-
powerful book.

61. It is written: "Evening, and morning, and at noon" (Tehilim 55:18). 
We have established and learned this passage. These are the daily 
times of prayer, and the friends remarked about these three times 
THAT evening is the mirror that does not shine, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT. Morning is the mirror that shines, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, 
and noon is the place that is called darkness, WHICH IS GVURAH, 
and is attached to evening, WHICH IS MALCHUT. They stand one 
with the other, BECAUSE THE LEFT IS ATTACHED TO MALCHUT.
 

 

62. We learned that noon is the strength of the sun and is simply a 
flowery language, because that is the way that a black person is 
referred to as white, for a flowery language is used. Sometimes white 
is called black, as it is written: "For he had taken a Kushite (Eng. 
'black') woman" (Bemidbar 12:1) and "Are you not as much mine as 
the children of the Kushite?" (Amos 9:7).
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63. Evening refers to Arvit (Eng. 'the evening prayer') and the Other 
Side is mixed with the evening, since its light has darkened and 
ruled by night. Therefore, they made it optional. THE EVENING 
SERVICE does not have a set time, BECAUSE IT CORRESPONDS TO 
the portions and fats THAT WERE LEFT OVER FROM THE 
SACRIFICES and are consumed at this time, ALL NIGHT ON THE 
ALTAR. Many legions of spirits that go out and dominate the night 
are nourished from them, BECAUSE THE EXTERNALS ARE 
NOURISHED FROM THE LEFTOVERS OF THE OFFERING.
 

 

64. If you ask: Have we not learned that all these members of the 
spirit of impurity of the Other Side do not dominate in the Holy 
Land? And that Yisrael arouse themselves in this, TO CHASE THEM 
AWAY, and it is forbidden to entice them to dwell in the Holy Land?
 

 

65. HE ANSWERS: During the night, that smoke OF THE PORTIONS 
AND FATS rises, but doesn't rise like THE SMOKE OF any other 
offering, for the smoke rises in a straight line. Yet here that smoke 
rises to a hole in the north, where the habitation of the evil spirits is, 
and since the smoke would rise and twist to that side, they would all 
be nourished and stand and enter their places. They would not go 
out FROM THERE to dominate the world.
 

 

66. There was one overseer there at that side over that hole in the 
north over all these groups of spirits, and his name was Sangirya. 
When that smoke would twist his way and ascend, this overseer, and 
sixty million other encampments, were all waiting to accept it and be 
nourished from it. They would stand in that hole THAT IS IN THE 
NORTH, and enter through one entrance called 'keri'. This is the 
secret of that which is written: "And if you walk contrary (Heb. keri) 
to me" (Vayikra 26:21) and that which is written: "Then I will walk 
contrary to you also in fury" (Ibid. 28), MEANING with that anger that 
goes forth from the entrance CALLED 'keri'.
 

 

67. There are those who float around during the night, IF THEY ARE 
NOT BEING NOURISHED FROM THE SMOKE AS MENTIONED 
EARLIER. When the souls emerge from the entrance to appear 
above, they go out and accuse them, so they are not able to ascend 
and appear above, except for those holy supernal pious ones who 
split the firmaments and airs and ascend. These camps of spirits go 
forth and inform people with falsehoods, and appear to them in other 
FEMALE forms and seduce them until they discharge semen. They 
are called men who have nocturnal emission of semen (Heb. keri), 
because it causes those who go forth from the entrance called 'keri' 
TO BE CALLED MEN OF NOCTURNAL EMISSION.
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68. During the time that the portions and fats were consumed ON 
THE ALTAR, that smoke would give them drink and nourish them, 
according to their stature and according to their needs. Therefore, 
they would not go forth and float over the Holy Land.
 

 

69. Evening (Heb. erev) is called so, as it is written: "And a mixed 
multitude (Heb. erev rav) went up also with them" (Shemot 12:38), 
WHICH MEANS A MIXTURE, because all these groups of spirits 
mingle according to the rule of the night. Therefore, they did not 
make the evening prayer obligatory, because there was nobody who 
could correct it like Jacob, who was the master of the tabernacle, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and corrected it properly.
 

 

70. Even though it is obligatory, the purpose of the prayer is to 
protect us from the fear of the nights and the fear of many kinds of 
Gehenom, because at that time the wicked are punished twice as 
much as during the day. Therefore, Yisrael hasten to say, "But He 
was full of compassion" (Tehilim 78:38), for fear of Gehenom. On 
Shabbat, when there is neither fear of Gehenom nor fear of other 
Judgments, it is forbidden to awaken it, NAMELY TO SAY, "BUT HE 
WAS FULL OF COMPASSION," because it would look as though the 
Shabbat does not have the power to remove Judgment from the 
world. SO IT IS NECESSARY TO SAY, "AND HE IS 
COMPASSIONATE."
 

 

71. There is fear of accusation against the souls when they wish to 
ascend above to appear before their Master; therefore, we hasten TO 
SAY '...who guards His nation Yisrael forever. Amen,' MEANING from 
the fear of many demons and accusers that are prevalent during the 
night. They have the ability to harm one who goes out of the 
entrance of his house. Therefore, we first SAY, 'And guard our 
coming and our going forth.'
 

 

72. Because of the fear of all this, AS MENTIONED, we deposit our 
bodies and spirits and souls to the supernal Malchut, for all the 
dominion is in Her hands. Therefore, the evening prayer is to be 
recited every single night. Now that offerings and altars are not in 
existence, we do all the corrections that we do by these means OF 
THE SMOKE OF THE OFFERINGS.
 

 

73. At midnight, when the north wind is aroused, WHICH IS THE 
LEFT COLUMN THAT COMES THEN TO ITS PERFECTION, it smites 
all the habitations of the evil spirits, breaks the Other Side and 
enters and floats above and below. All these groups of spirits enter 
their place and their power is broken, so they do not dominate. Then 
the Holy One, blessed be He, enters to amuse Himself with the 
righteous in the Garden of Eden, as we have already learned.
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74. When the morning comes, the light of the candle that dominates 
during the night, WHICH IS THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, is 
concealed before the light of day, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF 
CHASSADIM. Then the morning dominates, WHICH IS YESOD, and 
the domination of evening is removed, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This 
morning is the morning of the primordial light. This morning 
completes the good to all the worlds, and the upper and the lower 
worlds are nourished from it. It waters the Garden, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, and this protects the whole world.
 

 

75. Here is the secret for those who understand measurements. One 
who wishes to go out on a journey should arise when it is still night, 
watch closely according to the hour toward the east and see the 
appearance of the letters that strike in the sky. One rises and 
another falls. These are the sparkling of the letters with which the 
heavens and earth were created.
 

 

76. If one knows the secret of these letters, which is the secret of the 
Holy Name of 42 letters, he will mention them properly with a willing 
heart and will see six Yuds in the shine of the brightness of the 
firmament, three to the right side and three to the left, and three Vavs 
that rise and fall and sparkle in the sky. They are the letters of the 
Priests' Blessings. THERE ARE SIX YUDS IN THEM, NAMELY IN THE 
FIRST WORDS OF THE PASSAGES, "HASHEM BLESS YOU (HEB. 
YEVARECHECHA)...MAKE HIS COUNTENANCE (HEB. YA'ER)...TURN 
HIS COUNTENANCE (HEB. YISA)" (BEMIDBAR 6:24) AND THREE 
VAVS OF: "...AND (VAV) GUARD YOU...AND (VAV) BE GRACIOUS 
TO YOU...AND (VAV) GRANT YOU" (IBID.). THE YUDS are DIVIDED 
INTO TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, AND THE VAVS ARE THE 
SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT UNITES THEM. Then he 
should pray his prayer and go out on his way, for it is certain that the 
Shechinah has preceded him. Happy is his position.
 

 

77. When this morning arrives, one pillar, WHICH IS TIFERET, is 
thrust in the south side of the spread of the firmament that is over 
the Garden, MEANING THAT IT LEANS TOWARD CHESED. It is 
outside of the pillar that is thrust in the center of the Garden. This 
pillar shines with the shine of three hues, WHICH ARE CHESED, 
GVURAH AND TIFERET, woven TOGETHER in THE COLOR purple. In 
this pillar, WHICH IS TIFERET, there is one branch, WHICH IS 
YESOD. And in this branch are gathered three birds, WHICH ARE 
THE THREE COLUMNS THAT SHINE IN MALCHUT, FOR THE 
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IN IT IS CALLED 'A BIRD'. They 
arouse chirping praise.
 

 

 
 
10. "The watchman said, 'The morning comes'" 
This extremely long section is hardly capable of being summarized, so dense is it with details and instructions for the time and order of prayers. It 
begins charmingly with a bird, which opens the discussion by giving praise for the morning. Then we hear of the phrase, "Watchman, what of the 
night?" which the exiled children of Yisrael called out to the Creator. Then the passage continues on to say that the secret of "The burden of 
Dumah" is that prophecy is transmitted to the prophets in six grades - vision, revelation, sight, appearance, word, and burden. And this particular 
prophecy of Dumah was not able to be revealed. The secret of Faith is such that grades shine from within grades. The text then describes what kind 
of prophecy is associated with each grade. Next, we learn that the Watchman of the night is Matatron, about whom it is written, "So he who waits on 
his Master shall be honored." In the morning the holy people need to join and come to synagogue, we're told, and most blessed is he who arrives 
first, for he ascends to the level of righteousness. The psalms and praises of David, we next learn, are designed to awaken love above and below, to 
build perfection and to arouse joy. Warning is then given to those who would speak of worldly matters in the synagogue. While the children of 
Yisrael are reciting, we're told, three camps of supernal angels gather. There then follows details of the order of prayers, and, after, a long 
description of the letters of the words of praise and their numerical significance. Next we are reminded again that the sanctification of the Holy 
Tongue must be said by no fewer than ten, and that those prayers to be said alone are said in Aramaic. Finally, the section comes to a close, 
exclaiming: "Happy is the portion of Yisrael that become sanctified with the supernal sanctification, because they cleave unto above'." 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The seemingly simple act of dialing a friend long distance involves a complex communication network. Cables and wires must be laid, and a host of 
intricate equipment must be in place to ensure easy and reliable communication. Prayer works a lot like that. This passage of Zohar ensures that all 
our prayers, and the spiritual connections that we will make here, are as simple as making a telephone call. 
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In the act of describing the metaphysical circuitry of the upper world, these verses install all the cables and wiring on our behalf. All we must do to 
set the entire communications network into action is read or meditate upon this text. This is the equivalent of dialing a correct telephone number.

78. The first BIRD opened the discussion saying: "Haleluyah, Give 
praise, servants of Hashem, praise the Name of Hashem" (Tehilim 
113:1). THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN THAT IS IN 
MALCHUT, WHICH ILLUMINATES CHASSADIM. THEREFORE, IT 
SAYS: "PRAISE THE NAME OF HASHEM," AN INVITATION TO 
PRAISE THE NAME OF HASHEM, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AFTER 
SOME TIME, MEANING AFTER THE CHOCHMAH IN HER WILL 
ILLUMINATE WHEN SHE WILL BE ATTIRED IN CHASSADIM. The 
second bird opened the discussion saying: "Blessed be the Name of 
Hashem from this time forth and for ever more" (Ibid. 2). THIS IS THE 
SECRET OF THE SHINING OF THE LEFT COLUMN THAT GIVES 
FORTH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHENCE IS THE 
ESSENCE OF MALCHUT. AND THEREFORE IT SAYS: "BLESSED BE 
THE NAME OF HASHEM FROM THIS TIME" THAT SHINES 
IMMEDIATELY IN MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'THE NAME OF 
HASHEM'. The third bird opened the discussion saying: "From this 
rising of the sun to its setting, praised is the Name of Hashem" (Ibid. 
2), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SHINING OF THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN THAT RECEIVES FROM THE ESSENCE OF TIFERET, THAT 
IS CALLED 'SUN'. Then a proclamation soon cries, Prepare 
yourselves supernal Holy Ones, those who praise their Master. 
Prepare yourselves with the praises of the day. Then the day is 
separated from the night. Blessed is the portion of he who rises in 
the morning from the midst of the praise of the Torah with which he 
was occupied during the night. That is time for the morning prayer.
 

 

79. It is written: "The watchman said, 'The morning comes, and also 
the night. If you will inquire, inquire: return, come'" (Yeshayah 
21:12). This passage was established to refer to those exiles of 
Yisrael, who were living among the children of Seir. Yisrael said to 
the Holy One, blessed be He, "Watchman, what of the night?" (Ibid. 
11). What will come of us from this exile that is like the darkness of 
night? It is written: "The watchman said," and this is the Holy One, 
blessed be He. "The morning comes": I have already shone upon 
you during the exile in Egypt, I have raised you and brought you to 
My service and I gave you the Torah in order that you merit eternal 
life. You have forsaken My Torah. "And also night": I have brought 
you to Exile of Babylon and raised you, but you forsook My Torah as 
before. I brought you again into exile. "If you inquire, inquire" as it is 
written: "Seek out of the Book of the Hashem, and read" (Yeshayah 
34:16). You will find there just what your exile and deliverance are 
dependent on. If you inquire of it, it will say and proclaim you to 
"return, come" in complete repentance, and immediately you will 
come and get close to Me.
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80. In this passage, it is written: "The burden of Dumah" (Yeshayah 
21:11). The secret is that prophecy is transmitted to the prophets in 
six grades, vision, revelation, sight, appearance, word, and burden, 
and all of them are as one who looks from behind the wall at a shine 
of the light. It is as though some of them see the light of the sun 
through a lamp OF GLASS. But this is a burden, as light comes 
through great effort, because it was difficult for him and he could not 
reveal it, as it is written: "That You lay the burden of this whole 
people on me" (Bemidbar 11:11). Therefore, this is CALLED 'burden'.
 

 

81. Here IT IS WRITTEN the burden of Dumah, WHICH MEANS great 
effort, BECAUSE THE PROPHECY was not able to be revealed. It is a 
secretive prophecy and remains in secrecy. "One calls to Me out of 
Seir" (Yeshayah 21:11): It is not revealed whether the Holy One, 
blessed be He, or the faithful prophet SAID, "ONE CALLS TO ME 
OUT OF SEIR." This prophecy definitely is secret in the midst of the 
supernal Faith. And from the depth of secrecy, said the faithful 
prophet, to whom the voice of the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, called and said, "One calls to me out of Seir," as it is 
written: "And rose from Seir to them" (Devarim 33:2) instead of, 'And 
rose to Seir.' This is because the secret of Faith is such that grades 
shine from within grades, the ones, inside the others, a shell within a 
shell, one part the inner to another part within which it lies. 
THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "FROM SEIR," MEANING THAT IT 
BECAME REVEALED FROM THE MIDST OF THE KLIPAH (ENG. 
'SHELL') OF SEIR.
 

 

82. But we have established that it is written: "And, behold, a storm 
wind came out of the north" (Yechezkel 1:4). This is one grade, while 
"a great cloud" (Ibid.) is a second grade, "and a fire flaring up" (Ibid.) 
is a third grade, "and a brightness was about it" (Ibid.) is a fourth 
grade, and afterwards "And out of the midst of it, as it were the color 
of electrum" (Ibid.), after which "out of the midst of it came the 
likeness of four living creatures." (Ibid. 5) These are the grades 
within grades.
 

 

83. Here also, when the Holy One, blessed be He, became revealed to 
Yisrael, He did so only from within these grades, and "came from 
Sinai" (Devarim 33:2). This is the grade that is exceedingly 
concealed. Afterwards it must be revealed that it said, "And rose 
from Seir": This is another grade that is more revealed, a shell that 
envelops the fruit. Then, "He shone forth from Mount Paran" (Ibid.), 
which is another grade and "He came from holy multitudes" (Ibid.), 
which is a praise to them all. For even though He became revealed in 
all these grades, IT IS CONSIDERED THAT He started being revealed 
from a place which is the essence of all. Which place is it? "Holy 
multitudes," which are the highest levels above. Here also: "One 
calls to me out of Seir," meaning from that level that we said ABOVE: 
"AND ROSE FROM SEIR TO THEM," as he was cleaved to the above.
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84. "Watchman, what of the night. Watchman, what of the night?" 
The watchman is Metatron, ABOUT WHOM it is written: "So he who 
waits on his Master shall be honored" (Mishlei 27:18). This means 
the ruler of the night. "What of the night (Heb. laylah)? Watchman, 
what of the night (Heb. leyl)?" What is the difference between them, 
BETWEEN LAYLAH AND LEYL? HE ANSWERS: It is all one; THEY 
ARE BOTH NIGHT AND DARK, just as the Other Side dominates in 
this part OF LEYL, it does not dominate at all in this part OF 
LAYLAH. Leyl needs guarding, as it is written: "It is a night (Heb. 
leyl) of watchfulness" (Shemot 12:42). Therefore, it is spelled without 
Hei, BECAUSE HEI DENOTES THE PERFECTED MALCHUT. From 
nightfall until midnight, THE FIRST HALF OF THE NIGHT UNTIL 
MIDNIGHT, IS CALLED 'LEYL'. Laylah with HEI dominates from 
midnight and further, as it is written: "And it came to pass, that at 
midnight (Heb. laylah)" (Ibid. 29), "this is Hashem's 
watchnight" (Ibid. 42) and "but the night (laylah) shines like the 
day" (Tehilim 139:12). Therefore, THE PASSAGE SAYS: "Watchman, 
what of the (Laylah) night. Watchman, what of the (Heb. leyl) night?"
  

85. "The watchman said" (Yeshayah 21:12): I found in the Book of 
Adam, what is the difference between Vayomer (Eng. 'and he said') 
and Amar (Eng. 'he said')? Vayomer is above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, 
and Amar is below, THAT IS METATRON, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "And 
he said (Heb. amar) to Moses" (Shemot 24:1). Who said? The 
watchman, who is Metatron. "The morning comes," namely the 
morning prayer which is the dominion of the day, that which 
dominates the night. If you say that the morning came alone and the 
male, WHICH IS THE MORNING, is separated from the female, 
WHICH IS NIGHT, then behold it is written: "And also night" for both 
of them are together, and never separate. This voice cries out these 
words: "The morning comes, and also night" and both of them are 
ready for you.
 

 

86. From here and further, 'if you will inquire, inquire.' If you will 
inquire during prayer before the King, request, pray, and ask your 
petitions and 'return' to your Master. 'Come' like one who invites his 
children to accept them and have Mercy on them. So the Holy One, 
blessed be He, morning and night, called, and said, "Come..." 
Blessed are the holy people, whose Master seeks them and calls to 
bring them close.
 

 

87. Then the holy people needs to join and come to the synagogue, 
and whoever comes first joins with the Shechinah in one union. 
Come and see that first one to be present in the synagogue. Blessed 
is his portion, for he stands in the level of the righteous in relation to 
the Shechinah, and this is the secret of: "And those who seek me 
early shall find me" (Mishlei 8:17). Such a person rises to the highest 
level. And if you say, we learned the Holy One, blessed be He, 
immediately becomes angry when He comes to the synagogue and 
does not find ten people, yet you say that the one who precedes 
becomes joined with the Shechinah, and is in the level of righteous?
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88. HE ANSWERS: This is similar to a king who sent a message to all 
the inhabitants of a city that they should gather with him at a certain 
time at a certain place. Before the inhabitants of the city could 
prepare themselves, one person came first to that place. In the 
meantime, the king arrived and found that person who came early. 
THE KING said to him: You, where are the inhabitants of the city? He 
said to him: My master, I came earlier than they and they are coming 
after me by the king's order. This pleased the king, who sat with him 
and spoke to him, and they became friends. In the meantime, all the 
people came and the king accepted them and then sent them away in 
peace. But if these people would not have come, and one would not 
have preceded them to speak before the king AND TO SAY that they 
are all coming, he would immediately get angry and wrathful.
 

 

89. In this case also, since one preceded and is present in the 
synagogue, and the Shechinah arrives and finds him, it is 
considered as though they are all present there, because he is 
waiting for them there. Immediately, the Shechinah joins with him. 
They sit together, and she becomes acquainted with him and sets 
him into the level of righteous. But if one did not precede and was 
not there, it is written: "Why, when I came, was there no 
man?" (Yeshayah 50:2). It does not say, 'And there were not ten 
men,' but rather "Was there no man?" MEANING ONE to join with Me 
and to be near Me, as it is written: "the man of Elohim" (Devarim 
33:1), which means to be in the level of righteous.
 

 

90. And He also makes an acquaintance with him, and inquires if he 
does not come one day, as we have established, as it is written: 
"Who is there among you that fears Hashem, that obeys the voice of 
His servant" (Ibid. 10). We have already observed that which is 
written: "One calls to me out of Seir," that there is a grade over a 
grade and a grade within a grade. THEREFORE, the watchman, EVEN 
THOUGH "ONE CALLS TO ME OUT OF SEIR" REFERS TO 
METATRON, calls with strength daily: "THE MORNING COMES, AND 
ALSO NIGHT," THUS SUMMONING TO THE MORNING PRAYER 
SUCH A PERSON THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, 
INQUIRES ABOUT IN THE PHRASES, "WHO IS THERE AMONG YOU 
THAT FEARS HASHEM," and "that obeys the voice of His servant," 
who is Metatron, AND COMES TO THE HOUSE OF PRAYER. SO THE 
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, INQUIRES ABOUT HIM IF HE DOES 
NOT COME, AND SAYS, "WHO IS THERE AMONG YOU THAT FEARS 
HASHEM..." Therefore, blessed is he who hastens to the synagogue, 
to ascend to this level, NAMELY TO THE LEVEL OF THE RIGHTEOUS.
 

 

91. When the morning arrives and the congregation is present in the 
synagogue, they should be immersed in the psalms and songs of 
David. We have established that it is arranged so as to awaken love 
above and below to build perfection and to arouse joy. So the 
Levites work at awakening love and joy above with these psalms and 
songs.
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92. Regarding one who speaks worldly talk in the synagogue: Woe to 
him for he shows dissension, woe to him for he lessens the Faith 
and woe to him for he has no part in the Elohim of Yisrael, because 
he shows THROUGH THIS that there is no Elohim, and that He is not 
present there. Also, he does not fear Him and he acts shamefully 
against the supernal perfection of above, BECAUSE A SYNAGOGUE 
IS SET AGAINST THE SUPERNAL MALCHUT.
 

 

93. When Yisrael are reciting in the synagogue the sequence of 
psalms and praises and the order of prayer, three camps of supernal 
angels gather. One camp represents the holy angels who praise the 
Holy One, blessed be He, during the day. There are others who 
praise the Holy One, blessed be He, during the night and those who 
praise the Holy One, blessed be He, and say psalms and praises with 
Yisrael during the day.
 

 

94. The second camp represents the holy angels that are present in 
every sanctification that Yisrael recite below, and under their 
dominion are all those who are aroused in all the firmaments with 
that prayer of Yisrael. The third camp represents the supernal 
Maidens, WHO ARE THE SEVEN SPIRITS OF THE SEVEN 
SANCTUARIES OF BRIYAH, that are prepared together with Malchut, 
and they perfect Malchut in order to bring her before the King. These 
are the highest camps above all others.
 

 

95. They are all perfected with the prayer sequence of Yisrael, who 
prepare themselves below with these psalms and praises and with 
that prayer that they recite. As soon as these three camps are 
gathered, the children of Yisrael start to sing before their Master. 
That one camp, which is appointed to praise its Master during the 
day, gathers with the children of Yisrael and sings together these 
praises of King David, as we have established.
 

 

96. When Yisrael complete the praises of the hymns of David, they 
say the praise of the Song of the Red Sea, as we have established. 
And if you ask: Why is this praise in the last service after the praises 
of David? Does not the Written Torah precede the Oral Torah, the 
Prophets and the Writings, and is it not proper to place it first?
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97. The Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is perfected 
by the Written Torah; therefore, it is necessary to say the Song at the 
beginning of the prayers, NAMELY CLOSE TO THE PRAYER THAT IS 
RECITED SITTING DOWN. This praise is more valuable than all the 
praises in the world. She, MALCHUT, is not perfected by all of them 
as it is perfected by this praise. Therefore it is adjacent to the prayer 
that is recited sitting down, NAMELY THE PRAYER OF HE WHO 
FORMS LIGHT, as explained.
 

 

98. When the Song of the Sea is recited, the Congregation of Yisrael 
is adorned with the crown that the Holy One, blessed be He, is going 
to crown King Messiah. That crown is decorated and engraved with 
the Holy Names just as the Holy One, blessed be He, was crowned 
on the day that Yisrael crossed the sea and He drowned all the 
camps of Pharaoh and his horsemen. Therefore, a person has to 
direct his will to this song. Everyone who merits it in this world, 
merits to see Messiah with the perfection of that crown, the weapons 
with which he is girded, and merits to praise the song there. We have 
established these matters.
 

 

99. As soon as the person reaches the Praise (May Your name be 
praised), the Holy One, blessed be He, takes that crown and places it 
before him. The Congregation of Yisrael, THAT IS MALCHUT, starts 
to prepare Herself to come before the supernal King, THAT IS ZEIR 
ANPIN. It is necessary to include it in the thirteen supernal attributes 
of Mercy, from which She is blessed, and there are thirteen kinds of 
supernal spices, as it is written: "Nard and saffron; columns and 
cinnamon..." (Shir Hashirim 4:14). They are, song and praise; 
adoration and melody; might and dominion; victory; grandeur and 
power; glory, splendor, and holiness. These are twelve until She 
joins with them to say: 'And sovereignty (lit. 'Malchut')'. They 
become thirteen now, because she is blessed from them.
 

 

100. Therefore, at the time WHEN MALCHUT is combined among 
them, THE THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES, one should to pay attention to it 
and not talk at all or interrupt between them. If he interrupts between 
them, a flame emerges from under the wings of the Cherubs, cries 
aloud and says: So-and-so who interrupted the majesty of the Holy 
One, blessed be He, shall decrease and HIS LIFE shall be 
interrupted, so that he does not see the majesty of the Holy King. It 
is written: "And will not behold the majesty of Hashem" (Yeshayah 
26:10), as these thirteen are the majesty of Hashem.
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101. From 'El worthy of thanksgiving...' and further, this is the 
supernal King, that all peace is His, as it is written: "The song of 
songs, which is Solomon's (Heb. Shlomo)" (Shir Hashirim 1:1), 
MEANING of the King that the peace (Heb. shalom) is His, WHICH IS 
ZEIR ANPIN. This is because all the EARLIER praises were 
addressed to the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, 
which is praised via the lower camps. From "forms light and creates 
darkness..." (Yeshayah 45:7) and further, I have explained and the 
friends have explained that this is perfection of the upper world, 
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

102. THE ALPHABET AT THE INITIALS OF THE WORDS: 'Blessed 
Hashem, great in knowledge...' are the corrections of the lower 
world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that are, IN THE INITIALS, 22 small 
letters, as there are large letters and small letters. Small letters are in 
the lower world, THAT IS MALCHUT, and the large letters are in the 
World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH.
 

 

103. They are great in everything, MEANING BECAUSE OF TWO 
REASONS. They are large LETTERS essentially even when on their 
own and they are large, when these letters expand further, each 
letter comes with its own fitting Chariot, namely the song of praise of 
Shabbat, for these are letters of praise: '(Aleph) Almighty El, Master 
over all works; (Bet) Blessed is He, and He is blessed by the mouth 
of every soul.' These letters expand into five words each, BECAUSE 
IN THIS PRAYER, THERE ARE FIVE WORDS IN EVERY PHRASE. 
They correspond to the fifty gates of the World to Come, WHICH IS 
BINAH, WHICH ARE THE FIVE SFIROT, KETER, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, 
TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, EACH COMPRISED OF TEN.
 

 

104. The last two letters are at the end of the praise: 'ALMIGHTY EL' 
THAT ARE Shin-Tav, and come with six words each. They 
CORRESPOND to the six extremities, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET 
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, of the World to Come, WHICH IS 
BINAH. And they emerge from these.
 

 

105. These two letters, SHIN AND TAV, each have six LETTERS, 
while the two first letters, ALEPH AND BET, each have five 
LETTERS. All the other letters that are in the middle have four 
LETTERS each. This is because they are in the secret of the supernal 
Chariot, because the first letters ALEPH-BET, WHICH ARE TEN, and 
SHIN-TAV at the end, WHICH ARE TWELVE, are together the 
complete 22 supernal letters, as they contain 22 words against the 
supernal 22 supernal letters, WHICH ARE IN BINAH. Another 
eighteen letters remain THAT ARE IN THE MIDDLE and ascend in 
their Chariots, MEANING EXPAND to four WORDS each, WHICH ARE 
TOGETHER 72 words BECAUSE FOUR TIMES EIGHTEEN EQUALS 
72. This is the secret of the Holy Name fully pronounced, the holy 
engraving of Ayin-Bet (72) letters with which the Holy One, blessed 
be He, adorns Himself. With this Name, He adorns the Congregation 
of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and ascends through this secret to 
adorn Himself with them in the perfection of the Shechinah.
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106. You may derive it from the fact that these letters become 
adorned in the supernal Praise. The first ones, WHICH ARE ALEPH-
BET, and the last ones, WHICH ARE SHIN-TAV, ascend with their 
crowns and are the Atbash cipher in which Aleph (first) is exchanged 
with Tav (last) and Bet (second) with Shin (second to last). Aleph 
EXPANDS into five LETTERS, NAMELY THE PHRASE: 'ALMIGHTY 
EL,' Tav into six LETTERS, NAMELY 'SPLENDOR (TIFERET) AND 
GREATNESS...' Bet into five LETTERS, NAMELY 'BLESSED IS HE...' 
and Shin into six LETTERS, NAMELY 'PRAISE (HEB. SHEVACH) 
GIVE TO HIM...' Therefore, the secret of the Atbash cipher THAT IS IN 
THE PRAISE OF 'ALMIGHTY EL,' is that they contain 22 words. The 
inclusion of the 22 letters OF ZEIR ANPIN are the crown to the 32 
paths of CHOCHMAH. FOR THE 32 PATHS OF CHOCHMAH ARE THE 
22 LETTERS OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ROSE TO BINAH THAT 
CONTAINS TEN SFIROT. TWENTY-TWO PLUS TEN EQUALS 32 
PATHS OF CHOCHMAH, THAT IS, BINAH, WHICH BECAME 
CHOCHMAH. AND THE 22 LETTERS OF THE ATBASH CIPHER IN 
THE HYMN 'EL ADON' ALLUDE TO ZEIR ANPIN WITHIN BINAH.
 

 

107. The sign of the other letters, BESIDES ALEPH-TAV AND BET-
SHIN, that ascend in their Chariots are Gimel-Resh, as they start with 
Gimel (third), NAMELY: 'HIS GREATNESS (HEB. GODLO) AND 
GOODNESS FILL THE WORLD' and end in Resh (third in reverse 
order), namely: 'HE SAW (HEB. RA'AH) AND PERFECTED THE FORM 
OF THE MOON.' They are all the secret of the Holy Chariot. Aleph-
Tav and Bet-Shin, WHICH ARE IN THE HYMN 'ALMIGHTY EL,' is the 
secret of the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI, BEING ZEIR ANPIN THAT 
ASCENDED TO BINAH. Gimel-Resh OF 'ALMIGHTY EL' ARE THE 
EIGHTEEN LETTERS from Gimel until Resh, and is the secret of the 
Holy Chariot that totals THE SUM Ayin-Bet (72), MEANING CHESED, 
GVURAH AND TIFERET THAT CONTAIN THE PASSAGES: "AND...
REMOVED, AND IT CAME...AND...STRETCHED OUT" (SHEMOT 14:19-
21). Then the Holy Name was made to adorn the Congregation of 
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, from the supernal Chariot, FOR 
MALCHUT RECEIVES 72 WORDS OF CHESED, GVURAH AND 
TIFERET, WHICH MAKE A SUPERNAL CHARIOT.
 

 

108. Therefore, that name of Ayin-Bet (72) is included in the secret of 
the patriarchs, WHICH ARE THREE COLUMNS, Right, Left, and 
Central, AND MALCHUT is adorned with them to become a Holy 
Name. It is not a supernal Name like the Supernal Names of the 
Supernal World, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that are joined high above IN 
BINAH, AND THEY ARE NOT DRAWN DOWN. Even though this Name 
is Supernal, FOR IT IS THREE COLUMNS, WHICH ARE CHESED, 
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, its secret is King David, 
MEANING MALCHUT, that becomes adorned with the Patriarchs, 
WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

109. The secret of the name of Mem-Bet (42) letters is the patriarchs, 
THAT ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH 
IS THE SECRET OF THE 22 LETTERS that become adorned in the 
upper world, WHICH ARE THE TEN SFIROT OF BINAH. The upper 
world becomes adorned with that which is higher THAN IT, WHICH 
ARE THE TEN SFIROT OF CHOCHMAH, FOR THE 22 OF ZEIR ANPIN 
PLUS THE TEN OF BINAH AND THE TEN OF CHOCHMAH EQUAL 42. 
Therefore, it ascends but does not descend, FOR IT DOES NOT 
PROVIDE CHOCHMAH FROM ABOVE DOWN TO MALCHUT. THIS IS 
BECAUSE it becomes adorned in supernal Thought. Happy is the 
portion of he who knows the significance OF THE NAME OF MEM-
BET (42 LETTERS), and is careful about it.
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110. It is David, NAMELY MALCHUT, that becomes adorned with the 
patriarch, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, FOR CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN IS 
THE SECRET OF THE 72 WORDS THAT ARE IN THE THREE 
PASSAGES: "AND...REMOVED ...AND IT CAME...AND...STRETCHED 
OUT", THAT IS, PROVIDE CHOCHMAH TO MALCHUT. Its secret 
ascends and descends; THAT IS, PROVIDES DOWN TO MALCHUT, 
thus: Mem-Pei-Mem-Tzadik THIS IS THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV 
HEI IN THE SIDES OF THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH 
BECOMES, THROUGH THE ATBASH CIPHER, MEM-TZADIK-PEI-
TZADIK, which is the name from which the thirteen attributes of 
Mercy are drawn. These are twelve in the secret of the Holy Chariot, 
NAMELY CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, FOR EACH 
ONE HAS THREE COLUMNS, AND SO EQUAL TWELVE that emerge 
from one that rests over them, WHICH IS MEM-TZADIK-PEI-TZADIK. 
THEY AMOUNT TO THIRTEEN, AND IT ASCENDS AND DESCENDS 
TO PROVIDE CHOCHMAH FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS. Therefore, 
the Name of Ayin-Bet (72) ascends and descends. It ascends FROM 
THE RIGHT SIDE WHICH IS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF 
ZEIR ANPIN, and descends FROM THE LEFT SIDE WHICH IS 
MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET LIKE 
the name of the thirteen aspects of Mercy that ascends from this 
side and descends from that side. It descends in order to draw 
goodness downwards TO MALCHUT. Therefore, in THE ALPHABET 
WHERE Aleph=Tav, Bet=Shin, Gimel=Resh, Dalet=Kuf, Hei=Tzadik, 
Vav=Pei, Zayin=Ayin, Chet=Samech, Tet=Nun, Yud=Mem, 
Caf=Lamed, the first letters go up in numerical value BECAUSE BET 
IS HIGHER IN WORTH THAN ALEPH, AND GIMEL THAN BET, AND 
DALET THAN GIMEL...AND SO ON. The last letters descend in 
numerical value, AS SHIN IS LESS THAN TAV AND RESH THAN SHIN 
AND KUF THAN RESH. THAT MEANS THAT THEY RISE FROM ONE 
SIDE AND DESCEND FROM ONE ANOTHER AND THE PURPOSE OF 
THE DESCENT IS to draw goodness from above down.
 

 

111. The Name Mem-Bet (42) adorns the supernal Chariot, NAMELY 
SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH-BINAH, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. The Name 
Ayin- Bet (72) adorns the lower Chariot, NAMELY MALCHUT, AS 
MENTIONED ABOVE. Happy is the portion of the one who endeavors 
to know his Master. Happy is he in this world and happy is he in the 
World to Come.
 

 

112. This is why this hymn is sung on Shabbat, 'EL ADON 
(ALMIGHTY EL)', that praises the King that peace be upon Him, 
praises Him with the Name Ayin-Bet (72) IN THE EIGHTEEN 
LETTERS BETWEEN GIMEL TO RESH and with the 22 words THAT 
ARE IN THE FOUR LETTERS OF ALEPH-TAV, BET-SHIN. This is the 
secret of the 22 letters, in order to become adorned with it so as to 
ascend above, TO BINAH, by this Name. Therefore, 'Almighty El' is 
the praise of the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH, and the 
ascension of the Supernal Holy Chariot, WHICH IS CHESED, 
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, that becomes adorned to 
ascend above TO BINAH. The ascension of the Congregation of 
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, becomes adorned to ascend AND 
RECEIVE from the supernal Chariot, WHICH IS CHESED, GVURAH 
AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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113. THE LETTERS OF the Atbash cipher ascend and descend, as we 
have established THAT THE LAST LETTERS THAT ARE IN THEM 
DESCEND. THE LETTERS OF the Albam cipher ascend but do not 
descend, FOR ALSO THE LAST LETTERS THAT ARE IN THEM 
ASCEND, BECAUSE THE WORTH OF LAMED ASCENDS TO THE 
WORTH OF MEM AND AFTERWARD TO NUN AND TO SAMECH. 
THEREFORE, THEY DO NOT DESCEND TO PROVIDE TO BELOW. 
You may derive this from the fact that the one, THE ATBASH 
CIPHER, is only on Shabbat, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AND THEY 
PROVIDE BELOW. But THE ALBAM CIPHER is Shabbat and Yom 
Kippur, BEING MALCHUT THAT ASCENDS TO BINAH, WHICH IS THE 
SECRET OF YOM KIPPUR that ascends in the secret higher and 
higher FROM BINAH TO CHOCHMAH, until everything becomes 
adorned in the secret of the endless AND IS NOT PROVIDING 
BELOW.
 

 

114. 'The blessed El' THAT IS AT THE END OF THE PRAISE: 'HE 
WHO ILLUMINATES THE EARTH AND THOSE WHO DWELL UPON IT' 
is in the order of the ALPHABET OF small letters, WHICH ARE 
MALCHUT, which are the corrections of the Congregation of Yisrael, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, daily in prayer. Because they are small letters, 
there is no space between them, MEANING THAT THEY DO NOT 
EXPAND EACH ONE TO REVEAL MANY WORDS, AS IN THE PRAISE 
OF 'ALMIGHTY EL' ON SHABBAT. They are the perfection of the 
world, WHICH ARE THE SEVEN CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH that come 
with the Queen, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to the supernal King, WHO IS 
ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

115. The sanctification that the supernal angels make, NAMELY THE 
SANCTIFICATION IN THE BLESSING OF 'WHO FORMS' AND IN THE 
PRAYER OF AMIDAH, is not said when alone. We have established 
that the single person is prohibited to recite any sanctification that is 
in the Holy Tongue. AND SANCTIFICATION in the Aramaic 
LANGUAGE is always recited by one alone and not in quorum, for 
this is definitely the correction for one but not for the quorum. The 
sign for this is the expression, 'read the scripture twice and the 
Aramaic translation once,' because two is plural, AND THE 
ALLUSION IS that assuredly the sanctification of the Holy Tongue, 
WHICH IS SCRIPTURE, is prohibited to be recited alone, ONLY IN 
PUBLIC, NAMELY A QUORUM OF TEN. Sanctification in the Aramaic 
LANGUAGE is lacking in public, AND IT IS TO BE SAID always only 
when alone. We learned that (one) the Aramaic translation once and 
not with two or more, AND THE REASON IS that the Aramaic 
translation has come to lessen, and so it must be. But the Holy 
Tongue increases, and it must be so because 'one should increase, 
not lessen, the importance of holy matters.' We decrease rather than 
increase in Aramaic translation. We learned 'one' and not more, 
because one does not increase at all.
 

 

116. This sanctification THAT IS IN THE BLESSING 'WHO FORMS' IS 
NOT SIMPLE NARRATIVE, but is rather sanctification that sanctifies 
the Shechinah and all Her Chariots in order to become perfected 
before the supernal King. Because it is the sanctification of the lower 
world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, it is said sitting and not standing. The 
other sanctification THAT IS SAID during the repetition of the 
Amidah prayer is the sanctification of the upper world, WHICH IS 
ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, it is SAID standing in order to draw THE 
SANCTIFICATION downwards, while all the words relating to the 
upper world, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, are recited standing and not 
sitting.
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117. Yisrael become sanctified through all these sanctifications 
below. Therefore, they are endowed with the sanctification of the 
lower Chariot, WHICH IS MALCHUT, when seated, and with the 
sanctification of the upper Chariot, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, when they 
stand. The other sanctification, WHICH IS IN, "BUT TO ZION A 
REDEEMER SHALL COME" (YESHAYAH 59:20), is an additional 
sanctification. Therefore, it is after the Amidah prayer, since it is an 
additional sanctification on the other sanctifications. Since each one 
has to draw upon himself from that addition, a translated Aramaic 
sanctification was arranged for each individual.
 

 

118. And if you ask, But it does contain ALSO sanctification in the 
Holy Tongue. That is for the Congregation, that they all be sanctified 
generally with that additional translated sanctification. Since the 
individual is not permitted to say it in the Holy Tongue and become 
sanctified singularly, they prepared it in the Aramaic tongue. IT IS for 
the single one so that each and every one should become sanctified 
with that addition to draw upon himself more sanctification. Happy is 
the portion of Yisrael that become sanctified with the supernal 
sanctification, because they cleave unto above, as it is written: "But 
you that did cleave of Hashem, your Elohim, are alive every one of 
you this day" (Devarim 4:4).
 

 

 
 
11. "a bed, and a table, and a chair, and a lamp" 
The section opens with the verse, "Behold now, I perceive that this is a holy man of Elohim, who passes us by continually. Let us make a little upper 
chamber'" Employing the lyrical language of metaphor, this is a reference to the upper world, Zeir Anpin, who continually sanctifies above as He 
sanctifies us below. We learn how we perfect Him for His gratification with our order of songs and praises, and with prayer. The "bed" is in the order 
of the Evening Prayer and its perfection. The "table" is in the order of the offerings, songs and prayers of the morning. The "chair" is the order of the 
prayer recited while sitting, and the unity we strive to perfect. The blessings that we recite are the "lamp." Next, we're told how these things were 
supplied and perfected by Jacob, by King David, by Abraham and by Isaac. Holy people who constantly wish to prepare before the upper world, we 
finally learn, should therefore recite 'a bed, a table, a chair' and 'a lamp', so that there might be perfection daily, both above and below. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
To partake of water, a man requires a vessel, or cup, to hold the fluid while he drinks. In like fashion, Light needs a vessel before it can express itself 
in our physical domain. Therein lies one purpose of the Daily Prayers. 
The words of wisdom set forth below expound upon the construction of a Vessel (prayer) so that Light and blessing may be received in our world. 
Thus, this knowledge perfects and prepares our own souls and the global vessel so that we, and all mankind, may be the recipients of Divine Light. 
This effect is now achieved through the lofty spiritual influence of the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and King David, whose names channel the 
energy that brings preparation and perfection to our souls.

119. It is written: "Behold now, I perceive that this is a holy man of 
Elohim, who passes by us continually. Let us make a little upper 
chamber..." (II Melachim 4:9-10). In this passage, we have a slight 
allusion to the sequence of prayer. "Behold now, I perceive" is 
desire, and a person must put into his prayer that "this is a holy man 
of Elohim." This is the upper world, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, who sits 
on His Throne of Glory. All sanctifications emanate from Him, and He 
sanctifies all the worlds. "Passes by us continually," MEANING 
THAT He sanctifies the world above and He sanctifies us in this 
world from that sanctification. There is no sanctification above 
unless there is sanctification below, as it is written: "But I will be 
hallowed Yisrael" (Vayikra 22:32).
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120. Since this is so, "let us make a little upper chamber," which is 
the order of the perfection of the Shechinah, who is CALLED "a little 
upper chamber...with walls," as it is written: "And Chizkiyah turned 
his face toward the wall" (Yeshayah 38:2). 'Little', because it is small, 
as it is written: "A little city" (Kohelet 9:14). "And let us set for him 
there" (II Melachim 4:10), through this perfection that we are 
arranging. We perfect Him, ZEIR ANPIN, for His gratification with our 
sequence of songs and praises and with prayer. "A bed, and table, 
and a chair, and a lamp" (Ibid.): All these four are in the Shechinah, 
for She is prepared with all these tools toward the upper world, 
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, in the order that we set out.
 

 

121. In the order of the evening prayer and in its perfection is the 
bed, and in the order of the offerings and burnt offerings that we set 
out in the morning and these songs and prayers is the table. In the 
order of the prayer recited while sitting down, and in the perfection 
of Kriat Sh'ma, in that unity which we strive to perfect is a chair. In 
the order of the standing prayer and these sanctifications THAT ARE 
IN 'WHO FORMS' AND IN THE REPETITION OF THE AMIDAH BY THE 
CANTOR, and the additional sanctification THAT IS IN "AND A 
REDEEMER SHALL COME TO ZION," and the blessings that we 
recite are the lamp.
 

 

122. Happy is the man that concentrates his wish on this, to be 
perfect before his Master every day and to perfect this little upper 
chamber, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, TO HIS MASTER, with these 
constructions OF A BED, A TABLE, A CHAIR, AND A LAMP. Then the 
Holy One, blessed be He, will surely be his guest every day. Happy is 
he in this world and happy is he in the World to Come, because 
these four are the tools of the Shechinah with which to become 
ready for her husband, ZEIR ANPIN. She becomes ready in these 
four tools with beauty, with joy and in appearance through the holy 
people every day.
 

 

123. The bed was given to be prepared by Jacob. Therefore, Jacob 
composed the evening prayer. The table was prepared by King David 
through the songs and praises that he composed, as it is written: 
"You prepare a table before me in the presence of my 
enemies" (Tehilim 23:5). A chair was prepared by Abraham by his 
attachment, by his doing kindness and perfection of the souls of all 
the inhabitants of the world. The perfection of the chair is only 
through the kindness of Abraham, as it is written: "And in Mercy a 
throne was established" (Yeshayah 16:5).
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124. The lamp was built by Isaac, who sanctified the Name of the 
Holy One, blessed be He, before the eyes of the whole world, and 
illuminated the light of the supernal candle with that sanctification. 
Therefore the holy people, who constantly wish to prepare the upper 
world, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, the Master of the house, the man of 
Elohim, should recite 'a bed, a table, a chair' and 'a lamp,' so that 
there might be perfection daily, above and below.
 

 

 
 
12. "Sh'ma Yisrael" and 'Blessed be the Name' 
When the children of Yisrael are declaring the union of the secret of Sh'ma Yisrael, we learn, one light emerges from concealment in the upper 
world. This light is then battered into a 'hard spark', which itself is finally divided into seventy lights. These are illuminated in the seventy branches 
of the Tree of Life, and the Tree emanates fragrance and gives forth spices. At the same time, all the trees in the Garden of Eden emanate fragrance 
and praise their Master. All the supernal limbs, the Sfirot, join in one aspiration and one desire to be unified as one without any separation. 
Following this, we learn of the secret and joyous mating of Malchut, the Queen, with Zeir Anpin, and are told of the significance of the four keys, and 
of the four letters on them, which when they are gathered together cause the union. The union above, we learn once more, is mirrored by the union 
below. It is not possible to refer openly to Malchut as 'one' - in case the evil eye is aroused - but in the time to come, the Other Side will separate 
from her, and will in fact be removed from the world. Then, and only then, will Malchut be called 'one'. By her union to Zeir Anpin in silence and in 
secret, though, she is now removed from that Other Side. The secret of the upper world, we're then told, is the heart of Jacob, and the secret of the 
lower world is the heart of his sons. Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder), we discover, has said that the awakening of this union between Malchut and 
Zeir Anpin is beautiful. Lastly, we are reminded there is a commandment to study the Torah every day. The Torah is the Tree of Life, and he who 
studies it deserves to be bound with the supernal Torah. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The Zohar ignites the seventy Lights that illuminate the seventy branches of the Tree of Life by revealing holy secrets pertaining to the 
Tetragrammaton .?.?.?.?. This Light enjoins Malchut (our world) with Zeir Anpin (upper world), our body with our soul, which now elevates us above 
and beyond the sphere of influence of the Other Side.

125. When Yisrael are declaring the union of the secret of Sh'ma 
Yisrael with complete desire, one light, WHICH IS THE PATH OF 
ABA, emerges from the concealment of the upper world, NAMELY 
THE UPPER ABA AND IMA. This light is battered into the hard spark, 
WHICH IS YESOD OF IMA, and is divided into seventy lights THAT 
RADIATE FROM THEM THE MOCHIN OF YISRAEL - SABA, AND 
TEVUNAH, WHICH ARE THE LOWER SEVEN SFIROT OF ABA AND 
IMA, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND 
MALCHUT, EACH COMPOSED OF TEN. And these seventy lights 
ILLUMINATED in the seventy branches of the Tree of Life, NAMELY 
IN CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND 
MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, EACH CONTAINING TEN.
 

 

126. Then that Tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, emanates fragrances and 
spices, NAMELY THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED 
'FRAGRANCE'. All the trees that are in the Garden of Eden, WHICH 
IS MALCHUT, emanate fragrances and praise their Master, ZEIR 
ANPIN, for Malchut is then prepared to enter the marriage canopy 
with her husband, ZEIR ANPIN. All the supernal limbs, WHICH ARE 
THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, join in one aspiration and one desire to 
be one without any separation. Then her husband, ZEIR ANPIN, is 
prepared to enter the marriage canopy in one union to unite with 
Malchut.
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127. Therefore we stimulate her, MALCHUT, and we say Sh'ma 
Yisrael, MEANING MALCHUT, FOR THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL ARE 
INCLUDED IN HER. WE SAY TO MALCHUT, Prepare yourself, for 
your husband, ZEIR ANPIN, will come to you adorned and he is 
prepared toward you. "Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is 
One" (Devarim 6:4). HASHEM IS ABA, OUR ELOHIM IS IMA, HASHEM 
IS ZEIR ANPIN AS IT IS WRITTEN BEFORE US. They are one, 
MEANING in one union with one desire without separation, and all 
these limbs OF ZEIR ANPIN, NAMELY HIS SFIROT, become one and 
enter with one longing, MEANING IN YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

128. As soon as Yisrael say, "Hashem is One," WHICH ALLUDES TO 
ZEIR ANPIN AS MENTIONED ABOVE, with the stimulus of the six 
sides, THAT RECEIVE FROM ABA AND IMA, THE SECRET OF 
"HASHEM OUR ELOHIM" AS THEY BECAME ONE, AS MENTIONED. 
Then all these six sides become one and enter to one longing, 
WHICH IS YESOD. This is the secret of Vav, WHICH ALLUDES TO 
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF one expansion. JUST LIKE 
THE LETTER VAV THAT IS SHAPED LIKE A LINE with nothing 
attached to it, MEANING THAT THE ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM 
OF THE RIGHT DOMINATES IT, AND THERE IS NO ATTACHMENT 
FROM THE REVELATION OF CHOCHMAH IN THE LEFT. Only it itself 
spreads AND IS COMBINED of them all, EVEN FROM THE LEFT, and 
it is one. EVEN THOUGH IT IS COMBINED ALSO FROM THE 
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ONE, 
STILL ONLY THE RIGHT DOMINATES IT, WHICH IS THE 
ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM ALONE.
 

 

129. At that time, Malchut prepares and adorns Herself. The 
attendants, MEANING THE MAIDENS as written, bring her in great 
secrecy to her husband, ZEIR ANPIN, and say, 'Blessed be the Name 
of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever.' This is in secret 
because this is the way that it is necessary to bring Her to Her 
husband, ZEIR ANPIN. Happy are the people who know this and 
perform the supernal order of the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
 

 

130. At the time that the husband OF THE QUEEN, THAT IS ZEIR 
ANPIN, and the Queen join as one, a proclamation emerges from the 
south side, WHICH IS CHESED, Awaken, hosts and camps that 
manifested the love of their Master, MEANING THOSE THAT 
CAUSED THIS UNION.
  

131. Then a supernal overseer, the minister of the camps whose 
name is Boel, becomes aroused. In his hands are four keys, which 
he received from the four directions of the world, CHESED, 
GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. One key is marked with the 
letter Yud, one is marked with the letter Hei and another key is 
marked with the letter Vav. He places them under the Tree of Life, 
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. These three keys that are marked with these 
three letters become one. As soon as they become one, that last key, 
WHICH IS THE LAST HEI, ascends and stands and combines with 
the other key that includes the three KEYS. All camps and hosts 
enter these two keys in the Garden, WHICH ARE VAV-HEI, and they 
all combine as below, MEANING LIKE YISRAEL.
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132. NOW THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS THE SECRET OF THE WORDS OF 
"SH'MA YISRAEL." THE FIRST Yud Hei Vav Hei is the mark of the 
letter Yud that is in the Holy Name, WHICH ALLUDES TO ABA. "Our 
Elohim" is the secret of the mark of the upper Hei of the Holy Name 
THAT ALLUDES TO IMA. THE SECOND Yud Hei Vav Hei is the 
drawing OF MOCHIN FROM ABA AND IMA that are drawn below in 
the secret of the mark of the letter Vav OF THE HOLY NAME THAT 
ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN. These two letters, YUD AND HEI, are 
drawn to be in this place, MEANING IN THE VAV, WHICH IS ZEIR 
ANPIN. It is one, for all these three, WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA AND 
ZEIR ANPIN, are one in one unity.
 

 

133. All these have become one in one unity and everything remains 
in the secret of the letter Vav, FOR ALL THE MOCHIN HAVE 
REMAINED IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF VAV. He is 
whole from the source of the fountain, WHICH IS ABA, and from the 
inner chamber, THAT IS IMA, and He inherits Aba and Ima. Then they 
bring into Him the Queen, NAMELY MALCHUT, because He is now 
complete with all the supernal good, and can nourish her and give 
her food and sustenance as befitting. All His limbs, WHICH ARE THE 
SFIROT, are all one and then they bring her in secret. Why in secret? 
In order that a stranger should not intrude on this joy, as it is written: 
"And no stranger shares its joy" (Mishlei 14:10), MEANING SO THAT 
THE OTHER SIDE SHOULD NOT BE DRAWN TO NURTURE FROM 
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE UNION.
 

 

134. Since ZEIR ANPIN becomes united above in six sides, 
MALCHUT also becomes united below in six other sides, WHICH 
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF 
THE MOCHIN. So there will be one above and one below, as it is 
written: "Hashem shall be One, and His Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9), 
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. "And His Name One" is MALCHUT THAT IS 
CALLED 'NAME', one above in six sides, as written: "Hear Yisrael, 
Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One" (Devarim 6:4). There are six 
words corresponding to six sides. Blessed be the Name of the glory 
of His kingdom forever and ever: Here are six other sides in six 
words. Hashem is One above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, and His Name is One 
below IN MALCHUT.
 

 

135. If you ask, yet it is only written 'one' above IN ZEIR ANPIN, 
NAMELY IN "SH'MA YISRAEL," but below, IN MALCHUT, NAMELY IN 
'BLESSED BE THE NAME OF THE GLORY OF HIS KINGDOM 
FOREVER AND EVER,' 'one' is not written. HE ANSWERS: 'And ever 
(Heb. vaed, Vav-Ayin-Dalet)' is 'one (Heb. echad, Aleph-Chet-Dalet)' 
when the letters are interchanged, because Aleph is exchanged with 
Vav and Chet changes with Ayin AND VAED BECOMES ECHAD. The 
male letters do not change, but the female letters do, for this shows 
the praise the male has over the female. In order that the evil eye 
should not dominate, WHICH IS THE OTHER SIDE, we interchange 
the letters, for we don't say 'one' openly, BUT RATHER 'AND EVER.' 
In the future, when the evil eye will be removed from the world and 
will not dominate, MALCHUT will be called 'One' openly. Now that 
the Other Side is attached to it, IN THE SECRET: "AND HER FEET 
GO DOWN TO DEATH" (MISHLEI 5:5), She is not one. But we unite 
Her silently in the secret of THE INTERCHANGE OF other letters, and 
say 'and ever' INSTEAD OF 'ONE'.
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136. However, in the time to come, the Other Side will separate from 
Her and will be removed from the world. Then MALCHUT will be 
called 'one', for there will not be any other partnership or 
attachment, as written: "On that day Hashem shall be one, and His 
Name One." EVEN MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'HIS NAME' SHALL 
BE 'ONE' revealed with Him, WITH ZEIR ANPIN, and not in 
whispering or in secret.
 

 

137. Therefore, we unite Her NOW TO REMOVE HER from that Other 
Side, as one invites someone to be his witness; NAMELY, ZEIR 
ANPIN BECOMES HER WITNESS THAT SHE IS ONE. Because ZEIR 
ANPIN is our witness and the Other Side is not a witness by us, She 
is then separated from the OTHER Side. Since she has come TO 
ZEIR ANPIN, we elevate Her to the marriage canopy to Her husband, 
the supernal King WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, with full desire and intention 
of the heart. Therefore, She is one.
 

 

138. When She comes with her maidens, WHO ARE THE SEVEN 
CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH, and wishes to separate from the Other 
Side, she comes only as one who is invited to see the glory of the 
King and not more. It is thus announced, that they will come to 
behold the glory of the King, as written: "Go forth, daughters of Zion, 
and behold King Solomon" (Shir Hashirim 3:11), MEANING go out to 
see the glory of the king. The Other Side does not want to see her 
and separates FROM MALCHUT. When She arrives, all Her 
attendants, NAMELY THE MAIDENS, bring Her in to the marriage 
canopy with the supernal King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, in silence and 
in secret. If it were not so, the Other Side would not separate from 
Her, and the joy would have been confused. But in the time to come, 
when the Other Side will be separated from Her, then "on that day 
Hashem shall be one, and His Name One."
 

 

139. Since She has entered the marriage canopy and is with the 
supernal King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, we arouse the joy OF MOCHIN 
of the right and left, as it is written: "And you shall love Hashem your 
Elohim with all your heart..." (Devarim 6:5), WHICH IS THE RIGHT; 
"And it shall to pass, if you hearken..." (Devarim 11:13) IS THE LEFT. 
And this will be without any fear OF THE OTHER SIDE whatsoever, 
because the Other Side will not approach there, as it has no 
permission.
  

140. As long as they want to bring the bride, WHO IS MALCHUT, unto 
the KING for the celebration of union, it must be in silence and in 
secret, in order that there should not be found in her footsteps any 
hint of the evil side. Any hint of disqualification should neither 
cleave unto her, nor should it be found among her children, NAMELY 
YISRAEL BELOW.
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141. Jacob said to his sons: 'Perhaps, heaven forbid, there has 
occurred a flaw in my bed.' His sons said: 'Just as there is only one 
in your heart, we have no attachment with the Other Side at all, 
because it is separated from your bed and we are united with the 
supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN. We have no attachment at all with the 
Other Side, because our desires and thoughts are to separate from 
the Other Side.'
 

 

142. As soon as JACOB knew that the Other Side was not attached 
there at all, the wife, WHO IS MALCHUT, then entered to her 
husband, ZEIR ANPIN, in silence, in the secret of the unity of the six 
sides THAT ARE IN "SH'MA YISRAEL." JACOB opened by saying: 
'Blessed be the Name of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever,' 
for She is in the secret of one with her maidens, without any mixing 
and without partnership of the Other Side.
 

 

143. Come and see: At that time, Jacob and his sons below assumed 
a supernal image with the Shechinah. Jacob was in the secret of the 
six sides of the upper world in the secret of one, NAMELY ZEIR 
ANPIN, and his sons were in the image of the six sides of the lower 
world, NAMELY MALCHUT. And JACOB wanted to reveal to them 
that end, WHICH IS MALCHUT, MEANING TO MAKE THE UNION 
OPENLY AND NOT IN SILENCE. As we have established that there is 
an end and an end; there is 'the end of days' and there is 'the end of 
days (also: 'of the right')'. The end of the right is Malchut of Holiness, 
the secret of the Faith and the secret of the Kingdom of Heaven. The 
end of days is the secret of the wicked kingdom, the secret of the 
Other Side that is called: "The end of all flesh" (Beresheet 6:13), as 
we have already established.
 

 

144. As soon as he saw that the Shechinah left him..., BECAUSE HE 
WANTED TO MAKE THE UNION OPENLY, THAT IS, TO REVEAL THE 
END, they, THE TRIBES, said, Just as in your heart there is only one 
for you pertain to the secret of the upper world which is one, so we 
also, who pertain to the secret of the lower world, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, IN OUR HEART THERE IS ONLY one. Therefore, there are 
mentioned here two hearts, MEANING THERE IS NOT IN OUR HEART 
JUST AS THERE IS NOT IN YOUR HEART, because the secret of the 
upper world, ZEIR ANPIN, is the heart of Jacob. And the secret of the 
lower world THAT IS MALCHUT is the heart of the sons. Thus, they 
bring Her, MALCHUT, silently.
 

 

145. As the upper world was unified in the secret of one, and the 
lower world in the secret of one, so are we obliged to unite the upper 
world in one and unite the lower world in the secret of one, each of 
them with six ends. Therefore, there are six words here IN SH'MA 
YISRAEL in the secret of six ends and six words here, IN 'BLESSED 
IS THE NAME...' in the secret of six ends, NAMELY "Hashem is one 
and His Name One." Happy is he who has put his heart into this, and 
happy are his lot and portion in this world and in the World to Come.
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146. Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) said thus: THE ORDER OF the 
awakening of this union is beautiful, for we have established the 
secret of the clarification of the matter. And these words will be 
placed before Atik Yomin without any shame at all. 
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
 

 

147. It is a commandment to study Torah every day, for it is the 
secret of the supernal Faith with which to know the ways of the Holy 
One, blessed be He. Everyone who is occupied with Torah merits in 
this world and merits in the World to Come, and is saved from all the 
evil accusers, because Torah is the secret of the Faith, and he who is 
occupied with it is occupied with the supernal Faith. The Holy One, 
blessed be He, causes His Shechinah to dwell in him, so she would 
not turn away from him.
 

 

148. We should pursue one who knows a subject of Torah and learn 
from him that subject, to fulfill the secret of what is written: "Of 
every man whose heart prompts him to give you shall you take My 
offering" (Shemot 25:2). The Torah is the Tree of Life that gives life 
to everyone who becomes mighty in Torah, who becomes mighty in 
the Tree of Life, as it is written: "She is a Tree of Life to those who 
lay hold on her" (Mishlei 3:18).
 

 

149. We have established many supernal secrets concerning he who 
is occupied with Torah, in that he merits to be bound with the 
supernal Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. He neither takes respite from 
it in this world, nor does he take respite in the World to Come, and 
his lips move gently in Torah even in the grave, as it is written: 
"Causing the sleepers' lips to murmur" (Shir Hashirim 7:11). 
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
 

 

 
 
13. "That they bring Me an offering" 
Frequently in the Zohar, the Rabbis seem to be reinterpreting one verse: "That they bring Me an offering," Again, Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) 
opens the discussion on this topic, speaking of the union of Zeir Anpin with Malchut, and of their mutual agreement to offer Malchut a chance to 
dwell among the children of Yisrael. Malchut is thus the offering spoken of earlier. Rabbi Yeba Saba (the elder) says that even though they take Her, 
they can only take Her with the permission and approval of Her husband. It is necessary to perform for Him a service of love, and then with His love, 
"take My offering". This is what happens during the service of prayer. The explanation is followed by a listing of the holy days and of the gifts that 
accompany each of them. These gifts are gold and silver, and brass, and blue, and purple, and scarlet. After this is the secret of the ten days of 
Atonement, and their special gifts. And so Malchut is taken and established in her place among those living on earth. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
During the High Holy Days, specifically between Rosh Hashanah (gold) and Yom Kippur (silver), the dimension of Malchut climbs into the realm of 
Keter, the highest level of the spiritual atmosphere. Hence, Kabbalistically, atonement signifies not repentance, but rather "at-one- ment," which is 
union and oneness between the upper and lower worlds. As we acknowledge and uproot our negative traits (the true meaning of "sacrifice" or 
"offering") and cleanse our souls, we rise to higher spiritual heights. Our sins (scarlet colored) are purified so that we become "white as snow." 
This passage ignites the cleansing power of the Ten Days of Atonement right now. This power eradicates all immoral qualities from our nature. It 
cleanses all the iniquities of humanity, making our souls as white as the wintry snow. 
In the physical world, this cleansing occurs each and every year during Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. But because the Zohar is above time and 
place, above physicality, because this mystical tome deals with the mysteries of the soul and the secrets of secrets, the effect and results are 
sweeping - universal, macrocosmic, and in the now. 
Our actions here are the ultimate atonement and Final Redemption for human civilization, thanks to the righteousness and power of the rabbis cited 
here and throughout the Zohar.
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150. He opened the discussion saying: "That they bring Me an 
offering" (Shemot 25:2). Here is the unification of above, ZEIR 
ANPIN, and of below, MALCHUT, under one principle. BECAUSE 'ME' 
IS ZEIR ANPIN AND 'AN OFFERING' IS MALCHUT. It is not written: 
'that they bring an offering,' but rather "that they bring Me an 
offering," FOR THIS SHOWS above and below in one principle 
without any separation at all.
  

151. "Of every man whose heart prompts him to give you shall take 
My offering" (Ibid.): HE QUESTIONS: This passage should have said, 
'Every man whose heart prompts him,' wherefore "of every man"? 
HE ANSWERS: Here is the secret for those who understand 
measurements. Happy are those righteous ones who know how to 
place the desire of their heart before the supernal Holy King. The 
entire desire of their heart is not for this world and its vain desire, 
but rather they know and endeavor to place their desire and to 
cleave unto above, in order to draw to them the desire of their Master 
from above to below.
 

 

152. From which place do they take that desire of their Master to 
draw to them? They take from one place that is holy and lofty, where 
all the holy desires are. And who is it? IT IS 'every man', which refers 
to the Righteous, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, who is called 
'every', as written: "Moreover, land has an advantage for 
everyone" (Kohelet 5:8). "Therefore I esteem all your 
precepts" (Tehilim 119:128). 'Man' is as written: "a just 
man" (Beresheet 6:9). This is the Righteous, the Master of the house, 
NAMELY YESOD, WHO IS THE MASTER OF MALCHUT THAT IS 
CALLED 'HOUSE'. His desire is always for the Matron, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, like a husband who loves his wife always. "Whose heart 
prompts him," MEANING that he loves her and his heart, namely his 
Matron, MEANING MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'HEART', shall 
prompt him to cleave unto her.
 

 

153. Even though THEY HAVE great love between them, and they 
never separate, STILL IN ALL, from 'every man' THAT IS YESOD, the 
Master of the house, THAT IS the husband of the Queen, you "shall 
take My offering" WHICH IS MALCHUT. The way of the world is that if 
someone wants to take the wife away from a man, he is indignant 
and does not leave her. But the Holy One, blessed be He, is not so, 
for it is written: "And this is the offering" (Shemot 25:3), which is the 
Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT, even though all her 
love is to Him and all His love is to her. They take her from Him to 
cause her to dwell among them from that lofty place where all the 
love of a wife and her husband dwell, NAMELY YESOD. From there, 
you "shall take My offering." Happy is the portion of Yisrael, and 
happy are they all that merited this.
 

 

154. "And this is the offering which you shall take of them": If you 
ask, '...which you shall take of him' should have been said, MEANING 
FROM YESOD AS MENTIONED ABOVE, what is the meaning of "of 
them"? HE ANSWERS: From these two names, WHICH ARE YESOD 
AND MALCHUT TOGETHER, MEANING THAT HE SHOULD NOT 
TAKE HER OF HER OWN, BUT RATHER THE ASPECT OF THEM 
BOTH TOGETHER. IT IS THEREFORE WRITTEN "OF THEM."
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155. Rav Yeba Saba (the elder) said "of them" MEANS from final 
Mem, which is the secret of the Supernal World, NETZACH, HOD, 
YESOD AND MALCHUT OF BINAH. THE YESOD OF BINAH CALLED 
'YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH', the dwelling place of that 
righteous who is adorned with Samech, WHICH IS THE SECRET 
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT, 
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF BINAH. For he receives life 
from them to feed all the worlds. AND FROM THIS YESOD OF BINAH 
WILL THEY RECEIVE THE OFFERING WHICH IS MALCHUT. It is all 
one thing. The secret is given to the wise and happy is their portion.
 

 

156. Even though they take Her, MALCHUT, they can do so only with 
the permission of her husband, ZEIR ANPIN, and with His approval. 
It is necessary to perform a service of love toward Him, and then 
with His love, "take My offering," WHICH IS MALCHUT. We do all this 
during the service of prayer, and the improvements that Yisrael 
perform daily. Another explanation: "Of them" means from the 
principle of the six supernal extremities OF ZEIR ANPIN. 
THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN "OF THEM" IN PLURAL.
 

 

157. "Of them": Of these holidays and Shabbatot SHALL YOU TAKE 
THEM, and it is all one secret. THEY ARE THE SECRET OF "gold, 
and silver, and brass, and blue, and purple, and scarlet..." (Shemot 
25:3). Gold is in the secret of the day of Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish 
New Year), which is the day of gold, NAMELY the Day of Judgment. 
That side OF LEFT dominates, as it is written: "Gold comes out of 
the north" (Iyov 37:22) AND NORTH IS LEFT. Silver refers to Yom 
Kippur, when the sins of Yisrael become white like snow, as it is 
written: "Though your sins be like scarlet, they shall be as white as 
snow" (Yeshayah 1:18). AND SILVER IS ALSO COLORED WHITE. It 
is also written "For on that day will He forgive you, to cleanse 
you" (Vayikra 16:30).
 

 

158. "And brass" refers to the offerings on Sukkot (holiday of 
booths), which are the Chariots of the heathen peoples, FOR WE 
OFFER SEVENTY BULLOCKS FOR THEM and they are called 'the 
secret of the brass mountains'. Therefore, THE BULLOCKS ON 
SUKKOT progressively lessen every day. "And blue" is Pesach 
(Passover), for the dominion of the secret of Faith, NAMELY 
MALCHUT, is the secret of the color blue. It is blue THAT HINTS TO 
JUDGMENTS, BECAUSE BLUE (HEB. TECHELET) IS THE 
DERIVATIVE OF KLAYAH (ENG. 'DESTRUCTION'). It did not 
dominate until it killed and destroyed all the first-born of Egypt, as it 
is written: "And Hashem will pass through to smite Egypt" (Shemot 
12:23). Therefore, all the colors are good in a dream except blue.
 

 

159. "And purple" is Shavuot (holiday of the Weeks), which is the 
secret of purple, because the Written Torah, which was given 
through it, is combined of two sides, right and left, as it is written: 
"From His right hand went a fiery law for them" (Devarim 33:2). This 
is purple, WHICH IS COMPOSED OF MANY COLORS. "And scarlet" 
is the fifteenth day of Av, when the daughters of Yisrael used to go 
out in garments of scarlet, as it is written: "That were brought up in 
scarlet" (Eichah 4:5).
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160. Until here, IT CORRESPONDS TO six sides, NAMELY "GOLD, 
AND SILVER, AND BRASS, AND BLUE, AND PURPLE, AND 
SCARLET." From here and further is the secret of the ten days of 
Atonement, which are "fine linen, and goats' hair, and rams' skins 
dyed red, and badger skins, and Acacia wood, oil for the light, spices 
for the anointing oil, and for the sweet incense, onyx stones, and 
stones to be set" (Shemot 25:4-6). Until here are nine corresponding 
to nine days, which Yom Kippur completes to ten.
 

 

161. We take the offering of Hashem, MEANING MALCHUT, from all 
these, IN THE SECRET OF THE PASSAGE: "AND THIS IS THE 
OFFERING WHICH YOU SHALL TAKE OF THEM" (SHEMOT 25:3). We 
take it at every time, MEANING AT ALL THE HOLY DAYS, in order to 
cause it to dwell over us. At Rosh Hashanah, we take the offering of 
Hashem, which is the secret of New Year that comes from the side of 
Gold, WHICH IS GVURAH, BECAUSE MALCHUT IS GVURAH. On 
Yom Kippur, we take Her for She is the Yom Kippur, because the 
daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT, inherits Her mother, WHICH IS 
BINAH, THAT IS CALLED 'YOM KIPPUR'. On Sukkot (Eng. 'the 
Festival of Tabernacles'), we take Her for She is a tabernacle that 
covers and shields us. It is written: "On the eighth day you shall 
have a solemn assembly" (Bemidbar 29:35). This is the offering of 
Hashem, NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'ASSEMBLY'.
 

 

162. On Pesach also, we take Her and She is CALLED 'Pesach'. We 
have already established that She is the secret of the color of the 
light of blue. We take Her on Shavuot, and She is the two loaves of 
bread. BY THE GIVING OF THE TORAH, it is written: "And Elohim 
spoke all these words, saying..." (Shemot 20:1). We take the Oral 
Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, from the Written Torah. On the fifteenth 
day of Av, MALCHUT stands in joy upon the daughters of Yisrael, 
and all the other days are there to establish MALCHUT. Therefore, it 
is written: "You shall take of them" IN PLURAL.
 

 

 
 
14. Just as they (Kegavna) 
This section deals with the secret of Shabbat. Malchut is called 'Shabbat' when she is united in the secret of one, so that Zeir Anpin should dwell 
upon her. Then the Holy Throne of Glory is united. We are reminded again of how, when the Shabbat enters, she unites and separates from the 
Other Side. The people bless her with joy, and must never address her with a verse of judgment, for all judgments are suspended. It would not be 
good to awaken the prosecutors below, who have fled to conceal themselves in holes beneath the sand of the great abyss because of the holiness 
of the Shabbat. Rather the holy people should be having goodwill and great love, so that they should arouse blessings above and below together. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The merging of lower and upper worlds is, perhaps, the most predominant theme that weaves itself throughout the Zohar. And nowhere else, we are 
told, is this unification more readily attainable than on the day of Sabbath. This passage provides the image of an egg as both symbol and analogy 
to illustrate this recurring theme. Fragile yet strong, the shell will only break when the time is right for birth. Enclosed in their shell, the white and the 
yolk can safely unite in secret. And later, by the splitting of the shell, new life arises from that union. 
On Sabbath, the secret union takes place safe from harm, safe from evil. Afterward, the fruit of this blessed union comes to life among us. The great 
Light and unity of Shabbat shines in full splendor as we contemplate this profound Kabbalistic narrative. Judgments flee from our midst and the 
Other Side is expelled from our lives. The cosmic equivalent of the weekday Sabbath, the Age of Messiah, dawns as our eyes touch these words and 
our souls embrace these truths.
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163. Just as THE SIX EXTREMITIES OF ZEIR ANPIN unite above, 
MEANING FROM THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN AND ABOVE, unto one, 
MEANING THAT THERE IS NO PARTNERSHIP WITH THE OTHER 
SIDE, MALCHUT also unites below, MEANING FROM THE CHEST OF 
ZEIR ANPIN AND LOWER, in the secret of one, in order to be with 
them above, one in correspondence with one. For the Holy One, 
blessed be He, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, who is one above, does not sit 
on His Throne of Glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT, until She also 
becomes in the secret of one like Him IN ORDER so it would be One 
in One. We have already established the secret of "Hashem is One 
and His Name One", FOR HASHEM IS ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS NAME IS 
MALCHUT AND THEY ARE ONE IN ONE.
 

 

164. This is the secret of Shabbat. MALCHUT IS CALLED 'Shabbat' 
WHEN She is united in the secret of one, so that ZEIR ANPIN should 
dwell upon Her, which is the secret of one. AND THIS IS THE 
SECRET OF the prayer of Shabbat eve, because then the Holy 
Throne of Glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT in the secret of one, is united 
into one. This was established so that the supernal Holy King, WHO 
IS ZEIR ANPIN, shall dwell upon Her.
 

 

165. When the Shabbat enters, She unites and separates from the 
Other Side. All the Judgments pass away from Her, and She remains 
united with the holy light and becomes adorned with many crowns 
before the Holy King. All the dominions of anger and the instigators 
of Judgment flee, and there is no other dominion in all the worlds, 
EXCEPT HER.
 

 

166. And Her face, MEANING HER FIRST THREE SFIROT, shines with 
the supernal light and becomes adorned with the holy nation below, 
for they all become adorned from Her with new souls. Then the 
prayer begins of blessing Her with joy, with shining face and saying, 
'Bless the blessed Hashem;' the particle 'Et' before Hashem is 
precise, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'ET', in order to 
address Her with a blessing.
 

 

167. It is prohibited for the holy people to start addressing Her with a 
Judgment passage, such as: "But He was full of 
compassion..." (Tehilim 78:38), because She has already separated 
from the secret of Other Side. All the prosecutors have separated 
and passed away from Her, and one who arouses Judgment below 
causes a similar arousal above. The Holy Throne, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, cannot then become adorned with the Holy Crown, for 
the prosecutors below are aroused, THAT HERETOFORE were 
absent, and all went to conceal themselves in the hole of sand of the 
great abyss, BECAUSE OF THE HOLINESS OF THE SHABBAT. NOW 
THAT THEY WERE AROUSED FROM BELOW, they all return to dwell 
in their place AS DURING THE WEEKDAYS, and the Holy Place is 
distanced by them, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that seeks rest.
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168. Do not say that only this One BECOMES AROUSED ABOVE BY 
THOSE BELOW, but rather there is no one aroused above unless 
Yisrael awaken below, as we have established in the passage: "At 
the full moon on our feast day" (Tehilim 81:4). It does not say 'the 
feast day' but rather "our feast day;" THAT IS BECAUSE THE 
HOLINESS OF THE HOLY DAY BECOMES AWAKENED ABOVE 
THROUGH THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL WHO SANCTIFY IT BELOW, 
AND IT IS THEREFORE OUR FEAST DAY. Therefore, it is forbidden 
for the holy people, who adorn themselves with the holy crowns of 
souls in order to arouse rest, to arouse Judgment. They should all 
be rather having goodwill and great love, so that they should arouse 
blessings above and below together.
 

 

 
 
15. 'Bless the blessed Hashem' 
Blessings from the source of life, The Creator, flow to Malchut, filling and watering her forever and ever. Therefore it is incumbent upon the entire 
nation to make the blessing at the commencement of the Shabbat, for when they begin to bless, a voice goes through all the firmaments that 
become sanctified with the holiness of the commencement of the Shabbat. We learn that as the blessing and sanctification takes place below, it also 
takes place above in many supernal camps. So the children of Israel become adorned with the crowns of the holy souls. That night is the time for 
the Sages to perform marital duties, for adorned with these holy souls, they will produce holy children. We read how the souls of the righteous and 
other holy spirits move back and forth between the Garden of Eden and the upper Garden. The scripture speaks of the adornment of souls, whereby 
the courageous forefathers return in spirit to fill the living with their souls. At midnight on Shabbat Eve, when the Sages awake to perform marital 
duties, there is a supernal spirit with which they became adorned when the day was sanctified. While they are sleeping, other souls wish to ascend 
and see the glory of the King, the supernal spirit that descended at the commencement of the Shabbat takes that soul, and so they ascend. The 
other souls bathe in the spices that are in the Garden of Eden, and see there whatever they see. We read that Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) was 
filled with joy at the commencement of Shabbat, to see the supernal angels and the ascending and descending souls. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Here the beauty of the commencement of the Shabbat is profoundly stirred within our souls. It connects us, richly, to the weekly expression of 
energy, while igniting the cosmic Sabbath in the world. The joy of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba is kindled in our hearts, and our visual embrace of this 
passage draws down righteous souls into this world. 
Kabbalah holds that the highest of souls and finest grade of Light cascade from higher to lower, to our earthly sphere, after midnight on Shabbat 
when a man and woman join together in love. Thus, by virtue of this mystical knowledge, intimate relations between husband and wife are imbued 
with divinity, bringing holiness to the entire world. The accumulative Light resulting from the marital duties of the righteous souls all through the 
ages shines now, in full radiance.

169. 'Bless (Et) Hashem': 'Et' is concise, FOR IT ALLUDES TO 
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'ET (ENG. 'THE')'. As we have 
established ABOVE, 'ET (THE)' is the Shabbat at the entrance of the 
Shabbat, NAMELY SHABBAT EVE, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF 
MALCHUT. Blessed be the blessed Hashem: BLESSED is the source 
of blessings from the source of life, and the place from which all 
waterings go forth to water everything, NAMELY YESOD OF BINAH. 
It is the source THAT PROVIDES in the secret of the sign of the 
covenant, NAMELY IN YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, which we call 'the 
blessed,' for it is the fountain of the well. YESOD IS THE FOUNTAIN 
OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'WELL'. When THE BLESSINGS 
reach there TO YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, the well certainly becomes 
filled, for the water never stops flowing, NAMELY CHASSADIM THAT 
ARE CALLED 'WATER'.
 

 

170. Therefore, it does not say, 'Blessed be (Et) Hashem who is 
blessed,' but rather 'Blessed be Hashem.' If the flow from the upper 
source, YESOD OF BINAH, would not reach there, TO YESOD OF 
ZEIR ANPIN, then the well would not become filled at all, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, BECAUSE MALCHUT CAN RECEIVE ONLY FROM YESOD 
OF ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, WE SAY 'who is Blessed', THAT IS 
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Why is He Blessed? It is because it fills and 
waters 'forever and ever'. Forever and ever is the Shabbat of the 
entrance of Shabbat, NAMELY MALCHUT, and we bring the 
blessings to the place called 'Blessed', THAT IS YESOD OF ZEIR 
ANPIN. When they arrive there, they are all DRAWN forever and ever, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is the meaning of: 'Blessed be Hashem 
who is blessed' until here, MEANING UNTIL YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN 
THAT IS CALLED 'BLESSED', reach the blessing of the upper world, 
WHICH IS BINAH, and they are all drawn to 'forever (lit. 'for the 
world') and ever,' WHICH IS MALCHUT, so it would become blessed 
and watered and to be filled properly, full on all sides.
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171. NOW THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS THE SECRET OF EVERY WORD 
OF: 'BLESSED BE HASHEM WHO IS BLESSED' INDIVIDUALLY, AND 
SAYS, 'Blessed' is the upper source, WHICH IS YESOD OF BINAH, 
from which all the blessings emerge. When the moon is full, we call 
it ALSO BLESSED, in relation to those below, but this 'blessed' is the 
upper source as we have said. 'Hashem' is the center of all the upper 
sides, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN. 
'Who is blessed' is household peace, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR 
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'PEACE', the fountain of the well, to fill and 
water everything. 'Forever and ever' is the lower world that needs to 
be blessed and the oil and greatness, MEANING THE BOUNTY, that 
is drawn by 'Blessed be Hashem' and 'who is blessed'. It is all FOR 
THE BENEFIT OF 'forever and ever', WHICH IS MALCHUT.
  

172. Therefore, it is incumbent upon the entire nation to make this 
blessing at the commencement of the Shabbat. We must start at the 
beginning with this blessing with the desire of the heart and joy, so 
that this Shabbat of the commencement of the Shabbat, WHICH IS 
SHABBAT EVE, NAMELY MALCHUT, is blessed by the Holy Nation 
properly with this blessing.
 

 

173. When Yisrael begin to bless, a voice goes through all the 
firmaments that become sanctified with the holiness of the 
commencement of the Shabbat. Happy are you, the Holy Nation, that 
you bless and sanctify below, in order that many holy supernal 
camps become blessed and become sanctified above. Happy are 
they in this world and happy are they in the World to Come. Yisrael 
do not make this blessing until they become adorned with the 
crowns of the holy souls, as we have said. Happy is the nation that 
merits in this world, so that they merit in the World to Come.
 

 

174. That night is the time for Sages to perform marital duties, when 
they become adorned with these holy souls. Even though we have 
already established this, it is all one. In every place this subject is 
found about the Sages, sometimes in one way and sometimes in 
another way, it all amounts to the same thing, and we have already 
established this subject. When they all become adorned with new 
holy souls and spirits, that are additional TO THOSE OF THE WEEK 
DAYS, it is their time to perform marital duties, in order to draw upon 
this union a flow of holiness, in supernal rest. This should produce 
holy children, as is proper.
 

 

175. This secret was given to the Sages. At midnight of this night, OF 
SHABBAT, the Holy One, blessed be He, desires to enter the Garden 
of Eden. This secret is that the Holy One, blessed be He, enters the 
Lower Garden of Eden, WHICH IS IN THE WORLD ASIYAH, on the 
weekdays to amuse Himself with the righteous who dwell there. On 
Shabbat and on the eve of Shabbat, the Holy One, blessed be He, 
enters the Upper Garden of Eden, WHICH IS IN THE WORLD BRIYAH, 
in the secret of the Supernal Source, WHICH IS BINAH. BECAUSE 
THE THREE WORLDS, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, ARE AS 
BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, AND BRIYAH IS AS BINAH.
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176. During the weekdays, all the souls of the righteous dwell in the 
terrestrial Garden of Eden. When the day becomes sanctified at the 
commencement of the Shabbat, all these camps of holy angels that 
are appointed in the Lower Garden of Eden elevate these souls that 
dwell in the Lower Garden of Eden, to bring them to that firmament 
that stands over the Garden of Eden. FOR SINCE THEY ARE FROM 
THE WORLD OF ASIYAH, THEY HAVE NO PERMISSION TO RISE 
HIGHER THAN THIS. Holy Chariots that surround the Throne of 
Glory of the King, WHICH IS BRIYAH, come from there and elevate 
all these souls to the Upper Garden of Eden, WHICH IS IN BRIYAH.
 

 

177. When these spirits ascend TO THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN, 
other holy spirits descend TO THIS WORLD, to become adorned with 
the Holy People. These ascend TO THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN, 
and those descend TO BECOME ADORNED WITH THE HOLY 
PEOPLE, MEANING JUST AS THERE IS ELEVATION TO THE SOULS 
THAT ARE IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN, SO IS THERE AN ELEVATION 
FOR THE HOLY PEOPLE, FOR THEY BECOME ADORNED WITH AN 
ADDITIONAL SOUL.
 

 

178. And if you ask: But then during the Shabbat day, is the 
terrestrial Garden of Eden empty of the souls of the righteous? It is 
not so. Rather souls go and souls come, souls ascend and souls 
descend, souls go from the Garden and other souls come into the 
Garden. All these souls of the righteous, who cleanse themselves TO 
PURIFY THEMSELVES during the weekdays and have still not 
entered THE LOWER GARDEN of Eden, will enter the LOWER 
Garden OF EDEN at the moment that these souls leave THE 
GARDEN OF EDEN TO THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN. The Garden 
does not remain empty, and it is like the shew-bread on the day it is 
taken, THAT THEY PLACE OTHERS IN THEIR PLACE.
 

 

179. And if you ask: When the souls return FROM THE UPPER 
GARDEN OF EDEN TO THE LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN during the 
weekdays, how do the places expand in length and breadth and 
height in the Garden, UNTIL IT CAN ACCOMMODATE THEM ALL, yet 
it is not noticeable? HE ANSWERS: It is like the Land of the Deer (the 
Land of Yisrael) that was stretched in all directions, yet it was not 
noticeable. Like a deer, as much as it grows, its skin grows with it to 
every side, yet it is not noticeable. There are many souls that no 
longer descend FROM THERE, once they have ascended TO THE 
UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN, AND THEY REMAIN THERE ALSO 
DURING THE WEEKDAYS.
 

 

180. Souls ascend and souls descend so that the Holy People should 
adorn themselves with them. At the commencement of the Shabbat, 
MEANING BEFORE THE DAY HAS BEEN SANCTIFIED, THERE IS a 
turning of souls. Some are going and some are coming, some 
ascend while others descend. Who has seen how many Holy 
Chariots float here and there, all of them in joy, all of them with good 
will? These souls ARE FOR the adorning of the Holy People, to 
adorn many righteous in the Lower Garden of Eden, AND THIS 
CONTINUES until the moment that an announcer proclaims, 
'Sanctified, sanctified.' Then rest and quiet is prevalent for all, while 
the wicked in Gehenom all become quiet in their place and have rest. 
All the souls become adorned, MEANING THAT THEY ATTAIN THE 
FIRST THREE SFIROT, those above and those below. Happy are the 
people that possess this portion.
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181. At midnight of Shabbat Eve, when the Sages awake to perform 
marital duties, there is a Supernal Spirit with which they become 
adorned when the day was sanctified. While they are sleeping in 
their beds and their other souls wish to ascend and see the glory of 
the King, the Supernal Spirit that descended at the commencement 
of the Shabbat takes that soul and they ascend. The other souls 
bathe in the spices that are in the Garden of Eden, and see there 
whatever they see.
 

 

182. When THE SPIRIT descends to dwell in its place at midnight, 
that soul also returns to its place. The Sages must say a passage of 
arousal of that supernal Holy Spirit of the Shabbat crown, namely: 
"The spirit of Hashem Elohim was upon me; because Hashem has 
anointed me to announce good tidings to the meek..." (Yeshayah 
61:1). "When those moved, these moved; and when those stood still, 
these stood still; and when those were lifted up from the 
earth" (Yechezkel 1:21) and "wherever the spirit was minded to go, 
they went" (Ibid. 12), because they adorn themselves with that spirit, 
with their awakening to the gladness of the mating. There should be 
the drawing of that Supernal Spirit of Shabbat in that copulation of 
merit.
 

 

183. When Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) rose from the river at the 
commencement of Shabbat, he would sit for a moment and raise his 
eyes, and he was happy. He would say that he was sitting to see the 
joy of the supernal angels, those ascending and these descending. 
Man sits in the world of souls during the entire TIME OF THE 
commencement of the Shabbat. Happy is he who knows the secrets 
of his Master.
 

 

 
 
16. "The heavens declare the glory of El" 
This reading links the joy of the day of Shabbat with the source of the heavenly illumination and the supernal Book. It begins by quoting, "The 
heavens declare the glory of El; and the firmament proclaims his handiwork." Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) explains that "declare" means the 
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heavens illuminate and sparkle in the glitter of supernal light. Every single ring (the Sfirot in Malchut) lights up and sparkles from that light. He 
explains that "the firmament" is the fountain of the well and the river that flows from Eden. When the supernal Dew of that crystal is drawn and 
flows, everything becomes perfected with the Holy Letters. We then read of the meaning in "Day to day utters speech", and "And night to night 
expresses knowledge," and then "Their line is gone out through all the earth" "And their words to the end of the world". We read of the holy sun, 
which is like a tent containing all the higher and lower levels. It shines "like a bridegroom coming out of his canopy," and Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the 
elder) explains that the canopy is Eden. The moon herself is an expression of the light from the sun and carries also that greater illumination from 
the source. The Torah is the same expression of Wisdom in the Kingdom, Chochmah in Malchut, and "The Torah of The Creator is perfect." It is 
composed of phrases containing five words each. During the Shabbat day everything is properly completed in the secret of Shabbat above and 
below, and on this day, Light is increased in everything. Thus, David recited the verse: "The heavens declare," inspired by the imminent illumination 
of the Holy Spirit, and by the pre-eminence of the Shabbat Day over all other days. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
We learn how the great Source of all Light gives expression through the heavenly bodies, through the Shabbat, and through the Torah. This 
supernal Light spills downward upon us when our eyes touch the words, revealing these lofty, luminous mysteries. This illumination perfects our 
souls and completes the world, allowing the cosmic Sabbath (the Age of Messiah) to commence with the boundless sweet mercy.

184. When the day of Shabbat dawns, the joy ascends in all the 
worlds with satisfaction and gladness. Then "The heavens declare 
the glory of El; and the firmament proclaims His handiwork" (Tehilim 
19:2). Who are the heavens? They are these heavens, NAMELY ZEIR 
ANPIN, in which the supernal Name is visible, WHICH IS IMA, and in 
which the Holy Name is marked, WHICH IS ABA, MEANING 
HEAVENS IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT CONTAINS THE MOCHIN OF ABA 
AND IMA.
  

185. HE QUESTIONS: What is THE MEANING OF "declare (also: 
'tell')?" If you say it is like one who is telling a story, it is not so. But 
rather they illuminate and sparkle in the glitter of the supernal light, 
and ascend in the Name that is included in the shine of the supernal 
perfection, NAMELY IN THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH 
CONTAINS YUD-HEI, WHICH ARE SUPERNAL PERFECTION, BEING 
ABA AND IMA.
  

186. HE QUESTIONS: What is the tale, FOR IT SAYS, "THE HEAVENS 
TELL"? HE ANSWERS: They sparkle in the shine of the supernal 
Book, WHICH IS ABA, AND THAT WHICH IS DRAWN FROM THE 
BOOK IS CALLED 'A TALE'. Therefore, they ascend in a complete 
Name, WHICH IS YUD HEI VAV HEI, and they illuminate with a 
complete light, IN THE RIGHT COLUMN. They sparkle in a complete 
sparkle, IN THE LEFT COLUMN. They sparkle and illuminate by 
themselves from the light of the sparkle of the supernal Book, and 
sparkle and illuminate in every side to which they are attached, 
because every single ring lights up and sparkles, ALL THE SFIROT 
IN MALCHUT THAT ARE CALLED 'RINGS', from that shine and from 
the light, because on this day the heavens, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN, 
become adorned and ascend in the Holy Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, 
more than on the other days.
 

 

187. "His handiwork" MEANS the supernal Dew that illuminates from 
all the concealed sides, which are the works of His hands, OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, and His establishment that is established on this day more 
than on all the other days.
 

 

188. "The firmament proclaims": HE QUESTIONS: What means 
"proclaims"? HE ANSWERS THAT ITS MEANING IS THAT He draws 
THE DEW and it flows down INTO YESOD from the head of the King, 
NAMELY FROM HIS FIRST THREE SFIROT THAT ARE CALLED 'THE 
HEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN', and it becomes filled from all sides. "The 
firmament" is the fountain of the well, NAMELY YESOD THAT 
PROVIDES THE WELL, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and this is the river that 
emerges from Eden. This is the one that draws and spills downward 
the flow of the supernal Dew that illuminates and sparkles from all 
sides. This firmament draws it with a drawing of love and longing to 
water a potion of joy to Shabbat Eve, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
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189. When the dew of that crystal is drawn and flows, FROM THE 
HEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN, everything becomes filled and perfected with 
the Holy Letters, NAMELY the 22 LETTERS, in all the holy paths. 
Since everything is attached to Him, a way to water and bless below, 
TO MALCHUT, is formed within Him.
 

 

190. "Day to day utters speech" (Ibid. 3): THIS MEANS THAT day 
PROVIDES to day and ring PROVIDES to ring, AS EVERY SFIRAH OF 
ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'DAY' AND 'RING' PROVIDES TO THE 
SFIRAH THAT CORRESPONDS TO IT IN MALCHUT. The passage is 
now talking in particulars about how the heavens, THAT IS ZEIR 
ANPIN, tell and perfect with supernal gleam and sparkle this glory, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'GLORY', and how that 
firmament draws and causes a flow from the supernal Dew. So it 
says, "Day to day utters speech," meaning day to day and level to 
level will hasten to combine with each other, and illuminate one from 
the other from that gleam that the heavens sparkle and illuminate 
upon that glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Yabia (Eng. 'utter') is as in 
'Maba (Eng. 'quickly') done'. THE TRANSLATION OF: "AND THE 
THINGS THAT SHALL COME UPON THEM MAKE HASTE" (DEVARIM 
32:35) USES 'MABA' AND 'YABIYA' AND MEANS THAT they hasten 
to illuminate one from the other and to sparkle one from another 
from that gleam and sparkle OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 
'HEAVENS'.
 

 

191. "Speech (Heb. omer, Aleph-Mem-Resh)" IN THE PASSAGE 
"DAY TO DAY UTTERS SPEECH" MEANS the whole of the letters 
and paths that emanate from Aba and Ima and that head, NAMELY 
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT THAT ARE CALLED 'HEAD', that 
emanates from them, which is the first-born son, NAMELY ZEIR 
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'FIRST-BORN SON'. The Aleph of 'omer' 
alludes to Aba. When he ascends and descends, NAMELY WHEN HE 
REPLENISHES THE SMALLNESS OF IMA, FROM WHICH LIGHT 
ASCENDS FROM BELOW UP, AND THE GREATNESS OF IMA, FROM 
WHICH LIGHT DESCENDS FROM ABOVE DOWN, then the Mem OF 
OMER, which is Ima, is joined with the Aleph. The Resh OF OMER 
alludes to the first-born son, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. When all these 
letters combine, they are 'omer,' which is the light of Aba and Ima 
and the first-born son, and they illuminate to each other in one bond. 
They dominate on the Shabbat Day. Therefore, they are all included 
in each other in order to be one, BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN ASCENDS 
AND BECOMES ATTIRED WITH ABA AND IMA. Therefore, THE 
THREE LETTERS OF OMER hasten TO PROVIDE to each other, 
which are the supernal Dominion, in order that everything should be 
one.
 

 

192. When all this is drawn and flows to this firmament, WHICH IS 
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, it waters and illuminates below "the glory of 
El", WHO IS MALCHUT, in order to create offspring in the images OF 
THE LIGHTS of these heavens, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN that 
illuminates "the glory of El" (Ibid. 2).
 

 

193. "And night to night expresses knowledge" (Ibid. 3), MEANING 
Her Chariots, which are the body of the throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT. 
They are called 'nights', as it is written: "My reins also admonish me 
in the nights" (Tehilim 16:7). The SFIROT OF the supernal Chariot, 
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, are called 'days' as in, "Day to day," while 
THE SFIROT OF the Lower Chariot, WHICH IS MALCHUT, are called 
'nights': "Night to night."
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194. "Expresses knowledge": "Yechaveh (Eng. 'expresses')" MEANS 
"Yechayeh" (Eng. 'to give life'), for it will bring to life offspring FROM 
THE LIGHTS THAT HE RECEIVED from the heavens. If you say that 
Yechaveh does not mean Yechayeh, come and see: "And the man 
called the name of his wife Eve; because she was the mother of all 
living (Heb. chay)" (Beresheet 3:20). SO WE SEE that Eve and 
Chayah are the same, for the Yud is removed FROM CHAYAH and 
the Vav enters IN ITS PLACE. This is as it should be, as the Vav 
surely signifies life BECAUSE THE VAV ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN 
THAT IS THE TREE OF LIFE. Therefore of Eve and Chayah EVE IS 
THE MAIN, because the Yud of CHAYAH takes life from the Vav OF 
EVE. THEREFORE, SHE IS CALLED 'EVE (CHAVAH)' AND NOT 
CHAYAH. Here also, Yachaveh MEANS Yachayeh.
 

 

195. "Knowledge" IN THE PASSAGE: "AND NIGHT TO NIGHT 
EXPRESSES KNOWLEDGE" is the secret of the heavens, NAMELY 
ZEIR ANPIN, as the heavens have six sides. Also here, NIGHT 
PROVIDES TO NIGHT with six ends through the offspring that the 
night enlivens, WHICH ARE similar TO THE SIX EXTREMITIES OF 
ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, "day to day" is included in the highest level 
'Omer', WHICH IS ABA AND IMA AS MENTIONED. "And night to 
night" IS INCLUDED IN THE HIGHEST LEVEL in the secret of the 
male that illuminates her; that is, heaven and knowledge, WHICH IS 
ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

196. This 'Omer' is a supernal secret, NAMELY ABA AND IMA, and is 
not like other sayings; therefore, the Torah repeats it and says, 
"There is no speech nor are there words" (Tehilim 19:4). It is not like 
the other sayings of the world, but rather 'Omer (Eng. 'speech')' is a 
supernal secret in the highest levels, where there are no speeches 
nor words, MEANING THAT CHOCHMAH IS CONCEALED IN THEM 
AND DOES NOT SHINE BECAUSE THE ILLUMINATION OF 
CHOCHMAH IS CALLED 'SPEECH'. They are not heard like the other 
levels, which are in the secret of Faith THAT IS MALCHUT, which are 
an audible voice, MEANING THAT CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN 
HER. But 'OMER', WHICH IS ABA AND IMA, is never heard. This is 
what is meant by: "Their voice is not heard" (Ibid.), WHICH MEANING 
IS THAT THE CHOCHMAH IS CONCEALED IN THEM AND IS NOT 
HEARD, BECAUSE CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED ONLY IN MALCHUT 
ALONE.
 

 

197. "Their line is gone out through all the earth" (Ibid. 5): Even 
though they, ABA AND IMA are supernal and concealed, and are 
never known, MEANING THAT CHOCHMAH DOES NOT BECOME 
REVEALED IN THEM, STILL IN ALL, their flow and drawing is drawn 
and flows downward TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'EARTH', 
MEANING THAT THE CHOCHMAH THAT IS CONCEALED IN THEM IS 
DRAWN TO MALCHUT. We have complete Faith in this world, 
NAMELY MALCHUT WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT 
IS CALLED 'COMPLETE FAITH' because of this drawing. All the 
people of the world speak of the secret of the Faith of the Holy One, 
blessed be He, WHICH IS MALCHUT, of these levels, NAMELY IN 
CHOCHMAH OF THE LEVELS ABA AND IMA, as if they were revealed 
EVEN ABOVE IN ABA AND IMA, instead of hidden and concealed 
there, hence: "And their words to the end of the world" (Ibid.). From 
the beginning of the world until the end of the world, the scholars 
discuss these concealed levels, even though they are not known IN 
THEIR PLACE IN ABA AND IMA, SINCE THEY ARE REVEALED IN 
MALCHUT, AS EXPLAINED.
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198. But in what are they known, THOSE LEVELS OF CHOCHMAH 
THAT ARE IN ABA AND IMA? "In them He has set a tent for the 
sun" (Ibid.), because the holy sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is the 
abode to these supernal holy levels OF ABA AND IMA. It is light that 
takes all the concealed lights. That drawing is theirs and the Faith is 
revealed to the whole world due to it. ZEIR ANPIN IS THE ABODE OF 
CHOCHMAH IN LEVELS OF ABA AND IMA, AND ZEIR ANPIN 
PROVIDES IT TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'FAITH', SO THAT THE 
FAITH IS SEEN THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE WORLD BECAUSE 
CHOCHMAH IS CALLED 'SIGHT'.
 

 

199. He who receives the sun is like one who has received all the 
levels, because the sun is like a tent, in which the levels are included 
in it. It receives everything and illuminates to all the kinds of lights 
below, TO MALCHUT. Therefore, he is "like a bridegroom coming out 
of his canopy" (Ibid. 6) with the shines and glitterings of all the 
concealed lights FROM ALL THE LEVELS. For they all give him their 
desire and their lights with complete pleasure and will, just as a 
groom has desire and pleasure to give his bride gifts and presents. 
Therefore, he is "like a bridegroom coming out of his canopy."
 

 

200. HE QUESTIONS: What is "His canopy"? HE SAYS: This is Eden, 
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, and this is the secret of: "And a river went 
out of Eden" (Beresheet 2:10). Eden is a canopy that covers all, 
MEANING THAT IT COVERS AND SHIELDS FROM ALL KLIPOT "and 
rejoices like a strong man to run a race" (Tehilim 19:6). "Rejoices" 
comes from the side of primordial light THAT SERVED DURING THE 
SIX DAYS OF CREATION BEFORE IT WAS CONCEALED, in which 
there is no Judgment at all. "Like a strong man" is from the side of 
Gvurah, and although Gvurah (Might) is wholly Judgment, it is 
written: "Like a strong (mighty) man" instead of 'a strong man.' This 
is because he has sweetened the Judgment in Chesed and has taken 
everything together, BOTH CHOCHMAH AND CHESED, with 
complete desire and pleasure. And all this IS "to run a race (lit. 
'way')" as it is written: "Who makes a way in the sea" (Yeshayah 
43:16). HE MAKES A WAY IN MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'SEA', in 
order to water and fill the shine of the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT in 
all the sides, NAMELY ON THE RIGHT AND ON THE LEFT, and to 
open in it "a way" to illuminate below.
 

 

201. "His going forth is from the end of the heavens..." (Devarim 
4:32), MEANING that from the end of these supernal heavens, WHICH 
IS ZEIR ANPIN, he brings forth THE PROVISION, because at the end 
of TIFERET THAT IS CALLED 'body', WHICH IS YESOD He brings 
forth HIS PROVISION, as at that place there is a difference between 
male and female. This is what is written: "And from the end of the 
heavens to the end of the heavens" (Devarim 4:32). "The end of the 
heavens" is the upper world, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 
'HEAVENS'. "To the end of the heavens" is His peace, WHICH IS 
YESOD. Just as this one, ZEIR ANPIN, receives all the lights and 
they are all in Him, so does that one, YESOD, take all the lights and 
they are all in it. It goes forth from the end of the heavens.
 

 

202. "And His circuit" (Tehilim 19:7) MEANS that He encircles all the 
holy sides that are worthy of being illuminated and worthy to be 
watered and to glitter from Him. "And there is nothing hid" (Ibid.) 
MEANS there is none that can be covered from this light, because it 
lights under one principle to each and every one as is fitting for it.
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203. When they are perfected and illuminating from the sun, the 
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, becomes adorned like the supernal Ima, 
and becomes completed in fifty gates LIKE HER. This is the meaning 
of the verse: "The Torah of Hashem is perfect" (Ibid. 8), for it is now 
perfect from all the sides in the secret of the five levels, CHESED, 
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, AND HOD, like supernal Ima. These 
five are the secret of the fifty GATES OF BINAH, BECAUSE EACH 
ONE IS COMPOSED OF TEN.
 

 

204. Therefore, it is composed of PHRASES CONTAINING five words 
each, in order to complete the secret of fifty. "The Torah of Hashem 
is perfect, restoring the soul" (Ibid.): Here are five. "The testimony of 
Hashem is sure, making wise the simple" (Ibid.): Here are five. "The 
statutes of Hashem are right, rejoicing the heart" (Ibid.): Here are 
five. "The commandment of Hashem is pure, enlightening the 
eyes" (Ibid. 9): Here are five. "The fear of Hashem is clean, enduring 
forever" (Ibid. 10): Here are five. "The Judgments of Hashem are 
true, and are righteous altogether" (Ibid.): Here are five. FOR ALL 
THESE NAMES, THE TORAH, TESTIMONY, STATUTES...ARE THE 
NAMES OF MALCHUT. They all come in multiples of five, in order to 
be included IN FIFTY just like supernal Ima.
 

 

205. Therefore, IN THE PASSAGES, Yud Hei Vav Hei IS WRITTEN six 
times, for they correspond to the six supernal extremities, which are 
the secret of the supernal Name, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. The moon 
becomes full from them, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and becomes 
perfected in the supernal order properly. This occurs during the 
Shabbat Day, when everything is properly completed in the secret of 
Shabbat above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, and below, IN MALCHUT.
 

 

206. On this day, light is increased in everything, as we have said. 
The heavens, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, first receive from the source of 
life, WHICH IS ABA AND IMA. They, THE HEAVENS, illuminate and 
construct the supernal glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT, from the secret 
of the supernal Book, which is Aba of them all and from the secret of 
the Book WHICH IS supernal Ima. And He, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN 
THAT IS CALLED 'HEAVENS', is derived from the secret of the tale. 
Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN: "Declare (also: 'tell')," as we have said. It 
is in the secret of the three names, NAMELY, BOOK (HEB. SEFER), 
SCRIBE (HEB. SOFER), TALE (HEB. SIPUR), NAMELY ABA, IMA, 
AND ZEIR ANPIN, who dominate on the Shabbat Day over all the 
other days.
  

207. Therefore, David recited this praise: "THE HEAVENS DECLARE" 
inspired by the Holy Spirit, about the shine and sparkle and 
domination of the Shabbat Day over all the other days. Because the 
secret of the supernal Name, ZEIR ANPIN, illuminates with light and 
sparkles with sparkles and becomes complete above and below. 
Then "the Torah of Hashem is perfect," which is the Shabbat of 
Shabbat Eve, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is of the same secret WITH 
ZEIR ANPIN, as we have said.
 

 

 
 
17. "Rejoice in Hashem, you righteous" 
The scholars decreed that praises on Shabbat should start with the psalms of David, which rise to illuminate and bless the heavens and the river 
that comes out of Eden. All is performed as it should be performed, though, and on this day even the sun illuminates properly. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
David signifies our physical existence. He is Malchut. Thus, David's psalms elevate our lower world (Malchut) into the heavens (Zeir Anpin) when 
they are recited at the commencement of each new Shabbat. For us, our own souls - and all existence - are now elevated by the sacred texts that 
speak these hidden truths.
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208. And the friends decreed that the praises start with the praises of 
David, with this secret OF THE PRAISE "THE HEAVENS DECLARE..." 
The heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, takes first and illuminates all the 
rest. Afterwards the river that comes out of Eden, WHICH IS YESOD, 
TAKES and this is the secret of: "Rejoice in Hashem, you 
righteous" (Tehilim 33:1), FOR THIS PRAISE IS THE ASPECT OF 
YESOD. This river gathers and takes everything from the secret of 
the heavens, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, in the supernal secret, WHICH 
IS CHASSADIM, and the source of life, WHICH IS THE ILLUMINATION 
OF CHOCHMAH, and all as is proper on this day. The sun, WHICH IS 
ZEIR ANPIN, perfects YESOD to illuminate properly on this day.
  

 
 
18. "Of David, when he changed his demeanor" 
This verse explains that the phrase refers to the moon, that is separated on this day from the Other Side, and joins with the sun. It contains the 22 
letters that the sun brings into the moon. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet signify 22 primeval forces of energy that combined together in countless configurations to conceive all 
Creation. They are the instruments of the Divine, tools to fashion supernal and mundane worlds, along with the diversity of life forms that inhabit 
them. Accordingly, this passage offers us nothing less than the Light of Creation. This illumination separates our souls from the Other Side, our Evil 
Inclination. Our prayers are strengthened, our spirit is renewed, and our existence is brightened so that darkness, never again, dominates our world 
and our souls.

209. Afterwards, ONE SHOULD SAY THE PRAISE, WHICH IS THE 
SECRET OF the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that is separated from 
the Other Side on this day, in order to shine from the sun. It is 
written: "Of David, when he changed his demeanor..." (Tehilim 34:1). 
After it was separated from the Other Side, it joined with the sun, 
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. This praise is in THE ORDER OF the 22 
letters AT THE BEGINNINGS OF THE VERSES, that the sun brings 
them into the moon. This praise also CONTAINS the separation of 
the moon from the Other Side, and the praise of the 22 letters that 
the sun brings into the moon.
 

 

 
 
19. "A prayer of Moses" 
When we read "A prayer of Moses, the man of the Elohim," we are to understand that this refers to the union of Malchut and Zeir Anpin, the Lower 
realm with the Upper. In that joining of a wife to her husband there is the spreading of the right and left hands, Chesed and Gvurah, to receive her. 
Here we can understand how the union of the lower world and the upper world is mirrored in the union of husband and wife, and of how Mercy and 
Gvurah work together to form powerful unions of all kinds. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Our own relationships are enriched and imbued with tremendous blessing as the Zohar reveals the mysteries concerning the union of the upper and 
lower worlds. Any time this unification is achieved, darkness is expelled from our personal existence. Our connection to Moses and the wisdom of 
Torah is made complete. Our intimate relations now engender unification of the upper and lower world, culminating in the full radiance of the Light 
of the Creator. All of this is achieved by virtue of Moses and our visual embrace of the verses that speak his name.

210. Afterwards the Queen elevates and joins with Her husband, 
ZEIR ANPIN, and it is written: "A prayer of Moses, the man of 
Elohim" (Tehilim 90:1), BECAUSE PRAYER IS MALCHUT AND 
MOSES IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN. FOR THIS SHOWS the 
joining and cleaving of the wife to her husband, WHICH IS "A 
PRAYER OF MOSES," and the spreading of the right and left hands, 
CHESED AND GVURAH to receive her and to be together in one 
bond.
  

 
 
20. "Sing to Hashem a new song" 
Sing to The Creator a new song; for He has done marvelous things. It is said that the milk cows transporting the ark rose to recite this praise. And in 
the higher realm the living creatures that carry the throne to raise it above also recite this praise. We read that it is called a 'new' song for each 
renewal of the new moon when it illuminates from the sun. They praised Him with this praise when they carried the ark and were going up to Bet 
Shemesh, the sun, and the elevation of the throne to ascend above is on Shabbat. 
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The Relevance of this Passage 
Here we understand that the power of the Ark and the effulgent Light that it emits has imbued senseless creatures, milk cows, with the ability to rise 
above their inborn nature and sing praise to the Creator. Clearly all possibilities exist within the infinite realm of the Light. As such, this wisdom 
uplifts us above our own base nature so that we now recognize and embody the Divinity imbued into this seemingly chaotic world.

211. It is written: "A Psalm, Sing to Hashem a new song" (Tehilim 
98:1). We have already established this praise. Although we have 
observed it, the observations of the friends who observed about this 
is THAT THEY SAID that the cows that were transporting the ark rose 
to recite this praise, as it is written: "And the cows took the straight 
(also: 'sang') way" (I Shmuel 6:12). What was the song that they were 
reciting? It was: "Sing to Hashem a new song; for He has done 
marvelous things." This secret is similar to above for at the time the 
living creatures carry the throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT to raise it 
above, TO ZEIR ANPIN they recite this praise.
 

 

212. If you ask: Why is it written here "new", FOR IT IS WRITTEN "A 
NEW SONG"? Are they not constantly saying this praise? HE 
ANSWERS: Certainly it is new, for it is called 'new' only with the 
renewal of the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, when it illuminates from 
the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Then it is new, and this is "a new 
song," FOR EACH TIME MALCHUT ASCENDS TO PAIR WITH ZEIR 
ANPIN, SHE IS TRANSFORMED TO BECOME NEW, IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET, THAT EVERY TIME SHE 
REVERTS TO BEING A VIRGIN. "His right hand, and His holy arm 
have gained Him the victory" (Tehilim 98:1): This is the arousal of 
right and left, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, to receive Her.
 

 

213. They did praise Him with this praise when they carried the ark 
and were going up to Bet Shemesh, like the wagons (also: 'heifers'), 
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LIVING CREATURES. They went up 
to Bet Shemesh, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS 
CALLED 'SHEMESH (ENG. 'SUN')', and it all amounts to the same, for 
the elevation of the Throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to ascend above 
occurs on Shabbat. THEREFORE, the order of this praise is on the 
Shabbat. All these praises were composed for Shabbat, for the 
unique nation of the world to praise Him.
 

 

 
 
21. "A Psalm, a song for the Shabbat day" 
We learn that, like the candle which cannot be seen in the daylight, the lower world cannot approach the light of the upper world. The Shabbat day is 
the upper world and the Shabbat Eve is the lower world. "A Psalm, a song for the Shabbat day," was the praise said by Adam at the time he was 
expelled from the Garden of Eden, and the Shabbat came and shielded him. We read that all the praises of Shabbat, which is the glory of the day, are 
higher than on all the other days. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Adam (we, the Vessel) had a burning desire to be the cause of his (our) own fulfillment, the creator of his own Light. But as candlelight cannot be 
seen in the presence of the sun, Adam (we) left the luminous perfection of the Garden to enter our disordered dimension of darkness, Malchut, 
where the Light is concealed. Man, through his own labor and effort, can rekindle the Light, and thus shares in the divine act of Creation: He 
becomes God(like)! Keeping the Sabbath, learning Torah, and igniting the Light of the Zohar are the fundamental ways in which we achieve this 
purpose. Thus, our life's work is being accomplished and completed as we read these words. Our efforts here provide the finishing touches to the 
spiritual evolution and final ascent of man. Therein lies the ultimate power of the Zohar.
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214. "A Psalm, a song for the Shabbat day" (Tehilim 92:1): This 
praise was said by Adam at the time he was expelled from the 
Garden of Eden, and the Shabbat came and protected him. The 
friends have established this already. This is the praise that the 
lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, says to the upper world, which is 
a day that is wholly Shabbat, which is the King that the Peace is His, 
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. This is: "A Psalm, a song...," but the utterer is 
not mentioned BECAUSE IT ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, FOR EVERY 
PLACE WHERE IT IS UNSPECIFIED IT ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, AS 
WRITTEN ABOVE.
 

 

215. "For the Shabbat day": NAMELY the supernal Day, the supernal 
Shabbat, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. The one is Shabbat and the other is 
Shabbat, so what is the difference between the one and the other? 
HE ANSWERS: unspecified Shabbat is the Shabbat of Shabbat Eve, 
NAMELY MALCHUT. Shabbat day is the supernal Shabbat, NAMELY 
ZEIR ANPIN. The one is day, ZEIR ANPIN, and the other is night, 
MALCHUT: "Wherefore the children of Yisrael shall keep the 
Shabbat" (Shemot 31:16) refers to night, the secret of the female. 
"Remember the Shabbat day" (Shemot 20:8) refers to day, the secret 
of the male, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, IT IS SAID: "A psalm, a 
song for the Shabbat day," FOR MALCHUT PRAISES ZEIR ANPIN 
THAT IS CALLED 'THE SHABBAT DAY'.
  

216. We have found in many places that the lower world, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, is not mentioned by name, and is unspecified WITHOUT 
A NAME, such as: "A PSALM, A SONG FOR THE SHABBAT DAY," IN 
WHICH THE NAME OF THE AUTHOR IS NOT MENTIONED. For 
example: "And...called to Moses" (Vayikra 1:1) as well as: "And He 
said to Moses, 'Come up to Hashem'" (Shemot 24:1). In all of these, 
the name is concealed and is not mentioned, because there is a 
supernal level contained in it, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and She is not 
mentioned by name near the supernal level. The light of a candle is 
not noticed during the day in the sunlight. Therefore, She is not 
mentioned by name. All the praises of Shabbat, which is the glory of 
the day, are higher than on all the other days.
 

 

 
 
22. "The soul of every living being" 
We read how the soul flies from the life of the worlds, the Yesod of Zeir Anpin, and is blessed by Him as it emerges and flies downwards. And the 
soul has permission to bless Malchut. The souls fly downwards and bless Malchut at the commencement of Shabbat. We learn that Malchut receives 
blessings during the weekdays from the other souls that bless Her from below. During the Shabbat Day, She receives blessings from the upper 
souls that bless Her with 45 words. All this praise and all these words are known limbs that add up to the proper completion of the Shabbat. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
All the blessings (spiritual energy) of the weekday and the Sabbath fill our souls, completing our connection to the Light of the Creator. In turn, we 
ignite the merciful arrival of the cosmic Sabbath (the age of Messiah), and a unified humanity embraces the world of immortality and boundless 
delight.

217. 'The soul of every living being': The friends have said true 
words about it. We must remember that the soul flies from the life of 
the worlds, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Because it is his, all 
the blessings emanate from him and dwell in him, and he waters and 
blesses downward, MALCHUT, this soul that emerges from him, and 
has permission to bless this place, MALCHUT.
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218. Therefore, the souls fly from that living, WHICH IS YESOD OF 
ZEIR ANPIN, at the commencement of Shabbat. These souls that fly 
actually bless that place that is called 'Name' below, NAMELY 
MALCHUT, FOR WHICH REASON IT IS SAID: 'THE SOUL OF EVERY 
LIVING BEING WILL BLESS YOUR NAME,' NAMELY MALCHUT THAT 
IS CALLED 'NAME'. The place from which THE SOULS emerge, 
WHICH IS YESOD, blesses MALCHUT from above, so we see that 
this 'Name' receives blessings from below and from above, and is 
included from all sides.
 

 

219. During the weekdays, MALCHUT receives blessings from the 
other souls that bless Her from below. During the Shabbat Day, She 
receives blessings from the upper souls OF ATZILUT that bless Her 
with 45 words, like the numerical value OF THE NAME of 45, as we 
have established in the secret of Mah (=45) and Mi (=50). For this MI 
is the upper world, BINAH, and MAH is the lower world, MALCHUT. 
'The soul of every living being': Until the last WORD contains 45 
WORDS, and from 'Were our mouths as full of song' until THE WORD 
'before us' it is a different praise, which is composed of fifty words. 
This is not a word that indicates calculating, MEANING THAT THERE 
IS NO END OF SUBJECT TO POINT OUT A SPECIFIC SUM, 
BECAUSE THE WORD 'BEFORE US' IS IN THE MIDDLE OF 
SUBJECT. WITH ALL THIS, the sum adds up to the secret of 'Mi,' 
NAMELY FIFTY WORDS. A different praise starts from that point 
onward that amounts to the sum of a hundred words, UNTIL 'BY THE 
MOUTH OF THE UPRIGHT YOU SHALL BE EXALTED,' which is the 
completion of all, NAMELY THE GREATNESS OF MALCHUT THAT 
CONTAINS TEN SFIROT WITH EACH ONE CONTAINING TEN, 
EQUALING ONE HUNDRED. This is one Chariot, upon which dwells 
the supernal wholeness, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

220. All this praise and all these words are certain limbs, MEANING 
GRADES, that add up to the completion of the Shabbat, with which 
to be completed properly. Happy is the nation that knows how to 
arrange the praise of its Master properly. From here and further, it is 
the order of prayer as was arranged.
 

 

 
 
23. "But be not You, Hashem, far from me" 
We read how when King David was arranging the praise of the King he included "But be not You, The Creator, far from me, my Strength, haste You 
to help me." This is because when Malchut ascends to become adorned with Zeir Anpin, it is in the upper world and from there it is necessary to 
elevate it to infinity in order that it should all be bound together high above. During the order of praise, the children of Yisrael do not permit Malchut 
to ascend from them. We read that the Holy One ascends higher and higher to infinity, but immediately returns to His place because the children of 
Yisrael below are joined with Him. It is necessary to join with the Holy One and hold onto Him so that no person is forsaken by Him even for one 
moment. Now Rabbi Elazar says to his father, Rabbi Shimon that they must leave the Garden of Eden and travel in the ways of the guards of the Tree 
of Life; he asks his father to prepare the way. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The upper and lower realms are linked so that blessings may now flow to us unobstructed. A constant connection to the Light is attained through 
the energy arising here, which acts as an umbilical cord, so that in these, our darkest days, we may call down the Light to illumine our way and end 
pain, suffering, and evil.

221. It is written: "But be not You, Hashem, far from me; my 
Strength, haste You to help me" (Tehilim 22:20). King David said this 
when he was preparing and arranging the praise of the King, in order 
to join the sun, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, with the moon, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT. Since he was preparing and arranging the praises of THE 
KING to the bond, he said, "But be not You, Hashem, far from me..."
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222. "But be not You, Hashem": This is the secret of being bound 
together without separation. BECAUSE 'YOU' IS MALCHUT, 
'HASHEM' IS ZEIR ANPIN; therefore, "be not far," since She is 
ascending to become adorned with her husband. It is all in the upper 
world, and from there it is necessary to elevate it to the endless light, 
in order that it should all be bound together high above. Therefore, 
HE SAYS, "Be not far" to ascend from us and leave us.
 

 

223. During the order of praise, Yisrael have to be included there and 
join with ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT from below, so that if this 
glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT, wishes to go up from there, the children 
of Yisrael below are joined to Her and hold onto Her. And they do not 
permit Her to go away from them. Therefore, the prayer is silent, as 
one who is speaking secretly with the King, because She doesn't 
become far from Him at all as long as She is with Him in secret. 
THEN SHE IS COMPLETELY INCLUDED IN ZEIR ANPIN AND, EVEN 
THOUGH ZEIR ANPIN ASCENDS TO THE ENDLESS LIGHT, HE DOES 
NOT BECOME FAR FROM US, BECAUSE HE IMMEDIATELY 
RETURNS TO HIS PLACE, AS IT IS WRITTEN BEFORE US.
  

224. "My strength (Heb. eyaluti)" (Tehilim 22:20): eyaluti MEANS that 
just like a stag (Heb. eyal) or deer when they go and leave, they 
return immediately to the place they left, so is the Holy One, blessed 
be He. Even though He ascends higher and higher to the endless 
world, He immediately returns to His place. Why? Because Yisrael 
below are joined with Him and do not leave Him so He would be 
forgotten and removed from them. For this, IT IS SAID, "My strength, 
haste You to help me."
 

 

225. Therefore, it is necessary to join with the Holy One, blessed be 
He, and hold onto Him like one who draws from above to below, so 
that no person is forsaken by Him even for one moment. Therefore, 
when one connects redemption close to prayer, NAMELY THE 
BLESSING: "WHO DELIVERED YISRAEL" TO THE AMIDAH, he has 
to become engrossed in it and speak to Him in silence, so He does 
not become distanced from him, and does not leave us. Therefore, it 
is written: "But you who did cleave of Hashem your Elohim are alive, 
every one of you this day" (Devarim 4:4). "Happy is that people, that 
is in such a case: happy is that people, whose Elohim is 
Hashem" (Tehilim 144:15).
 

 

226. At the moment that Rabbi Shimon rose, the friends also rose 
and left. Rabbi Elazar said to Rabbi Shimon, his father: Father, until 
now we sat in the shade of the Tree of Life in the Garden of Eden. 
From now and further that we are traveling, we must go in the ways 
that guard this Tree. He said to him: You start first to open the way.
 

 

 
 
24. "Gold, and silver, and brass" 
It is impossible to summarize the content of this long and difficult section, which contains a myriad of details explaining the meaning of all the 
colors and objects referred to in "That they bring Me an offering..." It speaks of gold and silver and brass, blue and purple and scarlet, fine linen and 
goats' skins and rams' skins dyed red and badgers' skins, acacia wood, oil for the light, onyx stones and stones to be set. The passage goes on to 
emphasize the importance of the numbers 24 and 25 and 49, and then discusses the prayers which should be made standing and which lying down. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
When we read of the many offerings that people made on the altars to the Holy One, we realize, by comparison, how little we are tempted to offer 
Him today. This unwillingness is planted within us by Satan, for the truthful offerings and sacrifices are actually the negative traits and nefarious 
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qualities implanted within us by the Other Side. 
As we now offer our dishonorable traits upon the sacrificial altar, our sins are cleansed and judgments are annulled. The number 49 is spoken of 
signifying the Sfirah of Binah. From our perspective, here in Malchut (earth), Binah is the fountainhead of spiritual energy. Thus, our souls ascend to 
this lofty spiritual height to nourish ourselves and bring divinity and boundless mercy to this mundane level of existence.

227. He opened the discussion saying: "That they bring Me an 
offering..." (Shemot 25:2), MEANING THAT IT IS MALCHUT THAT IS 
JOINED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, as we have learned. What makes it an 
offering? IT IS in the secret of Gold, WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN, 
because it is nourished originally from there as it is the lower 
Gvurah that comes from the side of Gold. FROM THERE IS THE 
ILLUMINATIONS OF CHOCHMAH BECAUSE MALCHUT IS BUILT 
FROM THE LEFT COLUMN. Even though She comes from the side of 
Gold, She perseveres only by the side of silver, which is the Right 
COLUMN, NAMELY, BY THE ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM.
  

228. This is the secret of the Cup of Blessing THAT ALLUDES TO 
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'CUP'. One should accept it with the 
right and left hands, but it remains only in the right. The left arouses 
the right, FOR IT PROVIDES THE SHINE OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN 
IT. It does not become attached, because THE CUP is given between 
right and left, and the left joins AND IS INCLUDED under THE RIGHT. 
The right becomes joined above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "His 
left hand is under my head, and his right hand embraces me" (Shir 
Hashirim 2:6). Gold and silver are as in the verse: "The silver is 
mine, and the gold is mine" (Chagai 2:8), MEANING THE RIGHT AND 
LEFT OF ZEIR ANPIN. BUT IN MALCHUT, GOLD IS FIRST AND THEN 
SILVER, BECAUSE SHE IS BUILT FROM THE LEFT COLUMN WHICH 
IS GOLD, as has already been explained.
 

 

229. "And brass" (Shemot 25:3): Its color is similar to gold, because 
it is colored from the color gold and the color silver, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT THAT IS RECEIVED IN THE RIGHT AND LEFT OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, WHICH ARE GOLD AND SILVER AS MENTIONED EARLIER. 
Therefore, the brass altar was small, as it is written: "For the altar 
that was before Hashem was too small to accommodate the 
offering..." (I Melachim 8:64), and: "And David was the smallest" (I 
Shmuel 17:14), MEANING MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED "THE 
LESSER LUMINARY" (BERESHEET 1:16). Even though it is small, 
everything is included in it. If you ask why the other altar, NAMELY 
THE INNER ONE, is called 'small', IT IS BECAUSE IT WAS ONLY ONE 
CUBIT BY ONE CUBIT. It is not so, FOR IT IS NOT DEPENDENT 
UPON MEASURE, for the only one which is small is the one about 
which it is written: "The greater luminary to rule the day, and the 
lesser luminary to rule the night." This one, THE BRASS ALTAR, is 
the lesser luminary; the greater luminary is the inner altar, which is 
the gold altar.
  

230. "And blue" (Ibid.): This is the blue wool of the Tzitzit (Eng. 
'fringes'). Blue wool is the Throne, the secret of the hand Tefilin, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT. Blue wool is the Throne OF JUSTICE, on which 
criminal law, life and death, is judged, MEANING MALCHUT IN THE 
SIDE OF SEVERE JUDGMENT. There is a throne upon which 
monetary laws are judged, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF WEAK 
JUDGMENT, and there is a throne upon which criminal law is judged, 
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF SEVERE JUDGMENT. AND BLUE IS THE 
SEVERE JUDGMENT THAT IS IN MALCHUT. Therefore, all the colors 
are acceptable in a dream except for blue, for this notifies one that 
his soul is to be judged. When the soul is being judged, the body is 
sentenced to destruction, and that dream needs great Mercy.
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231. Blue wool is the Throne, about which is written: "The likeness 
of a throne, in appearance like a sapphire stone...A brightness round 
about him" (Yechezkel 1:26-27). When it is used for loops for the 
Tzitzit (Eng. 'fringes'), THE BRIGHTNESS ILLUMINATES IT. When the 
brightness illuminates it, it becomes the color green, AS WHITE 
BECOMES MORE VISIBLE IN IT, FOR THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE 
BRIGHTNESS THAT LIGHTS UP TOWARD MORNING. From then on 
the time starts to read Kriat Sh'ma, because the color of blue has 
changed from what it was; NAMELY, TO THE COLOR GREEN WHICH 
IS WEAK JUDGMENT. It is therefore prohibited to judge life and 
death law at night, because the color blue dominates at that time and 
permission is given to snatch a soul without trial, MEANING THE 
OTHER SIDE HAS POWER THEN TO CONFUSE THE MINDS OF THE 
JUDGES, because the Judgment, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS 
MERCY, does not dominate at that time.
  

232. When morning arrives, the right of above awakens, that light 
emerges and reaches this blue. It changes from what it was, and 
then the RIGHT dominates it and a different holy throne then 
attaches to it, OF MERCY. From that moment on is the time to recite 
Kriat Sh'ma.
 

 

233. "And purple": This is all the colors gathered together, WHICH IS 
ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT INCLUDES 
ALL THE THREE COLUMNS WHICH ARE WHITE, RED, AND GREEN. 
"And scarlet": It is written "scarlet (lit. 'worm of shani')" and 'scarlet' 
in: "For all her household are clothed with scarlet (Heb. 
shanim)" (Mishlei 31:21). This here is the color called 'scarlet', which 
includes all the colors. And shani and shanim are one, as shanim IS 
CALLED when they are all included in it together. Shani emerges 
from the supernal Throne, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE 
THRONE FOR BINAH, that dominates blue from the right side. This is 
the guardian of Yisrael, of whom it is written: "Michael your 
prince" (Daniel 10:21). HE IS CALLED 'a worm', because his strength 
is in his mouth, like a worm that breaks everything and uproots 
everything.
 

 

234. "And scarlet, and fine linen" (Shemot 25:3): These are two 
colors together of right and left, which are white and red AND THEY 
ARE BOTH IN YESOD, BECAUSE THE JUDGMENTS IN MALCHUT 
ARE INCLUDED IN YESOD. "Fine linen (Heb. shesh)" is linen in 
which six (Heb. shesh) threads are combined, NAMELY YESOD. This 
is the meaning of: "His body also was like the beryl" (Ibid. 6), WHO 
IS THE ANGEL GAVRIEL. This is because in these two, WHICH ARE 
CHESED AND GVURAH THAT ARE IN YESOD, are included two 
others, WHICH ARE MICHAEL AND GAVRIEL. MICHAEL IS IN 
SCARLET AND GAVRIEL IN FINE LINEN.
 

 

235. "And goats' skins" (Ibid. 3): They are lower Gvurot in the 
exterior; THEY ARE TIFERET AND MALCHUT THAT ARE IN THE 
KLIPAH OF NOGAH (ENG. 'BRIGHTNESS') OF BRIYAH that cover the 
internal ones THAT ARE IN HOLINESS. Everything is necessary, 
because it is necessary to give place for everything. They come from 
the side of gold, FOR THEY ARE DRAWN FROM THE SIDE OF 
GVURAH THAT IS CALLED 'GOLD'. "And rams' skins dyed red" (Ibid. 
5): They are drawn from two sides, right and left, WHICH ARE 
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH OF THE KLIPAH OF NOGAH in order to 
cover in another place THE HOLINESS, BECAUSE THE GOATS' 
SKINS COVER OVER THE ASPECTS THAT CORRESPOND TO THEM 
IN HOLINESS AND RAMS' SKINS DYED RED COVER OVER THE 
ASPECTS THAT CORRESPOND TO THEM IN HOLINESS.
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236. "And badgers' skins": There is one aspect that grows in the 
Other Side, in the wilderness and is not found in inhabited places. 
This is the aspect of purity and is called 'badger', WHICH IS MALE 
AND FEMALE NOGAH OF ATZILUT THAT GROWS IN THE MIDST OF 
THREE KLIPOT, WHICH ARE A STORM WIND, A GREAT CLOUD, 
AND A FIRE FLARING UP.
 

 

237. In the Book of King Solomon there are high secrets concerning 
the brass altar as we said. About the earthen altar it is written: "An 
altar of earth you shall make to Me" (Shemot 20:21). This is a regular 
secret, WHICH IS MALCHUT. When other mountains dominate AND 
MALCHUT has to nourish them, She becomes colored in this color 
OF BRASS in order to nourish them. FOR THEN MALCHUT IS 
CALLED 'THE BRASS ALTAR' and they are called 'brass mountains'.
 

 

238. One spirit is drawn from this altar upon these brass mountains, 
MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE LETTER NUN OF NECHOSHET (NUN-
CHET-SHIN-TAV). When this altar ascends in a different ascension, 
the letter Nun also ascends, which is the holy altar. And the spirit of 
these brass mountains remains, WHICH IS THE LETTERS CHET-
SHIN-TAV. When the spirit starts rising, it is called 'a badger' (Heb. 
tachash, Tav-Chet-Shin), because the letter Nun has gone up from it.
 

 

239. This spirit TACHASH is divided into many other spirits and this 
nation was therefore called 'Tachash', as it is written: "And Tachash 
and Ma'achah" (Beresheet 22:24). They used to have knowledge of 
this animal, TACHASH, that was in the tabernacle and is named after 
them.
 

 

240. "And Acacia wood" (Shemot 25:5): These are the holy secrets of 
these holy boards of the Tabernacle, which are named after their 
secret, NAMELY ACACIA WOOD. IN RELATION TO THE BOARDS, it 
is written: "Acacia wood standing up" (Shemot 26:15) and "Serafim 
stood above" (Yeshayah 6:2) TO TEACH THAT THE BOARDS ARE 
THE SECRET OF SERAFIM.
 

 

241. From here and further, "oil for the light" is the drawing of the 
holy oil of greatness to flow upon them; NAMELY, THE MOCHIN OF 
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. "Onyx stones and stones to be 
set" (Shemot 25:7): These are the holy stones, the foundations of the 
tabernacle, FOR THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE FOUR ANGELS, 
MICHAEL, GAVRIEL, URIEL, AND REFAEL. FOR EACH ONE OF 
THEM INCLUDES THREE COLUMNS WHICH ARE THE TWELVE 
THAT CARRY THE CHARIOT, WHICH IS MALCHUT. In these holy 
Chariots, these TWELVE HERETOFORE MENTIONED come on their 
own to glorify and praise in a precious garment, NAMELY THE 
BREASTPLATE, so the priest should concentrate there on them and 
mention these twelve tribes. Therefore, there are twelve stones, as 
we have learned.
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242. There are thirteen kinds, NAMELY GOLD, SILVER, ETC., besides 
these twelve precious stones THAT ARE THE STONES TO BE SET. 
Together, they add up to 25, the 25 letters in the supernal mystery of 
unison. Corresponding to these, Moses engraved and arranged 25 
letters in the secret of the verse of unison, as it is written, "Hear, O 
Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One" (Devarim 6:4), which 
contains 25 letters engraved and carved in the supernal secret.
 

 

243. Jacob wanted to prepare below, IN MALCHUT, in the secret of 
unison, so he prepared 24 letters, which are: 'Blessed is the Name of 
the glory of His kingdom forever and ever.' He did not complete to 25 
letters, because the tabernacle was not yet completed, WHICH 
CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT. As soon as the tabernacle was 
completed and the first thing to emerge was completed, he spoke 
only with 25 letters to show that it was completed similarly to above, 
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. As it is written: "And Hashem called to 
Moses, and spoke to him out of the Tent of Meeting, saying" (Vayikra 
1:1), which contains 25 letters.
 

 

244. Therefore, there were 25 kinds with which to complete the 
preparation of the tabernacle, and we established all these letters to 
be the engraved letters, about which I learned from Master. Once the 
tabernacle was completed with these secrets, it is called 'koh' (Caf-
Hei =25) in the complete unison of the Tabernacle, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT. Therefore, it is written: "And Your pious ones shall bless 
You (Heb. yevarchuchah)" (Tehilim 145:10), WHICH CONTAINS THE 
LETTERS 'YEVARCHU (ENG. 'BLESS') CAF-HEI', for CAF-HEI is the 
secret of the completion of the entire tabernacle and its preparation, 
AS EXPLAINED IN THE ADJACENT ESSAY. Caf-Hei corresponds to 
22 letters and the Torah, the Prophets and the Writings, which are 
under one rule and one secret.
  

245. Yisrael declare the unity with this passage in the secret of the 
25 letters, which are, "Hear, O Yisrael: Hashem our Elohim; Hashem 
is one" together with 'Blessed is the Name of the glory of His 
kingdom forever and ever,' which contains 24 letters and 
concentrate on each one of them. Then all the letters join together 
and, in one bond, amount to 49 gates in the secret of Jubilee', 
WHICH IS BINAH, BECAUSE 25 AND 24 EQUAL 49. It is necessary to 
mount UNTIL BINAH but not higher. And then the 49 gates of BINAH 
are opened and the Holy One, blessed be He, considers for the 
person as though he has fulfilled the whole Torah that comes in 49 
aspects.
 

 

246. Therefore, the person has to concentrate the heart and will on 
25 and 24 and elevate them with a willing of the heart to the 49 gates 
that we mentioned. After he has concentrated on this, he should 
concentrate on that unison that my master said, WHO IS RABBI 
SHIMON, that "Hear, O Yisrael" and 'Blessed is the Name...' are the 
inclusion of the entire Torah. Happy is the portion of he who 
concentrates on them, for it is certainly the entirety of the whole 
Torah above and below. This is the secret of the complete man, male 
and female, BECAUSE SH'MA YISRAEL IS THE ASPECT MALE AND 
'BLESSED IS THE NAME' IS THE ASPECT OF FEMALE, and this is 
the secret of the entire Faith.
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247. There is an argument between Shammai and Hillel about rising 
up and lying down, for it is written: "When you lie down, and when 
you rise up" (Devarim 6:7). Shammai holds that in the evening the 
female rules, so in relation to the female it is necessary to turn and 
recite THE SH'MA, MEANING LYING DOWN. In the morning, when 
the male, ZEIR ANPIN, dominates with the domination of the upper 
world, it is necessary to rise up and read before the male, just as it is 
necessary during Amidah prayer, WHICH MUST BE STANDING. So in 
every place that relates to the male, IT IS IN STANDING.
 

 

248. The house of Hillel holds that if this one would be alone, ZEIR 
ANPIN, and this one alone, MALCHUT, then it should have been so, 
TO DIVIDE IT THUS THAT THIS ONE SHOULD BE STANDING AND 
THIS ONE LYING. But since we join ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT 
together, in the union of 49 versions and 49 gates, WHICH ARE THE 
25 OF "SH'MA" AND THE 24 OF 'BLESSED IS THE NAME...' AS 
MENTIONED ABOVE, we do not have to separate this one on its own 
and that one on its own, but rather see that everything is one without 
division. FOR THERE SHOULD BE NO DIVISION BETWEEN KRIAT 
SH'MA IN THE MORNING AND KRIAT SH'MA IN THE EVENING. 
However, as to the person finds himself, so he should recite it, 
EITHER STANDING OR LYING DOWN, because they are both in one 
bond as they please. This is the way it should be presented.
  

249. Therefore, the male, ZEIR ANPIN, is in six sides of the passage: 
"Sh'ma Yisrael," which are six other words CORRESPONDING TO 
THE SIX SIDES OF GREATNESS THAT HE RECEIVES FROM ABA 
AND IMA. And the female is in the six sides of: 'Blessed is the 
Name,' which are the six words CORRESPONDING TO THE SIX 
SIDES OF GREATNESS THAT SHE RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN. 
They BOTH rise in one bond in the secret of 49 gates, and the law is 
always according to the house of Hillel.
  

 
 
25. "Who raised up one from the east" 
Rabbi Shimon begins by explaining that the "Who" in the scripture refers to the supernal world, Binah. The entire secret of the Faith (Malchut) 
begins from Zeir Anpin, from where the Light becomes revealed. The discussion moves to righteousness, which rules over all the worlds to guide 
them and to maintain them as necessary. Righteousness never turns away from Zeir Anpin and never keeps silence. Rabbi Shimon ends by saying 
that the Holy One has illuminated the way because of Elazar, Rabbi Shimon's son, who calls to the supernal Light and is not silent. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Like the moon, Malchut is barren, lacking any Light of her own. For this reason, Malchut never turns away from Zeir Anpin, so that she may 
constantly catch the Light the shines from this supernal sphere. Man, unaware of this cosmic truth, has constantly turned away from the Light, 
seduced by the illusionary pleasures presented to him by the Other Side. 
Here we become cognizant of our Malchut nature, the realization that we have no Light of our own. And as the moon is compelled to faithfully face 
the sun to receive her light, the entire realm of Malchut is suddenly propelled by the calling and righteousness of Rabbi Elazar. She (Malchut) turns 
on her spiritual axis and comes face to face with the upper world to receive the full radiance of Light emanating from the Creator.

250. Rabbi Shimon raised his hands and blessed Rabbi Elazar, his 
son. He opened the discussion saying: "Who (Heb. mi) raised up one 
from the east..." (Yeshayah 41:2). We have established and learned 
this passage. Yet the secret of the Wisdom is that Mi is the secret of 
the Supernal World, BINAH, for from there emanates the beginning 
of the revelation of the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as 
we have already established.
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251. Moreover, Mi is the most concealed of all the concealments that 
are unknown and not revealed at all. It revealed its glory to be known 
from that place which is called 'east', NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, for the 
entire secret of the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, begins from there 
and the light becomes revealed, BECAUSE ALL THE REVELATION 
THAT IS IN MALCHUT, SHE RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN, and 
afterwards: "Whom righteousness met wherever he set his 
foot" (Ibid.), because righteousness, THAT IS MALCHUT, reveals the 
supernal Gvurah, and the rule of the Holy One, blessed be He, 
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. And he allowed this righteousness to rule 
over all the worlds to guide them and to maintain them properly. 
Therefore, He "gave the nations before him, and made him rule over 
His kings" (Ibid.), because all the kings of the world are under the 
authority of this righteousness, as it is written: "And He will judge 
the world in righteousness" (Tehilim 9:9).
 

 

252. "Whom righteousness met (lit. 'called') wherever he set his 
foot": HE QUESTIONS: Who called whom? DID EAST CALL 
RIGHTEOUSNESS OR DID RIGHTEOUSNESS CALL EAST? HE 
ANSWERS: But righteousness always calls to the mirror that 
illuminates, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'EAST', and is 
never silent, and righteousness always stands at his feet. MALCHUT 
CLOTHES NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE 
CALLED 'FEET', for she never turns away from there and she cries 
and is not silent. This is what is written: "Do not keep silence, 
Elohim, do not hold your peace, and be still, El" (Tehilim 83:2). Now 
the Holy One, blessed be He, has illuminated this way for us because 
of Elazar, my son, for he calls to the supernal Light and he is not 
silent. Happy is the portion of the righteous in this world and in the 
World to Come.
 

 

 
 
26. "Elohim, You are my El; earnestly I seek You" 
Rabbi Aba recites the verse, "A psalm of David, when he was in the wilderness of Judah," and then goes on to explain that David sang and praised 
his Master even though he was in pain and was being pursued. We are reminded that the Holy Spirit does not dwell from above until the person 
arouses it from below by concentrating his energies. While he was in Judah, David praised a great and precious praise, "Elohim, You are my El," 
which contains three levels. These are the levels above in Binah, Zeir Anpin, and Malchut. The text goes on to speak of the "black light" in the 
context of "earnestly I seek you." David also merited the white light that illuminates (from Zeir Anpin). We read how "My soul thirsts for You, my 
flesh longs for You," as one hungry for food and thirsty for water "in a dry and thirsty land, where no water is." 
The Relevance of this Passage 
King David, we are told, was being pursued by his son who was intent on murdering him. David found himself in the wilderness, experiencing great 
pain. Yet, he sang. He sang to the Light with all his heart. He composed psalms and offered praise to his Creator. And he did all this with untold joy 
in his heart. 
Today, man is similarly lost in the wilderness of spiritual darkness. Employing the wonders of David's psalms, and drawing on his courage and 
spiritual fortitude, we rouse joy and happiness in our hearts. This joy is not a coping mechanism to see us through our darkest moments. Happiness 
is not about making the best of a bad situation. On the contrary, the joy and happiness that now manifest to us are the tools that call down the white 
Light that illuminates from Zeir Anpin. And the brilliance immediately removes all the darkness, liberating mankind from the direst of straits of this 
physical existence.

253. Rabbi Aba opened the scripture and said: "A psalm of David, 
when he was in the wilderness of Judah" (Tehilim 63:1). HE 
QUESTIONS: What is the difference from all the other praises, in 
which it doesn't say where King David recited them, but here it says, 
"...when he was in the wilderness of Judah"? HE ANSWERS: This is 
really not the only one, because there is also, "When he changed his 
demeanor before Avimelech" (Tehilim 34:1) and also, "When the 
Zifim came" (Tehilim 54:2). This is to show to all the people of the 
world the praise of David. Even though he was in pain and they were 
pursuing him, he endeavored to recite songs and praises to his 
Master.
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254. He would say it through the Holy Spirit, yet the Holy Spirit did 
not dwell upon him until he endeavored that it should dwell upon 
him. And always, the Holy Spirit does not dwell from above until the 
person arouses it from below. Even though they were pursuing 
David and he was in pain, he did not forsake the songs and praises 
from his mouth and HE DID NOT INTERRUPT his praising of his 
Master above any other thing.
 

 

255. If you ask that we learned, "A psalm of David" SHOWS THAT 
FIRST THE HOLY SPIRIT DWELT UPON HIM AND AFTERWARD HE 
RECITED POETRY, or "To David a psalm" SHOWS THAT FIRST HE 
RECITED POETRY AND AFTERWARDS THE HOLY SPIRIT DWELT 
UPON HIM. Here the Holy Spirit dwelt first, because he said, "A 
psalm of David." SO IT SEEMS THAT IT WAS WITHOUT 
ENDEAVORING? HE ANSWERS: But if he did not consecrate himself 
first, the Holy Spirit would not dwell upon him.
 

 

256. "A psalm" is the Holy Spirit THAT IS CALLED 'A PSALM'. Why is 
it called so? Because MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE HOLY SPIRIT, 
constantly praises the supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN, for at all times 
She praises and sings and is not silent. When David came and found 
the body OF MALCHUT, MEANING HER SIX ENDS, properly prepared 
and she dwelt upon him, he revealed in this world his praise and 
song to the King, ZEIR ANPIN, and all this in order to prepare this 
world similar to the world of above.
 

 

257. "To David," MEANING a man who is complete in his exertions, a 
perfected man, a righteous man. David certainly did not ever change. 
FOR HE WAS THE SAME, BOTH AT TIME OF PEACE AND TIME OF 
GRIEF. "When he was in the wilderness of Judah": This is the praise 
of David, even though he was in his pain and even though they were 
pursuing him, HE SANG AND PRAISED HASHEM. Which praise did 
he say? A praise that is great and precious.
 

 

258. What is the superiority OF THIS PRAISE? IT IS "Elohim, You are 
my El; earnestly I seek You" (Tehilim 63:2). HE QUESTIONS: Just 
Elohim MEANS THE ELOHIM OF ALL, since he said "Elohim." Why 
did he add "my El"? HE ANSWERS: But this SHOWS his level, 
because there are three levels here, "Elohim," "my El," and "You." 
Even though they are three names, they are one level in the secret of 
Living Elohim. "Elohim" IS above IN BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'Living 
Elohim'. "My El" is the end of the heavens to the end of the heavens, 
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN and "You" is his level, NAMELY MALCHUT. 
Even though it is all one and it amounts to one name ACCORDING 
TO THE LITERAL MEANING OF THE PASSAGE, STILL IN ALL THEY 
ALLUDE TO THREE LEVELS.
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259. "I seek You (Heb. ashacharecha)." (Tehilim 65:2). If we follow 
the literal meaning, it is beautiful AND NEEDS NO EXPLANATION, 
but THERE IS A SECRET HERE. Ashacharecha MEANS that he 
prepared the light that illuminates during blackness (Heb. 
shacharut), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH. 
DUE TO LACK OF CHASSADIM, IT CANNOT ILLUMINATE. 
THEREFORE, IT IS CALLED 'BLACK LIGHT', because the light that is 
found in blackness does not illuminate until it is mended below, 
MEANING UNTIL MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) ARE 
ELEVATED AND CHASSADIM ARE DRAWN, SO THAT CHOCHMAH 
CAN BE ATTIRED WITH THEM. THEN IT ILLUMINATES, AS WRITTEN 
THERE. The one that mends this blackness, even though he is black, 
merits the white light that illuminates. For this is the light of the 
mirror that illuminates, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and such a person 
will merit the World to Come.
 

 

260. This is the secret of: "And those who seek me early (Heb. 
meshacharai) shall find me (Heb. yimtza'uneni)" (Mishlei 8:17). 
Meshacharai MEANS that they prepare the light of meshacharai, 
NAMELY THE black (Heb. shachor) LIGHT. 'Yimtza'uneni' instead of 
the common 'yimtzauni' SHOWS that he merits two lights, the light of 
blackness, WHICH IS THE CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN MALCHUT THAT 
DOES NOT ILLUMINATE BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF CHASSADIM, 
and the white light illuminating, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT 
ATTIRES THE CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN MALCHUT WITH 
CHASSADIM, SO SHE ILLUMINATES. SO WE FIND THAT he merits 
the mirror that does not illuminate, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the 
mirror that illuminates, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN; hence 'yimtza'uneni,' 
MEANING TWO LIGHTS. Therefore, David said, "I seek You (Heb. 
ashacharecha)," because he installed the black light, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, so that the white light that illuminates could shine on 
him, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN SO THAT THE CHOCHMAH IN MALCHUT 
WOULD BE ATTIRED IN THE CHASSADIM OF ZEIR ANPIN. THEN 
MALCHUT IS MENDED AND ILLUMINATES.
 

 

261. "My soul thirsts for You, my flesh longs for You" (Tehilim 63:2); 
NAMELY, as one hungry for food and thirsty for water "in a dry and 
thirsty land, where no water is," (Ibid.), MEANING MALCHUT UNDER 
THE DOMINATION OF THE LEFT, WHICH IS A BLACK LIGHT, AS 
MENTIONED ABOVE, DUE TO A LACK OF CHASSADIM CALLED 
'WATER' for then it is a wasteland and not a place of habitation, nor 
a holy place. Therefore, IT IS CONSIDERED a place without water. 
THEREFORE, DAVID IMPROVED HER AND DREW WATER TO HER 
FROM ZEIR ANPIN, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. As we are hungry and 
thirsty for you, FOR CHASSADIM, in this place, so "I have seen You 
in the sanctuary," BECAUSE HUNGER AND THIRST CAUSE THE 
ELEVATION OF MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS), THE DRAWING 
OF CHASSADIM FROM ZEIR ANPIN AND THE CLOTHING OF THE 
BLACK LIGHT OF MALCHUT. THEN SHE RETURNS TO HOLINESS 
AND ILLUMINATES. RABBI ABA SAID TO RABBI SHIMON: Just as 
we are thirsty for Master to drink thirstily his words in this place, so 
are we thirsty to drink His words thirstily in the Temple, the place 
that is called 'Holy'. Rabbi Shimon said to Rabbi Aba: Let him who 
started speaking, speak now AS WELL.
 

 

 
 
27. "That they bring Me an offering" 
Rabbi Aba explains that before Moses constructed the tabernacle, the people were afraid that the Holy One would not stay with them, even though 
He had performed for them, through Moses, miracles and wonders. This is because if a king is among his people but without his queen, it is not 
certain that he will remain. But on the day that Moses completed the tabernacle, the Shechinah descended to the earth. Yet before the Shechinah 
descended, an accuser appeared, and she became covered with darkness to prevent her from descending. We read that fifteen hundred myriads of 
accusing angels gathered against her, because all their glow and all their light was concentrated in her, and if she descended her light would 
become darkened. Yet at that moment she broke the darkness and the demons, descended to the earth and ruled over all. The hosts and camps of 
angels suffered great pain on the day that Moses' bride descended to the earth. The text goes on to explain that here in the world the work of the 
tabernacle is like the work of the body, that it should be suitable to include the spirit within it. The comparison is made of the Shechinah to the brain 
in the body. The Holy Spirit, the Shechinah, is fashioned in the body so that it should include within itself another high, delicate spirit that 
illuminates, which is Zeir Anpin attired in the Shechinah. Lastly the text speaks of the outer shell of the world and the inner shell of the skull, within 
which are impurities. 
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The Relevance of this Passage 
Often, when we begin the spiritual path, miracles and wonders appear before our eyes. But, in truth, miracles cannot support us, long term, in our 
spiritual work and journey. Miracles do provide an intense flash of Light, for a moment, for a particular situation, but this Light does not continue to 
glow enduringly. Consequently, we now tie ourselves to the Shechinah and our connection to the Light becomes constant. This is what the 
Tabernacle achieved for the Israelites in the desert. And this is precisely what we accomplish here.

262. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying, "...that they bring Me 
an offering: of every man..." (Shemot 25:2). When the Holy One, 
blessed be He, showed Moses the construction of the tabernacle, he 
found it difficult and could not grasp it, as we have already 
established. Now we can ask here if this offering, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, was given by the Holy One, blessed be He, to Moses 
alone, how could He give it to another? How could He say that the 
children of Yisrael should take this offering?
 

 

263. HE ANSWERS: Surely that He gave it to Moses and did not give 
it to another. THIS IS LIKE a king who was among his people, but the 
queen was not with the king. As long as the queen was not with the 
king, the people were not certain THAT HE WOULD REMAIN WITH 
THEM. They did not sit securely, but all the people rejoice and sit 
securely when the queen arrives. Thus, in the beginning, even 
though the Holy One, blessed be He, performed for them miracles 
and wonders through Moses, the people were still not certain THAT 
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WOULD REMAIN WITH THEM. 
When the Holy One, blessed be He, said, "...that they bring Me an 
offering" and "I will set My tabernacle among you" (Vayikra 26:11), 
they are immediately certain THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE 
HE, WOULD BE WITH THEM. So they rejoiced in the service of the 
Holy One, blessed be He. This is what is meant by: "And it came to 
pass on the day that Moses had finished (Heb. kalot)" (Bemidbar 
7:1), that Moses' kalah (Eng. 'bride') descended to the earth. 
THEREFORE, KALOT IS SPELLED WITHOUT VAV TO POINT OUT 
THE SUPERNAL BRIDE, WHO IS MALCHUT, WHO DESCENDED TO 
EARTH TO DWELL IN YISRAEL.
 

 

264. If you ask, anytime it is written: "And it came to pass," it is an 
expression of pain and here it is written: "And it came to pass on the 
day." HE ANSWERS: On that day that the Shechinah descended to 
the earth, there appeared an accuser, and She was covered with 
darkness to prevent Her from descending. We learned that fifteen 
millions of accusing angels gathered against Her in order to stop Her 
descent.
 

 

265. At that time, all the groups of the supernal angels were gathered 
before the Holy One, blessed be He. They said before Him, 'Master of 
the Universe, all our shine and all our light is in the Shechinah of 
Your glory. Now You are going to descend to those below'-MEANING 
THAT THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH IN HER WILL SPREAD FROM 
ABOVE DOWNWARDS, AND THEN HER LIGHT WILL BECOME 
DARK. At that moment, the Shechinah became strengthened, 
MEANING THAT SHE BECAME UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN AND 
INCLUDED IN HIS DECISION, SO THAT THE SHINE OF THE LEFT 
WILL ALWAYS ILLUMINATE ONLY FROM BELOW UPWARDS. Then 
She broke the darkness and gloom as one breaks strong spears, 
MEANING THE GREAT DEMONS, and descended to earth. As soon 
as they saw this, they started saying: "Hashem our lord, how 
majestic is Your Name in all the earth" (Tehilim 8:2). Assuredly, it is 
majestic, for She broke many strong spears and forces, descended 
to the earth and dominated everything. It is written: "And it came to 
pass," which POINTS OUT the pain that many hosts and camps of 
angels suffered on the day that Moses' bride descended to the earth.
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266. Therefore, it is written: "...that they bring Me an offering." It is 
not written: '...that they bring Me and an offering' but rather "that 
they bring Me an offering" to show that it is all one without 
separation, THAT THE SHECHINAH CALLED 'OFFERING' IS ONE 
WITH 'ME' WITHOUT SEPARATION. The work of the tabernacle is in 
the likeness of above, one corresponding to the other, in order to 
include the Shechinah in all the sides, above and below. Here in the 
world, the work OF THE TABERNACLE is like the work of the body, 
THAT IT SHOULD BE SUITABLE to include the spirit within it. This is 
the Shechinah that is included above and below, and She is the Holy 
Spirit.
 

 

267. THE SHECHINAH is always drawn and enters the secret of the 
body, WHICH IS THE TABERNACLE, so that the brain should dwell in 
the shell, FOR THE TABERNACLE AND ITS VESSELS ARE LIKE A 
SHELL TO THE SHECHINAH, WHICH IS THE BRAIN. Everything is as 
is befitting. This Holy Spirit, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, is fashioned 
in the body so that it should include within itself another high, 
delicate spirit that illuminates, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS 
ATTIRED IN THE SHECHINAH. Everything is tied and included one 
within the other, and they enter one into the other until they unite 
and become attired in this world, which is the last peel on the 
exterior.
 

 

268. The strong Klipah OF IMPURITY is within the Klipah of this 
world. Just as in a nut, the external shell is not hard, NAMELY THE 
GREEN SHELL THAT IS ON THE NUT WHICH IS SOFT. The more 
inner shell is a strong shell HARD AS WOOD, SO THE GLOBE OF 
THE EARTH ITSELF IS A LIGHT SHELL AND THE SHELL THAT IS 
WITHIN IT IS HARD. It is also so above, in that the strong Klipah is 
another spirit that dominates the body. More inside there is a soft 
Klipah and even more inside there is the brain, WHICH IS THE 
SHECHINAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NEFESH. AND WITHIN 
IT IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE RUACH, AS 
MENTIONED ABOVE.
 

 

 
 
28. An opening and a light cover over the Holy Land 
We learn that the hard shell which encompasses the world has an opening over the Holy Land, as long as people are performing the proper service. 
We are told that the Klipah clogs the brain. Then the discussion moves to an analogy between the shell that covers the world and the shell that 
covers the brain. When the children of Yisrael were pushed away from the Holy Land, the opening was covered with a holy cover, a delicate curtain, 
to guard against the Klipah's incursion.The cover prevents the holy presence from descending to earth but it also prevents the strong Klipah from 
dominating that place. We next learn that the souls of Yisrael who expire there ascend, but the souls of other nations who expire there revolve and 
finally reach their own side of the impurity. If someone is buried on the day that his soul departs from him in the Holy Land, we are told, the spirit of 
impurity has no dominion over him at all. The sacrificial limbs and fat must be burned at night on the altar so that the smoke will roll around to the 
hole in the north and nourish the Other side, to keep them there. The spirit of impurity cannot dominate the bodies of the righteous that do not take 
any pleasure in the world. He whose soul departs outside of the Holy Land and who had his body defiled by the impure spirit, the impure spirit is 
absorbed inside it, remaining there until it returns to dust. The impure spirit never dominated Joseph's body, however. Jacob did not die, and his 
body remained intact and was embalmed. This, we learn, is because he was the bodily vehicle for the supernal image, or in other words a Chariot for 
Tiferet. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
From this portion we shield ourselves from the negative forces that attempt to dominate our lives. In addition, a portal to the upper world is created, 
raising our consciousness. Our senses of awareness, our intuition, our mental faculties are heightened, and we see and understand, at last, all that 
we did not see or grasp before. The power of the ancient sacrifices is resurrected to nourish all the dark forces, keeping them at bay, while the 
purifying Light embodied by Jacob shines brightly, perfecting the body and refining the soul. This Light vanquishes the Angel of Death and the 
entire armada of the Other Side. 
The Light of the land of Israel permeates our entire world, so that in addition to Jacob's Light, the Resurrection of the Dead will take place with 
extreme mercy and loving kindness.
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269. In the Holy Land, everything is construed in a different way 
because the strong Klipah THAT IS ATTIRED IN THE EARTH is 
broken from that place, and does not dominate over it at all. The 
strong Klipah breaks MORE AND MORE and opens from this side 
and that side, UNTIL AN ENTRANCE IS FORMED THERE.
 

 

270. That entrance is in the Holy Land, as long as they are doing the 
proper service. Due to sins, THE STRONG KLIPAH ON THE SIDES 
OF the entrance is drawn BACK to this side and that side, until THE 
SIDES OF the Klipah join together. AND THIS OCCURS ONLY AT 
THE TIME OF THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE, AS WRITTEN 
BEFORE US. Since the Klipah clogs the brain, the Klipah dominates 
over them, OVER YISRAEL, and pushes them out of this place.
 

 

271. Even though it pushed them outside, that strong Klipah cannot 
dominate in that holy place, NAMELY IN THE HOLY LAND, because it 
is not its place. If you ask: If Klipah cannot dominate in that holy 
place, why does it stand desolate, for there is no destruction in the 
world but for that strong Klipah?
 

 

272. HE ANSWERS: Assuredly when it was destroyed, it was 
destroyed only from that side OF THE STRONG KLIPAH, when it 
clogged the brain, and the Holy One, blessed be He, caused it so that 
the strong Klipah would not dominate over this place. And when THE 
KLIPAH pushed away Yisrael from it, that Klipah returned and it 
reopened as before. Since the holy nation was not there, BECAUSE 
IT WAS IN EXILE, that opening was covered with a holy cover of a 
delicate curtain to guard that place, so that the strong Klipah could 
not clog it. And THE COVER is attached on all sides TO GUARD IT.
 

 

273. That there should be a holy presence on the earth as originally 
is not possible, because that delicate cover is attached there so that 
it should not go down, because the holy nation is not there. 
Therefore, the desolation has not been rebuilt from the day THE 
EARTH was destroyed. It is not possible for the strong Klipah to 
dominate, because that light cover is attached on all sides of that 
opening so that THE KLIPAH should not dominate and should not 
clog the brain. That light cover, which is from the drawing of the 
Holy Curtain of above, guards that place.
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274. Therefore, when all the souls of the other nations that live in the 
land of Yisrael depart from the world, THE LAND does not accept 
them and pushes them outside. They go and float and revolve in 
many evolutions until they exit from the entire Holy Land, and they 
circle UNTIL THEY REACH their side of their impurity. All the souls 
of Yisrael who expire there, ascend. That delicate cover accepts 
them and enter the supernal Holiness, as every kind seeks its own 
kind.
 

 

275. The souls of Yisrael who die outside the Land of Yisrael, in the 
domain of that strong Klipah, EACH ONE circles and rolls until it 
returns to its place and enters the place suitable for it. Happy is the 
portion of one whose soul departs in the Holy Domain and in that 
opening in the Holy Land.
 

 

276. If someone is buried on the day that his soul departs in the Holy 
Land, the spirit of impurity has no dominion over him at all. 
Therefore, it says about one who is hanged, "But you shall surely 
bury him that day: that your land be not defiled" (Devarim 21:23). At 
night, permission is given to the spirits of impurity to hover about 
and, although permission is given to them, they cannot enter the 
Holy Land unless they find there a vessel into which to enter, 
NAMELY A DEAD BODY.
 

 

277. The limbs and fat are burned at night ON THE ALTAR to nourish 
WITH THEIR SMOKE the other kinds, WHICH ARE THE OTHER SIDE. 
THAT DOES not MEAN that they enter the land TO BE NOURISHED 
BY THE SMOKE, nor does it draw them into the land. It is rather THE 
OPPOSITE, in order that the Other Side should not dominate in the 
land and they should not be drawn to enter there. Therefore, the 
smoke, OF THE LIMBS AND FAT, would ascend in a crooked WAY 
and roll outside OF THE LAND OF YISRAEL. It would travel hastily 
until it entered the hole in the north where lie the habitations of all 
those of the Other Side. The smoke enters there, and they are all 
nourished there.
 

 

278. The smoke OF THE OFFERINGS that ascend during the day 
would ascend to its place above in a direct path and there was that 
that was nourished from it, MEANING AS IT IS WRITTEN: "FOR A 
SWEET SAVOR, AN OFFERING MADE BY FIRE TO 
HASHEM" (SHEMOT 29:41). From that opening, MEANING THE HOLE 
IN THE NORTH SIDE, all sides of the strong Klipah are nourished, 
which is outside of the Holy Land, and they are nourished from that 
coarse smoke OF THE LIMBS AND FAT, as we have established.
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279. The spirit of impurity does not dominate the bodies of the 
righteous that were not drawn in this world after the pleasures AND 
LUST of that strong Klipah, because they did not join with it at all in 
this world. As the body of the wicked is drawn in this world after that 
strong Klipah and after its pleasures, delights and embellishments, 
thus is he defiled after his soul leaves him.
 

 

280. That spirit of impurity cannot dominate the bodies of the 
righteous that do not have any pleasure in this world, except for the 
pleasure in performing a commandment and the meals of Shabbat 
and Holy Days and Festivals, because they have derived no pleasure 
from it at all and have taken nothing from it. He has our rule over 
them. Happy is he who has not gained any pleasure from it at all.
 

 

281. He whose soul departs outside of the Holy Land and had his 
body defiled by the impure spirit, the impure spirit is absorbed in it 
until it returns to dust. If that body that has swallowed that impure 
spirit is brought up to be buried in the Holy Land, it is written of it: 
"But when you entered, you defiled My land, and made My heritage 
an abomination" (Yirmeyah 2:7). It is "My land" as the impure spirit 
did not have power over it, with that body of yours, in which the 
impure spirit is absorbed, that you are bringing to bury in My land. 
You defile it in being defiled in it, IN THE IMPURE BODY, were it not 
for the Holy One, blessed be He, making a remedy for the land. As 
soon as that body decays, the Holy One, blessed be He, causes a 
wind to blow from above and push the impure spirit outside, 
because He has pity upon the Land.
 

 

282. The impure spirit never dominated Joseph's body, even though 
his soul departed in a foreign domain, NAMELY OUTSIDE OF THE 
LAND OF YISRAEL. What is the reason? It is because he was not 
drawn after the impure spirit during his lifetime. Still in all, he did not 
want them to bring up his body to be buried in the Holy Land, but 
rather said, "And you shall carry up my bones" (Beresheet 50:25), 
but not my body.
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283. Jacob did not die, and his body remained intact constantly. 
Jacob did not fear the Other Side because his bed was perfect in the 
perfection of the supernal Light, in the illumination of the twelve 
tribes and seventy souls. Therefore, he did not fear the Other Side 
for it could not dominate him and because he was also the body of 
the supernal Image, MEANING THAT HE WAS A CHARIOT FOR 
TIFERET, and his beauty was attached in all the sides. All the limbs 
of Adam were attached to him. Therefore, it is written of him: "But I 
will lie with my fathers, and you shall carry me out of 
Egypt" (Beresheet 47:30), MEANING a whole body. Therefore, "the 
physicians embalmed Yisrael" (Beresheet 50:2) so that his body 
would remain intact, and this is the way it should BE. The other 
people of the world whose souls departed in the Holy Land, their 
souls and bodies are spared from everything.
 

 

 
 
29. Nefesh, Ruach, Neshamah 
This section explains the three levels of the soul of man and the corresponding three levels in the supernal realm. These levels are Nefesh, Ruach, 
and Neshamah. The Nefesh is present in the grave until the body decays into dust. The Ruach is the one that enters the terrestrial Garden of Eden 
and is shaped there in the form of the body belonging to this world. Neshamah ascends immediately to her place, the place from whence she 
emerged, Malchut. We learn that until the Neshamah ascends to and becomes attached to the Throne, the Ruach does not become crowned in the 
Garden of Eden of the Earth and the Nefesh does not settle in its place. As soon as the Neshamah ascends, they all can rest. When people pray at 
the cemetery, the Nefesh awakens, then floats to awaken Ruach, who ascends and awakens the Neshamah. Then the Holy One has mercy on the 
world. We read how the three are bonded as one : the Nefesh is the throne for the Ruach, while Neshamah takes out the Ruach, gives it power, 
dominates it and illuminates it with the light of life. After death, at the time that the Neshamah becomes adorned above in the Holy Crown, the Ruach 
is standing in the supernal Light during Shabbat, New Moons and Festivals. Then when the Ruach descends from the supernal Light to dwell in the 
Garden of Eden, the Nefesh stands in the grave and becomes attired in the form that the body had originally, and praises the Holy One. If people 
gave themselves permission they could see these forms on the graves thanking and praising the Holy One. During the day of Rosh Hashanah when 
the world is being judged and the Throne of Judgment stands by the supernal King to judge the world, every single Nefesh hovers and beseeches 
Mercy for the living. Sometimes they notify the living of their verdicts in a vision at night, and then the living repent. The text goes on to tell how 
Yedomiam is the appointed angel who oversees the taking of souls. Then we read of the correspondence between these three levels of soul in man 
and the three levels in the four worlds of Asiyah, Yetzirah, Briyah and Atzilut. The moon is the Nefesh of Atzilut, and it illuminates all the chariots 
and camps of the three lower worlds even as the Nefesh of man illuminates the limbs and bones of the body. The text says: Happy are the righteous 
to merit three rests in the World to Come. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
This profound portion raises our consciousness to the highest level of our souls (Neshamah). The ascension assures a peaceful and merciful 
transition into the world to come. Our meditation awakens the force of mercy, causing supernal compassion to spill down upon creation. 
Transformation of our nature and positive change in the world is achieved through a path of mercy as opposed to one of torment. 
All judgments are hereby rescinded upon the merit of the righteous throughout history.

284. The soul of man is called by three names, which are Nefesh, 
Ruach, and Neshamah. They are all combined with each other, and 
their strength is found in three places. The Nefesh is present in the 
grave until the body decays into dust, and so it rolls around in this 
world to be among the living and to be acquainted with their pain. At 
a time of need, it pleads for Mercy for them.
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285. The Ruach is the one that enters the terrestrial Garden of Eden 
and is shaped there in the form of the body from this world, in a 
garment that it dons there. It experiences these pleasures and 
delights that are in the shine of the Garden of Eden. And it ascends 
above, TO THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN, on the Shabbat and 
beginning of new months and Festivals, and it delights there and 
returns to its place. Therefore, it is written: "And the spirit (Heb. 
ruach) returns to the Elohim who gave it" (Kohelet 12:7). It shall 
surely return, MEANING during these times that we have mentioned.
 

 

286. Neshamah ascends immediately to its place, to that place from 
where it emerged, NAMELY TO MALCHUT, FROM WHICH THE 
NESHAMAH IS BORN. It is for it that the candle illuminates, WHICH 
IS MALCHUT, to illuminate above. BECAUSE THE SOULS OF THE 
RIGHTEOUS ASCEND BY MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) TO 
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, THEY BECOME PAIRED THROUGH 
THEM. This one never descends below. In this is included whoever 
is included, NAMELY MALCHUT, from all the sides from above and 
below, BECAUSE MALCHUT COMPRISES THE SOULS OF THE 
RIGHTEOUS. Until THE NESHAMAH ascends to and becomes 
attached to the Throne, WHICH IS THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, the 
Ruach is not crowned in the terrestrial Garden of Eden and the 
Nefesh does not settle in its place. As soon as THE NESHAMAH 
ascends, they all can rest, FOR THEY ARRIVE AT THEIR PLACE.
 

 

287. And MERCY is needed for the inhabitants of the world. When 
they are in sorrow and they go TO PRAY at the cemetery, this Nefesh 
awakens. It goes and floats and awakens Ruach, and that Ruach 
awakens toward the Patriarchs, ascends and awakens the 
Neshamah. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, has Mercy on the 
world as we have already established. Even though they have 
explained the subject of the Neshamah in other ways, MEANING 
THAT NEFESH IS IN ASIYAH, RUACH IN YETZIRAH, AND 
NESHAMAH IN BRIYAH, they all amount to this format. This is the 
clarification of the matter, and it is all one.
 

 

288. When the Neshamah is detained from ascending to its place, the 
Ruach goes and stands by the entrance of the LOWER Garden of 
Eden, but they do not open the entrance for it. It goes and drifts and 
no one pays attention. The Nefesh goes through the world and sees 
the body becoming wormy and judged in the grave, NAMELY THE 
THRASHING IN THE GRAVE, and it mourns for it as we have 
established, as it is written: "Only when his flesh is on him does he 
feel pain, and while his soul (Heb. nefesh) is within him does he 
mourn" (Iyov 14:22). Everyone is punished until the Neshamah is 
bound in its place above. Then they all become bound in their place.
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289. All these three are one bond, similar to above in the secret of 
Nefesh, Ruach, and Neshamah, WHICH ARE MALCHUT, ZEIR ANPIN, 
AND BINAH OF ATZILUT, for they are all one and one bond: The 
Nefesh, WHICH IS MALCHUT, has no independent light, which is why 
it participates in the secret of one body, WHICH IS THE THREE 
WORLDS, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, THAT MALCHUT DONS 
AS A SOUL DOES A BODY to delight and nourish it in all its needs. 
About this, it is written: "And gives food to her household, and a 
portion to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15). "Her household" refers to 
the body which She nourishes, and "her maidens" are the limbs of 
that body, NAMELY THE SFIROT OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND 
ASIYAH.
 

 

290. Ruach is the one who rides on the Nefesh and dominates it, and 
illuminates it with all that it needs, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. The Nefesh 
is the throne for this Ruach. It is Neshamah who takes out this 
Ruach, gives it power, dominates it and illuminates it with that light 
of life, NAMELY BINAH. That Ruach depends upon this Neshamah 
and shines from it with the light that it illuminates upon it. That 
Nefesh is dependent upon this Ruach. It shines from it and is 
nourished by it. And they are all one bond.
 

 

291. That supernal Neshamah, NAMELY BINAH, ascends into the 
flow from the most ancient of all and the most concealed, and it is 
filled WITH LIGHT from it because it does not stop ILLUMINATING. 
AND AS LONG AS THE NESHAMAH DOES NOT RETURN TO ITS 
PLACE, this Ruach does not enter the Garden of Eden which is the 
Nefesh, NAMELY MALCHUT. The Ruach dwells only in the Garden of 
Eden, BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT UNITE THE ONE WITH 
THE OTHER, and the Neshamah is above. Also, the Nefesh, WHICH 
IS MALCHUT, is not settled in its place in the body below, WHICH IS 
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, AS LONG AS THE NESHAMAH 
DOES NOT RETURN TO ITS PLACE ABOVE.
 

 

292. In the same way, it is all explained in man BELOW. Even though 
THE NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH THAT ARE IN MAN are all 
one bond, the Neshamah ascends above with the flow from the pit, 
NAMELY YESOD OF MALCHUT. The Ruach enters the Lower Garden 
of Eden similar to above, AS ZEIR ANPIN ENTERS THE GARDEN OF 
EDEN OF ATZILUT, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The Nefesh settles in the 
grave. And if you ask, in relation to the Nefesh above, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, WILL YOU ALSO SAY that it settles in the body in the 
grave? Where then is the grave ABOVE? HE ANSWERS: But rather 
in that strong Klipah, BECAUSE PERTAINING TO MALCHUT, IT IS 
SAID, "HER FEET GO DOWN TO DEATH" (MISHLEI 5:5), FOR SHE 
BECOMES ATTIRED AT HER END IN THE STRONG KLIPAH, WHICH 
IS THE ASPECT OF DEATH AND GRAVE. Therefore, the lower 
Nefesh is similar to this below, and they all resemble one another. 
Therefore, THE NESHAMAH is divided into three levels, NAMELY 
NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH. They are one bond and one 
secret.
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293. As long as the bones are STILL in the grave, BEFORE THEY 
HAVE DECAYED, that Nefesh is present there. And here is the secret 
for those who know the true way, for those who fear sin. At the time 
that the Neshamah is adorned above in the Holy Crown, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, the Ruach is standing in the supernal Light during 
Shabbat, the first day of the month and Festivals. When the Ruach 
descends from the supernal Light to dwell in the Garden of Eden and 
illuminates and sparkles, the Nefesh stands in the grave and is 
attired in the form that the body had originally. All the bones take 
that form and praise and acknowledge the Holy One, blessed be He, 
as written: "All my bones shall say, 'Hashem, who is like 
You'" (Tehilim 35:10). It does not write 'say,' but rather "shall say" 
MEANING IN THE GRAVE.
 

 

294. If permission would be given to the eye to see, it could see the 
like of forms on the graves that acknowledge and praise the Holy 
One, blessed be He, on the eve of the commencement of the Shabbat 
and the night of the first day of the month and Festivals. But the 
foolishness of man prevents them FROM SEEING. They do not know 
and do not pay attention to what is existent in this world. They do 
not bother to observe the honor of the supernal King in this world, 
and most certainly to observe the honor of that SUPERNAL World, 
and upon what it is based, and how the things are explained.
 

 

295. During the day of Rosh Hashanah, when the world is being 
judged and the Throne of Judgment stands by the supernal King to 
judge the world, every single Nefesh hovers and beseeches Mercy 
for the living PEOPLE. During the night of the end of the Day of 
Judgment, they go and hover to hear and know the verdict that was 
decided for the world. Sometimes they notify the living in a vision, as 
it is written: "In a dream, in a night vision when a deep sleep falls 
upon men...then He opens the ears of man, and with discipline seals 
their instruction" (Iyov 33:15-16). What is "with discipline"? This is 
the Nefesh who stands and establishes things for people so that 
they should accept discipline, MEANING THAT IT NOTIFIES THEM 
OF THEIR VERDICT IN A VISION AT NIGHT AND THEN THEY 
REPENT.
 

 

296. During the last night of the Festival, the sentences emerge from 
the house of the King, and that shadow is removed from the people 
who are to be removed from this world. THEN that Nefesh that we 
mentioned goes and floats ABOVE. An appointed angel, who 
supervises the secret of the engraving on the seal in clear writing, 
MEANING OVER THE WRITING IN THE AFOREMENTIONED 
VERDICTS, whose name is Yedomiam, authorizes the writing of the 
engraved light and, within supernal Visions, descends during that 
night. Many thousands upon thousands and ten thousands upon ten 
thousands go with him. They take that shadow from each one WHO 
WAS SENTENCED TO DEATH, and bring it up above.
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297. The Nefesh that we mentioned goes and floats and sees that 
shadow, AND KNOWS WHO IS GOING TO DIE, and returns to Her 
place at the grave. It proclaims to the other dead, So-and-so is 
coming to us, so-and-so is coming to us. If he is righteous and good, 
they all rejoice and if not they all say, Woe. When they elevate that 
shadow, they elevate it to the faithful servant whose name is 
Metatron, who takes that shadow near him and elevates it to its 
place, as it is written: "As a servant earnestly desires the 
shadow" (Iyov 7:2). Certainly, he earnestly desires the shadow.
 

 

298. From that moment and further, the place for that Neshamah of 
the men is prepared, MEANING IN YESOD OF MALCHUT OF 
ATZILUT, as is a place for Ruach in the LOWER Garden of Eden and 
a place for Nefesh to rest and enjoy during the time that it floats and 
goes. For there is a Nefesh that has no rest, and there is a Nefesh 
that perishes with the body.
 

 

299. The one that has no rest is the one about whom it is written: 
"And the soul (Heb. Nefesh) of your enemies, them shall he sling 
out, as out of the hollow of a sling" (I Shmuel 25:29). This is the one 
that goes and floats and rolls throughout the whole world, and has 
no rest at all days and nights. This is the hardest punishment of all. 
The Nefesh that perishes with the body is cut out from a different 
place, as it is written: "That Nefesh will be cut off from My presence, 
I am Hashem" (Vayikra 22:3). What is "from My presence?" It means 
that the Ruach does not dwell upon it and when the Ruach does not 
dwell upon it, it has no connection at all with that which is above. It 
does not know at all of these things in that world. And this Nefesh is 
like an animal.
 

 

300. A Nefesh that has rest meets this appointed Angel Yedomiam 
and his officers when it goes and floats. They take and elevate it to 
all the entrances of the Garden of Eden, show it the honor of the 
righteous and the honor of its Ruach, and it cleaves unto THE 
RUACH in rest within that garment OF THAT RUACH. Then it knows 
about the things of the UPPER World.
 

 

301. When that Ruach ascends to be attired with the supernal 
Neshamah above, the Nefesh joins that Ruach and illuminates from 
it, like the moon when it illuminates from the sun. And the Ruach is 
connected with that Neshamah. That Neshamah becomes bound into 
the end of thought, MEANING THE END OF ATZILUT THAT IS 
CALLED IN ITS ENTIRETY 'THOUGHT', MEANING CHOCHMAH, 
BECAUSE IN GENERAL, THE FOUR WORLDS, ATZILUT, BRIYAH, 
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND 
MALCHUT, which is the secret of the Nefesh of above, NAMELY 
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT THAT IS CALLED 'NEFESH'.
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302. That Nefesh, NAMELY MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, is connected 
with the supernal Ruach, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and that Ruach is 
connected with the supernal Neshamah, WHICH IS BINAH. That 
Neshamah is connected with the endless (Heb. Ein Sof), MEANING 
THAT IT BECOMES BOUND WITH ARICH ANPIN, AS MENTIONED, 
AND ARICH ANPIN WITH THE ENDLESS. Then there is rest for all, 
and everything is connected above and below all in one secret and 
in the same manner.
  

303. Then there is repose for the Nefesh below. About this, it is 
written: "And may the soul (Nefesh) of my master be bound in the 
bond of life with (Heb. et) Hashem your Elohim" (I Shmuel 25:29), 
MEANING THAT THEY ARE BOUND AND ATTACHED in one way and 
by one secret with 'Et,' WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT. FOR THE 
NEFESH IS CONNECTED WITH THE RUACH IN THE LOWER 
GARDEN OF EDEN; AND THE RUACH WITH NESHAMAH WHICH IS 
IN MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, the ones corresponding to the others, AS 
NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH OF A MAN ARE SIMILAR TO 
NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH OF ATZILUT AS MENTIONED.
 

 

304. When the moon descends, WHICH IS MALCHUT, which is the 
secret of the supernal Nefesh OF ATZILUT, it illuminates on all sides. 
It illuminates all the Chariots and camps OF ANGELS IN BRIYAH, 
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, and makes them into one whole body that 
illuminates with the light of the supernal shine. Here also, the Lower 
Nefesh OF MAN descends and illuminates in all directions from the 
shine of the Neshamah, and from the Shine of Ruach, and descends 
and illuminates all the Chariots and camps, which are the limbs and 
bones OF THE MAN'S BODY. And it makes them into a whole body 
that illuminates in its own light.
 

 

305. This is what is meant by: "And satisfy your soul (Nefesh) in 
drought" (Yeshayah 58:11), actually your Nefesh. Afterwards, "and 
make strong your bones" for the Nefesh illuminates the bones and 
makes of them a whole body that illuminates with the light. It arises, 
acknowledges and praises the Holy One, blessed be He, as we 
learned, and it is written: "All my bones shall say, 'Hashem, who is 
like You'" (Tehilim 35:10) and this is the rest for the Nefesh from all 
sides.
 

 

306. Happy are the righteous who fear their Master in this world, to 
merit three rests, WHICH ARE NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH, 
in the World to Come. Rabbi Shimon came and blessed Rabbi Aba. 
Rabbi Shimon said: Happy are you, my children, and happy am I, 
that my eyes saw this, that many supernal places are prepared for 
us, and illuminate for us for the World to Come.
 

 

 
 
30. "A song of ascents. They who trust in Hashem" 
Rabbi Shimon says, "A song of ascents. They who trust in the Creator shall be like Mount Tzion, which cannot be removed, but abides forever." We 
learn that "ascents" means levels upon levels in the 'secret of fifty years below and the fifty gates of Binah above'. "They who trust in The Creator" 
are the righteous. The rabbis go on to talk about "But the righteous are bold as a lion." Then they travel on to a city, and after dark Rabbi Shimon 
expresses his happiness for a perfect day and a perfect night during which they have indeed merited the World to Come. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
This section is hard to understand on the surface, yet bubbling underneath is a pure divine teaching masked in metaphors. Trust in the Creator is, 
perhaps, the most difficult trait a man can evolve. Trust does not pertain to blind faith. Trust is connected to vision that is vast, sweeping, able to 
perceive the cause and effect principle at work in our lives. Trust includes the ability to observe order beneath chaos, the wisdom to recognize 
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blessing within adversity, the self-honesty to detect the cause behind calamity. It encompasses awareness of the divinity, design, and purpose 
behind life's joys, and all of its obstacles. 
It is true that when affliction and hardship strike, doubts begin to surface in a man's mind. He becomes uncertain about the reality of the Creator. He 
questions the justice in the universe. He fears for his own future. Thus, we learn that if we have trust, we shall be stable as the mountain, we shall be 
able to ascend to our own greatest heights. Our moments of pain will be brief, and we shall experience the perfection that is the Light of the Creator, 
now and in the World to Come. This mystical passage ignites trust, truth, and certainty within our hearts, vanishing forever the doubts that have 
tainted the hearts of men through all the ages.

307. He opened the discussion saying: "A song of ascents. They 
who trust in Hashem shall be like Mount Zion, which cannot be 
removed, but abides forever" (Tehilim 125:1). This passage has been 
established, but these are holy supernal levels from the sides of 
supernal Gvurot THAT ARE IN BINAH. They are similar to the Levites 
below, who are THE ASPECT OF ascents, MEANING levels upon 
levels in the secret of fifty years OF WHICH IS WRITTEN, "AND 
FROM THE AGE OF FIFTY YEARS THEY SHALL GO OUT OF THE 
RANKS OF THE SERVICE" (BEMIDBAR 8:25), WHICH ALLUDES TO 
THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH. This is: "A song of ascents. They who 
trust in Hashem shall be like Mount Zion," these are the righteous, 
who trust in Him BY MERIT of their GOOD deeds.
 

 

308. It is written: "But the righteous are bold as a lion" (Mishlei 28:1). 
HE QUESTIONS: The righteous do not depend upon their deeds at all 
and they are constantly in fear, like Abraham, as it is written of him, 
"And it came to pass, when he was come near to enter to 
Egypt..." (Beresheet 12:11). Like Isaac, of them it is written: "For he 
feared to say, 'She is my wife'" (Beresheet 26:7). As Jacob, of whom 
it is written: "Then Jacob was greatly afraid and 
distressed" (Beresheet 32:8). If they did not depend upon their 
deeds, certainly the other righteous of the world did not, yet you say, 
"But the righteous are bold as a lion."
 

 

309. HE ANSWERS: But certainly it is written, "as a lion (Heb. 
kfir)" (Mishlei 28:1), because of all the synonyms OF THE LION, only 
the name Kfir is used. That is the weakest and smallest of them all, 
who does not depend upon his strength even though he is strong, 
because the righteous do not depend upon their present deeds but 
rather like a Kfir. Though they know that the strength of their good 
deeds is strong, they do not depend on it, but are rather like a Kfir, 
and not more.
 

 

310. And therefore, it IS WRITTEN: "They who trust in Hashem shall 
be like Mount Zion..." not like a young lion and not like a lion and not 
like any OF HIS names, but rather "like Mount Zion." They explained 
that just as Mount Zion is firm and will never decline, IN THE TIME 
TO COME, they will also be like Mount Zion, not as now when they 
are only bold like a Kfir (young lion), who fears and does not trust 
his strength. And you, the children of supernal Holy Ones, your trust 
is certainly like Mount Zion. Fortunate are you in this and the next 
world.
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311. They traveled on. When they reached the city, it became dark. 
Rabbi Shimon said: Just as this day shone upon us, so we will merit 
the World to Come, this night will also light us, so we shall merit the 
World to Come, and crown this night with the words that we said 
during the day before Atik Yomin. Such a perfect day is not to be 
found in all the other generations. Happy is our portion in this world 
and in the World to Come.
 

 

312. They entered the house of Rabbi Shimon. Rabbi Elazar and 
Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yosi were with them, and they slept until 
midnight. At midnight, Rabbi Shimon said to the friends: Now is the 
time to crown the Holy Chariot above with our efforts. He said to 
Rabbi Yosi: Your words were not heard among us today. You shall 
be the first to illuminate the night because now is an auspicious time 
to illuminate above and below.
 

 

 
 
31. "The song of songs, which is Solomon's" 
Rabbi Yosi says that King Solomon was inspired to create this song when the Temple was built, and all the worlds above and below were completed 
in one action, but only when the moon (Malchut) was first fully completed. Moses made the tabernacle in the wilderness so that the Shechinah could 
descend to earth, and on that day another tabernacle, that of the youth Metatron, was erected above. Everything was completed the day that the 
Song of Songs (Shir Hashirim) was revealed to the world, and so it is considered to be the Holy of Holies, the chamber in the Temple, the portal to 
the upper world, that only the High priest may enter. The text goes on to tell of the Cup of Blessing, and the significance of the right and left hands 
which take the cup. Then we read that the Shir Hashirim includes everything, the history and story of everything there ever was or will be. Another 
explanation offered suggests that the Hashirim are the Patriarchs, which represent the Holy Chariot. At this time, we learn of a deeper secret, that if 
one dreams of black grapes growing (but not in the growing season) it is known that a decree of death has been declared against the dreamer. Then 
Rabbi Yosi tries to understand how if everything below is mirrored above, the serpent and death can possibly be above. Returning to "A song of 
ascents," he explains that this means the songs of the Supreme Angels, who are divided into ascents and levels, and they sing to David, who is 
Malchut, to demand of him food and sustenance. As soon as King Solomon came, he recited a song that the great ones of the Upper World recite to 
the Supreme King. The songs of all the people of the world were in the lower chariots, but only King Solomon's song was in the Supreme Chariots. 
King David and his son Solomon sang their songs differently; David endeavored to correct the worlds and to beautify the Queen with them, while 
Solomon endeavored to bring her to the groom, introducing words of love between them in order to join them together. David paired the Queen in 
this world below; while Solomon paired the Queen in a perfect union above. The passage speaks then of three thousand proverbs, three thousand 
parables, a thousand and five poems, and the number five. In the end, the reason that prayers and petitions are necessary is so that the place from 
whence the light emerges, which is Zeir Anpin, should illuminate and become prepared, because when that place is restored, then everything below, 
in Malchut, is readied for the appearance of God. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Days, weeks, months, years could be spent trying to interpret this one extremely long and complex passage. Yet perhaps its complexity is its 
message: to release us from our stubborn adherence to the intellect and turn us toward the divine languages of music and poetry, which are better 
able than ordinary language to speak of deep things. We know that Zohar's narrative arouses the spiritual forces of which it speaks. Thus, 
references to the serpent and death ignite sacred sparks that safeguard us from these deadly forces. 
And the Angel of Death, himself, dies through the Light that shines here. We draw sustenance in the name of David, ending poverty. Protection and 
the Light of the Final Redemption are aroused through the Temple. Blessing is bestowed upon us at the hand of the Cup of Blessing. We ignite 
untold joy by virtue of Solomon's Song of Songs. And we propagate goodness throughout the world through the medium of the white grapes.
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313. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: "The song of songs, 
which is Solomon's" (Shir Hashirim 1:1). King Solomon was inspired 
to this song when the Temple was built, and all the worlds above and 
below were completed in one completion. Even though the friends 
disagree AS TO WHEN IT WAS SAID, THE MAIN OPINION IS THAT IT 
WAS SAID WHEN THE TEMPLE WAS BUILT. But this song was 
recited whole only when the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, was fully 
completed, and the Temple was built in the likeness of above. When 
the Temple was built below, there was no joy before the Holy One, 
blessed be He, from the day that the world was created, like that day.
 

 

314. Moses made the tabernacle in the wilderness, so that the 
Shechinah could descend to earth. On that day, another tabernacle 
was erected above, as was explained, as it is written: "The 
tabernacle was erected" (Shemot 40:17). "The Tabernacle" comes to 
imply another tabernacle that was erected with it, and that is the 
tabernacle of the youth Metatron, and not higher. When the first 
Temple was built, another first Temple was built with it, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, WHEN IT WAS IN THE GRADE OF BINAH. It existed in all 
the worlds and illuminated all the worlds, and the world became 
fragrant and all the supernal apertures were opened to shine. There 
was no joy in the world like on that day, and then those above and 
those below opened and said a song, the Song of Songs, the Songs 
that the musicians play to the Holy One, blessed be He.
 

 

315. King David recited, "A song of ascents" (Tehilim 125:1) and 
King Solomon recited, "The Song of Songs," MEANING a song of 
those who play music. What is the difference between them, for it 
seems that they are all the same? HE ANSWERS: Certainly it is all 
one, but in the days of King David, all the musicians were not in their 
places to play music properly, because the Temple was not built yet. 
Therefore, they were not prepared above in their places. For as there 
are watches arranged on the earth, so it is in heaven, and they stand 
one corresponding to the other. AND THE WATCHES BELOW WERE 
AS YET NOT PREPARED PROPERLY BECAUSE THE TEMPLE WAS 
NOT BUILT.
 

 

316. On the day that the Temple was built, they were all fixed in their 
place, MEANING THE WATCHES, and the candle, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, that did not illuminate started to illuminate. This song, 
THE SONG OF SONGS, was arranged for the supernal King, the King 
that the peace is His, ZEIR ANPIN. This praise towered above all first 
praises. The day that this praise was revealed to the world was 
found completed in everything and so "THE SONG OF SONGS" is 
considered the Holy of Holies.
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317. In the Book of Adam, it was written: On the day that the Temple 
will be built, the Patriarchs will inspire song above and below. 
Therefore, we find that the Shin OF SHIR HASHIRIM is one of the 
large letters, FOR THE THREE BRANCHES ALLUDE TO THE THREE 
PATRIARCHS. These PATRIARCHS are the ones who inspire the 
song. They do not actually play music, BECAUSE ONLY MALCHUT 
DOES, but they awaken the above by the song of these great songs 
that are appointed over all the worlds, NAMELY OF BINAH.
 

 

318. We have learned that the perfect Jacob arose on that day and 
entered the Garden of Eden joyously to his place. Then the Garden 
of Eden, WHICH IS MALCHUT, started to sing and all the spices in 
the Garden of Eden SANG. Who brought the singing and who recited 
it? You must admit that Jacob brought this about. For had he not 
entered, then the Garden of Eden would not have sung. SO WE SEE 
THAT JACOB BROUGHT IT, AND THE GARDEN OF EDEN, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, RECITED IT.
 

 

319. This song is a song that includes the whole Torah, a song with 
which those above and those below became inspired. It is a song 
which is similar to above, which is the supernal Shabbat, WHICH IS 
BINAH, a song that the Supernal Holy Name, WHICH IS MALCHUT, 
becomes crowned by. Therefore, it is the Holy of Holies. What is the 
reason? Because all its words are in the love and the joy of all, and 
the Cup of Blessing, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is given with the right 
hand, WITH CHESED. Since it is given with the right hand, then all 
joy and love are present. Therefore, all its words are with love and 
with joy.
 

 

320. When this right hand is turned back, as it is written: "He has 
drawn back His right hand" (Eichah 2:3), then the Cup of Blessing, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is given with the left hand, WHERE THE 
JUDGMENTS ARE BECAUSE OF A LACK OF CHASSADIM. Since it is 
given with the left hand, those above and those below start to lament 
Her. And what do they say, "How (Heb. eichah)?" WHICH ARE THE 
LETTERS ei (Eng. 'where') koh, MEANING where is the Cup of 
Blessing, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'KOH'. The place 
above wherein She would sit, NAMELY THE PLACE OF BINAH, was 
withheld and removed from Her. Therefore, all the words of Shir 
Hashirim, which is of the right side, are of love and joy. All the words 
of Eichah, in which the right is missing, and only the left is present, 
are grievances and lamentations.
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321. If you ask: Every joy and every jubilation and every song is from 
the left side. Therefore, Levites who are of the left side play the song. 
SO HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT IT IS JUDGMENTS AND 
LAMENTATIONS? HE ANSWERS: Any time there is joy from the left 
side, it is present only when the right is joined with it, MEANING 
THAT THE CHOCHMAH IN THE LEFT BECOMES ATTACHED WITH 
CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT. When the right becomes aroused and 
joins with it, then that joy in the right improves and pacifies the 
anger OF THE LEFT, BECAUSE ALL THE ANGER AND JUDGMENTS 
THAT ARE IN THE LEFT ARE BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF 
CHASSADIM, WHICH IS FROM THE RIGHT. When the anger is 
pacified and there is joy from the right side, then a complete joy 
comes from that side, FROM THE LEFT, BECAUSE AFTER 
BECOMING ATTIRED WITH CHASSADIM, THE CHOCHMAH IN THE 
LEFT ALSO ILLUMINATES. AND THE JOY IS COMPLETE.
 

 

322. When the right is not present, the anger in the left increases, 
BECAUSE THE RIGHT is not pacifying and is not improving and is 
not causing joy. Then, it IS SAID Eichah, WHICH ARE THE LETTERS 
Ei (Eng. 'where') koh, NAMELY the Cup of Blessing THAT IS CALLED 
'KOH'. What will become of it, for it sits in the left, and the anger is 
increasing and is not pacified? Certainly complaints and 
lamentations are aroused.
 

 

323. As to Shir Hashirim, certainly the Cup of Blessing was 
ALREADY given with the right hand and handed over to it. Every 
love and every joy is present. Therefore, all its words are with love 
and joy, and it is not so in all the other songs in the world. Therefore, 
the song was inspired by the Patriarchs.
 

 

324. This song was revealed on the day the Shechinah descended to 
earth, as it is written: "So that the priests could not stand and 
minister..." (I Melachim 8:11). Why? "For the glory of Hashem had 
filled the House of Hashem" (Ibid.). On that very day, the praise of 
SHIR HASHIRIM was revealed, and Solomon said it through the Holy 
Spirit.
 

 

325. The praise of this song, SHIR HASHIRIM, is the inclusion of the 
entire Torah, the inclusion of the whole creation, the inclusion of the 
secret of the Patriarchs, the inclusion of the Exile in Egypt, the 
Deliverance of the children of Yisrael from Egypt and the Song of the 
Sea, NAMELY, "THEN SANG MOSES" (SHEMOT 15:1), the inclusion 
of the Ten Commandments, the existence of Mount Sinai, AND 
INCLUDES FROM THE TIME that Yisrael traveled in the wilderness 
until they came to the Land of Yisrael and the Temple was built. 
Also, the inclusion of the crowning of the Holy Name with love and 
joy, the inclusion of the exile of Yisrael among the nations and the 
redemption, the inclusion of the Resurrection of the Dead until the 
day that is the Shabbat to Hashem, NAMELY THE DAY THAT IS 
COMPLETELY SHABBAT OF THE TIME TO COME, whatever is and 
whatever was and whatever will be afterwards during the seventh 
day, NAMELY THE SEVENTH MILLENNIUM, when it will be Shabbat 
to Hashem. It is all in Shir Hashirim.
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326. Therefore we have learned that anyone who selects a passage 
from Shir Hashirim and says it in an ale-house, the Torah girds a 
sack and ascends before the Holy One, blessed be He, and says 
before Him, Your children have made me a joke in an ale-house. 
Certainly, the Torah ascends and says thus. Therefore, one should 
be careful, and place a crown upon the head of the person out of 
every single word of Shir Hashirim.
 

 

327. And if you ask: Why is it among the Writings, AND NOT IN THE 
PROPHETS? HE ANSWERS: It is certainly so, THAT ITS PLACE IS IN 
THE WRITINGS, because it is the song of praise of the Congregation 
of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT that is crowned above, FROM 
BINAH. AND MALCHUT IS A PART OF THE WRITINGS. Therefore, 
none of the praises in the world are as pleasing before the Holy One, 
blessed be He, as this praise.
 

 

328. We have learned that "Shir" (Eng. 'a Song') is one, 
"Hashirim" (Eng. 'of Songs') is second and "asher" (Eng. 'which is') 
is third. This is the secret why the Cup of Blessing, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, was given and is taken between the right and left hands, 
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE TWO COLUMNS RIGHT AND LEFT, 
CHESED AND GVURAH. It is all inspired toward the King that the 
Peace is His, WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, TIFERET, THAT 
CORRESPONDS TO THEM AND THE THREE MENTIONED EARLIER. 
Desire ascends in this higher and higher, in the secret of the Endless 
Light. The Holy Chariot is present here, because the Patriarchs, 
NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET THAT ARE MENTIONED 
ABOVE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THREE SONGS, are the Chariot. 
King David joins with them, and they are four, which is the secret of 
the Supreme Holy Chariot. Therefore, there are four words in this 
first passage, NAMELY, "THE SONG OF SONGS, WHICH IS 
SOLOMON'S," the secret of the Holy complete Chariot.
 

 

329. To further explain this secret, "Shir" is the Secret of King David, 
being the secret of Shir. "Hashirim" are the Patriarchs, being the 
secret of the great appointees, the proper complete Chariot. "Which 
is Solomon's" is the secret of he who rides on this complete Chariot, 
NAMELY BINAH.
 

 

330. The whole of the secret of: "Forever and ever (lit. 'from the 
world and to the world')" (I Divrei Hayamim 16:36), WHICH MEANS 
FROM BINAH TO MALCHUT, is found in this passage, which is the 
secret of the whole Faith. It is all a complete Chariot for the one who 
is known, and for the one who is not known, which is not to be 
known nor comprehended. Therefore, there are four words in the 
passage, which is the secret of the Chariot that is complete from all 
sides, BOTH FROM THE RIGHT AND FROM THE LEFT. From here 
and further, NAMELY HIGHER THAN ABA AND IMA, the secret was 
given over to the sages.
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331. It also has a deeper secret, for we have learned that if one sees 
grapes in his dream and they are white, they are good, MEANING 
THAT THE DREAM ALLUDES TO GOOD. If they are black and if they 
are in season, MEANING THE SEASON OF GRAPE GROWING, they 
are good. If not in season, then Mercy is needed, BECAUSE THEY 
ALLUDE TO AN EVIL DECREE. HE QUESTIONS: What difference is 
there if they are white or they are black, and what difference is there 
if they are in season or are not in season? We also learned that if 
one eats the black grapes, he is assured to be of the World to Come. 
Why?
  

332. HE ANSWERS: We have learned that the tree with which Adam 
sinned was grapes, as it is written: "Their grapes are grapes of 
gall" (Devarim 32:32), which are black grapes. There are black 
grapes and white grapes, and the white ones are good because they 
are of the side of life, BECAUSE WHITE ALLUDES TO CHESED, 
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'THE TREE OF LIFE'. The 
black ones need Mercy, because they are of the side of death and 
BECAUSE BLACK ALLUDES TO THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF 
GOOD AND EVIL, WHEREIN IS DEATH. In their season, MEANING 
WHEN THEY ARE RIPE, they are good, EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE 
BLACK. What is the reason? At the time that the white ones 
dominate, everything becomes improved because at that time, they 
all are fixed and everything is nice. It is all in the same procedure, 
the white ones and black ones. When the white ones are not 
dominating and the black ones appear in the dream, BUT NOT IN 
THE GROWING SEASON OF GRAPES, it is known that a decree of 
death has been decreed against him. And he needs Mercy, for he has 
seen the Tree with which Adam had sinned, and caused death for 
himself and the whole world.
 

 

333. We should make an observation, and if Master, RABBI SHIMON, 
were not present, I would not say this. We have learned that this 
world is similar to the world above, and as for the world above, 
everything that is in this world is also in the world above. HE 
QUESTIONS: If it is the serpent who brought death to Adam below, 
then why did he bring it above, NAMELY TO THE SUPREME ADAM 
THAT IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT? If you say 
that the light of the woman, THAT IS MALCHUT, is lessened as the 
moon which light is lessened at times, and at that time she IS 
CONSIDERED as though she were dead, WE SHOULD THEN ASK 
about the male THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. Why IS DEATH CONNECTED 
TO HIM? AND ALSO, if you say that the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, 
died by the counsel of the serpent, which is the lessening of the 
light, we have learned that the lessening of its light was not because 
of the serpent, but rather because the moon said before the Holy 
One, blessed be He, 'IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR TWO KINGS TO USE 
ONE CROWN'. THIS OCCURRED ON THE FOURTH DAY OF 
CREATION, so we can see that it was not because of the serpent. If 
you say that her husband, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is BEING 
LESSENED OF THE LIGHT WHICH IS CALLED 'DEATH', heaven 
forbid that there is lessening above.
 

 

334. HE ANSWERS: All these are secrets of the Torah, and the snake 
caused a lessening in everything. Come and see: We learned 
everything that the Holy One, blessed be He, made above and below 
is all as male and female. There are many levels above that are 
different from each other, and from level to level is contained the 
secret of man. The Holy One, blessed be He, made these levels that 
are the same in the form of one body, until they reached the secret of 
man, NAMELY MALE AND FEMALE.
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335. We learned of the second day of Creation that Gehenom was 
created then, and one body was made in the secret of man. THE SIX 
ENDS OF THE GOOD THAT WAS IN KLIPAH OF NOGAH (ENG. 
'BRIGHTNESS') WERE FORMED INTO A BODY, WHICH INCLUDES 
ALSO MALCHUT AS ITS FEMALE. Its limbs, NAMELY THE ANGELS, 
that are appointed, THAT ARE INCLUDED IN IT, come close to fire, 
NAMELY TO THE KLIPAH OF FLAMING FIRE, and they die and return 
TO LIFE as before. That is because they approached this serpent 
and this is the supernal Adam who was tempted in his habitation, 
NAMELY BY HIS FEMALE THAT IS CALLED 
'HABITATION' (TABERNACLE). THE TABERNACLE WAS ENTICED 
by this serpent, and therefore he died. The serpent caused his death 
because he approached him, AND THIS IS EXACTLY LIKE THE 
LOWER MAN.
 

 

336. Man always MEANS male and female, EVEN IN THE LEVELS OF 
ATZILUT. But man, who is the Supernal Holy One, NAMELY ZEIR 
ANPIN OF ATZILUT who dominates everything, gives life and 
sustenance to everything. Even so, this strong serpent withheld the 
light, in the entire LEVEL OF ADAM. When the tabernacle, WHICH IS 
the female of that man WHO IS THE GOOD PART IN NOGAH, became 
impure, as we have said, she died and the male died too. And they 
return TO LIFE as before. Therefore, everything BELOW is similar to 
above.
 

 

337. If one eats these black grapes IN HIS DREAM, then he is certain 
that he will be part of the World to Come. It is because he destroys 
THEM and he dominates that place, NAMELY THE KLIPAH, FOR HE 
HAS EATEN THEM, overcomes it and grinds it, as it is written: "It 
devoured and broke in pieces" (Daniel 7:7). Once that strong Klipah 
is removed, he is closer to the World to Come and there is no one to 
prevent him. Therefore one who sees in his dream that he ate those 
black grapes and crushed them, is certain to have the World to 
Come.
 

 

338. Similar to this, there was no song in the House of David, WHICH 
IS MALCHUT, until these black grapes were removed. He dominated 
them and then Shir Hashirim was recited, as we have learned. Even 
in this place, IN MALCHUT, they are called 'grapes', as it is written: "I 
found Yisrael like grapes in the wilderness..." (Hoshea 9:10). THE 
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL ARE THE ASPECTS OF MALCHUT, and 
these, THAT ARE IN THE PASSAGE, are white grapes.
 

 

339. This song is superior to all the songs of the ancient. All the 
songs recited by the ancient were equal only to the songs that the 
Angels recited, even though they established it IN A DIFFERENT 
MANNER, it is written: "A song of ascents to David." "A song of 
ascents" MEANS the songs that those supreme angels say, who are 
divided into grades and levels. To whom do they say it? "To David," 
WHO IS MALCHUT, to request of him food and sustenance.
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340. Another EXPLANATION: "A song of ascents (Heb. Shir 
Hamaalot)" is as it is written, "A song to Alamot" (Tehilim 46:1) and 
"therefore do the virgins (Heb. alamot) love you" (Shir Hashirim 1:3), 
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH THAT ARE 
CALLED 'ALAMOT'. THE VERSE WRITES THAT THIS IS THE SONG 
OF THE ALAMOT, BECAUSE "HAMA'ALOT" (ENG. 'ASCENTS') IS 
SPELLED WITH THE SAME LETTERS AS HA'ALAMOT (ENG. 'THE 
MAIDENS'). "To David," MEANING for the Supreme King David WHO 
IS MALCHUT, who constantly praises the Supreme King, WHO IS 
ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

341. As soon as King Solomon came, he recited a song that is 
elevated above, which the great ones of the Upper World, CHESED, 
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'THE 
UPPER WORLD' recite to the Supreme King that all the peace is His, 
WHO IS BINAH, WHENCE ALL THE LIGHTS OF MALE AND FEMALE 
AND BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH COME FROM. ITS CHESED, 
GVURAH AND TIFERET ARE CALLED 'GREAT ONES', NAMELY 
FIRST THREE SFIROT, IN COMPARISON TO ITS NETZACH, HOD 
AND YESOD WHICH ARE SMALL AND THE ASPECT OF SIX 
EXTREMITIES. All of them who recited songs had their songs 
ascend only as high as that song that the supreme angels recited, 
except for King Solomon, who ascended with this song to what the 
Supreme Great Ones, the pillars of the World, CHESED, GVURAH 
AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, recited. All the people of the world, 
THEIR SONGS WERE in the lower Chariots; NAMELY, OF THE 
NUKVA BELOW THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN. But King Solomon's 
SONG WAS in the Supreme Chariots, IN CHESED, GVURAH, 
TIFERET AND MALCHUT ABOVE THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN, 
WHICH ARE A CHARIOT TO BINAH.
 

 

342. If you ask: Yet Moses ascended by the level of prophecy and 
love to the Holy One, blessed be He, beyond all the inhabitants of the 
world. WOULD YOU SAY that that song which he said pertained to 
the lower Chariots and did not rise higher? HE ANSWERS: Come 
and see, the song that Moses recited ascended above, TO ZEIR 
ANPIN, and not below, TO NUKVA. But he did not recite poetry like 
King Solomon, and no one ascended by a poem like Solomon.
 

 

343. Moses ascended with his song above, TO ZEIR ANPIN, and the 
purpose of his praise was to give praises and thankfulness to the 
Supreme King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, who saved Yisrael and 
performed for them miracles and mighty deeds in Egypt and on the 
Sea. But King David and his son Solomon said songs in a different 
manner. David endeavored to correct the maidens, NAMELY THE 
CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH, WHICH ARE THE PORTIONS OF NETZACH, 
HOD AND YESOD OF MALCHUT, FOR WITHOUT THEM THERE ARE 
NO FIRST THREE SFIROT TO MALCHUT, and to beautify the Queen 
with them, WHICH IS MALCHUT. He did this so that the Queen and 
her maidens should appear in beauty. Therefore, he strove through 
these songs and praises by them, until he improved and beautified 
all the maidens and the Queen.
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344. As soon as Solomon arrived, he found the Queen adorned and 
her maidens beautified. He endeavored to bring her to the groom, 
WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, and brought the groom to the marriage canopy 
with the Queen, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE DRAWING OF THE 
SIX EXTREMITIES OF GREATNESS. Then he introduced words of 
love between them in order to join them together, MEANING TO 
DRAW THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF GREATNESS, so they would 
both be as one whole with perfect love. Therefore, Solomon 
surpassed in supreme praise the whole world.
 

 

345. Moses paired the Queen in this world below, FROM THE CHEST 
DOWN OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS ONLY THE ASPECT OF SIX 
EXTREMITIES, to be in this world in complete union among those 
below, MEANING IN THE ASPECTS OF TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD 
AND YESOD ALONE. Solomon joined the Queen to a perfect union 
above, NAMELY FROM THE CHEST UP OF ZEIR ANPIN, and brought 
the groom to the canopy before the marriage. Afterwards he brought 
them both into this world into the Temple that he built, MEANING 
THAT HE EXTENDED THE UNION FROM THE CHEST DOWN. AND 
SO WE FIND THAT MOSES DREW UNTO MALCHUT ONLY THE 
ASPECT OF SIX EXTREMITIES, BUT SOLOMON DREW THE FIRST 
THREE SFIROT, AFTER THE SIX EXTREMITIES WERE ALREADY 
PREPARED BY MOSES.
 

 

346. If you ask: How could Moses bring the Queen alone to this 
world, SINCE THE UNION WAS IN THE ASPECT OF TIFERET, 
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH BELONG TO 
MALCHUT AND ONLY THE ASPECT OF CHESED, GVURAH AND 
TIFERET IS DESIGNATED FOR ZEIR ANPIN? For it seems like a 
separation. HE ANSWERS, Come and see: The Holy One, blessed be 
He, first united her with Moses, WHO WAS A CHARIOT TO THE 
ASPECT OF THE CHEST AND UP OF ZEIR ANPIN, and she was the 
bride of Moses, as we have learned. As soon as she was united with 
Moses AND SHE RECEIVED FROM HIM THE SWEETNESS THAT IS 
ABOVE THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN, she descended into the union 
of this world, WHICH IS SIX ENDS, and was fixed in this world, which 
is something she did not achieve beforehand. But she never was 
separated.
 

 

347. But there was not a person in the world since the day that Adam 
was created who brought love and amiability and words of marriage 
above except for King Solomon, who prepared the marriage of above 
FROM THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN first, FOR HE DREW CHOCHMAH 
FROM THERE. Afterwards he invited them together to the house that 
He prepared for them, MEANING ALSO TO THE UNION OF THE 
ASPECT OF BELOW THE CHEST TO THE DRAWING OF 
CHASSADIM. Happy are David and his son, Solomon, for they 
prepared the marriage of above, NAMELY IN THE ASPECT OF THE 
FIRST THREE SFIROT. Since the day the Holy One, blessed be He, 
told the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, 'Go and diminish yourself,' it 
did not have a complete union with the sun, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, 
except when King Solomon came.
  

348. In Shir Hashirim, there are five levels present with which to 
become joined in the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH. 'Song' is 
one, 'of Songs' is two, making three, 'which is' makes four and 
'Solomon's' makes five. FOR THERE ARE TWO LEVELS IN THE 
SMALL MALE AND FEMALE FROM THE CHEST DOWN OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, AND TWO LEVELS OF THE GREAT MALE AND FEMALE, 
FROM THE CHEST UP OF ZEIR ANPIN. AND AFTER THEM IS BINAH, 
SO WE FIND THAT BINAH is in the fifth level, for it is the fiftieth day, 
the secret of Jubilee, NAMELY BINAH.
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349. Come and see: Solomon was able to prepare the marriage of 
above IN THE ASPECT OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, only due to 
the already existing marriage below, OF THE ASPECT OF SIX ENDS. 
Whose is THE MARRIAGE OF BELOW? It is the marriage of Moses, 
for had there not been this marriage BEFOREHAND, then the 
marriage above would not have been. It is all part of the supernal 
secret for the wise-hearted.
 

 

350. It is written: "And he spoke three thousand proverbs, and his 
poems were a thousand and five" (I Melachim 5:12). This passage 
was explained by the friends. Yet "he spoke three thousand 
proverbs." It is certain that every single thing that he said contained 
three thousand proverbs. For example, the Book of Kohelet is in the 
supreme secret and is written in a form of parable, for it contains no 
passage that is without supreme Wisdom and is allegorical, even its 
smallest verses.
 

 

351. When Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) the first reached this 
passage: "Rejoice, young man, in your youth; and let your heart 
cheer you in the days of your youth" (Kohelet 11:9), he would weep 
and say, Certainly this passage is beautiful, and it is by way of 
parable, who can expound upon this parable? If it is interpreted, 
there is no interpretation THAT IS POSSIBLE TO MEDITATE UPON 
but SUPERFICIALLY, according to what we see with our eyes. If it is 
Wisdom, then who can know it?
 

 

352. Immediately he said again, It is written: "These are the 
generations of Jacob. Joseph being seventeen years 
old..." (Beresheet 37:2). This passage of Kohelet is a parable to the 
wisdom in this passage in the Torah, and one is comparable to the 
other. "Rejoice, young man, in your youth" CORRESPONDS TO "and 
the lad". THE PASSAGE: "And let your heart cheer you" 
CORRESPONDS TO "was feeding the flock with his brethren" (Ibid.). 
THE PASSAGE "in the days of your youth" CORRESPONDS TO "with 
the sons of Bilhah, and with the sons of Zilpah, his father's 
wives" (Ibid.). THE PASSAGE: "But know you, that for all these 
things" (Kohelet 11:9) CORRESPONDS TO "and Joseph brought to 
his father their evil report" (Beresheet 37:2). THE PASSAGE: "Elohim 
will bring you into Judgment" CORRESPONDS TO: "These are the 
generations of Jacob. Joseph..." because Joseph is included in 
Jacob, WHO IS CALLED 'JUDGMENT'. Who can know the secrets of 
the Torah?
 

 

353. This parable expands to three thousand parables, TO THREE 
COLUMNS, and they are all in this parable at the time that Joseph 
was included in Jacob, because there are three thousand in 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH 
AND TIFERET, WHICH ARE THREE COLUMNS. JACOB BY HIMSELF 
IS COMPRISED OF THEM ALL AND BY HIMSELF HAS THREE 
COLUMNS, AS MENTIONED BEFORE. THEREFORE, WHEN JOSEPH 
WAS INCLUDED IN JACOB, THEY WERE ALL IN JOSEPH. For all of 
them, ALL THE THREE COLUMNS, are in this parable in the secret of 
wisdom. Here, IN THE THREE THOUSAND PARABLES, many are the 
merchants who carry THE MERCHANDISE of mystery, MEANING 
THAT MANY WISE MEN HAVE MANY SECRETS IN THIS. There are 
those who carry shields, MEANING WEAR SHIELDS AGAINST THE 
OTHER SIDE WHO DRAW THEM FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN, 
and there is no end to the secrets of Wisdom CONTAINED HEREIN.
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354. "And his poems were a thousand and five." This is what we 
established: "And his poems" of the parable "WERE A THOUSAND 
AND FIVE." It is all one, whether we say that they are the poems of 
Solomon or whether we say they were the poems of the parable. It is 
all one and the meaning of it all is that: "And his poems" is Shir 
Hashirim. HE QUESTIONS: Is Shir Hashirim a thousand and five? HE 
ANSWERS: Certainly it is so! "Five" are the gates and entrances that 
open to the King that the Peace is His, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. They 
are the five hundred years of the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, 
FOR THEY ARE THE FIVE SFIROT, KETER, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, 
TIFERET NAD MALCHUT, THAT ARE DRAWN TO HIM FROM IMA. 
AND THEY ARE the fifty years of Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH, THAT 
ARE DRAWN TO ZEIR ANPIN.
  

355. "A thousand" is the Tree of Life, ZEIR ANPIN. The groom that 
emerges from his side, WHICH IS YESOD THAT EMERGES FROM 
THE TREE OF LIFE, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, inherits all the five THAT 
ARE IN THE TREE OF LIFE, to bring them to the bride, THAT IS 
MALCHUT. The day of the Holy One, blessed be He, lasts one 
thousand years, NAMELY, WHEN ZEIR ANPIN CLOTHES SUPREME 
ABA AND IMA SO THAT EACH OF THEIR SFIROT ARE IN THE 
SECRET OF ONE THOUSAND, AND THEN ALSO THE SIX SFIROT, 
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, THAT ARE CALLED 'SIX DAYS', EACH DAY IN THE SECRET 
OF ONE THOUSAND YEARS. THUS EVEN YESOD HAS ONE 
THOUSAND YEARS. This is the river that comes out of Eden, 
BECAUSE YESOD THAT IS CALLED 'RIVER' EMERGES FROM EDEN, 
WHICH IS SUPREME ABA AND IMA, that is called 'Joseph the 
Righteous', MEANING YESOD OF THE GREATNESS OF ZEIR ANPIN 
THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUS' after the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT 
THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS'. FOR THEY ARE JOINED as the 
Holy One, blessed be He, conditioned Her, MEANING IN THE 
SECRET OF THE PASSAGE: "IF MY COVENANT BE NOT DAY AND 
NIGHT, IT WERE AS IF I HAD NOT APPOINTED THE ORDINANCES 
OF HEAVEN AND EARTH" (YIRMEYAH 33:25). Therefore, Shir 
Hashirim is the Holy of Holies, FOR THERE ARE DRAWN INTO HER 
THE MOCHIN OF ABA AND IMA THAT ARE SO CALLED, AS IT IS 
WRITTEN BEFORE US.
 

 

356. There is no passage in Shir Hashirim that does not contain the 
secret of one thousand and five. THE PASSAGE: 'The Song of 
Songs' is certainly so, because these are five levels in this passage, 
as we have learned, IN THAT IT CONTAINS FIVE WORDS 
CORRESPONDING TO THE FIVE LEVELS KETER, CHOCHMAH, 
BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. If you ask about the thousand, 
WHICH IS YESOD, Why is IT NOT MENTIONED IN THIS PASSAGE? It 
is because that thousand is certainly hidden until a wife is joined 
with her husband, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. This is what 
Solomon endeavored, to bring this thousand to the bride in the 
secret of the seal of supernal Chochmah, WHICH IS YESOD OF 
MALCHUT. FOR IN IT IS SEALED AND REVEALED SUPERNAL 
CHOCHMAH.
  

357. As soon as he made the Holy of Holies below, IN THE TEMPLE, 
hidden and concealed, he brought in there the secret of the Holy of 
Holies, WHICH ARE THE TWO CHERUBS IN THE SECRET OF ZEIR 
ANPIN AND MALCHUT THAT ARE CALLED 'HOLY OF HOLIES', IN 
ORDER TO make the mystery of the complete union above, IN ABA 
AND IMA, and below IN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, in a proper 
manner. The Holy of Holies above is the secret of supernal 
Chochmah and Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH. Similarly, the groom and 
bride, WHO ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, inherit the inheritance 
of Aba and Ima, MEANING CHOCHMAH AND JUBILEE, AND ARE 
ALSO CALLED 'HOLY OF HOLIES'.
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358. The inherited possession is returned in a different manner. The 
inheritance of Aba, WHICH IS SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH DRAWN 
FROM CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF ABA AND IMA, is inherited by 
the daughter, WHO IS MALCHUT, FOR ONLY IN HER IS CHOCHMAH 
REVEALED. When this Holy Name ascends, MEANING DURING THE 
ASCENSION OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'NAME', TO ABA AND 
IMA, THEN CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN HER, and She is also 
called 'Holy', WHICH IS Chochmah, LIKE ABA. The inheritance of 
Ima, WHICH IS BINAH, WHICH IS CHASSADIM IN THE SECRET OF: 
"BECAUSE HE DELIGHTS IN CHESED" (MICHAH 7:18) is inherited by 
the son and is called 'Holies'. This is because he takes all these 
Supernal Holies, BOTH THE CHOCHMAH OF ABA AND THE 
CHASSADIM OF IMA, and gathers them unto him, BUT THE 
CHOCHMAH IS COVERED AND ONLY CHASSADIM DOMINATES 
HIM. THEREFORE, IT SEEMS THAT HE INHERITS ONLY FROM IMA 
AND NOT FROM ABA. Afterwards, he gives them, NAMELY 
CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM, and brings them to the bride, WHO 
IS MALCHUT, AND CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN HER. THEREFORE, 
IT SEEMS THAT SHE INHERITS ABA, FOR HE POSSESSES 
SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH FROM CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF 
ARICH ANPIN THAT IS THE SOURCE OF CHOCHMAH. THEREFORE, 
SHE IS CALLED 'HOLY' AFTER HIM.
 

 

359. Therefore he said, "The song of songs." "Song" relates to Holy, 
THAT IS ABA, "of songs" to Holies, WHICH ARE IMA so that 
everything will be in the secret of Holy of Holies in one secret as 
appropriate. "Which is Solomon's," as we have learned THAT ITS 
MEANING IS, which is of the King that the peace is His, WHICH IS 
ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

360. If you say that this praise, MEANING THIS MOCHIN MENTIONED 
IN THE SHIR HASHIRIM, is OF ZEIR ANPIN, FOR IT SAYS: "WHICH IS 
SOLOMON'S" THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, do not say this. Rather the 
praise ascends to a high place, NAMELY TO BINAH, but there is a 
secret IN THE WORDS: "WHICH IS SOLOMON'S." For when the Male 
and the Female are readied together, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT 
under the supernal King, WHO IS BINAH, then that King, WHO IS 
ZEIR ANPIN, ascends above TO BINAH and is filled there with all the 
sanctifications and all the blessings that are drawn down, and 
projects them down, NAMELY TO MALCHUT. This is the desire of the 
supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN, to be filled with sanctifications and 
blessings to project downwards, TO MALCHUT.
 

 

361. The prayers and beseeching THAT WE SAY are for this, that the 
supernal Spring, ZEIR ANPIN, would be fixed and filled. When it is 
prepared properly THEN from its appearance, NAMELY CHOCHMAH 
THAT IS CALLED 'SIGHT', and from the appearance of that fixture, 
NAMELY THE PREPARATION OF THE ASPECT OF THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN, the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and its maidens, 
WHICH ARE THE CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH, are corrected. The lower 
world does not have to be fixed BY BINAH, AS IN ITS SMALLNESS, 
but by the appearance of the Supernal World, ZEIR ANPIN, AND NOT 
FROM BINAH. The moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, does not appear on 
its own at all, MEANING AFTER IT WAS DIMINISHED OF THE LIGHTS 
THAT IT RECEIVED FROM BINAH, except for when it is made ready 
by the sun, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND THEN it shines. It is from the 
light of the sun and its constructing that the moon is repaired and 
shines.
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362. The reason that prayers and petitions are necessary is that the 
place from which the light emerges, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, should 
illuminate and become prepared, because when that place is 
restored, then everything below, IN MALCHUT, is readied from His 
appearance. Therefore, when Solomon recited the song he did not 
strive TO RESTORE except for the sake of the King that the peace is 
His, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that He will be restored. Once He is 
restored, everything is mended through His appearance. If He is not 
restored, then the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, will never be 
renewed. Therefore, it is written: "Which is Solomon's," WHO IS 
ZEIR ANPIN, so that he should become restored and full properly as 
before, as we have learned.
 

 

 
 
32. "Of every man whose heart prompts him to give" 
When Wisdom was drawn down to the world, it became entrenched in Malchut, in the kingdom on earth, and in speech where its purpose was to 
bring righteousness. This world, and the supernal angels, take nourishment from the spirit of righteousness. The text tells of how many times this 
spirit was removed by the wicked of the world and how many times it was perfected again, by Noah, by Abraham, by Isaac, by Jacob, by Moses and 
by Solomon. The Holy One told Moses to make Him a tabernacle so that He had a place to dwell among the children of Yisrael. "That they bring Me 
an offering," refers, we are reminded, to Shechinah, the spirit of Malchut. When Solomon came, he perfected that spirit of Malchut with the 
perfection of above, of Understanding; he started to rectify the appearance of the Upper World, which is Zeir Anpin, in order to rectify from that the 
appearance of the lower world, which is Malchut. This is the meaning of "Which is Solomon's" - Solomon represents Zeir Anpin. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
We can use this story of our repeated cycles of lapsing into sin and then being rectified to illuminate our own world. Just as often as we err and fall 
from grace, we can also become righteous again through prayer and a renewed effort to succeed. The righteous souls of antiquity, Noah, Abraham, 
Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Solomon, whose own souls out-balance all the souls of the wicked combined, are with us now, rectifying our iniquities and 
correcting all the sins of the entire world. 
The sum total of Light revealed by all the righteous souls, past and present, floods our existence, prompting the final ascent and redemption of man. 
Never again will humanity fall and stumble into darkness, for that is the power of the Zohar. And because these great sages possess a deep love for 
their neighbor that shines brighter than a galaxy of stars, our ascent is sweetened with immeasurable kindness and compassion. For that reason, 
we should take a moment and appreciate this great gift, giving thanks to all Creation for the opportunity to live during these times.

363. "That they bring Me an offering, of every man..." (Shemot 25:2). 
It is a most secret secret to those who know Wisdom that when it 
entered the will of the secret of secrets, THAT IS KETER, to glorify 
its glory, it blew a spirit from the supernal point, WHICH IS 
CHOCHMAH, MEANING THE SPIRIT OF CHOCHMAH, that is drawn 
from above down, TO MALCHUT. CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN NO 
SFIRAH BUT MALCHUT ALONE, and it performed THERE its 
rectification, in order to settle in this world. Why DID IT PERFORM 
THIS RECTIFICATION THERE? It is because if the root and source of 
this world would not BE RECTIFIED IN MALCHUT, there would be no 
vessel by which to provide to this world at all. If it would not provide 
to this world, THE WORLD would be lost immediately and would not 
be able to exist even one moment. But because it made the 
rectification IN MALCHUT from this world, MALCHUT is filled from 
one side to provide this world, and from the other side to provide for 
the supernal angels, and they all gain nourishment from it together.
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364. The perfecting of the rectification of this spirit, WHICH IS THE 
LIGHT OF MALCHUT AS MENTIONED ABOVE, is the spirit of the 
righteous in this world. This spirit was perfected in the time that 
Enoch, Yered, and Mahalalel were in the world, and when the wicked 
of the world increased, that perfection was removed from it, FROM 
THE SPIRIT. After they perished IN THE FLOOD, Noah came and 
brought perfection. Then came the generation of separation and 
perfection was removed from it, FROM THE SPIRIT. Then Abraham 
came and perfected it. When the people of S'dom came and removed 
it, Isaac came and perfected it. The Philistines and the wicked of the 
generation came and removed THE PERFECTION from it. Then 
Jacob and his sons came, FOR THEY WERE a perfect bed WITHOUT 
A FLAW, and perfected it.
 

 

365. They went out of the Holy Land and descended to Egypt, and 
THE SPIRIT remained IN EGYPT for them. While there, Yisrael 
reverted to the actions of the Egyptians, THE SPIRIT was subdued 
and that perfection was removed from it until they left Egypt. They 
came to make a tabernacle and the Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'It 
is My desire to dwell among you, but I cannot until you restore that 
spirit of Mine, NAMELY THE LIGHT OF MALCHUT AS MENTIONED 
ABOVE, to dwell among you.' This is what is meant by: "And let 
them make Me a sanctuary; that I may dwell among them" (Shemot 
25:8).
 

 

366. This is the secret of the verse: "That they bring Me an offering," 
NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, THE SPIRIT OF MALCHUT. Moses said to 
the Holy One, blessed be He, 'Who can take it and make it?' He said 
to him, Moses, it is not as you think, but "of every man whose heart 
prompts him to give...", meaning that you shall take it and perfect it 
from their desire and their spirit.
 

 

367. When Solomon came, he perfected that spirit OF MALCHUT with 
the perfection of above, OF BINAH, because from the time that it was 
perfected below in the days of Moses, that perfection FROM BELOW 
was not removed from it. When Solomon came, he endeavored to 
perfect it from above and started to rectify the appearance of the 
Upper World, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, in order to rectify from that 
appearance the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is the 
meaning of: "Which is Solomon's," WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

 
 
33. The kisses 
First, we learn that when the Torah was given to the children of Yisrael in the form of the Ten Commandments, every commandment made a sound; 
that sound was divided into seventy sounds which all illuminated and sparkled in the beauty and rectitude before the eyes of all Yisrael. Each 
person fully accepted the many commandments of the Torah and also the many punishments of the Torah. Then the sound returned and kissed him 
on the mouth. Each longed to see the one light that received within itself all the other colored lights, and God promised that this would happen. The 
text then speaks of the colors that the Light receives, which are gold, silver and brass, corresponding to Gvurah, Mercy and Beauty. We read then of 
another explanation for the kisses received by Yisrael, wherein the four letters of the word for love, Ahavah, join together in a kiss. When their Light 
spreads to this world, these four spirits produce one fruit, which is a spirit composed of four spirits, and this ascends and splits firmaments, before 
ascending further to sit near the Sanctuary of Love, whence comes all love. That spirit is also called 'love', and when it rises it causes the sanctuary 
to become joined above with the Sanctuary of Desire, whence are the kisses. We read next of how that spirit meets Akhtriel, the Appointed Angel 
who presides over the tides that come from the thirteen rivers of the pure balsam tree. These tides are called "many waters". The Song of Songs 
says, "Many waters cannot quench love nor can the floods drown it." When the spirit enters the Sanctuary of Love, the love of the supernal kisses 
becomes aroused. We are told finally of the most concealed light that illuminates everything, and the awakening of the rising of kisses that depends 
on it. "For your loves are better than wine", we learn, refers to the living Elohim, which is the wine that gives life and delight to all. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Ten Commandments signify the Ten Sfirot, the ten-dimensional structure through which the Light of the Creator refracts and flows, enroute to our 
world. We connect our souls to the myriad colors, the Lights and the sounds that once lit up Sinai brighter than a billion blazing suns. Love, the 
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mysterious force that links us to one another and to God, resonates in the supernal Sanctuary of Love and in our hearts to illuminate all our days 
and nights. Speak to me of love, says the poet, and I will show you the beginning and the middle and the end of all things, and the wellspring of your 
very existence. 
By truly opening our hearts to this message and to the wonders of the Song of Songs, this passage furnishes all that God wishes for us - endless 
life and unending joy along a path teeming with sweetness, tenderness, and mercy. The full dimension of Sinai's Light is therefore replenished, 
kissing our souls in an everlasting embrace.

368. "And this is the offering" (Shemot 25:3). We have learned that 
when the Holy One, blessed be He, was revealed on Mount Sinai and 
the Torah was given to Yisrael with the Ten Commandments, every 
commandment made a sound. FOR SPEECH, THE SECRET OF 
CHOCHMAH, BROUGHT FORTH A SOUND WHICH IS THE SECRET 
OF CHESED. That sound was divided into seventy sounds and they 
all illuminated and sparkled before the eyes of all Yisrael, who saw 
His splendor eye-to-eye. This is what is meant by: "And all the 
people perceived the thundering (also: 'see the sounds')" (Shemot 
20:15). They certainly saw, MEANING THAT THE MOCHIN OF 
CHOCHMAH WAS REVEALED IN IT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF 
SIGHT EVEN THOUGH ESSENTIALLY IT IS THE SECRET OF 
CHASSADIM.
 

 

369. That sound HAD THREE COLUMNS AND adjured each one of 
Yisrael, and said to him, 'Accept me upon you with this many 
commandments of the Torah,' WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE 
RIGHT COLUMN. They said, 'Yes,' and it turned upside down, rolled 
over him, and adjured him saying, 'Accept me upon you with this 
many punishments of the Torah,' WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE 
LEFT COLUMN. And he would say yes. Afterwards, that sound 
returned and kissed him on his mouth. This is what is meant by: "Let 
him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth" (Shir Hashirim 1:2), FOR 
THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND THE ASPECT 
OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT.
 

 

370. Yisrael saw everything at that time within one light, NAMELY 
MALCHUT, which received within itself all the other lights, WHICH 
ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. They longed to see it. The 
Holy One, blessed be He, said to them, The light that you saw at 
Mount Sinai that received all these colored lights, to which you 
aspired, WHICH IS MALCHUT, you shall receive it and take it to you. 
The colors that the light receives are gold, WHICH IS GVURAH, 
silver, WHICH IS CHESED, brass, WHICH IS TIFERET, ETC. WHICH IS 
THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS.
 

 

371. Another explanation OF THE PASSAGE: "Let him kiss me with 
the kisses of his mouth": What did King Solomon see that he 
brought words of love between the Upper World, WHICH IS ZEIR 
ANPIN, and the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT? The beginning of 
the praise of love that he brought among them is "Let him kiss me." 
HE ANSWERS: We have learned that there is not love of the cleaving 
of spirit with spirit except through kissing, and kissing is with the 
mouth, which is the spring of the spirit (or: 'breath') and its outlet. 
When they kiss each other, the spirits cleave one unto the other and 
become one, and then it is one love.
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372. In the book of Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) the first, it is said 
about this passage that a kiss of love spreads in four directions, the 
four directions join together, and they are in the secret of Faith, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT. THE FOUR DIRECTIONS come through four 
letters, from which are the letters which form the Holy Name. The 
upper and lower originate from them, and the praise of Shir Hashirim 
come from them. Who are they? They are THE FOUR LETTERS OF 
Ahavah (Aleph-Hei-Bet-Hei, =love), they are a supernal Chariot, 
CHESED AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, and they are the 
connection and cleaving and perfection of everything.
 

 

373. These FOUR letters, ALEPH, HEI, BET, AND HEI, are four spirits. 
They are the FOUR spirits of love and joy of all the limbs of the body 
without any sadness at all. For when the four spirits are in a kiss, 
each one is combined with the other, MEANING THE SPIRIT OF ZEIR 
ANPIN IS COMBINED WITH MALCHUT AND THE SPIRIT OF 
MALCHUT IS COMBINED WITH ZEIR ANPIN. When this spirit is 
included in the other spirit and the other spirit is included in this 
spirit, they become IN EACH ONE two spirits united, MEANING THE 
ESSENTIAL SPIRIT AND THE OTHER WHICH IS INCLUDED IN IT. 
Then they join in one cleaving and they are four in all, TWO OF ZEIR 
ANPIN AND TWO OF MALCHUT. They flow between each other and 
are included together.
  

374. When THEIR LIGHT spreads TO THIS WORLD, these four spirits 
produced one fruit, which is a spirit composed of four spirits. This 
one ascends AGAIN and splits firmaments until it ascends and sits 
near a certain sanctuary called 'the Sanctuary of Love', the 
sanctuary from whence every love comes. That spirit is also called 
'love' and when it rises, it stimulates that sanctuary to become 
joined above.
 

 

375. The four letters correspond to the four spirits MENTIONED 
ABOVE, and they are THE FOUR LETTERS Ahavah (Aleph-Hei-Bet-
Hei, =love), BECAUSE THE SPIRIT OF ZEIR ANPIN IS ALEPH AND 
THE SPIRIT OF MALCHUT THAT IS INCLUDED IN ZEIR ANPIN IS HEI. 
THE SPIRIT OF MALCHUT IS HEI AND THE SPIRIT OF ZEIR ANPIN 
THAT IS INCLUDED IN MALCHUT IS BET, and their fruit is CALLED 
'love', AS MENTIONED EARLIER. When they join with each other, 
ZEIR ANPIN WITH MALCHUT IN THE JOINING OF KISSING, they are 
aroused, the one to the aspect of the other. THE SPIRIT OF 
MALCHUT BECOMES STIMULATED AND INCLUDED IN THE SPIRIT 
OF ZEIR ANPIN AND the other to the aspect of the former. THE 
SPIRIT OF ZEIR ANPIN BECOMES INCLUDED IN THE SPIRIT OF 
MALCHUT AND, THEREFORE, ALEPH WHICH IS THE SPIRIT OF 
ZEIR ANPIN, immediately produces Hei, WHICH IS THE SPIRIT OF 
MALCHUT THAT IS COMBINED WITH HIM, and joins with that Aleph 
with cleaving and love. And two other letters become aroused: Hei, 
WHICH IS THE SPIRIT OF MALCHUT, with Bet, WHICH IS THE SPIRIT 
OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS INCLUDED IN MALCHUT. Spirits are 
included in spirits with the cleaving of love, and these letters ALEPH-
HEI-BET-HEI fly from them, AND THEY COME with that spirit that 
ascends AS MENTIONED ABOVE, WHICH IS THEIR FRUIT. 
THEREFORE, IT IS NAMED 'LOVE' AFTER THEM and they become 
adorned with it properly, AND IT IS INCLUDED IN THOSE FOUR 
SPIRITS.
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376. After that, love rises, MEANING THE SPIRIT THAT IS BORN 
FROM THE FOUR SPIRITS OF THE KISSES, and is combined with all 
those four spirits. It meets a supernal minister, the officer that is 
appointed over 1,990 firmaments. He is appointed over the flows that 
are drawn from the thirteen rivers of the pure balsam trees that are 
drawn from the supernal dew. And those flows, WHICH ARE THE 
SECRET OF THE LIGHTS OF CHASSADIM, are called 'many waters'. 
When the spirit meets that officer of the camps, he stands against it 
but cannot detain it, so it, THE RIVERS OF PURE BALSAM, crosses 
over through them until it enters the sanctuary of love.
 

 

377. Referring to this, Solomon said at the end of his praise OF SHIR 
HASHIRIM, "Many waters cannot quench love" (Shir Hashirim 8:7). 
"Many waters": These are the supernal waters that are drawn from 
the supernal dew, MEANING THE MANY CHASSADIM, while "nor can 
the floods drown it" (Ibid.) are the rivers of pure balsam which are 
thirteen AND ALL THOSE DO NOT EXTINGUISH THE GREAT LOVE 
OF THE RIGHT TO THE LEFT, AS MENTIONED EARLIER. That 
minister is an angel, a messenger from Hashem, and he is the head 
of the camps that puts crowns to his Master. It is the secret of 
Ach'tariel, who fashions crowns for his Master with the engraved 
Name Yud Hei Vav Hei Yah Tzva'ot.
 

 

378. When the spirit enters the sanctuary of love, the love of the 
supernal kisses OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, is 
aroused, as it is written: "And Jacob kissed Rachel" (Beresheet 
29:11), so that the kisses of the Supernal Love will be done properly. 
These kisses are the beginning of the arousal of every love, cleaving 
and bond of above. Therefore, the beginning of the praise of this 
song is "Let him kiss me."
 

 

379. HE QUESTIONS: To whom was it said "Let him kiss me"? HE 
ANSWERS: It is that which is concealed in a most high concealment, 
WHICH IS SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA THAT ARE BOTH CALLED 
'ABA'. If you ask: Yet the most concealed of all, WHICH IS ARICH 
ANPIN SUPERNAL, whence are all the kisses, does He kiss 
downwards TOWARDS MALCHUT? Come and see the most 
concealed of all, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN. There is no one who 
knows it, and it revealed of itself one delicate and concealed light, 
WHICH IS ABA, that was not revealed except for one delicate path 
that spread from it TO ILLUMINATE IMA. This is the light that 
illuminates everything. It is the stimulator of all the supernal secrets 
and is concealed. Sometimes it is concealed and sometimes 
revealed, even though it is not revealed at all, and the awakening of 
the rising of kisses depends on it. It is concealed; THEREFORE, the 
praise starts in a concealed way THAT HE SAYS, "LET HIM KISS ME 
WITH THE KISSES OF HIS MOUTH," WHICH IS IN THE THIRD 
PERSON.
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380. HE QUESTIONS: The KISSES are dependent upon ABA, IF SO 
what is Jacob doing here, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, if the kisses are 
dependent upon ABA, AND WHY DOES IT SAY "AND JACOB KISSES 
RACHEL"? HE ANSWERS: But certainly it is so, THAT JACOB IS 
THE ONE WHO KISSES, because "Let him kiss me" ALLUDES TO 
that which is concealed above, WHICH IS ABA. But in what way? 
Through that supernal Chariot from which all the colors originate 
and to which they are all attached. This is Jacob, MEANING ZEIR 
ANPIN, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT THE COLORS OF 
RIGHT AND LIGHT ARE COMBINED IN HIM, AND HIS CHESED, 
GVURAH AND TIFERET ARE A SUPERNAL CHARIOT. As we have 
said, this will be done with the cleaving with which the King, WHO IS 
ABA, cleaves to his son, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. HE IS CALLED 'HIS 
SON', IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET OF THE PASSAGE: 
"WHAT IS HIS NAME, AND WHAT IS HIS SON'S NAME, IF YOU CAN 
TELL" (MISHLEI 30:4). THUS THE ONE WHO KISSES IS JACOB BUT 
HE DRAWS THEM FROM ABA, TO WHOM HE IS ATTACHED. 
Therefore, it is written: "From the kisses of his mouth" (Shir 
Hashirim 1:2), WHICH IS IN THE THIRD CONCEALED PERSON, 
BECAUSE IT ALLUDES TO ABA WHO IS CONCEALED.
 

 

381. "For your loves are better than wine" (Ibid.). THE PASSAGE 
returns to the sun ZEIR ANPIN HIMSELF, AND THEREFORE SPEAKS 
IN SECOND PERSON, WHICH IS REVEALED, for it illuminates the 
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, from the light of the upper luminaries. It 
takes the light from all of them and illuminates upon the moon. 
These lights that are attached in it, from which place do they 
illuminate? THE PASSAGE repeats and says, "Than (also: 'from') 
wine", MEANING from that preserved wine, from that wine which is 
the delight of all the delights. What is that wine that gives life and 
delight to everyone? This is living Elohim, WHICH IS BINAH, which is 
the wine that gives life and happiness to all, AND IT IS THE 
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS DRAWN FROM THE LEFT 
COLUMN OF BINAH THAT IS COMBINED WITH THE RIGHT.
  

382. Another EXPLANATION of "from wine": It is from that name that 
is called Yud Hei Vav Hei, MEANING Yud Hei Vav Hei FULLY SPELT 
WITH YUDS, WHICH NUMERICALLY EQUALS 72, WHICH IS THE 
SECRET OF SEVENTY JUDGES OF THE SANHEDRIN AND TWO 
WITNESSES, SEVENTY BEING THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF YAYIN 
(ENG. 'WINE'). For this is the wine of joy, love, and Mercy, from 
which all illuminate and rejoice. The friends came and kissed RABBI 
YOSI on his head.
 

 

383. Rabbi Shimon wept and said: I know for sure that the Holy Spirit 
pulsates and throbs in you. Blessed is this generation, for there will 
not be another generation like it until the time when King Messiah 
comes, when the Torah returns to its original glory. Blessed are the 
righteous in this world and in the World to Come.
 

 

 
 
34. "And this is the offering" 
Rabbi Elazar tells us that the passage, "And this is the offering, which you shall take of them," is difficult to understand both in the literal meaning 
and the hidden one. And indeed the explanatory text seems to confuse it further. First, correspondences are drawn between angels, Michael, 
Gabriel, Uriel and Raphael (Boel when he is in the Seat of Judgment), protecting angels, Attending Serafim, and the gold, silver, brass, blue, purple, 
scarlet and all of the other offerings. Each of these also has aspects of the Sfirot. We read of "oil of the light" and "oil for the light," which are the 
luminaries of the upper world, which is male and dominates by day, and the lower world which is female and dominates by night. We read of the 
seven types of gold, and of silver and brass, and again of the other offerings in the context of the Sfirot. And we learn that it is gold which 
predominates. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
These verses delve deeply into the mysteries of the Torah, for the literal text is devoid of practical meaning and filled with contradiction. 
Accordingly, we acquire the consciousness and powers of observation to penetrate beyond the surface level of our existence. On a cosmic scale, all 
is now revealed: the hidden meaning of life, the cause behind the effect, the seed that precedes the tree, the beauty beneath the surface, and the 
secrets of the Torah. No longer can life seem as senseless and contradictory as the illusory stories of the Torah.
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384. "And this is the offering, which you shall take of them" (Shemot 
25:3). Rabbi Elazar said: We have established this passage and we 
have already learned its secrets, THAT OFFERING IS THE SECRET 
OF MALCHUT, AS MENTIONED. But the secret OF: "AND THIS IS 
THE OFFERING" I have learned this way and the passages are 
difficult. If they are interpreted according to the secret of below, 
MEANING ACCORDING TO THE LITERAL MEANING, they are 
conflicting, but if according to the secret of above, THAT OFFERING 
MEANS THE SHECHINAH, they are not clear. BECAUSE IT IS 
WRITTEN, "Speak to the children of Yisrael that they bring Me an 
offering" (Shemot 25:2) and this is understood, FOR THE PURPOSE 
IS THAT IT IS NOT BY THEM, BUT THEY HAVE TO BRING IT. 
AFTERWARDS IT IS SAID, "OF EVERY MAN WHOSE HEART 
PROMPTS HIM TO GIVE you shall take My offering" is difficult, FOR 
HERE IT SEEMS THAT THE OFFERING IS ALREADY IN THEIR 
POSSESSION AND OTHERS HAVE TO TAKE IT FROM THE 
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL. AND SO ALSO THE PASSAGE: "And this is 
the offering which you shall take of them" is difficult, FOR IT ALSO 
MEANS THAT THE OFFERING IS ALREADY IN THEIR POSSESSION. 
Everything is DIFFICULT for certain, both above and below, 
NAMELY, BOTH ACCORDING TO THE LITERAL MEANING AND THE 
HIDDEN. EVEN ACCORDING TO THE LITERAL MEANING IT IS 
DIFFICULT, FOR FIRST IT SAYS THAT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL 
SHOULD BRING, AND AFTERWARDS IT SAYS THAT YOU SHALL 
TAKE OF THEM.
 

 

385. HE ANSWERS: This is the explanation of, "That they bring Me 
an offering." Who? The children of Yisrael. "Of every man": These 
are the supernal angels above, for MALCHUT is an offering (Heb. 
trumah) to them, MEANING A RAISING (HEB. HARAMAH), for they 
are constantly raising it before the supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN. They 
raise it to be united with the supernal King, WHICH IS THE SECRET 
OF THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES THAT CARRY THE THRONE, 
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FOUR ANGELS, MICHAEL, 
GAVRIEL, URIEL, AND REFAEL. When Yisrael are righteous, they 
take THE SHECHINAH from above THE ANGELS, and bring Her 
down. This is the meaning of: "Of every man whose heart prompts 
him to give." Who are they? They are these four, NAMELY MICHAEL, 
GAVRIEL, URIEL, AND REFAEL, who raised Her above. "WHOSE 
HEART PROMPTS HIM TO GIVE" MEANS that that heart, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, favors them and that offering, WHICH IS THE 
SHECHINAH, is carried by them.
 

 

386. Even though THE SHECHINAH stands over them and dwells 
upon them, ON THE ANGELS, "you shall take" Her from them to 
lower Her down. And how? In this time, WE LOWER HER with good 
deeds, with prayers and beseeching, and by fulfilling the 
commandments of the Torah. At that time, WHEN THE TABERNACLE 
WAS BEING BUILT, it was through the colors, GOLD, SILVER...that 
appear below similar to above, MEANING LIKE THE SUPERNAL 
SFIROT, and other services. These colors draw below that offering, 
WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, and the colors of below triumph over 
the colors of above, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT. The colors OF 
BELOW drew the colors OF ABOVE and they entered, these into 
those, and those OF BELOW became the body for those OF ABOVE. 
Referring to this, it is written: "You shall take of them."
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387. Gold that is comprised in Gavriel is gold above, MEANING THE 
SFIRAH GVURAH, and Gavriel takes it below. This gold is divided 
below into seven types of gold, WHICH ARE GREENISH GOLD, THE 
GOLD OF OPHIR, SHEBA GOLD, PRECIOUS GOLD, PURE GOLD, 
BERYL GOLD. Silver is above, MEANING THE SFIRAH OF CHESED, 
and is comprised in Michael below and they dwell upon each other. 
Brass is above, NAMELY THE SFIRAH TIFERET, and it emerges from 
gold, FOR TIFERET EMERGES FROM GVURAH. Gold and fire 
pertains to the same mystery, AS BOTH ARE GVURAH, and the fire 
produced brass, and because of this power and strength, fiery 
serpents were spread that emerged from fire. Therefore, brass is red 
like fire, is comprised in Uriel and becomes a body for him.
 

 

388. Blue dwells in both brass and gold, WHICH INCLUDES THE 
JUDGMENTS IN TIFERET WHICH IS BRASS AND IN GVURAH WHICH 
IS GOLD. It prevails on two sides; THEREFORE, blue is severe IN 
JUDGMENTS, and none can rule to transform it into life. IF HE SEES 
THE COLOR BLUE IN HIS DREAM, it is the seat of Judgment where 
severe Judgment dwells. It is THE ANGEL Boel, as it is written: "And 
an El who has indignation every day" (Tehilim 7:12). When people 
repent in complete repentance, his name returns to Refael, because 
remedy is prepared for them from that severe Judgment.
 

 

389. Purple is gold and silver, WHICH ARE GVURAH AND CHESED, 
that returned to be combined together, WHICH ARE Michael and 
Gavriel that are combined and fitted together. It is written: "He 
makes peace in His high places" (Iyov 25:2). Because they are fitted 
together, they become one body, WHICH IS PURPLE. AND IT 
CORRESPONDS TO THE SFIRAH NETZACH, BECAUSE IN 
NETZACH, GVURAH AND CHESED RULE TOGETHER.
 

 

390. Scarlet is above IN THE SFIRAH HOD and comprised BELOW in 
Uriel, as we said earlier, THAT THE ONE BECOMES A BODY FOR 
THE OTHER so as to be attached to blue and purple, WHICH ARE 
MALCHUT AND NETZACH. Linen is above IN THE SFIRAH OF 
YESOD and is comprised, AS WE SAID, in the secret of Refael. AND 
THE ONE BECOMES A BODY FOR THE OTHER, so as to be attached 
to silver and gold, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH.
  

391. Until here is the secret of the seven pillars of above, WHICH 
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, AS 
MENTIONED EARLIER, within seven pillars of below, WHICH ARE 
GOLD AND SILVER AND BRASS, ETC. shell within shell, MEANING 
THAT THEY ARE COVERED BY EACH OTHER AND THOSE OF 
BELOW BECOME A COVERING OVER THESE OF ABOVE as a 
protection. We have established that these seven PILLARS are inner 
side of the inner, MEANING THAT THEY ARE ALL INTERNAL, and 
goats' hair is a cover to the inner, MEANING THAT IT IS EXTERNAL.
 

 

392. "And rams' skins dyed red" (Shemot 25:5): These are the 
protecting angels, WHO PROTECT AGAINST THE OTHER SIDE and 
have eyes that blaze flames of fire, as it is written: "And his eyes like 
torches of fire" (Daniel 10:6). They are called 'firmaments' and are 
outside, within the covering (Heb. Klipah). "And badgers' 
skins" (Shemot 25:5): These are inside in the holy side and they are 
joined in Holiness, yet are not attached as we said.
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393. "And acacia wood" (Ibid.): We have established that they are 
attending Serafim, as it is written: "Serafim stood above 
him" (Yeshayah 6:2), FOR THEY ARE IN THE WORLD BRIYAH. HE 
QUESTIONS: What is the meaning of: "above him"? HE ANSWERS: It 
is above that covering, MEANING THAT NO KLIPAH DOMINATES 
THEM BY BEING ABOVE THEM, AND THE JUDGMENTS DO NOT 
BLEMISH ABOVE THE PLACE OF THEIR EXISTENCE, SO THEY ARE 
IN THE SECRET OF ACACIA WOOD. If you ask whether this passage 
refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, and THAT "ABOVE HIM" 
MEANS ABOVE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IT IS NOT SO. For 
we have learned: "I saw Hashem" (Ibid. 1). The particle 'Et (Eng. 
'the')' is exact, WHICH MEANS THAT HE SAW MALCHUT THAT IS 
CALLED 'ET'. Similar to this, it is written in this passage: "And His 
train filled the temple" (Ibid.). 'Et (the)' is exact, in that it came to 
include that Klipah, MEANING THAT HIS TRAIN FILLS AND ANNULS 
THAT KLIPAH THAT CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT THAT IS 
CALLED 'ET'. Since it said AND MENTIONED the secret of that 
Klipah, it wrote: "Serafim stood above him" MEANING above that 
Klipah.
 

 

394. "Oil for the light" (Shemot 25:6): This is the oil of supernal 
greatness that comes from above, FROM ABA AND IMA. There are 
two kinds of oil and they are two LEVELS. One is above, IN ABA AND 
IMA, and is called 'Oil of the light' and one below is called 'oil for the 
light'. Oil of the light is supernal, THAT THE OIL is assuredly always 
in it and never stops. It is always full with holy oil, and all the 
blessings and all the lights and all the candles are all blessed and 
illuminate from there. "Oil for the light" IS MALCHUT that is 
sometimes full and sometimes not.
 

 

395. Also, IT CAN BE EXPLAINED, for we have learned that it is 
written: "And Elohim made the two great luminaries..." (Beresheet 
1:16), even though the friends have established it and it is so. Yet 
these two great luminaries are the oil of the light and oil for the light, 
which are the Upper World, ZEIR ANPIN, and the Lower World, 
MALCHUT, for the one is male and the other female. Every time male 
and female come together, they are referred to in the masculine 
form. The Upper World is called 'great' and, because of it, the 
attached Lower World is included in it and is also called 'great'. 
THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "THE TWO GREAT LUMINARIES."
 

 

396. When they are separated from each other, each one individually 
is referred to in a proper way for it; this one is called 'great' and this 
one is called 'small'. The early sages said that a person should 
rather be a tail to lions than a head to foxes, because when 
MALCHUT stood among the lions, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF 
ATZILUT, She is named entirely as the lions, as the tail of a lion is 
yet a lion inseparably. If MALCHUT is among the foxes, WHICH ARE 
THE SFIROT OF BRIYAH, MEANING AFTER SHE WAS LESSENED 
AND DESCENDED TO BRIYAH, even though She is the head OF THE 
FOX, the head of the fox is yet a fox inseparably and is called 'a fox', 
BECAUSE SHE BECOMES CROWN OF BRIYAH.
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397. This is the secret OF: 'OIL OF THE LIGHT,' because WHEN ZEIR 
ANPIN AND MALCHUT SAT TOGETHER at first, they were called 'the 
two great luminaries', even though MALCHUT was the tail to the 
above, ZEIR ANPIN. When MALCHUT separated from the above, to 
be the head to the foxes so to speak, she is called 'small'. According 
to this secret, the oil of the light never stops and abides in the Upper 
level to dominate by day, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. "Oil for the light": 
HIS LIGHT is interrupted and is called 'small', and dominates at 
night, MEANING MALCHUT.
 

 

398. IT IS WRITTEN: "SPICES FOR THE ANOINTING OIL, AND FOR 
THE SWEET INCENSE" (SHEMOT 25:6), MEANING five KINDS OF 
spices are put into the oil and FIVE INTO the incense, even though it 
is one. THAT IS, IT SEEMS FROM THE PASSAGE THAT THERE IS 
ONE KIND OF SPICE FOR THE ANOINTING OIL AND FOR THE 
SWEET INCENSE, YET STILL IN ALL they are two DISTINCTIVE 
KINDS OF SPICES, FIVE KINDS FOR THE OIL, WHICH ARE THE 
BEST SPICES: PURE MYRRH, SWEET CINNAMON, SWEET 
CALAMUS, AND CASSIA. THE FIVE KINDS FOR INCENSE ARE 
STORAX, ONYCHA, GALBANUM, SWEET SPICES, AND PURE 
FRANKINCENSE, AND THE SWEET SPICES COMPRISE THEM ALL 
BUT ARE NOT COUNTED. And it is all one, FOR THEY UNITE AND 
BECOME ONE. "Onyx stones..." (Shemot 25:7): they are altogether 
thirteen, MEANING TWELVE STONES TO BE SET AND THE ONYX 
STONES EQUAL THIRTEEN. They are the adornments of the 
tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THAT BECOME ADORNED IN THE 
SECRET OF THIRTEEN, WHICH RECEIVES FROM THE TWELVE 
ACRONYMS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI OF ZEIR ANPIN WITH THE 
INCLUSION.
 

 

399. Let us return to the original subject. We have learned that there 
are seven kinds of gold. And if you ask: Gold is Judgment, MEANING 
GVURAH, and silver is Mercy, WHICH IS CHESED, yet gold has risen 
above it, MEANING THAT THE JUDGMENT HAS BEEN SWEETENED 
SO MUCH THAT GVURAH IS MORE VALUABLE THAN CHESED. It is 
not so and assuredly gold is more important than all of them. Yet 
gold is mentioned in the ordinary meaning, AND NOT THAT IT HAS 
RISEN MORE THAN CHESED THOUGH SWEETENING. That is 
supernal Gold, MEANING BINAH BECAUSE OF THE GVURAH THAT 
IS IN IT, which is the seventh of all kinds of gold. This is the gold that 
lights and glistens before the eyes. THE SIX LOWER KINDS OF 
SILVER ARE IN ZEIR ANPIN AND, BECAUSE OF this, when it 
emerges to the world, one who acquires it hides it by him. From that, 
all types of gold emerge and are drawn.
 

 

400. When is something that is called 'gold' so called? It is when it is 
lit by the shining light and rises in glory of fear, WHICH ARE THE 
JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT COLUMN THAT WERE SWEETENED 
AND BECAME THE CAUSES OF THE DRAWING OF CHOCHMAH 
AND THE FEAR WAS TURNED TO BE REST AND GLORY. It abides in 
supernal joy, to make the lower ones rejoice WITH ITS LIGHT. When 
it is in Judgment, MEANING UNDER THE DOMINATION OF THE LEFT 
ONLY, MEANING when it is changed from the color GOLD to the 
color blue or black or red, then it is under severe Judgment. But gold 
is in joy and is found when the fear ascends to joy, AS MENTIONED 
ABOVE, and with the arousing of joy.
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401. Silver is lower THAN GOLD, FOR IT IS the secret of the right arm 
OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS CHESED, because the supernal Head is of 
gold, THAT IS BINAH AS MENTIONED, as it is written: "You are this 
head of gold" (Daniel 2:38) and "its breast and its arms of 
silver" (Ibid. 32). When the silver is complete, it is included in the 
gold. This is the secret of: "Apples of gold in ornaments of 
silver" (Mishlei 25:11). So we find that when the silver reverts to 
gold, MEANING THAT THE SILVER ORNAMENTS BECOME GOLD, its 
place is perfected. Therefore, SINCE THE GOLD IS BINAH, there are 
seven types of gold, BECAUSE BINAH COMPRISES THE LOWER 
SEVEN SFIROT.
 

 

402. Brass comes from gold and changes TO BECOME inferior to it, 
because it is the left arm, NAMELY GVURAH, and blue is the left 
thigh, NAMELY HOD. Scarlet is the right thigh, NAMELY NETZACH, 
and is combined in the left. And linen is the river that is drawn and 
flows, WHICH IS YESOD AND IS CALLED 'LINEN (HEB. SHESH)', 
because it takes AND COMBINES IN ITSELF all the six (Heb. shishah) 
extremities. It is similar below, IN MALCHUT, AND ALSO ALLUDES 
TO HER SFIROT. We have already established it and learned it. AND 
THIS IS DIFFERENT FROM WHAT WAS EXPLAINED ABOVE.
 

 

403. There are here seven of Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH THAT 
INCLUDES THE SIX SIDES OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ARE GOLD, 
SILVER, BRASS, BLUE, PURPLE, AND SCARLET. These are the 
seven of Sabbatical year, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT ALSO 
INCLUDES THESE SEVEN KINDS THAT CORRESPOND TO BINAH 
AND THE SIX SIDES, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD 
AND YESOD, AS MENTIONED. Even though they are six, EXCEPT 
FOR BINAH, they are thirteen with the seventh, WHICH IS BINAH, 
NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD 
OF ZEIR ANPIN AND CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD 
AND YESOD OF MALCHUT WHICH ARE TWELVE, AND BINAH 
HERSELF, which is the head over them, equals thirteen. The head 
that is placed on the whole body below, IN MALCHUT, and the head 
that stands over all the limbs of the body OF ZEIR ANPIN, is of gold. 
What is the difference BETWEEN THE HEAD THAT IS ON ZEIR 
ANPIN AND THE HEAD OF MALCHUT? IT IS because the supernal 
Gold THAT IS ON ZEIR ANPIN is in a concealed secret, and its name 
is pure (lit. 'closed') gold, BECAUSE IT IS closed and concealed from 
everything. Therefore, it is called 'closed', for it is closed to the eye, 
that cannot take hold of it. BUT the lower gold THAT IS IN MALCHUT 
is more revealed and is named greenish gold. THE END OF THIS 
PARAGRAPH IS MISSING AND IS FOUND IN THE NEW ZOHAR.
 

 

 
 
35. Moses, Aaron and Samuel 
Moses, Aaron and Samuel, we learn here, were three faithful prophets who served in priesthood. Zacharia and Jeremiah were also priests and 
prophets but did not merit the high supernal level of Aaron. We are reminded that Moses was able to call and God would answer him immediately. 
Samuel was similarly blessed, and, being very young, also merited the level of youth. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
We read here of the faithful prophets of a long ago time, and in doing so, we receive the gift of prophecy. Prophecy, viewed through the lens of 
Kabbalah, is understood as the ability to perceive the future consequences of our present deeds. Thus, as we reflect upon the names of the 
prophets, our spiritual awareness and foresight are magnified so that we have vision to always see the end in the beginning; this leads to courage to 
offer compassion to our friends and foes, and wisdom to refrain from intolerance. 
In turn, we are granted a prophetic vision of our immediate future: It is blessed with global peace and tranquillity through a miraculously merciful 
redemption that exemplifies and honors the sanctity of the Zohar. And though many parallel universes exist, some with pain, others with 
compassion, it is this universe of peaceful redemption that now becomes our reality.
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404. HERE, THE BEGINNING OF THE ESSAY IS MISSING AND IT IS 
IN THE NEW ZOHAR, END OF TRUMAH PG. 43, WHERE IT IS SAID 
THAT AARON MERITED PRIESTHOOD AND PROPHECY AS NO 
OTHER PRIEST MERITED. AND HE ASKS: YET ZECHARIAH WAS A 
PRIEST AND A PROPHET, AS IT SAYS CONCERNING HIM, "SHALL 
PRIEST AND PROPHET BE SLAIN IN THE SANCTUARY OF 
ADONAI" (EICHAH 2:20)? HIS ANSWER IS WRITTEN HERE: It was 
for that time AND NOT FOR ALL GENERATIONS, as written, "And the 
spirit of Elohim came upon Zechariah...WHY DO YOU TRANSGRESS 
THE COMMANDMENT OF HASHEM?" (II Divrei Hayamim 24:20), 
MEANING ONLY TEMPORARILY. If you ask: What about Jeremiah, of 
whom it is written: "Before I formed you in the belly I knew 
you" (Yirmeyah 1:5)? SO WE SEE THAT HE WAS A PRIEST AND 
PROPHET, and so there are others, AND NOT ONLY AARON. HE 
ANSWERS: But they all did not merit prophecy and priesthood like 
Aaron, because Aaron merited supernal prophecy above all the other 
priests and he merited supernal priesthood above them all, BEING A 
HIGH PRIEST.
 

 

405. Moses merited prophecy and served in supernal priesthood, 
NAMELY, DURING THE SEVEN DAYS OF CONSECRATION AND SO 
ALSO Samuel merited them both, AS IT IS SAID ABOUT HIM: "AND 
SAMUEL TOOK A SUCKING LAMB, AND OFFERED IT FOR A BURNT 
OFFERING" (I SHMUEL 7:9). Just as Moses would call and the Holy 
One, blessed be He, would answer him immediately, it is also written 
of Samuel: "Is it not wheat harvest today? I will call to Hashem, that 
He shall send thunder and rain" (I Shmuel 12:17), yet he did not rise 
to such a high level as Moses. As Aaron served before the Holy One, 
blessed be He, Samuel also served before the Holy One, blessed be 
He, but did not ascend to highest service, TO BE A HIGH PRIEST, 
like Aaron.
 

 

406. The theory is this: There were three who were faithful prophets 
and served in priesthood: Moses is one, Aaron is one, and Samuel is 
one. If you say that Samuel did not continue in priesthood but there 
was another who served in priesthood, who is Jeremiah, WHO WAS 
A PRIEST, it is not so, for it is written: "Of the priests who were in 
Anatot" (Yirmeyah 1:1). He was of the priests but he did not serve IN 
THE PRIESTHOOD. But Samuel served in the days of Eli, AS IT IS 
WRITTEN: "AND THE CHILD SAMUEL MINISTERED TO HASHEM 
BEFORE ELI" (I SHMUEL 3:1) and Moses SERVED one time, namely 
all the seven days of consecration.
 

 

407. Samuel merited the LEVEL OF youth, WHICH IS THE SECRET 
OF THE MOCHIN OF THE SMALL FACE OF THE CHERUBS, as it is 
written: "And the child was young" (I Shmuel 1:24). "And Samuel 
served...BEING A CHILD GIRDED..." (I Shmuel 2:18). Since he stood 
in this level, certainly he was like Moses and Aaron, for one who 
took the level of youth and merited it, merits the highest levels that 
Moses and Aaron merited.
 

 

 
 
36. "Gold, and silver, and brass" 
The serpent is spoken of in this passage as both the instigator of evil and also the judgment of evil. Like good, evil is thus also its own reward. The 
brass from which Moses fashioned the serpent is indicative of a mixed nature, since it is not pure as are silver and gold. The word 'serpent' is from 
the same root as the word brass, and it explains why Moses made the serpent of brass when commanded by God only to make a fiery serpent. We 
are told that the cherubs are made of gold, and the tabernacle of gold and silver and bronze. All these symbolic metals have their meanings in the 
left and right and central columns. The serpent is always ready to do evil, Adam sinned and was driven from the Garden of Eden because of its 
influence. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
As brass is a mixture of metals, not as pure as are gold and silver, man is a mixture of good and evil. The spiritual force emitted here generates 
thrust, unalterably tilting the scales of human nature toward the side of good, subjugating our evil tendencies and unleashing the power of our soul. 
The serpent (The Satan) is both a global phenomenon and a distinct part of our being. They are connected. Hence, as we lay waste to the influence 
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of our inner Evil Inclination, we annihilate the universal serpent concurrently, thereby abolishing darkness from the world.

408. The Cherubs were of gold, as we have established, because 
they are from the side of gold, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF FEAR 
THAT CHANGED INTO GLORY. Neither silver nor any other color is 
mixed in with them. This is greenish gold, NAMELY THE GOLD THAT 
IS AT THE HEAD OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED THUS. In the 
tabernacle, the colors gold and silver are mixed in order to go 
together, FOR SILVER AND GOLD ARE THEN RIGHT AND LEFT 
COMBINED WITH EACH OTHER, so that the supernal secret shall be 
in one. Also MIXED with them is brass, WHICH IS TIFERET, to be 
with them and to go with them to all the sides, NAMELY ALL THREE 
COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT, CENTRAL, so that there will be perfection 
in all of them as one, as it is written: "Gold, and silver, and 
brass" (Shemot 25:3).
 

 

409. Another explanation for "Gold, and silver" is that gold reverts to 
silver and silver reverts to gold, FOR THE RIGHT COLUMN WHICH IS 
SILVER IS COMBINED IN THE LEFT COLUMN WHICH IS GOLD AND 
SIMILARLY GOLD WITH SILVER. It is all combined together and in 
one place. They have returned into three colors. When joy is needed 
and not Judgment, it is gold, LEFT COLUMN. When Mercy is needed, 
MEANING CHESED, it is silver, RIGHT SIDE. And when the severity 
of Judgment is needed, IN ORDER TO SUBDUE THE LEFT SO THAT 
IT SHOULD UNITE WITH THE RIGHT, IT IS brass, WHICH IS THE 
SECRET OF TIFERET, THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
 

 

410. This is how Moses viewed the work of the brass serpent, for it is 
written: "And Moses made a serpent of brass" (Bemidbar 21:9). He 
knew the place of the melting of the gold, MEANING THE 
SUBJUGATION OF THE LEFT SIDE TO THE RIGHT THROUGH THE 
JUDGMENTS OF that brass, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, 
because the serpent (Heb. nachash) is derived from brass (Heb. 
nechoshet). He knew its place, because the Holy One, blessed be He, 
just told him to make a fiery serpent, yet he made a brass serpent, as 
is written: "And Moses made a serpent of brass." What is the reason?
 

 

411. HE ANSWERS: Hashem knew that was the essence of the 
matter, because it was first written, "And Hashem sent venomous 
serpents (lit. 'fiery serpents and snakes') among the people" (Ibid. 6), 
and: "Venomous serpents (Heb. 'nachash and saraf')" (Devarim 
8:15), because their origin was the PRIMORDIAL serpent. Since 
Moses knew the essence and root and foundation of that place, he 
made a serpent and laid his hands upon it. What is the reason? 
Because Yisrael sinned with their tongue, JUST LIKE THE SERPENT, 
as it is written: "And the people spoke against Elohim, and against 
Moses" (Bemidbar 21:5). Therefore, "Hashem sent venomous 
serpents among the people."
 

 

412. Moses only followed the source, WHICH IS THE SERPENT, and 
made a brass serpent in the manner needed, because its place was 
brass. The Holy One, blessed be He, did not tell him what form to 
make it, and Moses made it from brass as was necessary for its 
place. How do we know that? For it is written: "And Moses made a 
serpent of brass, and put it upon a pole" (Ibid. 9). What is "upon a 
pole"? MEANING on that mark that is above, WHICH IS THE SECRET 
OF THE JUDGMENTS OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN WHERE THEIR 
PLACE IS.
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413. We have learned that this serpent always imitates the woman of 
valor, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The woman of harlotry, THE KLIPAH, 
wants to adorn herself similarly TO THE WOMEN OF VALOR, but 
cannot. The mark and letter of the woman of valor is the letter Hei, 
and so it befits her. The mark and letter of the woman of harlotry has 
to be similar, MEANING HEI, but she is not able to. Her letter is Kuf, 
because her letter was prepared in the same manner as the letter 
Hei, just like a monkey (Heb. kof) by humans, for he follows humans 
TO IMITATE THEM but cannot do so. In the same way, Moses made 
that serpent on the mark that befits it. It is always ready to do evil. 
Adam sinned because of it and was driven from the Garden of Eden, 
where his dwelling place resembled the dwelling place above.
 

 

 
 
37. "Let there be light" 
Rabbi Yosi explains here that the Light spoken of is concealed and illuminates only the righteous; it has no purpose in the world. Rabbi Yehuda 
says that the world is sustained by that Light which is concealed yet sown like a seed. A thread of this Light emerges wherever people are studying 
Torah. "Yet The Creator will command His steadfast love in the daytime, and in the night His song shall be with me." When Moses erected the 
tabernacle, a thread of this Light emerged to form a cloud over the Tent of Meeting, and it is what renews the Creation daily, even now. Rabbi Yosi 
then comments on, "So he set it before them, and they ate, and left some of it over, according to the word of The Creator," which, we learn, means 
that whoever hears these teachings always finds new meaning and inspiration in them. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The primordial Light spoken of in the phrase, "Let there be light," illuminates us, bringing spiritual renewal and transformation to the world. For the 
first time in human history, myriad threads of Light are drawn and woven into a blanket that envelopes, warms, and unites all mankind, as our eyes 
embrace these ancient texts that shine with such splendid spiritual power.

414. It is written, "And Elohim said, 'Let there be light': and there was 
light" (Beresheet 1:3). Rabbi Yosi said: This light was concealed and 
it is designated for the righteous in the World to Come. We have 
established this according to the words: "Light is sown for the 
righteous" (Tehilim 97:11). "For the righteous" certainly with no 
attributes, FOR IT ILLUMINATES TO THE RIGHTEOUS ABOVE AND 
TO THE RIGHTEOUS BELOW. That light did not serve a purpose in 
the world except for the first day, and afterwards was concealed and 
served no more.
 

 

415. Rabbi Yehuda said: Had it been concealed completely, the world 
could not exist even one moment, but rather it was concealed and 
sown like this seed THAT IS SOWN and it produced offspring and 
plants and fruit. The world is sustained from it. There is not even one 
day, from which nothing comes into the world to maintain 
everything, because the Holy One, blessed be He, sustains the world 
with it. A thread of that concealed light emerges wherever that 
people are occupied with Torah during the night, and it is drawn 
upon those that are occupied WITH TORAH. This is what is meant 
by: "Yet Hashem will command His steadfast love in the daytime, 
and in the night His song shall be with me" (Tehilim 42:9), as we 
have already established.
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416. On the day the tabernacle was erected below, it is written: "And 
Moses was not able to enter into the Tent of Meeting, because the 
cloud rested on it" (Shemot 40:35). What is "the cloud"? HE 
ANSWERS: A thread emerged from the side of the primordial light 
with great joy and entered the tabernacle below, and from that day 
onward it did not appear again, but it does a service in the world, in 
renewing daily the work of creation.
 

 

417. Rabbi Yosi was occupied with Torah, and Rabbi Yitzchak and 
Rabbi Chizkiyah were with him. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Behold we see 
that the work of the tabernacle is similar to the work of the creation 
of heaven and earth. The friends have already commented about 
their secrets such a tiny bit that a man cannot eat with his mouth 
and stretch his hand to his mouth and swallow, MEANING THEY 
HAVE REVEALED SUCH A SMALL AMOUNT THAT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE 
TO TASTE IT AND BE SATISFIED WITH IT.
 

 

418. Rabbi Yosi said: Let us raise up these issues before the holy 
luminary that prepares sweet dishes, just like the most concealed 
Atika Kadisha does. He prepares such dishes that there is no room 
for another to come and add salt to them. One can eat and drink and 
fill his stomach with all the delicacies in the world and still leave 
over, MEANING THAT WHEN HE HEARS THEM HE UNDERSTANDS 
THEM CLEARLY ENOUGH, YET STILL IN ALL HE WILL LEAVE OVER 
SOME AND WILL NOT DRAW EVERYTHING THAT THEY CONTAIN. 
WHENEVER HE REVIEWS THEM, HE FINDS NEW IDEAS OF WHICH 
HE WAS NOT PREVIOUSLY AWARE. Here is fulfilled: "So he set it 
before them, and they ate, and left some of it over, according to the 
word of Hashem" (II Melachim 4:44).
 

 

 
 
38. "And Hashem gave Solomon wisdom" 
Rabbi Yosi opens the discussion by saying, "And The Creator gave Solomon Wisdom, as He promised him. And there was peace between Chiram 
and Solomon; and they two made a league together." King Solomon saw that even though his generation was highly spiritualized, it was still not 
time to reveal to them all the wisdom of the Torah. Yet in the time of Rabbi Shimon, we learn, such concealed things were allowed to be revealed. 
Rabbi Yosi then worries about how future generations of the world will fare after Rabbi Shimon departs, when wise sages are few and far between, 
and when even Wisdom itself is forgotten. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The wisdom of Solomon is no longer found in the world's rulers and politicians, who make only war, not peace. By reading this passage, however, 
we summon forth Solomon's great wisdom and the piety and righteousness of Rabbi Shimon and his entire generation. This spiritual happening 
reveals to us the secret wisdom of the Torah now instead of later. This great Light removes conflict and hatred from the hearts of powerful men. It 
stirs truth and compassion in the souls of leaders, warming them to the true spiritual wisdom. And the sphere of influence of the righteous and the 
wisdom of Solomon extend to the four corners of the globe.

419. He opened the discussion saying: "And Hashem gave Solomon 
wisdom, as He promised him. And there was peace between Chiram 
and Solomon; and they two made a league together" (I Melachim 
5:26). We have learned this passage in many places, but "And 
Hashem" POINTS OUT the approval of above, ZEIR ANPIN, and 
below, MALCHUT, as one because "And Hashem" INDICATES Him, 
ZEIR ANPIN, and His court, MALCHUT. "Gave Solomon wisdom," like 
one who gives a present and gift to his friend. "As he promised 
Him": This is the perfection of wisdom in riches and peace and 
domination, as it is written, "as He promised him."
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420. "And there was peace between Chiram and Solomon." What is 
the reason? They understood each other in the vague words they 
spoke, but other people did not know how to observe them or 
understand anything. For their sake, Chiram again conceded AND 
AGREED with Solomon in all his words.
 

 

421. King Solomon looked and saw that even though that generation 
was more perfect than all the other generations, it was not the desire 
of the supernal King that so much wisdom should be revealed 
through it, and that the Torah that was concealed before it would be 
revealed. AND HE CAME and opened doors. Even though he opened, 
they are clogged except for those sages who had merit. They 
stammer in them and cannot speak about them. But it is the desire of 
the Holy One, blessed be He, that for the sake of Rabbi Shimon, 
through the generation in which he lives, concealed things should 
be revealed.
 

 

422. But I wonder about the sages of the generation. How can they 
even for one moment forsake standing before Rabbi Shimon and 
studying Torah, as long as Rabbi Shimon is in this world? In this 
generation, wisdom will not be forgotten from the world. Woe to the 
generation when he departs and sages will become fewer and 
wisdom will be forgotten from the world.
 

 

 
 
39. Blue 
Rabbi Yitzchak here relates how he once saw Rabbi Shimon speaking about the Torah, when a pillar of cloud, and a light within the pillar, appeared 
from the sky. This same thing, of course, had once been written about Moses. Rabbi Yitzchak goes on to speak of the second day of Creation, 
whose aspect is blue. On that same day, we learn, Gehenom was created, emerging from the center of the fire, and with it the emergence of black 
and filth, mire and dirt. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
When blue is an aspect of Creation, it is time for judgment. Drawing upon the merit of Moses and the immeasurable Light of Rabbi Shimon, we annul 
harsh adjudications and decrees that have been set forth against mankind. We shift the entire world to a destiny of redemption that personifies 
mercy and miracles, for this is the wish, hope, and prayer of Moses and Rabbi Shimon. And that is the great power of the Zohar.

423. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Indeed it is so, because one day I was 
going with him on the road, and he opened his mouth with Torah. I 
saw a pillar of cloud standing from above down, and there was a 
light shining in the pillar. I became very frightened, and I said, 
Blessed is the man, that this is prepared for him in this world.
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424. It is written about Moses: "And all the people saw the pillar of 
cloud stand at the door of the Tent, and all the people rose and 
worshipped, every man in his tent door" (Shemot 33:10). It was 
appropriate for Moses, who was the faithful prophet above all the 
prophets of the world. That generation that received the Torah on 
Mount Sinai saw many miracles and many mighty acts in Egypt and 
by the sea; THEREFORE, IT IS JUSTIFIED THAT THEY SEE THE 
PILLAR OF CLOUD. Here in this generation, the great merit of Rabbi 
Shimon accomplished this, that miracles should be seen through 
him.
 

 

425. "And blue" (Shemot 25:3): Rabbi Yitzchak said: Blue is from that 
fish that is in the Sea Genosar, WHICH IS THE SEA OF GALILEE, 
which is in the portion of Zvulon. This color is needed for the work of 
the tabernacle to show this color, AS IT IS WRITTEN BEFORE US.
 

 

426. He opened the discussion saying: "And Elohim said, 'Let there 
be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide water from 
water'" (Beresheet 1:6). This firmament was created on the second 
day, WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN, because the work of firmament 
is from the left side. On the second day, WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE, 
Gehenom was created, which emerges from the center of the fire of 
the left. With it, the sea was colored with the blue color, which is the 
throne of Judgment, MEANING MALCHUT WHEN IN THE ASPECT OF 
JUDGMENT.
 

 

427. This day, WHICH IS LEFT, took water which is of the right side, 
BECAUSE WATER IS CHASSADIM. These waters of the right were 
not revealed until the second day, WHICH IS LEFT. On this day OF 
THE RIGHT, WHICH IS THE FIRST DAY, the water was not revealed, 
but rather it changed, FOR THE LIGHT OF THE SIDE OF FIRE THAT 
PERTAINS TO THE LEFT WAS REVEALED IN IT, AS EXPLAINED 
BEFORE US. THAT IS because they were combined together and 
became perfumed the one by the other. AND HE EXPLAINS: The light 
of the first day was the first light of all the six lights OF THE SIX 
DAYS OF CREATION. This light was on the side of fire, as it is 
written: "And the light of Yisrael shall be for a fire" (Yeshayah 10:17). 
That light ESSENTIALLY is right, and is combined with fire, WHICH 
IS LEFT.
  

428. The first day of these six days is water, WHICH IS CHASSADIM, 
yet it was not the action of water that was made use of but that of 
light, which is from the side of fire, which is the second day. That 
was to show that the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world 
only upon peace, MEANING BY THE COMBINATION OF THE RIGHT 
COLUMN AND THE LEFT COLUMN WITH EACH OTHER THROUGH 
THE THIRD COLUMN THAT MAKES PEACE BETWEEN THEM. 
Everything was by way of peace. AND THEREFORE, everything that 
the first day did was done from the side of his neighbor, THE 
SECOND DAY. The second day, that craftsman, worked on the side 
of the first day, because each one performed the actions of its 
neighbor to show that they were combined together. The third day, 
WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, was from the side of both of 
them, FOR IT COMBINES TWO COLUMNS, and it was purple, 
WHOSE COLOR IS A MIXTURE OF WHITE AND RED, WHICH ARE 
RIGHT AND LEFT. Therefore, it is written twice: "...that it was 
good" (Beresheet 1:4) on the third day, FOR IT CORRESPONDS TO 
THE TWO COLUMNS THAT ARE COMBINED IN IT.
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429. Blue, WHICH IS MALCHUT FROM THE SIDE OF JUDGMENT, is 
THE ASPECT OF the second day and it is colored with two colors, 
red and black. Blue took its red from the very second day, FOR RED 
IS like the color of fire. This is Elohim, THAT IS THE SECRET OF 
BINAH AND IS THE SECRET OF GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN. Then the 
color gold inherits, for it is all one color, BECAUSE THE COLOR 
GOLD IS SIMILAR TO FIRE, ONLY THAT FIRE IS IN SMALLNESS 
AND GOLD IS IN GREATNESS. Blue emerges from the color red and 
when it goes down, the color red becomes distant and enters that 
place which is a sea, MEANING MALCHUT, where it is dyed with the 
color blue, MEANING THAT IT MIXES WITH THE COLOR BLACK AND 
BECOMES BLUE. That red enters the sea and the color becomes 
diluted and returns to the color blue. This is Elohim, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, but ITS JUDGMENT is not strong like at first, REFERRING 
TO THE NAME ELOHIM WHICH IS IN THE LEFT OF ZEIR ANPIN.
  

430. The color black emerges from the meltdown of red when it melts 
and become weakened below in the melting of the filth, NAMELY 
THE FILTH OF THE SERPENT and goes down. First, there emerges 
from that filth the color red from strong filth. Because of the hard 
filth, it again turns into the color black. So we find that it is all drawn 
from the original red THAT IS IN THE LEFT COLUMN, BECAUSE IT 
WAS SMITTEN. All this was created in the second day, and this filth 
is called 'other Elohim'.
 

 

431. This black is so dark that its color is not observed from within 
the darkness. The holy luminary, WHO IS RABBI SHIMON, said so. 
This color black and this darkness, where was it colored? HE SAID: 
When this red was melted in the blue and the colors RED AND BLUE 
mixed, the essence of the filth melted into the abysses. Mire and dirt 
were formed there, as it is written: "And whose waters cast up mire 
and dirt" (Yeshayah 57:20). This darkness which is black emerged 
from this dirt of the abysses, which is not really so black as much as 
it is very dark. This is what is meant by: "And darkness was on the 
face of the deep" (Beresheet 1:2). Why is it called 'darkness'? 
Because its color is darkness and it darkened the faces of the 
creatures, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FILTH OF THE SERPENT 
THAT CAUSED DEATH TO CREATURES. This is THE BLUE, WHICH 
IS red and black. Therefore, it is not written in the second day: "that 
it was good."
 

 

 
 
40. "And, behold, it was very good" 
Rabbi Yitzchak here explains why the Angel of Death is very good: because fear of the angel and the mystery of death causes people to repent. 
Then, he tells us, Rabbi Shimon taught him that the Angel of Death is more important than the Angel of Life. The Elohim, we learn, created Adam, 
who afterwards sinned and was banished from the Garden of Eden. "And The Creator, Elohim, planted a Garden eastward in Eden'" similar to the 
supernal Garden of Eden above. There follows a glorious description of the Garden of Eden, which is the abode of the holy spirits, both those who 
have already come to this world and those that have not yet come to this world. All these spirits, we are told, are clothed in garments and have 
bodies and faces similar to the ones we have in this world. When the time comes to leave this world the Angel of Death strips the spirit of these 
garments so that he can return to the Garden of Eden and rejoin his other body. There, he can rejoice and observe the secrets he was unable to see 
when he was in this body. The wicked of the world who do not repent, however, are not given this other body, but are judged in Gehenom of the 
Earth - hell. A few who contemplated repentance in their hearts but died before they could repent rise from that fire. We learn finally there is no good 
intention that is lost before God, but that those who did not think of repentance descend into Sheol, never to reappear. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Fear of death is a potent thing that affects people deeply. The Angel of Death is portrayed in black with a sickle, and the sight of this dark entity can 
cause an awakening of our desire to correct our sins and pursue the path of spirituality. Here we achieve repentance through the purifying forces 
that light up this passage. This act of repentance is shared with all mankind, ending the reign of the Angel of Death and ensuring a sweet and 
merciful Final Redemption in our lifetime.
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432. And if you ask: Yet it is written, "And, behold, it was very 
good" (Beresheet 1:31), which is the Angel of Death, and here you 
say that it was not written because of him "that it was good" (Ibid. 4). 
HE ANSWERS: The secret of secrets is here. Certainly, the Angel of 
Death is very good. What is the reason? It is because all the people 
of the world know that they will die and return to dust. Therefore, 
there are many who repent to their Master because of this fear, and 
fear to sin before Him. Many are those who fear the King because the 
whips are hanging before them. How good is the whip for people, for 
it makes them good and true and improve their ways properly. 
Therefore, "And, behold, it was very good," very good indeed.
 

 

433. The secret of secrets that I learned from the holy luminary: 
"And, behold, it was good" is the Angel of Life and "very" is the 
Angel of Death, who is more IMPORTANT. Why is the Angel of Death 
"very good"? HE ANSWERS: When the Holy One, blessed be He, 
created the world, everything was prepared before Adam was 
created, who was the king of this world. After Adam was created, he 
prepared it according to the true way, as it is written: "That the 
Elohim has made man upright; but they have sought out many 
inventions" (Kohelet 7:29). He made him upright, and afterwards he 
sinned and was banished from the Garden of Eden.
 

 

434. The Garden of Eden is planted on earth with those plants that 
the Holy One, blessed be He, planted, as it is written: "And Hashem 
Elohim planted a garden eastward in Eden" (Beresheet 2:8). He 
planted it using the complete name, THAT IS, YUD HEI VAV HEI 
ELOHIM similar to the supernal Garden OF EDEN above. All the 
supernal images are embroidered and formed in the Lower GARDEN 
of Eden, where the Cherubs are. They are not engraved with a 
human engraving of gold or other matter, but rather are all lights of 
above, engraved and formed in an embroidered image, the artwork 
of the Complete Name of the Holy One, blessed be He. They are all 
engraved there, and all the forms and images of this world, 
MEANING THE SPIRITS OF PEOPLE, are formed and carved and 
engraved there, all of them similar to THE WAY THEY WERE in this 
world.
 

 

435. This place is the abode of the holy spirits, both those who have 
already come to this world and those that have not yet come to this 
world, as well as those who are going to come to this world. They 
are all spirits that are clothed in garments and bodies and faces 
similar to this world, and they behold there the splendid glory of 
their Master until they come to this world.
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436. At the time that they go out from there to come to this world, the 
spirits separate from that body and the garment of the Garden of 
Eden, and attire themselves in a body and garment of this world. 
They make their dwelling place in this world, in this garment and 
body which is from a putrid drop.
 

 

437. When the time comes to go and leave this world, it does not go 
out until the Angel of Death strips the spirit of this garment. When 
the body has been stripped from the spirit by the Angel of Death, the 
spirit goes and becomes attired with the other body that is in the 
Garden of Eden, which was removed from it when it came into this 
world. The spirit has no joy except in that body that is there. It 
rejoices that it was stripped from the body of this world and was 
clothed in a different garment, which is complete FROM THE 
GARDEN OF EDEN, WHICH IS SIMILAR to this world. It sits in it and 
observes in order to know the supernal secrets that IT WAS not able 
to know and view WHEN IT WAS in this world in this body.
 

 

438. When the soul becomes attired with the garment of that world, 
IT HAS there many delights and delicacies. Who caused the spirit to 
be attired with this body THAT IS IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN? Some 
say it is the one who removed from it the garments of this world, 
FOR HE IS THE ANGEL OF DEATH. SO WE SEE THAT THE ANGEL 
OF DEATH IS VERY GOOD. The Holy One, blessed be He, does 
kindness by the creatures, for He does not remove from the person 
THE CLOTHES OF THIS WORLD before He prepares for him other 
garments more precious and better than these IN THE GARDEN OF 
EDEN.
 

 

439. Except for those wicked of the world who do not repent with 
complete repentance to their Master, for naked did they come into 
this world and naked do they return there. The soul goes in 
embarrassment of the other SOULS, because it has no clothes at all 
and it is punished in the terrestrial Gehenom with the fire from 
above. There are some among them who break through IN 
GEHENOM AND IMMEDIATELY rise. These are the wicked of the 
world who contemplated repentance in their hearts, but died before 
they could repent. These are judged there in Gehenom, and will 
afterwards break through and rise.
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440. See how great is the mercy of the Holy One, blessed be He, with 
His creations, for even if one is exceedingly wicked and has 
contemplated repentance, but died before he could repent, he 
certainly receives punishment for leaving the world without 
repentance. But afterwards that desire that he placed in his heart to 
repent is not absent before the supernal King and the Holy One, 
blessed be He, prepares a place for that wicked one in the den of the 
Sheol, from which he breaks through in repentance, because that 
desire descends before the Holy One, blessed be He, and breaks all 
the powers of the guards of the gates of the chambers of Gehenom, 
and reaches that place where the wicked man is. It strikes him, and 
awakens in him that desire TO REPENT, as he had beforehand, 
DURING HIS LIFE; then that soul presses to ascend from the 
chamber of Gehenom.
 

 

441. There is no good intention that is lost before the Holy King. 
Therefore, blessed is he who thinks good thoughts to His Master. 
Even though he cannot do them, the Holy One, blessed be He, 
considers his desire as though he actually performed it. This is for 
good, but the desire for evil, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, 
DOES NOT CONSIDER AS ACTUALLY DONE, except for thoughts of 
idol worshipping. And the friends have already established this.
 

 

442. Those that did not think of repentance descend into the Sheol 
and do not ascend from there for generations and generations. 
About them, it is written: "As the cloud is consumed and vanishes 
away; so he who goes down to Sheol shall come up no more" (Iyov 
7:9). About the former, it is written: "Hashem kills and gives life, He 
brings down to Sheol and brings up" (I Shmuel 2:6).
 

 

 
 
41. Punishment in Gehenom 
Rabbi Yehuda begins this discussion by saying that the fire of Gehenom was extinguished until the Evil Inclination appeared, that it burns only with 
the strength of the heat of the Evil Inclination of the wicked. The text then lists the seven types of wicked people, each of whom has a chamber in 
Gehenom. An angel rules over that place under the guidance of Dumah, and thousands of angels with him judge the wicked. On the Shabbat, those 
who observed Shabbat have rest from their punishments, but those who did not observe it continue to burn. Rabbi Yehuda next tells us that the 
body in the grave is judged until it is decomposed - and this is true for the righteous as well as well as the wicked. Only a very few people are worthy 
to raise their souls immediately, and these few may therefore be buried in a coffin. He adds that Moses, Aaron and Miriam did not die by the hand of 
the Destroying Angel, but rather by the hand of God. Those who die in the Holy Land do not die by the hand of the destroyer, but by the hand of the 
Angel of Mercy. Those who die outside of the Holy Land, we are told, are called 'carcasses', because the Other Side dwells upon them. The rabbi 
finally explains the four pairs of tenants in Chevron who are not dead, but just sleeping, and are thus hidden in the entrance to the Garden of Eden. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The fires of Hell, we are told, burn only with the strength of the heat of the Evil Inclination of the wicked. The wicked are thus complicit in their own 
punishment, creating, by their very sins, the fires in which they are burned. Our meditation cools down the hellish fires. And when we pour just a 
little love into this mixture, the Light of the Zohar extinguishes these fires eternally. The Evil Inclination that dwells in our hearts burns away, 
meriting us the complete assistance of the Angel of Mercy as we ascend from this world into the next. We ignite a global spiritual transformation, 
and both Angels, Death and Mercy, are now relieved of their obligations, for bliss becomes our new reality.
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443. Rabbi Yehuda said: We have learned that the purpose of the 
punishments of Gehenom is to judge the wicked there. HE 
QUESTIONS: Why are they sentenced to the punishment of 
Gehenom? HE ANSWERS: Gehenom is fire that burns days and 
nights, just like the wicked who warm themselves with the fire of the 
Evil Inclination to transgress the words of Torah. For every warmth 
that they warm themselves with the Evil Inclination, so does the fire 
of Gehenom burn in them.
 

 

444. At one time the Evil Inclination was not present in the world, 
because they put it into a ring of iron in the hole of the great deep. 
All that time, the fire of Gehenom was extinguished and did not burn 
at all. When the Evil Inclination returned to its place and the wicked 
of the world started to warm up by it, the fire of Gehenom also 
started to burn. The Gehenom burns only with the strength of the 
heat of the Evil Inclination of the wicked and, with that heat, the fire 
of Gehenom burns days and nights and is not quiet.
 

 

445. There are seven entrances into Gehenom and there are seven 
chambers there. There are seven types of wicked people: evil, 
scoundrel, sinner, wicked, destroyer, buffoon, and arrogant. They all 
have corresponding chambers in Gehenom, each one as proper for 
him. They give him a chamber in Gehenom according to the level at 
which the wicked one sinned.
 

 

446. There is an angel appointed over that place under Dumah in 
every single chamber. Many thousands and tens of thousands OF 
ANGELS with him punish the wicked, each one according to what is 
proper for him in that chamber where he is.
 

 

447. The fire of lower Gehenom comes from the fire of upper 
Gehenom, NAMELY FROM NAHAR DINUR (ENG. 'RIVER OF FIRE'), 
and comes to the lower Gehenom to burn with the heat produced by 
the wicked who warm themselves with the Evil Inclination. And all 
these chambers are burning there.
 

 

448. There is a place in Gehenom in which the levels are called 
'boiling excrement'. There is the filth of those souls that have 
become soiled by all the filth of this world, and they become 
cleansed and rise and the filth remains there. These bad levels that 
are called 'boiling excrement' are appointed over that filth, and the 
fire of Gehenom dominates over the remaining filth.
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449. There are wicked ones who soil themselves by their sins 
constantly and are not cleansed of them, who died without repenting 
and sinned and caused others to sin, were always stiff-necked, and 
were not broken before their Master in this world. They are judged 
there with that filth and with that boiling excrement and they remain 
there forever. All these who destroyed their way on earth and do not 
care about the honor of the Master in this world are judged there for 
generations and generations and do not leave from there.
 

 

450. On Shabbat, the first day of the month, festivals and holy days, 
the fire in that place abates and they are not punished. But they do 
not go out from there like the other wicked ones who have rest. All 
those who desecrate Shabbat and Festivals and do not care about 
the honor of their Master at all, to observe them, but rather desecrate 
them publicly, OPENLY, just as they do not keep Shabbat and 
Festivals in this world, so they are not kept in that world and have no 
rest.
 

 

451. Rabbi Yosi said: Do not speak so. They do observe Shabbat and 
Festivals there in Gehenom by force, AGAINST THEIR WILL. Rabbi 
Yehuda said: That refers to non-Jews, who were not commanded 
and do not observe Shabbat in this world, but do observe it there by 
force. BUT WICKED ONES WHO DESECRATE SHABBAT DO NOT 
HAVE REST THERE.
 

 

452. At every commencement of Shabbat when the day is sanctified, 
announcements are made in all these chambers of Gehenom: 
Remove the punishments of the wicked, because the Holy King has 
come and the day is sanctified and He protects everyone. 
Immediately, the punishments depart and the wicked have rest, but 
the fire of Gehenom does not depart from those who never keep the 
Shabbat. All the wicked ones in Gehenom ask about them: Why are 
these different from all the wicked ones that are here, for they have 
no rest? The administrators of Judgment answer: They are the 
wicked ones who denied the Holy One, blessed be He, and they 
transgressed the whole Torah, because they did not observe the 
Shabbat IN THIS WORLD. AND ONE WHO DOES NOT OBSERVE THE 
SHABBAT IS AS THOUGH HE TRANSGRESSES OVER THE WHOLE 
TORAH; therefore, they never have rest.
 

 

453. These wicked ones all go out of their place, and they are given 
permission to go and see them. One angel, whose name is Santriel, 
goes and brings out their body, and carries it to Gehenom before the 
eyes of the wicked ones. They see that it is all wormy and that THEIR 
soul has no rest in the fire of Gehenom.
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454. All these wicked ones who are there surround that body and 
proclaim about it: This is a certain sinner who did not care about the 
honor of his Master. He denied the Holy One, blessed be He, and 
denied the whole Torah. Woe is unto him, better had he not been 
created. Then, he would not come to this punishment and this 
shame. This is what is written: "And they shall go forth, and look 
upon the carcasses of the men that have rebelled against Me, for 
their worm shall not die, neither shall their fire be quenched; and 
they shall be an abhorrence to all flesh" (Yeshayah 66:24), for "their 
worm shall not die," MEANING from the body and "neither shall their 
fire be quenched," MEANING of the soul. "And they shall be an 
abhorrence (Heb. deraon)", meaning they shall be Dai Raon, WHICH 
MEANS that all the wicked ones in Gehenom who are there will say, 
Enough of this sight (Heb. day reiyah), BECAUSE THEY WILL NOT 
BE ABLE TO BEAR IT.
 

 

455. Rabbi Yosi said: Certainly it is so, for Shabbat is equal to the 
whole Torah and the Torah is fire. They transgressed the fire of 
Torah, so the fire of Gehenom burns them and never abates from 
them.
 

 

456. Rabbi Yehuda said: When the Shabbat departs, that angel, 
SANTRIEL, comes and returns that body to its grave and they are 
both punished, this one in his aspect and that one in its aspect. This 
occurs as long as the body is intact, because once the body is 
rotten, these punishments no longer apply to it. And of the Holy One, 
blessed be He, it is written: "Not stirring up all His wrath" (Tehilim 
78:38).
 

 

457. For all the wicked of the world, as long as the body is whole 
with all of its limbs in the grave, the body and spirit are each 
punished with the punishment that is proper for it. When the body is 
decomposed, the Judgment of the spirit is ended and whoever has 
to leave GEHENOM leaves. Whoever needs rest, has rest, and 
whoever has to be fire and dust under the feet of the righteous, 
BECOMES SO. Each and every one receives his due proper for him, 
AFTER HE IS RELEASED FROM HIS PUNISHMENT IN GEHENOM.
 

 

458. Therefore, how good it is for both the righteous and wicked that 
their bodies should cling to earth in order for it to decompose in the 
dust in a short time, so as not to remain intact a long time, that the 
body, Nefesh and Ruach may not be punished continuously FOR A 
LONG TIME. There is no righteous person in the world who does not 
undergo the punishment of the grave, BECAUSE that angel who is 
appointed over the graves stands over the body and punishes it 
every single day. If the righteous have it so, then it is most certainly 
so for the wicked.
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459. When the body is consumed and decomposes in the dust, the 
Judgment abates from them all, MEANING FROM BOTH RUACH AND 
NEFESH, except for those pious pillars of the world WHO DO NOT 
HAVE THE PUNISHMENT OF THE GRAVE. THEY MAY BE BURIED IN 
A COFFIN, for they are worthy to raise their souls IMMEDIATELY to 
the highest place that is proper for them, but they are very few in the 
world.
  

460. All the deceased in the world die by the hand of the Destroying 
Angel, except for those who die in the Holy Land. They do not die by 
his hand, but rather by the hand of the Angel of Mercy who 
dominates the land.
 

 

461. Rabbi Yitzchak said: If so, why is it praiseworthy in Moses, 
Aaron, and Miriam, that is written by them THAT THEY DIED, "By the 
command (lit. 'mouth') of Hashem" (Bemidbar 33:38; Devarim 34:5). 
THIS TEACHES that these do not die by the hand of this Angel 
Destroyer, yet you say that all those who die in the Land of Yisrael 
do not die by the hand of this one?
 

 

462. He said to him: Certainly it is so, that the praise of Moses, 
Aaron, and Miriam was greater than all the people of the world. For 
they all died outside of the Holy Land and they all died by the hand 
of that destroyer, except for Moses, Aaron, and Miriam, who died by 
the hand of the Holy One, blessed be He. Those who die in the Holy 
Land do not die by the hand of that destroyer, because the Holy 
Land is not in the domain of any other, but rather in the domain of 
the Holy One, blessed be He, Himself.
 

 

463. Therefore, it is written: "The dead men of Your people shall live, 
my dead body shall arise. Awake and sing, you that dwell in 
dust..." (Yeshayah 26:19). "The dead men of Your people shall live" 
are those who die in the Holy Land who are His dead, OF THE HOLY 
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, and do not die by another, for the Other Side 
does not dominate there at all. Therefore, it is written: "The dead 
men of Your people," WHICH MEANS OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED 
BE HE. "My dead body (Heb. nevelah) shall arise" is those who died 
in another foreign land, by the hand of that destroyer.
 

 

464. Therefore, they are called 'a carcass (Heb. nevelah)', FOR IT IS 
SAID ABOUT THEM "MY DEAD BODY SHALL ARISE." As a carcass 
brings impurity upon its carriers, these that die outside of the Holy 
Land also bring impurity upon their carriers; therefore, they are 
carcasses. Any animal improperly slaughtered is called 'a carcass', 
because this slaughtering is from the Other Side, since immediately 
upon disqualification the Other Side dwells upon it, and because it is 
his own, it is called 'a carcass'. This is what is written: "Naval is his 
name, and folly (Heb. nevalah) is with him" (I Shmuel 25:25), 
MEANING THAT A CORPSE IS WITH HIM AND MEANING THAT THE 
OTHER SIDE DWELLS UPON HIM.
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465. Therefore, wherever THE OTHER SIDE dwells, that place is 
called 'nevelah', because this Menuval (Eng. 'despicable') dwells 
only upon a flawed place. Therefore, a slaughtering that has been 
disqualified is his and is named after him. Therefore, the dead who 
are outside of the Holy Land under a different domination and upon 
whom the Other Side dwells are called 'nevelah'.
 

 

466. "Awake and sing, you that dwell in dust." "You that dwell" 
MEANS tenants that are sleeping, but not dead, and who are they? 
They are those who are sleeping in Hebron who are not dead, but 
just sleeping. Therefore, they are described by 'expiration', like one 
who expired but has the strength to awaken. Here also, the four pairs 
of Hebron are asleep and are not dead, and they all are preserved in 
their bodies and know hidden concealments more than other people. 
Their bodies are hidden in the entrance to the Garden of Eden, 
BECAUSE THE ENTRANCE TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN IS IN THE 
CAVE OF MACHPELAH. These are those "that dwell in dust." Hence, 
those whose souls departed in the Holy Land do not depart by the 
hand of that destroyer, for he does not dominate there, but rather by 
the hand of an angel of Mercy, as the Holy Land is located in His 
portion.
 

 

 
 
42. There is a place in civilization where people do not die 
The rabbis here wonder why the destroying angel has no dominion over people while they are in the Temple. They ask Rabbi Shimon, who explains 
that God created the entire world with the secret of the letters and the engravings of the Holy Name. The letter Tet remained suspended over the 
place where the Temple would later be. God first threw a stone engraved with its secret of 72 letters into the water; the stone and the water sank 
under the altar and remained there, maintaining the world. Inside the Temple, we learn, all the letters dwell, and therefore the temple is equal to the 
whole world. It exists to atone for sins. The destroying angel was never given permission to enter there because he flees from the letter Tet, which 
supplies the first three Sfirot to the world. Wherever the letter Tet is, we learn, the letter Kof cannot settle, nor can the Other Side dominate. But 
when a person goes outside the temple, however, the Other Side has permission to dominate him. In Gehenom, we're told finally, the letter Kof 
dominates. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Only dimly do we perceive the power of letters and words, so how can we imagine that the destroying angel could be kept from his task by the 
presence of a single letter? Yet in English, it is only a single letter that separates us from God, that keeps us trapped in ourselves: the letter 'I'. 
A lone letter can be likened to a single microscopic atom that is capable of releasing unimaginable forces of energy. Here we receive the Light of the 
letter Tet ?, and the power of the Temple bringing us complete protection from pain, refuge from the Angel of Death, and liberation from the bondage 
of the Other Side. Our darkest, most unwanted traits flee us by virtue of this single letter and the death of death unfolds before our very eyes.

467. There is a place in civilization where that destroyer has no 
dominion and is not permitted to enter, and those who live there do 
not die until they go out of the city. There is not one there who does 
not die. They all die like other people, but not in the city. What is the 
reason? They cannot remain constantly in the city, but they rather 
go in and out, and therefore they all die.
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468. What is the reason that the destroying angel does not dominate 
there? If you say that this is not in his domain, behold the Holy Land 
that is not located under another domain but people still die. So what 
is the reason people do not die in this place? And if you say, 
because of the holiness OF THE PLACE, you do not have a place in 
the entire civilization that is holy like the Land of Yisrael, and if you 
say it is because of the merit of the man who built the city, there 
were many people who merited more than him. Rabbi Yitzchak said: I 
did not hear anything and I cannot comment.
 

 

469. They came and asked Rabbi Shimon. He said to them: Certainly 
the Angel of Death has no dominion over that place, and the Holy 
One, blessed be He, does not want any person to ever die there. If 
you say people did die in that place originally before it was built, it is 
not so. From the day that man was created, that place was 
established for existence, and the secret of secrets is here for those 
who view the secret of Wisdom.
 

 

470. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He 
created it with the secret of the letters. The letters rolled and He 
created the world with the engravings of the Holy Name, and the 
letters rolled and surrounded the world with engravings. When the 
world became manifest, expanded and was created, and the letters 
were circling to create, the Holy One, blessed be He, said that the 
world should be concluded with Yud. The letter Tet remained in that 
place suspended in the air. Tet is the letter that illuminates with life; 
therefore, it is a good sign for one who sees the letter Tet in his 
dream, as life is prepared for him. Therefore, since Tet is suspended 
over that place, death has no dominion there.
 

 

471. When the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN, wanted to maintain the world, MEANING TO DRAW THE 
FIRST THREE SFIROT INTO THE WORLD THAT ARE CALLED 
'EXISTENCE', He threw a stone into the water. HE ENGRAVED by the 
secret of 72 letters and from there, FROM BINAH this stone started 
to go, BUT could not find a place to exist except in the Land of 
Yisrael. Water, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SIX EXTREMITIES OF 
BINAH, was following THE STONE until that stone reached under the 
altar. There it sank, and the whole world was maintained from this.
 

 

472. If it is so that life dwells in that place, why wasn't the Temple 
built there to give life to the people who live there? HE ANSWERS: 
Here in this place, it exists because of one letter that dwells upon it, 
WHICH IS THE TET. But in the Temple, all the letters dwell, and THE 
TEMPLE was created through them alone, equal to the whole world. 
JUST AS THE WHOLE WORLD WAS CREATED WITH ALL THE 
LETTERS, WITH EVERY LETTER HAVING A PARTICULAR PLACE, 
SO WAS THE TEMPLE INDIVIDUALLY CREATED WITH ALL THE 
LETTERS BY ITSELF.
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473. Also, the Holy Land gives life and atonement to its inhabitants 
in that world, but that place is not so, for it gives life to that place 
only in this world and not in the World to Come. The Temple is the 
opposite of that place, because Yisrael have a portion in that world 
but not in this world. Therefore, the Temple exists to atone for sins 
and to merit Yisrael for the World to Come.
 

 

474. Come and see: The letter Tet is universally the shine of life, FOR 
IT IS YESOD OF BINAH. Therefore, the passage opens: "That it was 
good (Heb. tov, with Tet)", as it is written: "And Elohim saw the light, 
that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4). The Destroying Angel flees from 
this letter AND THE ZOHAR REPEATS AND SAYS, Do not say that he 
flees, but rather he was not given permission to enter there.
 

 

475. This letter is different from the letter Kuf. The letter Kuf does not 
settle at all in any place in the world. You may derive it from: "Let not 
a slanderous man be established in the earth" (Tehilim 140:12). The 
letter Tet can settle everywhere and is able to settle properly. 
Wherever the letter Tet is, there is no place for the letter Kuf to settle 
there. Therefore the Other Side does not dominate at all in this place, 
FOR HE IS THE ANGEL OF DEATH, and the Tet gives life of this 
world to those who dwell under this letter and do not go outside. 
Once he goes outside, the Other Side has permission to have power 
over him, and as this letter dominates in this place TO GIVE LIFE 
THERE, so does a different letter dominate in the place of Gehenom. 
Which one is it? It is the letter Kuf.
 

 

 
 
43. Betzalel knew the permutation of letters 
In the book of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder), we learn here, it speaks of the two letters Chet ? and Tet ?, which are in the word for 'sin'. These 
letters are withheld from the tribes of Yisrael, so that they should not be marked with sin. In the tabernacle all the letters of the alphabet are 
engraved, as is the secret of the Holy Name, Yud Hei Vav Hei ?.?.?.?. (The Tetragrammaton). Betzalel, who knew the Wisdom of joining the letters 
with which heaven and earth were created, was chosen above by God, and was also chosen below. His name, we are told, means "In the shadow of 
El." We next read of the meaning of "The son of Uri," and of "the son of Chur," which has two explanations. Finally, we are told that Betzalel was 
appointed over the tribe of Judah. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The wisdom distilled here concerning the mystical letters Chet and Tet absolves us of our sins, from the time of Adam to the present moment, while 
finally doing away with our tendencies to err and commit transgressions. The four-letter Tetragrammaton ?.?.?.?., we are told, embodies all the 
secrets of Creation, the world above and the world below. Thus, the Light that permeates all reality now rejuvenates our soul and uplifts all 
existence. Our consciousness is liberated from the rational-based, self-centeredness of Satan - the Evil Inclination - by means of the Light of Binah 
(the son of Chur).

476. In the book of Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder), IT IS WRITTEN 
THAT THE WORD: 'CHET (ENG. 'SIN')' contains the two letters Chet 
and Tet. Therefore, they were not written in the Onyx Stones and in 
the stones to be set, because the tribes of Yisrael had these two 
letters withheld from them, so that there should not be marked in 
them Chet Tet, MEANING SIN.
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477. All the letters of the alphabet are suspended in the site of the 
Temple in engraved secrets of the Holy Names, bound and 
embroidered on it. And the entire world of above and below is 
bordered and engraved in the secret of the letters, and the secret of 
the supernal Holy Name, NAMELY, YUD HEI VAV HEI is engraved on 
them.
 

 

478. In the tabernacle, the letters were engraved and formed 
properly, because Betzalel knew the Wisdom of permutating the 
letters with which the heaven and earth were created. Because of his 
Wisdom, the tabernacle was build by him and he was chosen from 
among all the people of Yisrael.
 

 

479. He was chosen above and so did the Holy One, blessed be He, 
want him to be chosen below, as it is written THAT THE HOLY ONE, 
BLESSED BE HE, SAID TO MOSES, "See I have called by name 
Betzalel" (Shemot 31:2). MOSES SAID TO YISRAEL, "See, Hashem 
has called by name Betzalel" (Shemot 35:30). His name is in a 
supernal secret called 'Betzalel', WHICH MEANS Betzel (Eng. 'in the 
shadow') of El. Who is he? He is Righteous, MEANING YESOD, who 
sits in that shadow of El that is called 'supernal El', MEANING 
TIFERET. He, BETZALEL, is placed like that El, WHO IS TIFERET, as 
that El takes six extremities, BECAUSE TIFERET TAKES SIX 
EXTREMITIES, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, HOD AND 
YESOD, and the Righteous, WHO IS YESOD, takes them. So that El 
illuminates above and this Righteous One illuminates below, TO 
MALCHUT. That El, WHO IS TIFERET, combines six ends, while that 
Righteous one is the combination of all six ends.
 

 

480. "The son of Uri" (Ibid.) MEANS the son of the primordial light 
(Heb. or) that the Holy One, blessed be He, created during the work 
of Creation. "The son of Chur" (Ibid.) MEANS the son of the freedom 
(Heb. cherut) in everything, NAMELY THE LIGHT OF BINAH, WHICH 
IS THE SECRET OF FREEDOM. Another explanation: "The son of 
Chur" means the son who is white (Heb. chiver) MEANING white of 
all the colors, MEANING THAT THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, WHICH 
IS WHITE, IS IN ASCENDANCY IN HIM. And he, BETZALEL, WHO IS 
YESOD, was appointed over the tribe of Judah, THAT IS THE 
SECRET OF MALCHUT. Everything is as it should be, BECAUSE 
YESOD HAS TO BE JOINED WITH MALCHUT.
 

 

 
 
44. Blue, part two 
All the colors are good if they are seen in a dream, except blue, because it is a throne for executing Judgment of the soul. When the person sees this 
blue, we learn, he becomes afraid and remembers all the commandments of his Master, and guards himself from sins for fear of the serpent. 
Therefore, there is blue in the tabernacle. Rabbi Isaac next asks about mercy, and Rabbi Shimon answers that the colors are improved when the 
cherubs turn their faces toward each other. At that time, even green turns to gold. When the colors are changed, Malchut changes from Judgment to 
Mercy and from Mercy to Justice, all according to the changing of the colors. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The colors of Creation burst forth. And as they transmute into various shades, tones, and hues, so too does judgment transform into countless acts 
of the sweetest mercy towards all mankind. We acquire a deep-seated love for our neighbor as all of Malchut is corrected and transformed.
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481. All the colors are good IF THEY ARE SEEN in a dream except 
blue, because it is a throne, MEANING MALCHUT, for executing 
Judgment of the souls. HE QUESTIONS: But this level, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, is white, AS YOU SAY that it receives FROM YESOD 
THAT IS CALLED 'THE SON OF CHUR', WHICH MEANS WHITE, 
MEANING CHESED. HE ANSWERS: At the time that it stands to 
judge souls, BECAUSE OF THE SINS OF THE LOWER BEINGS, it has 
the color blue, as we have already established.
  

482. When the person sees this color, MEANING BLUE, he is 
reminded to do all the commandments of his Master as by the brass 
serpent. For at the moment they saw it, they feared the Holy One, 
blessed be He, and guarded themselves against all sins. When this 
fear came over them, they were immediately cured. What caused 
them to fear the Holy One, blessed be He? It was that serpent, that 
whip that they saw. Here also, about blue is written: "That you may 
look upon it, and remember all the commandments of 
Hashem" (Bemidbar 15:39), which means from the fear of Him. 
Therefore, there was blue in the tabernacle.
 

 

483. Rabbi Yitzchak said: This remark of my master that blue is the 
Throne of Judgment, and when MALCHUT has this color, it is then a 
throne to judge on it capital law, ACCORDING TO THIS, when is 
MALCHUT in Mercy? He said to him: When the Cherubs, WHICH ARE 
THE SECRET OF MALE AND FEMALE, turn their faces to each other 
and look face to face, all the colors are improved and the color blue 
turns into another color. The color green also turns into the color 
gold.
 

 

484. When the colors are changed, MALCHUT then changes from 
Judgment to Mercy and from Mercy to Judgment, all according to 
the changing of the colors. As the children of Yisrael arrange 
themselves before the Holy One, blessed be He, so is everything 
arranged, and so is it set ABOVE. Therefore, it is written: "Yisrael, in 
whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3), for in these colors 
included one within the other IS the beauty of everything.
 

 

 
 
45. "You shall make a table" 
Rabbi Yitzchak begins here by explaining that as long as the children of Yisrael were in the Holy Land, they derived their sustenance from a high 
place, and all the leftovers were sufficient to nourish the rest of the world. But when they were sent into exile, they themselves received only the 
remnants. Leftovers are given only to dogs and servants, which is exactly what the children of Yisrael have become like in their exile. Next, Rabbi 
Chiya, Rabbi Shimon, Rabbi Ya'akov (son of Idi) and Rabbi Yesa Junior are traveling, and while they travel they wonder about the meaning of, "But 
show loyal love to the sons of Barzillay the Giladite, and let them be of those that eat at your table." Rabbi Yesa Junior, the youngest of them, 
explains the meaning of, "Who gives bread to all flesh: for His steadfast love endures forever." He draws parallels between the brain, the heart and 
the liver, and Binah, Zeir Anpin and Malchut, and he goes on to speak of how nourishment is sent back and forth between them. Then he mentions 
the sources of the body as the three worlds Binah, Yetzirah and Asiyah. He explains that, "For he did eat continually at the table of the king" means 
that all his sustenance and food came from there. Finally, Rabbi Yesa blesses their small meal as they sit down to eat. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
As we read this passage, we must ask ourselves: "At whose table are we sitting, and from whom are we deriving our spiritual sustenance?" If it is 
not from God, then it will never nourish our souls as they need and deserve. If our meals are not blessed with His presence, they are only fit for 
dogs. Yet if they do derive from God, we shall find ourselves ever-growing in the wisdom that can only come from the Creator. Awareness of this 
truth emerges in our consciousness. In turn, sustenance, livelihood, and spiritual nourishment flow to us in great abundance, bringing blessings to 
all mankind.
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485. "You shall make a table of acacia wood..." (Shemot 25:23). 
Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion saying: "When you have 
eaten and are replete, then you shall bless Hashem your 
Elohim..." (Devarim 8:10). How fortunate are Yisrael that the Holy 
One, blessed be He, favors them and brings them close to Him from 
among all the nations. Because of them, He gives His sustenance 
and satisfies the whole world. If it were not for Yisrael, the Holy One, 
blessed be He, would not give sustenance to the world. Now that 
they are in exile, surely the whole world receives SUSTENANCE 
doubly, IN ORDER THAT THE REMAINS SHOULD SUFFICE FOR 
YISRAEL.
 

 

486. As long as Yisrael were in the Holy Land, sustenance would 
descend to them from a high place, and they would give a portion of 
the remnants to the idol worshipping peoples. All the nations were 
sustained only from the remnants. But now that they are in exile, the 
situation has changed into a different manner. THE SUSTENANCE 
REACHES THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD, AND THEY RECEIVE THE 
REMNANTS FROM THEM.
 

 

487. For example, a king prepares a meal for his household. As long 
as they do his bidding, they eat together with the king, and they give 
the dogs a portion of bones to chew. But when the household does 
not do the bidding of the king, he gives the entire meal to the dogs, 
and he gives the bones to them.
 

 

488. Similarly, as long as the children of Yisrael do the bidding of 
their Master, they eat at the table of the King and the entire meal is 
prepared for them. Because of their joy, they give the bones, which 
are the remains, to the idol worshippers. As long as the children of 
Yisrael are not doing the bidding of their Master, they go into exile 
and the meal is given to the dogs, while they are given the remains, 
AS IT IS WRITTEN: "Thus shall the children of Yisrael eat their bread, 
unclean, among the nations" (Yechezkel 4:13). They eat the 
remnants of their abhorrence, MEANING OF THEIR REPUGNANT 
FOOD. Woe is to the king's son who sits and waits at the table of the 
servant, and eats what is left of his table.
 

 

489. King David said, "You prepare a table for me in the presence of 
my enemies: You anoint my head with oil; my cup runs 
over" (Tehilim 23:5). "You prepare a table for me," namely the King's 
meal, "in the presence of my enemies." They are the dogs that sit 
under the table and wait for the portion of bones, while he sits with 
the King at His table with the delight of the meal.
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490. "You anoint my head with oil": This is the beginning (head) of 
the meal, for all the oil and fats and the prepared items of the meal 
are given at the beginning to the friend of the king. Whatever is left 
over is given afterwards to the dogs and those who serve at the 
table. "My cup runs over" means that the cup in front of the king's 
friend is always full and he does not have to request. Upon this 
secret, the children of Yisrael were consistently IN RELATION with 
the other nations.
 

 

491. Rabbi Chiya went to Rabbi Shimon in Tiberias with Rabbi 
Ya'akov bar Idi, and Rabbi Yesa Junior. While they were still 
traveling, Rabbi Yesa said to Rabbi Chiya: I wonder about the words 
"But show loyal love to the sons of Barzillay the Giladite, and let 
them be of those that eat at your table..." (I Melachim 2:7). According 
to this, all the kindness and truthfulness means to eat at his table 
and no more, in accordance with the words, "and let them be of 
those that eat at your table." Also, it is not the honor of the king that 
someone else eats by his table. It should not be so, rather the king 
should eat alone and around him all his ministers that are lower than 
he.
 

 

492. Rabbi Chiya said: I have heard nothing about this matter and I 
make no comment. He said to Rabbi Ya'akov bar Idi, Did you hear 
anything about this matter? He said to him: You who nurture daily 
from the honey of the supernal oil, MEANING RABBI SHIMON, if you 
did not hear, of course I did not. He said to Rabbi Yesa: Did you hear 
anything about this matter? He said to him: Even though I am a 
youth, and it has only been a few days since I came to you and 
before that I had no merit, NONETHELESS I did hear.
 

 

493. He opened the discussion saying, "Who gives bread to all flesh: 
for His steadfast love endures forever" (Tehilim 136:25). HE 
QUESTIONS: What did David have in mind, that he concluded the 
great praise with this passage? HE ANSWERS: There are three rulers 
above through whom the Holy One, blessed be He, is known, and 
they are the mystery of His glory. They are the brain, the heart, and 
the liver, MEANING BINAH, ZEIR ANPIN, AND MALCHUT. They are 
opposite of this world, MEANING FROM THE ASPECT OF THE 
AWAKENING FROM BELOW THAT ASCENDS FROM THIS WORLD, 
AS DURING A FAST DAY OR THE LIKE, AS IT IS WRITTEN BEFORE 
US. Above, the brain receives first and afterwards gives to the heart. 
Then the heart takes and gives to the liver, and afterwards, the liver 
gives a portion to all the sources that are below, each one as is 
proper. Below, THROUGH THE AWAKENING FROM BELOW, the 
liver, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is first to awaken and later brings it near 
to the heart, BEING ZEIR ANPIN. The heart takes the best of the food 
and, after it has received and has become strengthened from the 
power and desire that it received, it gives and brings awakening to 
the brain, WHICH IS BINAH. AND THEN THE SUPPLY IS PROJECTED 
FROM BINAH TO ZEIR ANPIN, AND FROM ZEIR ANPIN TO 
MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE LIVER. Afterwards, the liver again 
distributes sustenance to all the sources of the body, WHICH ARE 
THE THREE WORLDS BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH.
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494. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: On a fast day, man offers food and 
drink to the supernal liver, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and what does he 
offer? HE OFFERS his fat and blood and desires. That liver takes it 
all willingly. Once everything is already by it, it takes and offers it all 
to the heart, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, who is superior and dominates 
it. After the heart has taken and becomes strengthened in will, it 
offers it all to the brain, WHICH IS BINAH, who is the highest ruler 
over the whole body THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. THE SUPPLY RETURNS 
FROM BINAH TO ZEIR ANPIN AND FROM ZEIR ANPIN TO MALCHUT, 
WHICH IS LIVER, and afterwards the liver again divides portions to 
all the sources and limbs below IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH.
 

 

495. At a different time, MEANING WHEN THE SUPPLY IS BEING 
PROVIDED FROM THE SIDE OF AWAKENING FROM ABOVE, the 
brain first receives all supply, WHICH IS BINAH, from that which is 
higher than it, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. Afterwards, it gives to the 
heart, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the heart gives to the liver, WHICH 
IS MALCHUT. And the liver gives to all the sources and limbs below, 
IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. Afterwards, when it wishes to 
distribute sustenance to this world, it gives first, MEANING THE 
CHOICEST AND BEST OF THE SUPPLY, to the heart, who is the king 
of the earth, NAMELY THE KING OF YISRAEL, and the king's table is 
stimulated to receive first the other people of the world. Blessed is 
he who is counted among those of the king's table, for he is 
recognized ABOVE to do him good with that goodness of above 
THAT THE KING RECEIVES.
 

 

496. This is kindness and truth that David did for the sons of 
Barzillay, as it is written: "And let them be of those that eat at your 
table." If you say at the king's table, another person eats besides 
him, it is not so. The king eats first, and afterwards all the people. 
And those who eat with the king during the time that he eats are the 
ones who are loved by him exceedingly. They are the ones who were 
appointed TO BE of the king's table.
 

 

497. If you ask, Is it not written: "For he did eat continually at the 
table of the king" (II Shmuel 9:13)? SO IT SEEMS THAT HE ATE AT 
THE TABLE ACTUALLY? HE ANSWERS: It is because all his food 
WAS INCLUDED AMONG THOSE WHO ATE AT THE KING'S TABLE, 
and he made no other reckoning but at the king's table, for his 
sustenance and food came from there. This is the meaning of: "For 
he did eat continually at the king's table." Rabbi Chiya came and 
kissed him on his head, and said to him: You are a youth, but 
supernal Wisdom dwells in you. In the meantime, they saw that 
Rabbi Hezekiah had come. Rabbi Chiya said to him: Certainly in this 
group will the Holy One, blessed be He, join with us, because new 
words in Torah will be promulgated here.
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498. They sat down to eat and said, let each of us say a word of 
Torah during this meal. Rabbi Yesa said: This is a small meal, but 
still in all it is called 'a meal'. Even more, this is called 'a meal' from 
which the Holy One, blessed be He, derives pleasure, as it is written: 
"This is the table that is before Hashem" (Yechezkel 41:22), because 
words of Torah surround this place.
 

 

 
 
46. "When you have eaten and are replete, then you shall bless" 
Rabbi Chiya speaks here about, "And satisfies the desire of every living thing," indicating that the person who has eaten must bless God in order to 
give joy above. Rabbi Chizkiyah says that even one who is drunk may say the Blessing After a Meal, because the blessing is tied to satisfaction on 
this level, but a person who is drunk must not pray, because prayer rises higher, to that place where there is neither eating or drinking. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
There is a link between our daily bread and our spiritual lives, which on this earthly level, feed each other constantly and interactively. The blessing 
of a meal awakens divine sparks of Light within the food so that we may nourish both our bodies and our souls. Otherwise, all we receive from the 
meals we eat is the one percent physical matter of the food. We miss out on the remaining 99 percent - the eternal spiritual nourishment. This 
passage extracts all the sparks of Light from all the foods eaten by man throughout time. Further, we are uplifted to the highest levels of the spiritual 
atmosphere, where the Light is so all-embracing that there is no need of food or drink.

499. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying: "When you have 
eaten and are replete, then you shall bless Hashem your 
Elohim..." (Devarim 8:10). HE QUESTIONS: Before a person eats to 
satisfaction and fills his stomach, should he not bless the Holy One, 
blessed be He? How are we to explain the passage: "When you have 
eaten and are replete" and afterwards, "then you shall bless"? HE 
ANSWERS: Even if a person eats as much as an olive but desires it, 
and he considers that eating to be his main food, then this is 
considered being sated, as it is written, "You open Your hand, and 
satisfies the desire of every living thing" (Tehilim 145:16). It is not 
written: 'The food of every living thing,' but rather "The desire of 
every living thing" TO TEACH that the desire he has for that food is 
called 'satisfaction'. Even if there is only a small thing in front of the 
person like an olive and no more, the desire for satiety has been put 
on it. It is therefore WRITTEN: "And satisfies the desire of every 
living thing." "Desire" is written and not 'food'. "Then you shall 
bless" certainly, for the person is obligated to bless the Holy One, 
blessed be He, in order to give joy above.
 

 

500. After him, Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion with the 
passage: "When you have eaten and are replete." From here, IT IS 
UNDERSTOOD that one who is drunk may say the Blessing After a 
Meal, which is not so pertaining to prayer, for prayer is not so. AND 
ONE WHO IS DRUNK IS PROHIBITED TO PRAY, because prayer is 
good without eating. What is the reason? It is because the prayer 
rises higher, higher to the place where there is neither eating nor 
drinking, MEANING TO BINAH. Pertaining to this, we learned that 
there is no eating or drinking in the World to Come, but there is 
EATING AND DRINKING in the other levels below.
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501. In the blessing after the meal, another method applies; 
NAMELY, the blessing is tied to satisfaction, since the blessing after 
food abides where there is food and drink, NAMELY MALCHUT, so it 
is necessary to show before Him satisfaction and joy. BUT where 
prayer goes, it is not so, as it ascends higher and higher TO BINAH, 
where there is no food or drink. So, a drunk man must not pray.
 

 

502. By the Blessing After a Meal, a drunk person may recite the 
Blessing After a Meal, as is understood from this passage: "When 
you have eaten and are replete, then you shall bless." "When you 
have eaten" refers to eating, "and are replete" refers to drinking, as 
satiety is with wine, because WITH WINE he becomes sated. In wine, 
there is certainly satiety and this refers to the drunk, as it is written: 
"Then you shall bless HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM." Et (the) is precise, 
FOR IT ALLUDES TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'ET (THE)', THAT 
CONTAINS BOTH EATING AND DRINKING. From this, we understand 
that the Blessing After a Meal requires joy and satisfaction, 
BECAUSE IT IS WRITTEN: "For the good land" (Devarim 8:10). What 
is the meaning of 'good'? Satisfaction, as it is written: "For then we 
had plenty of bread, and were well off" (Yirmeyah 44:17), so it 
requires joy and satisfaction.
 

 

 
 
47. "You shall make a table," part two 
Rabbi Yesa begins this discussion by explaining that the table of acacia wood spoken of in scripture stands inside the Tabernacle and should never 
be left empty of food, even for a moment. This is because blessing and food come out to all the other tables of the world, which are therefore 
blessed because of it. The table that is set above, we are told, always has the words of Torah spoken over it, and a table that is not blessed by the 
words of Torah is unclean. Rabbi Yesa next tells us that a happy person is one who has two things on his table: the words of Torah, and a portion of 
food for the poor. The person can be called 'happy' because he gains great merit from these things. Rabbi Jacob then speaks about Saul, who was 
chosen for kingship but not for prophecy, since the two gifts are never given together, except in the case of Moses, who alone merited both titles. 
Samuel, we are told, seemed to merit both titles, too, however, yet he was only a prophet and judge, and this was why the children of Yisrael 
requested a king. Since kingship settles only upon arousal of the Holy Spirit, we learn, Saul had no prophecy when he ascended to kingship. He had 
only the awakening of the spirit of understanding with which to execute a true Judgment. As long as he was among the prophets, the prophecy 
dwelled upon him, but not afterward. Rabbi Jacob next speaks about the table being more important than the bread on it, comparing the table, as the 
root from which bread can also be said to emerge, to the world, which gives forth plants and fruit and food. He explains why the table is placed on 
the left, or north, side. The text then speaks of the cleanliness of the body and the intestines, of the need to give the dirty finger bowl water to the 
Other Side. We learn that the secret of the shew-bread is the twelve faces that are in Zeir Anpin. It is Malchut that draws out food and sustenance 
from those internal faces. 
Rabbi Elazar next tells how God created every person in the similitude of supernal glory. The glory of below was constructed above only by the 
righteous actions of the people of this world, we learn. The rabbi speaks of the 32 paths of Chochmah and Glory, the three levels of spirit, and the 
three worlds. The supernal glory, we are told, has within it Briyah, Yetzirah, Asiyah, and so does Man here below. "Let your garments be always 
white, and let your head lack no oil," means that oil of anointing will never be withheld from Man, for his actions are constantly being whitened. 
Finally, we hear that a person merits delight in the supernal Eden by giving delight to the souls of the poor through the food upon his table. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Supernal blessings fall upon the tables of all mankind as our eyes fall upon this rich passage. Our thought to share the blessings from this Book of 
Splendor with the impoverished, at last, removes poverty from the landscape of human civilization while it warms the hearts of the destitute. The 
Light of prophecy and kingship illumines our souls, elevating our consciousness so that we foresee the future consequences of all our present 
actions. We receive wisdom to judge others with compassion, with decency, with the sweetest mercy. We acquire courage to judge ourselves with 
truthfulness and stringency. Finally, sustenance and livelihood come to our world through the words of wisdom that adorn this passage. Poverty is 
vanquished from our midst and all the world experiences the delights of the supernal Eden.
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503. Rabbi Yesa opened the discussion saying: "You shall make a 
table of acacia wood..." (Shemot 25:23): This table stands inside the 
Tabernacle and a supernal blessing dwells upon it. From it emerges 
food for the whole word, and this table should not be empty even for 
one moment. There should be food on it, because the blessing is not 
present in an empty place. Therefore, bread must constantly be on it, 
in order that the supernal blessing shall always be present in it. And 
from that table, blessing and food come out to all the other tables of 
the world, that are blessed due to it.
 

 

504. The table of every person has to be so before him at the time 
that he blesses the Holy One, blessed be He, in order that the 
blessing from above should dwell upon it and should not appear 
empty. For the blessings from above do not dwell in an empty place, 
as it is written: "Tell me, what have you in the house" (II Melachim 
4:2), which the friends have already established.
 

 

505. Of a table upon which words of Torah were not spoken, and it is 
written: "For all tables are full of vomit and filth, so that there is no 
place clean" (Yeshayah 28:8). It is forbidden to bless over such a 
table. What is the reason? Because there is a table and there is a 
table. THERE IS A table that is set above, WHICH IS MALCHUT, 
before the Holy One, blessed be He, and it is always ready so that 
words of Torah may be spoken on it, and it should include letters of 
the words of Torah. It gathers them unto the Holy One, blessed be 
He, above, who includes all of them in Himself and becomes 
perfected through them, and He is happy and has joy. About this 
table, it is written: "This is the table that is before 
Hashem" (Yechezkel 41:22), WHICH IS MALCHUT and not 'from 
before Hashem,' WHICH IS FROM ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS 
BINAH.
 

 

506. There is another table that has no part in Torah and has no part 
in the holiness of Torah, NAMELY MALCHUT OF KLIPOT, and that 
table is called 'vomit and filth'. "There is no place," since it has no 
part in the side of holiness at all. Therefore, a table upon which no 
words of Torah were said, is a table of vomit and filth, and this is a 
table of another deity. This table has no part in the secret of 
Supernal El.
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507. The Holy One, blessed be He, takes a table upon which were 
said words of Torah, and places it in His portion. Surya, the 
appointed prince, takes all these words and places the image of that 
table before the Holy One, blessed be He. All the words of Torah that 
were said on it come over that table, and it is adorned before the 
Holy King. This is understood from what is written: "This is the table 
that is before Hashem," meaning that it is adorned before the Holy 
One, blessed be He. The table of a person exists to purify the person 
from all his sins.
 

 

508. Happy is he who has these two things present on his table: 1) 
words of Torah and 2) a portion for the poor from that table. When 
they elevate that table before the person, two holy angels are waiting 
there, one on the right and one on the left. One says: This is the 
table of the Holy King that so-and-so arranged before Him, and it 
shall be set with supernal blessings and supernal oil and supernal 
greatness, which the Holy One, blessed be He, causes to dwell upon 
it. And the other ANGEL says: This is the table of the Holy King that 
so-and-so set before Him, which is a table that those of above and 
those of below bless. This table shall be set before Atik Yomin in this 
world and in the World to Come.
 

 

509. Rabbi Aba said: They would remove the table from before him 
and cover it, and would say, Remove it modestly so it should not be 
embarrassed before the messengers of the King. The table of a 
person gives him merit in the World to Come and attains him food in 
this world. It merits him to be known for good before Atik Yomin and 
merits him to add strength and greatness where necessary. Happy is 
the portion of that man in this world and in the World to Come.
 

 

510. Rabbi Ya'akov said: It is written, "And it came to pass, when all 
that knew him before time...Is Saul also one of the prophets" (I 
Shmuel 10:11). HE QUESTIONS: Saul was chosen by Hashem before 
this, for it is written, "Do you see him whom Hashem has 
chosen?" (Ibid. 24). It is not written: 'chooses', but rather "has 
chosen," MEANING before now. When he came and entered among 
the prophets and prophesied among them, why were they surprised?
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511. HE ANSWERS: When the Holy One, blessed be He, selected 
him, it was only for kingship and not for prophecy, for these two 
together were never given to one person in the world, except for 
Moses, the supernal faithful, who merited prophecy and kingship 
together. They were not given to any other person, both together.
 

 

512. And if you ask: There was Samuel, who merited both prophecy 
and kingship. It is not so. Samuel merited prophecy, as it is written: 
"And all Yisrael from Dan to Be'er Sheva knew that Samuel was 
accredited as a prophet" (I Shmuel 3:20), as a prophet but not as a 
king. He was a prophet and judge, for had he been a king, Yisrael 
would not have requested a king. He was only a faithful prophet, and 
he judged the sentence of Yisrael, as it is written: "He judged 
Yisrael" (I Shmuel 7:17). Therefore, when Saul was in prophecy, they 
were surprised about him.
 

 

513. If you ask: Why did Saul merit prophecy since he already 
merited kingship? HE ANSWERS: He did not merit them both 
together, because the kingship settles ONLY upon the awakening of 
the Holy Spirit, BUT NOT PROPHECY; THEREFORE, he had the 
waakening of prophecy beforehand. When he ascended to kingship, 
he had no prophecy, just an awakening of the spirit of understanding 
with which to execute a true judgment was upon him, for this is 
fitting for a king. As long as he was among the prophets, the 
prophecy dwellt upon him, but after he left them, he had no 
prophecy.
 

 

514. And I, SAID RABBI YA'AKOV BAR IDI, who has awakened in me 
the Holy Spirit, to be among faithful prophets, the disciples of Rabbi 
Shimon, that the higher and lower beings tremble before him, and all 
the more so I MERITED to be among you.
 

 

515. He opened the discussion saying: "You shall make a table..." 
This table is below to place upon it the baked bread. HE 
QUESTIONS: What is more important, the bread or the table? If you 
say that they are equal, IT IS NOT SO, for the table is set for the 
bread, and also the table is below and the bread is on it. HE 
ANSWERS: It is not so, for the table is essentials, set to receive 
blessings from above and food for the world. From the secret of this 
table, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, food emerges to the 
world as it is given from above.
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516. Bread is the fruit and food that emerges from this table, to show 
that fruits, plants, and food for the world all emerge from this table. If 
the world had no vineyards, there would be no grapes, for these are 
the fruits that grow from it. If there were no trees, the world would 
have no fruits. Therefore, the table is the root and the food that 
emerges from it is the shewbread.
 

 

517. The priests would gather the fruits of the table every Shabbat 
Eve to show that the supernal food comes from that table. And 
because of that bread that the priests would gather, all the food that 
they ate and drank was blessed, so that the Evil Inclination could not 
accuse them, because the Evil Inclination is present only in the 
midst of eating and drinking. This is what is meant by: "Lest I 
become sated, and deny You..." (Mishlei 30:9), for the Evil Inclination 
of a person grows in one's intestines due to eating and drinking.
 

 

518. This bread, which is the food that emerges from the table, 
blesses the food of the priests, so that there will be no accuser to 
accuse them and that they would serve the Holy One, blessed be He, 
with a whole heart. This is more necessary for the priests than for 
the rest of the world. Therefore, the table is the root, WHICH IS THE 
SECRET OF MALCHUT, and the fruit and food that come from it is 
that bread, NAMELY THE SHEWBREAD.
 

 

519. The setting of this table has to be prepared on the north side, 
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF LEFT, as it is written: "And you shall put 
the table on the north side" (Shemot 26:35). What is the reason? It is 
because there is the source of joy. The left always receives from the 
right first and then it is aroused and supplies the Nukva, WHICH IS 
THE SECRET OF THE TABLE. Afterwards the right draws near her, 
THE NUKVA, AND CLINGS TO HER.
 

 

520. AND THE ZOHAR BRINGS PROOF AND SAYS: Water is from the 
right, MEANING CHASSADIM, and it is joy. Immediately, THE RIGHT 
gives THE WATER to the left and the water cleaves unto it and 
causes it joy, MEANING THAT THE CHOCHMAH WHICH IS IN THE 
LEFT BECOMES ATTIRED IN CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT. After it is 
included in the right, it arouses the Nukva with that joy, MEANING 
THAT IT SUPPLIES HER CHOCHMAH THAT IS COMBINED WITH 
CHASSADIM. You can derive it from THE WASHING OF HANDS, FOR 
one who takes water in a vessel TAKES with the right hand AND 
THEN TRANSFERS IT TO THE LEFT HAND, and the first to pour the 
water is the left, ONTO THE RIGHT HAND. It is not THAT THE WATER 
COMES FROM the left onto the right, because the left received the 
water from the right hand.
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521. Therefore, there is water, WHICH IS CHASSADIM, only on the 
left side, IN ORDER TO BE COMBINED AND PERFECTED IN 
CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT. Once water is taken to the left, it 
becomes aroused AND SUPPLIES to the Nukva. Therefore, we have 
learned of the powers of the rains, FOR EVEN THOUGH THE WATER 
IS CHASSADIM FROM THE RIGHT, IT COMES ONLY FROM THE 
LEFT WHICH IS GVURAH. Therefore, "And you shall put the table on 
the north side," because fruits are more abundant from that side, 
WHICH IS THE RIGHT, than from the other side, THE RIGHT through 
its becoming aroused first with its joy OF THE LEFT, as it is written: 
"His left hand is under my head" and afterwards, "His right hand 
embraces me" (Shir Hashirim 2:6).
  

522. The table of a person must be clean, for the body should 
approach to eat its food only with self-cleanliness. A person has to 
evacuate first, before he eats the food of the pure table, because the 
Holy One, blessed be He, wants the food that he prepares for Him, in 
order that he should not approach the table of vomit and filth, which 
is from the secret of the Other Side, so that the Other Side will not 
receive anything from the food of this table.
 

 

523. After the person has eaten and received pleasure, he must give 
the part of the remnants to that side, TO THE KLIPOT. What is it? It is 
the 'fingerbowl water' that dirt of the hands that he must give to that 
side, for it is the portion that it needs. It is certainly an obligation, 
because it is obligatory and they dwell in a place of obligation, 
NAMELY THE KLIPOT, for it is obligatory upon every person to give 
it this portion. Therefore, it is not necessary to make a blessing at all 
OVER THE 'FINGERBOWL WATER', because there is no blessing on 
that side.
 

 

524. Therefore, a person must BE VERY CAREFUL not to give the 
food that is on his table to that filthy vomit, and all the more so his 
intestines SHOULD BE CLEAN. Of course, that is good for the health 
and well-being of his body. Therefore, the table should be eaten 
upon in purity, as we have learned.
 

 

525. This table stands in the Temple, so that there would be food on 
it and to take out food from it, and it should not be empty even for 
one moment. The other table, OF THE OTHER SIDE, is the table of 
emptiness, and it should not be given a place in a holy site. 
Therefore, the table of the Temple should not remain without food 
for even one moment and there must not be a defective place, 
because the blessing from above is not present in a place that is 
defective AND LACKING. This is the table that is before the Holy 
One, blessed be He. And the table that the person blesses before the 
Holy One, blessed be He, must also not be empty, because there is 
no blessing in an empty place.
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526. There are twelve loaves of bread that is on the table of the Holy 
One, blessed be He, WHICH IS MALCHUT. We have established the 
secret of the bread, which is the secret of the face, MEANING THE 
TWELVE FACES THAT ARE IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ARE CHESED 
AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE THE FOUR 
FACES OF THE LIVING CREATURES, THE FACE OF THE LION, 
FACE OF THE OX, THE FACE OF THE EAGLE, THE FACE OF MAN. 
EACH ONE OF THEM IS COMBINED OF THREE FACES, NAMELY 
LION, OX, AND EAGLE, AND THEY ARE TWELVE FACES. Therefore, 
they are called 'the Shew (lit. 'face') Bread', because the food and 
sustenance of the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, comes from these 
supernal faces OF ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, this bread is the inner 
part of everything, WHICH IS THE FOOD OF MALCHUT, AND IT is in 
the supernal secret OF ZEIR ANPIN, as is proper.
 

 

527. The Shew (lit. 'face') Bread THAT WAS IN THE TEMPLE is the 
food of these faces THAT ARE IN MALCHUT, MEANING THAT IT IS 
DRAWN FROM THE FOOD THAT SHE RECEIVES FROM THE 
TWELVE FACES OF ZEIR ANPIN, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. The food 
and sustenance that emerge to the world, come from them and dwell 
on that table THAT IS IN THE TEMPLE. This table, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, receives food and sustenance from these supernal faces, 
THE TWELVE FACES OF ZEIR ANPIN, and it is MALCHUT that draws 
out food and sustenance from these internal faces OF ZEIR ANPIN. 
The food that She draws out is that bread that was mentioned, THAT 
WAS IN THE TEMPLE; THEREFORE, THAT BREAD IS CALLED 
'SHEW (FACE) BREAD'. Hot BREAD was placed upon the table, and 
it was removed from there warm. We have already established this in 
relation to the verse: "On the day when it was taken away" (I Shmuel 
21:7). Because of this table, a person should keep the secrets of his 
table in all the manners that we have said.
 

 

528. Rabbi Elazer opened the discussion saying: "Let your garments 
be always white; and let your head lack no oil" (Kohelet 9:8). This 
passage has been established and we have learned it. The Holy One, 
blessed be He, created man with the secret of Wisdom and made him 
with great craftsmanship. He breathed into him the soul of life, so he 
would know and behold the mysteries of Wisdom and know the glory 
of his Master, as it is written: "Every one that is called by My Name, 
for I have created him for My glory; I have formed him; yea, I have 
made him" (Yeshayah 43:7). "For I have created him for My glory" is 
precise, and I have learned this secret of: "For I have created him for 
My glory". The glory of below, which is the secret of the Holy 
Throne, NAMELY MALCHUT, was constructed above only by the 
workings of the people of THIS world.
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529. When people are righteous and pious and know how to make 
corrections FOR THE SAKE OF THE GLORY, WHICH IS MALCHUT, 
AS MENTIONED ABOVE, it is written: "For I have created him for My 
glory," MEANING for the sake of this glory of mine, so that they 
should establish it with strong pillars, WHICH ARE CHESED, 
GVURAH AND TIFERET, and adorn it with ornaments and adornment 
from below. MEANING THAT THEY WILL RAISE MAYIN NUKVIN 
(FEMALE WATERS) FROM BELOW IN ORDER TO DRAW MOCHIN 
INTO HER THAT ARE CALLED 'ADORNMENTS', in order that this 
glory of mine should be raised through the merit of the righteous 
that are on earth.
 

 

530. Therefore, "I have created him" similar to supernal glory, 
WHICH IS BINAH THAT BECAME CHOCHMAH AGAIN, FOR THIS 
CHOCHMAH IS CALLED '32 PATHS OF CHOCHMAH AND 
GLORY' (HEB. KAVOD), NUMERICALLY IN 32. These adornments are 
in him, FOR HE HAS Briyah (Eng. 'creation') on the left side, 
MEANING THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, FROM WHICH IS DRAWN 
CHOCHMAH. Since man is on the earth and he has to amend My 
glory, THAT IS MALCHUT, I made in him the vessels for the supernal 
glory, WHICH IS BINAH, for there is IN MAN creation too. Therefore, 
"I have created him" AND IT IS THE ASPECT NESHAMAH.
 

 

531. That supernal glory, WHICH IS BINAH, contains Yetzirah (Eng. 
'formation'), WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, AND THE 
ASPECT OF RUACH THAT IS DRAWN FROM THE RIGHT COLUMN 
OF BINAH. Therefore, "I have formed him," and I have placed this 
aspect in man, so that he should be on earth in the likeness of the 
supernal glory, WHICH IS BINAH. That supernal glory has Asiyah in 
it, WHICH IS MALCHUT AND THE ASPECT OF NEFESH. It is also 
written of man: "I have made him," so that he should be in the 
likeness of that supernal glory that perfects and blesses the lower 
glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
  

532. How do we know that within the supernal glory, WHICH IS 
BINAH, there are these three, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH? It is 
written, "I form the light, and create darkness, I make 
peace" (Yeshayah 45:7). "I form the light" refers to Yetzirah and 
"creates darkness" refers to Briyah. SINCE IT IS THE LEFT SIDE OF 
BINAH, AS MENTIONED, IT CONTAINS DARKNESS BEFORE IT 
JOINS THE RIGHT COLUMN. "I make peace" refers to Asiyah, and 
this is the supernal glory, that prepares and blesses and supplies all 
the needs of the lower glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
 

 

533. Similarly, He created Man upon earth, who is similar to that 
supernal glory, so that he should arrange this glory, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, so it would be combined from all sides. The supernal 
glory has in it these three, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, and 
Man below has in him these three, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. 
In this way, this glory, MALCHUT, will be comprised of above and 
below, MEANING FROM BINAH AND FROM MAN, to be perfect on all 
sides. Happy is the person that merits through his actions to be like 
this.
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534. In reference to this, it is written: "Let your garments be always 
white; and let your head lack no oil" (Kohelet 9:8). Just as the 
supernal glory is not withheld from the holy oil of anointing, WHICH 
IS THE SECRET OF THE FLOW FROM ABA THAT IS DESTINED FOR 
THE WORLD TO COME, WHICH IS BINAH, so is man, whose actions 
are constantly being whitened. That oil of anointing will never be 
withheld from him, WHICH IS THE FLOW FROM ABA.
 

 

535. How does a person merit to delight in that supernal delight in 
Eden, WHICH IS THE BOUNTY OF ABA, upon his table? This is just 
as he gives delight upon his table to the souls of the poor, as it is 
written: "And satisfy the afflicted soul" (Yeshayah 58:10). 
Afterwards, it is written: "Then shall you delight yourself in 
Hashem" (Ibid. 14), for the Holy One, blessed be He, satiates him 
with all these delights of the supernal holy anointing oil that flows 
and is drawn constantly to that supernal glory, as it is written, "And 
satisfy the afflicted soul," which is followed by, "Then shall you 
delight yourself in Hashem."
 

 

 
 
48. "It is a time to act for Hashem" 
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya are traveling here on the road when Rabbi Chiya states, "It is a time to act for The Creator. They have made void Your 
Torah," means that as long as people are occupied with Torah then all is well in heaven and earth. If they neglect the Torah, however, His strength 
wanes, and all the righteous must work even harder to do good in order to re-empower God, along with His camps and legions. At this moment, a 
mule-driver joins the discussion, surprising the rabbis with his insight. He speaks of "a time to love, and a time to hate," and says that when the 
children of Yisrael are not occupied with Torah that time itself is imperfect, incomplete and void of Light. Then, "it is a time to act for The Creator." 
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya then get off their own mules and walk with the mule-driver. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The purpose here is to empower the righteous in their study of Torah, which exponentially multiplies the volume of Light in the world. Our efforts 
prevent the righteous from further suffering on our behalf as the infinite Light of the Zohar overwhelms the darkness and purifies mankind with 
untold leniency and loving kindness. Such is the loftiness of the soul of Rabbi Shimon. Moreover, we abolish the hatred (along with its roots) that 
festers in a man's heart.

536. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya were traveling on the road and a 
donkey-driver was driving his donkeys behind them. Rabbi Yosi said 
to Rabbi Chiya: We should be occupied and endeavoring with words 
of Torah, because the Holy One, blessed be He, is going before us. 
Therefore, it is time to adorn Him, so that he WILL be with us on this 
road.
 

 

537. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying: "It is a time to act 
for Hashem. They have made void Your Torah" (Tehilim 119:126). 
The friends have established this verse. "It is a time to act for 
Hashem" means that, as long as the Torah is existent in the world 
and people are occupied with it, the Holy One, blessed be He, so to 
speak rejoices with the works of His hands and rejoices with all the 
worlds. And heaven and earth remain intact. Moreover, the Holy One, 
blessed be He, gathers His entire court and says to them, 'See the 
holy nation that I have on earth, that the Torah is crowned for due to 
them. See the works of My hands, that you said about them: "What is 
man, that You are mindful of him"' (Tehilim 8:5). When they see their 
Master's joy with His people, they immediately say, "And what one 
nation in the earth is like Your people, like Yisrael?" (II Shmuel 7:23).
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538. When the children of Yisrael are neglectful of the Torah, His 
strength wanes so to speak, as it is written: "Of the Rock that begot 
you, you are unmindful" (Devarim 32:18). Then it is written: "And all 
host of heaven standing" AS HE SAID TO THEM, "WHO WILL 
ENTICE ACHAV..." (II Divrei Hayamim 18:18-19). Therefore, "it is a 
time to act for Hashem," for these righteous who have remained 
should gird their loins and do good works, so that the Holy One, 
blessed be He, should be strengthened through them, by the 
righteous as well as His camps and legions. What is the reason? 
"They have made void Your Torah," and people in world are not 
properly occupied with it.
 

 

539. The donkey-driver who was driving the donkeys behind them 
said: I beg of you, I wish to know the answer to one question. Rabbi 
Yosi said: Surely the way is yet to be traveled before us; ask your 
question. He said: If this verse were written: 'We should act' or 'Let 
us act,' then I would recite it likewise; but what is the meaning of: "It 
is a time" and "to act for Hashem?" It should read: 'Before Hashem'. 
Rabbi Yosi said: The way is prepared for us in many manners. Once 
we were two and now we are three, for the Shechinah is included 
with us. Another is that I thought that you were simply like a dried-
out tree, but you are really fresh like an olive tree. Another is that 
you asked well. Since you started the matter, speak up.
 

 

540. He opened the discussion saying: "It is a time to act for 
Hashem. They have made void your Torah." "A time to act for 
Hashem" MEANS that there is a time and there is a time: "A time to 
love, and a time to hate" (Kohelet 3:8). 'Time' refers to above, for 
time is the secret of Faith; NAMELY, MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 
'TIME'. It is called 'a time of goodwill', which means that a person is 
obliged to love Hashem always, as it is written: "And you shall love 
Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 6:5). And therefore, "a time to love" 
is the time that the person is obliged to love.
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541. There is another time, which is the secret of other Elohim when 
the person is obliged to hate, and his heart should not be drawn 
after it. Therefore, there is "a time to hate" as it is written: "Speak to 
Aaron your brother, that he come not at all times (lit. 'time') into the 
Holy Place" (Vayikra 16:2).
 

 

542. When the children of Yisrael are occupied with Torah and with 
the commandments of the Torah, that time, which is the secret of the 
holy Faith, NAMELY MALCHUT, is well established and is adorned to 
perfection as proper. But during the time the children of Yisrael are 
not occupied with Torah, so to speak, that time is not in its 
perfection, and is not complete and without light. Then "it is a time 
to act for Hashem."
 

 

543. HE QUESTIONS: What is the meaning of "to act" IN "A TIME TO 
ACT FOR HASHEM"? HE ANSWERS: It is written, "Which Elohim 
created and performed (lit. 'to act')" (Beresheet 2:3). What is there to 
act? It means that there remained the bodies of the demons that 
were not made, because the day had become sanctified and they 
remained yet to be done, for they were spirits without bodies. Here 
also, "a time to act": The time remained without perfection and 
without completion, for what reason? Because "they have made void 
Your Torah" and the children of Yisrael below neglected the words 
of Torah. That time is either elevated or it is lowered because of the 
children of Yisrael. IF THEY ARE OCCUPIED WITH TORAH IT IS 
ELEVATED, BUT IF THEY ARE IDLED FROM TORAH IT DESCENDS.
 

 

544. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya came and kissed him on his head. 
Rabbi Yosi said: Certainly, it is not according to your honor to lead 
donkeys behind us. Blessed is this way, where we merited to hear 
this. Blessed is the generation in which Rabbi Shimon lives, for even 
among the mountains there is Wisdom. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya 
alighted from their donkeys and the three walked on their way.
 

 

 
 
49. A time of goodwill 
The mule-driver continues from the previous section, speaking about, "But as for me, let my prayer be to You, The Creator, in an acceptable time (a 
time of goodwill): Elohim, in the greatness of Your steadfast love hear me, in the truth of Your salvation." He comments that a favorable time is when 
the congregation is praying. "But as for me," refers to King David. He then explains that a prayer of Redemption in a time of goodwill brings together 
time and favor. This prayer is said during the Minchah of Shabbat, we learn, because at that time all anger is removed and Judgment is aroused only 
in order to be sweetened with Chesed and Mercy, and there is joy in everything. The mule-driver next says that Moses died during the time of the 
Shabbat Minchah; therefore at this time the gates of the Holy Study Hall are locked and everyone has to justify himself before God. Moses, the 
Faithful Shepherd, Joseph the Righteous and King David all died at this same time, so there are three justification prayers. When Moses died, the 
light of the sun darkened and the Written Torah was barred. When Joseph died, all the springs dried up and all the tribes went into exile. When King 
David died, the moon herself gathered in her light, which was gathered up by the Oral Torah. Then, we are told, the lights of Torah were concealed 
and there was much confusion and many arguments among the scholars, thus, the rabbis decreed severe fasts and locked the gates of the Torah. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
By invoking the three qualities of Moses, Joseph, and David, Faithfulness, Righteousness, and Kingship, we magnify these sublime qualities within 
our fellow man and ourselves. Judgments are repealed as we repent and meditate upon this mystical text. The iniquities of man and the sins of our 
own past are accounted for and compassionately corrected by the unfathomable greatness of Moses, Joseph, and David, and through the 
forbearance they engender.
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545. That donkey-driver opened the discussion saying: "But as for 
me, let my prayer be to You, Hashem, in an acceptable time (a time 
of goodwill): Elohim, in the greatness of Your steadfast love hear 
me, in the truth of Your salvation" (Tehilim 69:14). We have learned 
that a favorable time is when the congregation is praying, then it is 
appropriate. It is certainly so, for the congregation sets out and 
prepares the establishing of that time. Then it is a favorable time 
when it is proper to make requests, as it is written: "Elohim, in the 
greatness of Your steadfast love hear me, in the truth of Your 
salvation." For then it is the time to make requests.
 

 

546. "But as for me, let my prayer be to You, Hashem." Here is the 
secret of the unison: "But as for me" refers to King David, NAMELY 
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'I'. It is the place that is called 
'Redemption', WHICH IS MALCHUT WHEN JOINED WITH YESOD, 
"my prayer" refers to prayer, NAMELY PLAIN MALCHUT. Here THAT 
HE SAYS "ME...MY PRAYER," the Amidah prayer is adjacent to 
redemption for they are one, FOR THEY ARE BOTH THE ASPECT OF 
MALCHUT. When one brings together redemption to the Amidah 
prayer, then it is a time of goodwill. A time of goodwill is also one 
inclusion together. Time is one, NAMELY MALCHUT, and favor is 
one, FOR IT IS THE SECRET OF THE FAVOR THAT BECOMES 
REVEALED FROM KETER, and they are combined together to 
become one. King David wanted to form one unity through this 
verse, AS WE HAVE SAID.
 

 

547. If you ask: Why was this verse selected TO BE SAID during the 
Minchah of Shabbat? HE ANSWERS: It is proper for it to be in the 
Minchah service of Shabbat and not in the weekday service, for it is 
certain that Minchah service of Shabbat is unlike the weekday prayer 
because Judgment is suspended over the world during the weekday 
at the time of Minchah, and it is not a time of goodwill. However, 
during Shabbat, when all anger is removed and everything is 
combined together, FOR THE JUDGMENT AND CHESED ARE ONE, 
Judgment is aroused, but it is in order to be sweetened, MEANING 
ONLY IN ORDER TO REVEAL THE SWEETNESS THAT IT CONTAINS. 
Therefore, a verse of unity is needed to unite all the grades, for when 
there is unity, Judgment joins and combines with Mercy and 
everything is sweetened, as it is written: "A time of goodwill." "A 
time of goodwill" shows that everything, JUDGMENT AND CHESED, 
is combined together, that Judgment is sweetened at that time, and 
there is joy in everything.
 

 

548. Moses departed from the world, at the time of the Shabbat 
Minchah, at the time when there was "a time of goodwill." At that 
moment favor was above and pain was below, BECAUSE OF THE 
DEATH OF MOSES. Therefore, during Shabbat the gates are locked 
from the time of Minchah and further. Which gates are locked? The 
gates of the Holy Study Hall, in order to memorialize Moses, the 
Faithful Shepherd, for the Torah was voided because of him, 
BECAUSE HE DIED.
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549. At the time THAT HE DIED, the Study Hall of Moses and THE 
STUDY HALLS of others became nullified. Whoever saw the doors of 
Moses's Study Hall were locked, while all the others be not locked? 
If Moses's Torah mourned for him at that time, who did not mourn? 
Therefore, all the gates of the Study Hall are locked, and everyone 
has to justify the Holy One, blessed be He, by way of praise, THAT 
WE RECITE THEN: "Your righteousness is like the great 
mountains" (Tehilim 36:7).
 

 

550. There were three who departed from the world at that time, and 
they are all included in Moses. They are Moses, the Faithful 
Shepherd, Joseph the Righteous, and King David. Therefore, there 
are here three justification prayers. One is for Joseph the Righteous, 
who preceded all these, and this is: "Your righteousness is like the 
great mountains; Your Judgments are a great deep..." This refers to 
Joseph the Righteous, for he alone is like the great mountains, like 
all the supernal Mountains, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, 
TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, FOR JOSEPH, WHO 
IS YESOD, IS COMBINED OF THEM ALL. Another is Moses, the 
Faithful Prophet, and this is what is written: "Your righteousness 
also, Elohim, reaches the high heavens, who have done great 
things" (Tehilim 71:19) because he IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE 
CENTRAL COLUMN THAT takes all the sides, THE RIGHT SIDE AND 
THE LEFT SIDE, AND MEDIATES BETWEEN THEM. The other is King 
David, as it is written: "Your righteousness is an everlasting 
righteousness, and Your Torah is Truth" (Tehilim 119:142). 
"Everlasting (lit. 'for the world')" refers to King David, WHO IS THE 
SECRET OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'WORLD'.
 

 

551. When everything was gathered at that time, the Written Torah, 
WHICH IS MOSES, and the Oral Torah, THAT IS DAVID, the gates of 
Torah were locked and all the gates of the world were locked at that 
time. At the moment that Joseph the Righteous died, the sources 
and springs dried up, and all the tribes fell into exile. Those above 
opened with the words: "Your righteousness is like the great 
mountains, Your Judgments are a great deep." At that moment that 
Moses died, the light of the sun darkened at midday and the Written 
Torah was barred, which is the light of the shining mirror, WHICH IS 
ZEIR ANPIN. At the moment that King David died, the moon, WHICH 
IS MALCHUT, gathered in its light and the Oral Torah gathered in its 
light.
 

 

552. Since that time the lights of Torah were concealed, and 
arguments multiplied in the Mishnah. The scholars argued and all 
those of stout heart were confused; therefore, there was no joy of 
the Torah at that time throughout the generations of the world. This 
is the cause of the severe fasts that the Rabbis decreed. When a 
certain person died they decreed a fast, when something happened 
they decreed so. When the joy of the Written Torah and the Oral 
Torah was most gathered up at that time, it is so much more 
necessary to lock the gates of the Torah. Therefore, we say the 
Justifications of the Judgments, as we have mentioned. Rabbi Yosi 
and Rabbi Chiya rejoiced and kissed him on his head as before. 
They said: Happy is our portion on this way.
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50. "Wisdom strengthens the wise" 
The mule-driver of previous sections here says that, "Wisdom strengthens the wise more than ten rulers who are in the city," refers to Moses. When 
Moses ascended Mount Sinai to receive the Torah, the firmaments and the supernal camps of the angels rose against him because he was going to 
lower the Torah to the earth and take their goodness and joy from them. But Moses strengthened himself. The Torah shields those who study it with 
the courage and strength derived from "ten rulers", which are the Ten Commandments. The ten rules are, we learn, the ten kinds of wisdom found in 
the Torah, which is the secret of the ten Sfirot in ten engraved Names. In one Name of 22 engraved letters, we are told, the secrets of the world to 
come are combined and cannot be understood, yet, nonetheless, the Holy One bequeathed to the righteous a longing for that time. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
A deep longing for eternal world peace stirs within our hearts, and the effect is a miraculous positive change in human civilization. We are 
strengthened with goodness and compassion, for these are the traits of the Torah and the power of the Zohar. We secure a swift and sweet 
redemption of man, bringing the world to come into the here and now.

553. Again he opened the discussion saying: "Wisdom strengthens 
the wise more than ten rulers who are in the city" (Kohelet 7:19). 
"Wisdom strengthens the wise" refers to Moses. When he ascended 
Mount Sinai to receive the Torah, all the firmaments and all the 
supernal camps OF ANGELS trembled. They said before Him, Master 
of the world, behold all our goodness and joy is only in the Torah, 
and you want to lower it to earth. They gathered against Moses to 
burn him with fire. Moses strengthened himself, as the friends have 
established that the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses, etc.
 

 

554. "Wisdom strengthens the wise" means that everyone who is 
occupied with Torah and endeavors in it for its own sake, receives 
strength from the Torah that protects him, when he needs courage 
and strength. From which place does he receive that courage and 
strength to strengthen himself? THE VERSE repeats, saying, from 
"ten rulers," those are the Ten Commandments that are written in the 
Torah which are supernal Rules that the person strengthen himself 
with them in this world and in the World to Come. All the secrets of 
the world and all the commandments and all the Wisdom of above 
and below depend upon them and everything is included in them 
and everything is in the Torah. Happy is the portion of he who is 
occupied with Torah, so as to become strengthened with courage in 
the World to Come.
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555. The ten rules are the ten kinds of Wisdom that are in the Torah, 
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE TEN SFIROT, in ten engraved 
names; NAMELY, THE TEN NAMES THAT ALLUDE TO THE TEN 
SFIROT OF EHEYEH. In one Name of 22 engraved letters, THE NAME 
ALEPH-NUN-KUF-TAV-FINAL MEM OF THE BLESSING OF THE 
PRIESTS, the secrets of the World to Come are combined, in these 
lights that the eye cannot see, NOR even with understanding know 
and behold that delight, or the longing that the Holy One, blessed be 
He, bequeathed to the righteous for the World to Come, as it is 
written: "Neither has the eye seen, that an Elohim beside You, 
should do such a thing for him that waits for him" (Yeshayah 64:3).
 

 

 
 
51. The food of the souls 
The mule-driver from previous sections says that the merit gained from a person's table in this world enables him to eat on another table of delight 
in the world to come. There is a table there because food and pleasure are eaten by the souls in that world just as the ministering angels eat. The 
supernal angels eat manna, the food that comes from the dew of the world above, a food from the light of the Holy Anointing Oil itself. The souls of 
the righteous are nourished from thence in the Garden of Eden, and there also they become clothed. During Shabbat and Festivals, the souls take 
off their garments and ascend to see the glory of their Master. He next explains the meaning of: "And it shall come to pass, that every new moon, 
and every Shabbat, shall all flesh come to bow down to the ground before Me', says The Creator." 
The rabbis ask the mule-driver his name, which is Chanan. Finally, they all stop at the next village, which is also named Chanan, and they sit down 
at table blessed with the words of Torah. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The spiritual foundation upon which we build our life determines our place of standing in the world to come. A life devoted to the procurement of 
spiritual assets, as opposed to the material kind, reaps untold pleasures in the world to come. 
This simple truth holds true in this world as well. Indulging our avaricious impulses, while neglecting the needs of our soul, spawns a future of 
difficulty, a tomorrow built of despair, a destiny born of darkness. The building blocks of spirituality are erected here, ingrained into our being, so 
that we eat foods of indescribable delights in the Garden of Eden.

556. The table of a person merits him to eat on another table in the 
delight of that world, THE WORLD TO COME, as it is written: "For he 
did eat continually at the table of the king" (II Shmuel 9:13). King 
David used to say, "You prepare a table before me in the presence of 
my enemies" (Tehilim 23:5), and this is the preparation of the table in 
that world, for then there is delight and desire with which the soul 
has pleasure in the World to Come.
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557. HE QUESTIONS: Is there a table for the souls in that world? HE 
ANSWERS: Yes, because food and the supply of pleasure are eaten 
by the souls in that world just as the ministering angels eat. HE 
QUESTIONS: Do the supernal angels eat? HE ANSWERS: Yes, and 
similar to that eating did the children of Yisrael eat in the desert, 
NAMELY THE MANNA. That food is the secret of the dew that flows 
and is drawn from above from the secret of the World to Come, 
WHICH IS BINAH. It is a food from the light of the Holy Anointing Oil. 
The souls of the righteous are nourished from there in the Garden of 
Eden and they gain pleasure there, because the souls of the 
righteous are clothed there in the Lower Garden of Eden just as they 
WERE CLOTHED in this world.
 

 

558. During Shabbat and Festivals, THE SOULS take off THEIR 
GARMENTS and ascend to see the glory of their Master and to 
delight with the supernal Delight properly, as it is written: "'And it 
shall come to pass, that every new moon, and every Shabbat, shall 
all flesh come to bow down to the ground before Me,' says 
Hashem" (Yeshayah 66:23). HE QUESTIONS: Will all flesh come? It 
must not be so, instead it should have been written: 'Every spirit or 
every soul.' What is the meaning of "all flesh?" HE ANSWERS: The 
Holy One, blessed be He, has made for Man in this world the 
likeness of the honor of the supernal glory above, WHICH IS THE 
SECRET OF WISDOM OF THE 32 PATHS, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. 
That supernal glory is a spirit to spirit, AS IT ILLUMINATES UPON 
ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS CALLED 'SPIRIT', and a soul to soul, AS IT 
ILLUMINATES TO BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'SOUL', until it reaches a 
place below that is called 'body', NAMELY MALCHUT. It inserts in it 
one spirit of the source of life that is called 'all', WHICH IS YESOD. 
This is the secret of: "Moreover, land has an advantage for everyone 
(lit. 'all')." (Kohelet 5:8). 'All' is a spirit for that body.
 

 

559. Similarly, man in this world is a body and the spirit that rules 
over him resembles that Supernal Spirit called 'all' that rules over the 
body above, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This spirit, THAT IS IN THE BODY 
OF MAN, is called 'all flesh' as it is written: "'Shall all flesh come to 
bow down to the ground before Me,' says Hashem" (Kohelet 5:8). In 
reference to this delight, it is written: "Neither has the eye seen, that 
an Elohim beside You, should do such a thing for him that waits for 
him" (Yeshayah 64:3).
 

 

560. The friends rejoiced on the way. When they reached a certain 
mountain, Rabbi Chiya said to this donkey-driver: What is your 
name? He said to him: "Chanan." He said to him: May the Holy One, 
blessed be He, be gracious unto you (Heb. yechonencha) and hear 
your voice when you need Him. Rabbi Yosi said: For certain the sun 
is setting and past this mountain there is a village named after you, 
for it is called 'Village of Chanan'. Let us lodge there in honor of your 
name. When they arrived there, they came to their lodging and 
prepared before them the table with many kinds of food. Rabbi Chiya 
said: This table is in the likeness of the World to Come, and it is 
incumbent upon us to elevate this table and adorn it with words of 
Torah.
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52. The center of the World 
Here, Rabbi Yosi discusses: "When you have eaten and are replete, then you shall bless The Creator your Elohim for the good land which He has 
given you." He says the Holy Land is the center of the world, and in the center of that is Jerusalem, and in the center of that is the Holy of Holies. 
Everywhere on earth is nourished from this one place. In the wilderness where the Other Side dominates, we learn, the children of Yisrael wandered 
for forty years. If they had been righteous during that time they would have removed the Other Side from the world, but instead they strengthened it. 
Moses died on Mount Avarim and was buried by the Shechinah. We are next told that Moses dominated the mountain, and that he showed those 
who die in the wilderness will rise at the resurrection of the dead. Rabbi Yosi then tells us that God sent a goat to a mountain called Azazel, which is 
the stronghold of the Other Side. Finally, we learn that if one who delights at his table worries about the holiness of the Holy Land and the sanctuary 
of the King that has been destroyed, he will be remembered by God as though he re-built the ruins of the Temple. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
A reading of this passage enjoins our souls to the Holy of Holies, the wellspring and fountainhead of all spiritual nourishment. This sacred 
connection is critical if our prayers are to be answered, if our lives are to be renewed with passion, peace, prosperity, and blessedness. 
The Temple is a refuge from death itself, such is the resplendence of this Light. Thus, a heartfelt visual embrace of this text rebuilds the spiritual 
Temple, as if by our own hands. The long hidden Light begins to shine and death dies. Evil is laid to waste and goodness fills the land. The dead are 
readied for Resurrection in a process that will embody sweet mercy and disburden.

561. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "When you 
have eaten and are replete, then you shall bless Hashem your 
Elohim for the good land which He has given you" (Devarim 8:10). 
HE QUESTIONS: If we bless in the land of Yisrael, how do we know 
THAT WE HAVE TO BLESS outside of the Land of Yisrael? FOR IT 
SEEMS that in this circumstance, OUTSIDE OF THE LAND OF 
YISRAEL, it is not necessary to bless. HE ANSWERS: When the Holy 
One, blessed be He, created the world, He divided the earth. The 
PLACE OF habitation was on one side and THE PLACE of desolation 
was on the other side. And He divided the inhabited PLACE, and 
circled the world around one point. What is it? It is the Holy Land, 
because the Holy Land is the center of the world and in the center of 
the Holy Land is Jerusalem, and the center of Jerusalem is the Holy 
of Holies. Every goodness and all the food of the entire habitation 
descend there from above and there is not one place inhabited that 
is not nourished from there.
 

 

562. He divided the desolate place, and there was no greater 
desolation in the entire world as in that wilderness, that the children 
of Yisrael broke its strength and power for forty years, as it is 
written: "...who led you through that great and terrible 
wilderness" (Ibid. 15). The Other Side dominates in that wilderness 
and, against its will, the children of Yisrael walked on it and smashed 
its strength forty years. Had they been righteous during the forty 
years, they would have removed the Other Side from the world, but 
because they angered the Holy One, blessed be He, so many times, 
the Other Side grow strong. They all fell under its power there.
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563. If you ask: Behold Moses, who was elevated over all the people 
of the world, how did he die there? HE ANSWERS: It was not so, for 
Moses was not under the jurisdiction OF THE OTHER SIDE, but 
rather on the Mount Avarim. What means Avarim? Quarrels, FROM 
THE EXPRESSION WRATH (HEB. EVRA) AND FURY. The supernal 
rulers of above quarreled over it, FOR THEY WANTED TO DOMINATE 
THE MOUNTAIN, but it was handed not to any other ruler and it 
remained so until Moses, the Faithful Servant, came and dominated 
it. Moses was buried there, and no one took part in his burial except 
the Holy One, blessed be He, alone, as it is written: "And he buried 
him in the valley" (Devarim 34:6).
 

 

564. "And he buried him..." HE QUESTIONS: Who is the one WHO 
BURIED HIM? HE ANSWERS: The one of whom it is written in a non-
descriptive way, "And he said to Moses" (Shemot 24:1) and similarly, 
"And...called to Moses" (Vayikra 1:1). It did not write who he is. "And 
he buried him": It is not written who he is. But certainly this place is 
known to the friends, THAT IT IS THE SHECHINAH CALLED 'PLACE', 
FOR IT IS THE SHECHINAH WHEREVER IT IS SAID JUST 'HE'. 
Therefore, no one dominated in this mountain except Moses himself, 
and he was buried there. He did it so that all the generations of the 
world would know that those who died in the wilderness will rise AT 
THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD. The Holy One, blessed be He, 
caused their shepherd to dwell among them, so that they all will be 
present in the rising to existence of the World to Come.
 

 

565. If you ask: If that wilderness is the strength of the Other Side, 
how could the Holy One, blessed be He, command that this goat 
shall be sent to a different mountain that is called 'Azazel'? They 
should have sent it to that mountain that Yisrael went over in the 
wilderness, for there is the place of the strength of the Other Side. 
HE ANSWERS: Since the children of Yisrael had already gone there 
forty years, its power was broken. And its power grew strong in a 
place where nobody ever passed before. Yet that mountain THAT IS 
IN THE WILDERNESS THAT YISRAEL WALKED IN was the dwelling 
place of Yisrael for forty years.
 

 

566. But that place, WHERE THEY SEND that goat, is a supernal 
strong rock, and under the depths of that rock, where no man can 
enter, THE OTHER SIDE dominates exceedingly to eat its prey. Then 
it will be removed from Yisrael and there will be accuser against 
them will in the inhabited region.
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567. The dominion of the secret of Faith is found in the central point 
of the whole Holy Land, in the Holy of Holies, and even though it 
does not exist today, NONETHELESS, in its merit the whole world is 
fed. Food and sustenance emit from there to all, in every inhabited 
place. Therefore, even though Yisrael are outside the Holy Land, 
because of the strength and merit of the Land there is food and 
sustenance in the world. Therefore, it is written: "And you shall 
bless Hashem your Elohim for the good land that He has given you," 
"the good land" certainly, for there is found food and sustenance in 
the world because of it.
 

 

568. One who delights at his table and has pleasure in foods should 
remember and care for the holiness of the Holy Land, and the 
sanctuary of the King that has been destroyed. Because he was sad 
about his table there, in the midst of joy and feasting, the Holy One, 
blessed be He, considers for him as though he built His house, and 
built all these ruins of the Temple. Happy is his portion.
 

 

 
 
53. A Cup of Blessing 
Here, Rabbi Yosi says that the Cup of Blessing becomes blessed from Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet of Zeir Anpin that are the three patriarchs; 
therefore a cup is necessary only when there are three men together. The Cup of Blessing, which, we learn, is Malchut, is perfected by the ten Sfirot. 
It should be looked at because: "The eyes of The Creator your Elohim are always upon it." It is the secret of Faith, and must always be guarded 
because it is for the Cup's sake that the table is blessed during the prayer after meals. Rabbi Yosi says again that the table must never be empty 
because the blessing does not exist on an empty table. Just so, wisdom is given to the wise. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
As our eyes drink the Light of these verses, our souls partake of the Cup of Blessing. We receive sustenance so that we may tithe, spiritual 
nourishment so that we may persevere the spiritual path, and appreciation of God's endless goodness so that we may protect and forever keep all 
that is sacred and precious in our lives. By the virtue of the Patriarchs our tables are kept full so that we may now take possession of all these 
blessings.

569. The Cup of Blessing is used only when there are three WHO 
ATE TOGETHER. It is blessed from the secret of the three Patriarchs, 
FOR MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CUP OF BLESSING, 
IS BLESSED FROM CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR 
ANPIN THAT ARE CALLED 'PATRIARCHS'. Therefore, a cup is 
necessary only when there are three men. One should give the Cup 
of Blessing with the right and left HANDS, and receive it in both, 
because MALCHUT is given between the right and left OF ZEIR 
ANPIN. Afterwards one should leave it only in his right hand, 
because from there it is blessed, MEANING FROM THE LIGHT OF 
THE CHASSADIM THAT ARE IN THE RIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

570. Ten things were said about the Cup of Blessing and they are all 
proper, because the Cup of Blessing, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is 
perfected by ten, NAMELY THE TEN SFIROT, as the friends have 
established. It is necessary to look at the Cup of Blessing with the 
eyes, because it is written: "The eyes of Hashem your Elohim are 
always upon it" (Devarim 11:12) ON THE LAND WHICH IS MALCHUT, 
THAT IS CALLED 'CUP OF BLESSING'. It should not be removed 
from the eye, but should rather be looked at.
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571. The Cup of Blessing is blessed with the blessing that the 
person makes over it to the Holy One, blessed be He, because it is 
the secret of Faith, NAMELY MALCHUT. It must be guarded with the 
highest guard, as it is the importance of the King, and it is for its 
sake that the table is blessed during the blessing after the meal that 
one blesses.
 

 

572. The table OF A PERSON must never be empty, because the 
blessing is not present on an empty table, as we have established: 
"Tell me, what have you in the house" (II Melachim 4:2). Therefore, 
the table should not appear empty, because the supernal blessings 
dwell only in a whole place. This is the secret of: "And in the hearts 
of all that are wise hearted I have put wisdom" (Shemot 31:6), 
MEANING AFTER HE HAS BEEN PERFECTED WITH WISDOM, HE IS 
GIVEN WISDOM. "He gives Wisdom to the wise" (Daniel 2:21). Upon 
this secret is based the table of the shewbread, THAT IT IS NEVER 
EMPTY, as it is written: "And you shall set upon the table shewbread 
before Me always" (Shemot 25:30).
 

 

 
 
54. A candlestick, shekels, the month 
One cannot summarize the dozens of pieces of information given in this section with regard to the menorah, about the meaning of the letters and 
musical tones. The arms and branches of the candlestick are compared to the Sfirot and to the relationship of Zeir Anpin and Malchut. Malchut, we 
are told, serves Zeir Anpin in order to reveal all the aspects of Zeir Anpin that are called Sfirah. Rabbi Shimon says to the Faithful Shepherd (Moses) 
that Malchut is like a sacrifice of higher and lesser value, depending on whether one is wealthy, average, or poor. If one is very wealthy, all good that 
is done is to one's merit in the world to come. If one is of average wealth, one is serving two worlds, and thus merits half a shekel in the world to 
come. If one is poor, the sacrifice is of lower value. Yet, we find, God descends to dwell with he who makes himself a contrite and humble spirit for 
the Shechinah's sake. From the day a person inherits his soul, which comprises the Holy One and His Shechinah, he is called 'a son'. The soul has 
five names: Neshamah, Ruach, Nefesh, Chayah and Yechidah. Rabbi Shimon next says that, "and you shall love The Creator ' with all your might" 
means 'with all your money'. He then praises the Faithful Shepherd, and requests that he arise once more and complete the commandments of His 
master. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
This passage again reveals the many layers of meaning that are symbolized by sacred objects in Scripture, and it helps us to more fully comprehend 
the depth and richness of the Torah. The menorah can be said to have meaning at the physical level, the verbal level, the alphabetical and numerical 
and geometrical levels, the cosmological level, and the spiritual level. All of these meanings become operational through the simple act of lighting 
the menorah, although their inner workings remain unobservable to the naked eye. Endowed with this awareness, this section fires up the Light that 
was revealed when the menorah was lit in the ancient Tabernacle, and it shines upon us with great intensity. All of our spiritual actions will now 
achieve their maximum effect in the upper world, because we realize that a vast spiritual machinery is set into motion by a simple physical action, 
such as lighting a menorah or reading a passage of the Holy Zohar. This consciousness is, ultimately, our key. 
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)

573. All gather, Tanaim and Amoraim, because the time has come to 
perfect the vessels of the King, and to illuminate so that they should 
be perfected before Him, for they are the Tabernacle, the candlestick, 
table, basin, and its stand, ark, cover, and the Cherubs. It is all 
PERFECTED with a shekel, AS SHALL BE WRITTEN BEFORE US. 
Therefore, He commanded Yisrael: "This they shall give" (Shemot 
30:13).
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574. One Tana arose and said: Faithful Shepherd, certainly it is so. 
You were commanded to make everything, as it is written: "And you 
shall make a candlestick" (Shemot 25:31), "You shall make a 
table" (Ibid. 23) and so in everything, you should observe and make. 
Of all of them, you had difficulty in making only three things that are 
marked in the letters of your Name, which are the candlestick 
(Menorah), Shekels and this (Hei) month. Why did you find it difficult?
 

 

575. He said to him: Old man, you learn this difficulty that I had from 
the verse: "Of beaten work (or derived from: difficult) shall the 
candlestick be made" (Ibid.), BECAUSE, "SHALL THE CANDLESTICK 
BE MADE" PURPORTS THAT IT SHOULD BE MADE BY ITSELF, 
THAT MOSES WAS NOT ABLE TO MAKE IT. Certainly, the vessel of 
the Holy One, blessed be He, is the Shechinah, which is a vessel to 
serve her husband, ZEIR ANPIN. She is his candlestick, as it is 
written: "Seven times a day I praise You" (Tehilim 119:164). They are 
"the greatness, and the power (Heb. Gvurah), and the glory (Heb. 
Tiferet), and the victory (Heb. Netzach), and the majesty (Heb. 
Hod)" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11), Yesod and Malchut, which 
comprises seven.
  

576. From these seven grades IS THE CANDLESTICK COMPOSED. 
"Three branches of the candlestick out of one side" (Shemot 25:32) 
ARE the body, NAMELY TIFERET, and the two arms of the King, 
WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH. She is MALCHUT. SHE IS the 
candle for a precept with which to illuminate upon them, BEING 
THEIR FOURTH. "And three branches of the candlestick out of the 
second side" are two thighs, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, the 
covenant, WHICH IS YESOD, and She, MALCHUT, is the western 
candle to illuminate them. The king's candlestick is called 
'MALCHUT', being a candle that lights the candle with which one 
fulfills a precept, BEING A FOURTH TO THE ABOVE MENTIONED 
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, WHENCE SHE RECEIVES 
CHOCHMAH, as written: "The commandment of Hashem is pure, 
enlightening the eyes" (Tehilim 19:9).
 

 

577. What is the head (or top) of the candlestick? It is Binah, the 
supernal Hei, NAMELY THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF BINAH, THE 
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, who has IN HER SEVEN LOWER SFIROT, 
WHICH ARE YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, three branches in this 
shape of Hei, which is composed of three Vav's that are the three 
Patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. The second Hei HAS a 
second set of three branches in the shape of Hei, which are Netzach, 
Hod, and Yesod. Vav is the center of the candlestick, NAMELY ZEIR 
ANPIN, which is the son of Yud and Hei, BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN IS 
THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT MEDIATES BETWEEN THE TWO 
COLUMNS OF BINAH. Binah is so called after him, BECAUSE BINAH 
IS MADE UP OF THE LETTERS BEN (ENG. 'THE SON OF') YUD-HEI. 
ZEIR ANPIN includes six branches below, IN HIS PLACE, which 
amounts to Vav (=six) in his six branches.
 

 

578. Yud is "A virtuous woman is a crown to her husband" (Mishlei 
12:4), the crown of the Torah scroll, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, in the 
shape of a Zayin, WHICH IS A YUD ON TOP OF A VAV, NAMELY A 
CROWN OVER VAV, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, from the aspect of the 
World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH; MALCHUT is not a vessel to it, and 
now serves him only as a crown on his head. In this world, BEING 
MALCHUT FROM HER OWN ASPECT, She is like this Hei-Vav-Hei-
Yud, WHICH PERMUTATION SHOWS that She is a vessel under him 
AND serves him in every Sfirah of his, in his every limb, and in his 
every attribute. MEANING THAT MALCHUT SERVES ZEIR ANPIN IN 
ORDER TO REVEAL ALL THE ASPECTS OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE 
CALLED SFIRAH, LIMB AND ATTRIBUTE.
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579. Therefore this Yud, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is sometimes under 
ZEIR ANPIN and sometimes on top and sometimes in the center. HE 
EXPLAINS: On top IS THE SECRET OF THE YUD of Yud Hei Vav Hei, 
IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "The stone which the builders 
rejected has become the head stone of the corner" (Tehilim 118:22). 
This is "to cause the lamps to burn continually" (Vayikra 24:2), which 
is Yud on Hei-Vav-Hei from the side of the candlestick. In the center 
OF ZEIR ANPIN, it is half a shekel, MEANING THAT SHE IS AS 
LARGE AS HIM AND THEY ARE BOTH TWO HALVES OF THE BODY. 
FOR ZEIR ANPIN IS THE ASPECT OF THE RIGHT HALF OF BINAH 
AND MALCHUT IS THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT PART OF BINAH. 
Then it is CALLED 'HALF A SHEKEL', as it is written: "This they shall 
give...HALF A SHEKEL AFTER THE SHEKEL OF THE 
SANCTUARY" (Shemot 30:13), thus Hei-Vav-Yud-Hei. In the end OF 
ZEIR ANPIN, in the tabernacle, she Hei-Vav-Hei-Yud. AND THIS IS 
THE SECRET OF "five cubits long" (Shemot 27:1) from the first Hei, 
and "five cubits broad" from the lower Hei. 'Cubit' is the secret of 
Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and half of cubit is Yud, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT THAT STANDS AT THE END. Everything is alluded to in 
the letter Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, OR HIS CROWN, OR IN HIS 
CENTER OR AT HIS END.
 

 

580. This is the secret of: "I am the first, and I am the last; and 
beside Me there is no Elohim" (Yeshayah 44:6), "I AM THE FIRST" IS 
THE SECRET OF MALCHUT WHEN IT IS A CROWN ON THE HEAD 
OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHILE "AND I AM THE LAST" IS WHEN SHE IS A 
POINT AT THE END OF ZEIR ANPIN. "AND BESIDE ME THERE IS NO 
ELOHIM" IS WHEN SHE IS IN THE CENTER OF ZEIR ANPIN, 
MEANING FOURTH TO THE PATRIARCHS AFTER CHESED, 
GVURAH AND TIFERET. She is alluded to in this Name, Yud-Vav-
Dalet, Hei-Yud, Vav-Yud-Vav, Hei-Yud, WHERE YUD IS AT THE 
BEGINNING AND YUD IN THE CENTER OF THE VAV, AND YUD AT 
THE END OF THE HEI. Every Name in which Hei dominates Yud is a 
female from the left. And even though Yud at the beginning of the 
Name IS MALE, STILL-IN-ALL, SINCE after the two Hei's of the Name, 
it is at the end, such as Hei-Yud, Hei-Yud, it is judged according to 
the majority, as a female. The Yud that is upon Hei is a crown, under 
Hei a vessel, and all the more so under Vav.
 

 

581. I do not make any division or separation in the Supernal Unity, 
THAT IS IN BINAH, and it is all one unison. THEREFORE, it was 
difficult for me to produce THE THREE THINGS, THE CANDLESTICK, 
THE SHEKELS, AND THE NEW MOON, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF 
MALCHUT. FOR IN THE CANDLESTICK, THERE IS THE ASPECT OF 
THE CROWN OF ZEIR ANPIN AND IN THE SHEKELS AND NEW 
MOON IT IS CONSIDERED TO BE IN HIS CENTER. The Holy One, 
blessed be He, who knows all thoughts, said, 'His intention was 
good not to make division and separation.' THEREFORE, let the 
candlestick be made by itself, just like the Shechinah is made from 
the self of the Holy One, blessed be He, without division. Of the other 
vessels of the Tabernacle, by which the Shechinah is at the service, 
NAMELY AT THE END OF ZEIR ANPIN, IT IS SAID: "And Betzalel 
made" (Shemot 37:1). AND IT WAS NOT NECESSARY THAT IT BE 
MADE BY ITSELF.
 

 

582. Wherever the lower Shechinah is a crown in the central pillar, 
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS when she is taken from Binah, which 
is the World to Come, it is certain THAT THEN man has no 
knowledge of the Holy One, blessed be He, and all his attributes. 
BINAH HAS THEN BEEN REDUCED TO THE SIX ENDS until he enters 
that gate, about which is said: "This is the gate of Hashem" (Tehilim 
118:20) MEANING through the letter Lamed, WHICH ALLUDES TO A 
TOWER THAT FLIES IN THE AIR.
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583. FROM THE ASPECT OF HER BEING IN THE CENTER OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, she is combined from all the Sfirot and all the letters of the 
expressed and hidden Names, FOR SHE RECEIVES FROM THEM 
ALL AND THEY ARE INCLUDED IN HER. AND FROM THE ASPECT 
OF WHICH SHE IS AT THE END OF ZEIR ANPIN, she is a dot under 
every single letter, because she serves under her husband, ZEIR 
ANPIN, FOR FROM THERE IS SHE BUILT-UP TO UNITE WITH ZEIR 
ANPIN. AND FROM THE ASPECT OF her being a crown on the head 
OF ZEIR ANPIN, she is from the side of the musical tones THAT ARE 
MARKED ABOVE THE LETTERS. HE EXPLAINS: She is a dot like the 
dot of Segol that is below the knees of the King, MEANING BELOW 
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE CALLED 
'KNEES', as it is written, "and the earth is My footstool" (Yeshayah 
66:1), MEANING MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'EARTH'. She is in the 
center WITH ZEIR ANPIN, for then she is called 'half-a-shekel', HALF 
A BODY AS EXPLAINED EARLIER, and this is in the point of the 
Shuruk, which is in the center of the Vav. She is a crown on his head 
from the side OF THE MUSICAL NOTE THAT IS CALLED 'segulta', 
WHICH IS ABOVE THE LETTERS.
 

 

584. Zarka, Makaf, Shofar, Holech, Segulta: When we cast and bring 
close MALCHUT TO BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'SHOFAR', SHE TURNS 
INTO THE SEGULTA OF THE MUSICAL TONES. Then she is a crown 
on the head of the King, ZEIR ANPIN, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, FOR 
THIS IS THE MEANING OF: 'A crown is given to you, Hashem our 
Elohim'. She is known then by what is said of her, 'Search not into 
that which is concealed from you, and inquire not into that which is 
hidden from you.' We know that it is 'first' above in Keter, which is 
Segulta, WHICH IS ABOVE THE LETTERS. It is the 'last' in the Segol, 
WHICH IS BELOW THE LETTERS, 'and beside him there is no 
Elohim' in the Shuruk, WHICH IS IN THE CENTER OF THE LETTERS, 
FOR THEN SHE ILLUMINATES WITH THE SHINE OF CHOCHMAH. 
Everything is known through her.
 

 

585. Whoever cleaves UNTO MALCHUT from below THE LETTERS, 
she raises him above, FOR SHE IS BUILT FROM THERE TO UNITE 
FACE-TO-FACE WITH ZEIR ANPIN. Yet she lowers below her he who 
desires to ascend above her to understand her from above THE 
LETTERS, and he has no part in her, BECAUSE WHEN SHE IS 
ABOVE IN SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, SHE CANNOT BE 
UNDERSTOOD. Because Jacob received knowledge through her, 
MEANING FROM THE ASPECT OF BELOW THE LETTERS, he taught 
her to his children, and commanded them not to ascend to a level 
that is above her. She is everything, FOR SHE IS COMBINED OF 
THEM ALL, from above and from below and in the middle. It is 
written: "And this is that which their father spoke to 
them" (Beresheet 44:28), NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 
'THIS'. FOR HE TOLD TO THEM NOT TO RISE ABOVE HER.
 

 

586. The prophet who recognized her cried and said to the Torah 
scholars and the Sages of the Torah: Those who are wealthy with it, 
MEANING that they are happy with their portion, FOR ONE WHO IS 
HAPPY WITH HIS PORTION IS WEALTHY. He cried toward them and 
said, "Thus says Hashem, 'Let not the wise man glory...but let him 
that glories glory in this, that he understands and knows 
Me'" (Yirmeyah 9:22-23), MEANING MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 
'THIS' AND NOT ABOVE HER. David, who knew her, said "Though a 
host should camp against me...even then I will be confident (lit. 'in 
this')" (Tehilim 27:3). Jeremiah saw the length of the exile, as well as 
Samael and the Serpent and all the princes of the seventy nations 
that were swooping down upon Yisrael by tens of thousands, and he 
saw the verse that the Holy One, blessed be He, said, "And yet for all 
that (lit. 'this'), when they are in the land of their enemies..." (Vayikra 
26:44). The prophet said, "This I recall to my mind, therefore I have 
hope" (Eichah 3:21), FOR MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'THIS' IS WITH 
THEM IN EXILE; THEREFORE, HE AWAITS SALVATION. Of him who 
"neither did he set his heart even to this" (Shemot :23), it is written: 
"Nor does a fool understand this" (Tehilim 92:7) and also, "And this 
is the blessing of Judah. And he said, 'Hear Hashem, the voice of 
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Judah'" (Devarim 33:7). Judah observed what his father commanded 
him, AS MENTIONED EARLIER; THEREFORE, he merited kingship. 
David rose because of it to kingship, for he endeavored all his days 
to PERFECT it.
 

 

587. Said the holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, TO THE FAITHFUL 
SHEPHERD: It is said, "And this is the Torah which Moses 
set..." (Devarim 4:44). You admonished Yisrael with it at the time of 
your death and you did bless every single tribe of Yisrael with it, as it 
is written: "And this is the blessing which Moses...blessed" (Devarim 
33:1). Therefore, the scholars, the masters of the Mishnah, explained 
it in relation to the verse: "This is the Torah, when a man dies in a 
tent" (Bemidbar 19:14). Pertaining to this, they said: What is the 
meaning of "dies in a tent?" The Torah is maintained only in one 
who kills himself for its sake. Death means poverty, for a poor man 
is considered as dead.
 

 

588. MALCHUT is like a sacrifice of higher and lesser value. From the 
side of the wealthy one, it is certainly of higher value for it goes high 
above him, because all the good that the wealthy people do is all to 
their merit in the World to Come. There it is a crown on their heads, 
AND THIS IS FROM THE ASPECT OF IT BEING A CROWN OVER 
ZEIR ANPIN. The average man, who serves in order to merit two 
worlds, MEANING ALSO THIS WORLD, it is with him half a shekel in 
the World to Come, like Matzah that is broken in two, half under the 
napkin for Afikomen and half TO EAT to fulfill a commandment 
before the meal. From this side, it is said: "What is your petition? 
And it shall be granted you: and what is your request? Even to half 
the kingdom it shall be performed" (Ester 5:6), AND THIS FROM THE 
ASPECT THAT SHE IS IN THE MIDDLE OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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589. But for one who is a poor, who endangers his life for its (her) 
sake, as is your quality, Faithful Shepherd, she, MALCHUT, is a 
sacrifice of lower value (lit. 'descending') under you, FOR SHE 
BECOMES A POINT UNDER YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE 
ASPECT OF FAITHFUL SHEPHERD. Why is it so? Because one who 
humbles himself for the sake of the Shechinah, the Holy One, 
blessed be He, descends to him. This is what David meant by: 
"Though Hashem be high, yet He takes note of the lowly" (Tehilim 
138:6), and the prophet said, "For thus says the high and lofty one, 
that inhabits eternity, whose Name is holy...yet with him also that is 
of a contrite and humble spirit" (Yeshayah 57:15). Even though 'I 
dwell on high and in a holy place,' yet due to him who makes himself 
a contrite and humble spirit for the Shechinah's sake, in order to 
elevate Her from Her humbleness AND TO MAKE HER a crown for 
his head, I descend to dwell with him. After the husband of the 
Shechinah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, descends upon the man, She 
lowers Herself from his head, allows the space of the head to her 
husband, ZEIR ANPIN, and descends to the legs of the King, 
NAMELY UNDER HIS NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD THAT ARE 
CALLED 'LEGS'. The secret of the matter is: "The heaven is My 
throne, and the earth is my footstool" (Yeshayah 66:1); NAMELY, 
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'EARTH'.
 

 

590. From the day that the person inherits the soul, which comprises 
the Holy One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah, he is called 'a son'. 
One Tana said: Is it so that from the day that the person inherits a 
soul that comprises of the Holy One, blessed be He, and His 
Shechinah, he is called 'a son'? From where do we know this? It is 
from this verse that David said in the book of Tehilim, "I will tell of 
the decree: Hashem has said to me, 'You are My son; this day have I 
begotten you'" (Tehilim 2:7), FOR THIS OCCURS BY EVERY PERSON 
AT THE MOMENT THAT HE ATTAINS THE SOUL.
 

 

591. The holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON said to him: Faithful 
Shepherd, what is the meaning of "this day have I begotten you"? IT 
WOULD HAVE SUFFICED TO SAY "YOU ARE MY SON" TO CONVEY 
THAT I HAVE BEGOTTEN YOU. But because of you did David say 
with the Holy Spirit "this day have I begotten you." FOR "I" REFERS 
TO THE SHECHINAH AND "THIS DAY" REFERS TO THE FAITHFUL 
SHEPHERD WHICH IS TIFERET, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "It is yet high 
day" (Beresheet 29:7), for him, of whom it is said, "And there arose 
not a prophet in Yisrael like Moses" (Devarim 34:10). THEREFORE, 
HE IS CALLED 'HIGH DAY'. You lived in the Shechinah, "and you 
shall love Hashem your Elohim with all your heart" (Devarim 6:5), 
namely the body "and with all your soul (Heb. Nefesh)" namely the 
soul. For it has five names, Neshamah, Ruach, Nefesh, Chayah, 
Yechidah. "And with all your might", namely with all your money. 
The Holy One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah do not budge from 
you in all of these things.
 

 

592. You thought that even if all the worlds would be under your 
jurisdiction, you would give them in order to raise the Shechinah to 
the Holy One, blessed be He, to crown Him with His Shechinah over 
all the Princes of the nations of the world, and afterwards to elevate 
Him and His Shechinah. Your form is comprised of all good traits, 
throughout the worlds and the companies of the supernal angels, 
and the lower beings, and all Yisrael.
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593. The Holy One, blessed be He, attaches a good thought to action. 
Since you are His son, everything that you thought of for the sake of 
your Master, He fulfills through you. You will not stir from Him 
forever, but will remain in His image in everything. You are 
concealed from humans during the time of exile. But I, from this 
world, am a messenger from the Holy One, blessed be He, to say 
these words before you, and I am commanded by Him not to stir 
from you at anytime that you desire. I and all the Tanaim and 
Amorain of our Yeshivah REQUEST OF YOU to arise and complete 
the commandments of your Master.
 

 

 
 
55. "And they shall make an ark" 
Here, Rabbi Shimon speaks about the Torah and the ark. The supernal ark is the Shechinah, and the Holy One and His Shechinah are a unity. The 
rabbi maintains that the Torah is more beloved than anything; then he shows that the Ark and the ink with which the Torah is written are both made 
from wood, commenting that the world to come is the 'inside,' and the letters of Torah, though black on the outside, are white on the inside, as are 
the Torah scholars and holy sages. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The Ark and the Torah are the two most sacred artifacts and symbols in Scripture; yet they remain the least understood. The ancient Kabbalists, 
however, revealed the inner significance of these two divine instruments. When Moses received the Tablets on Mount Sinai, the energy and spiritual 
Light that was revealed during the event literally vanquished all forms of darkness throughout the world. Death, chaos, pain, and suffering were 
extinguished, overwhelmed by the luminous radiance. 
The term "Tablets" is a code describing a unique instrument that was fashioned to generate divine energy in our physical world. In the language of 
the 21st Century, one might envision the Tablets as a spiritual "nuclear power plant." 
Just as a city is equipped with transformer substations that bring electrical energy from the local power station to our homes, the term Ten 
Commandments really signifies ten transformers that channel spiritual energy into our physical world. Both electrical and spiritual energy operate 
under similar principles. Both require physical tools to manifest and express their power in the material realm. 
Moses had attained the highest level of consciousness. This truth is the deeper significance behind the concept of Moses "climbing to the top of the 
mountain." By virtue of his lofty level, Moses was able to control the raw forces of energy in the spiritual domain. He left the 600,000 Israelites at the 
foot of the mountain so that he could activate the tablets, thus bringing a final end to death and chaos. 
During Moses' absence, two wicked and powerful alchemists infiltrated this gathering of 600,000 strong, and convinced the Israelites that Moses 
was dead, presumably from an overdose of "spiritual radiation." These hateful souls knew their days were over if the Israelites and the world 
remained connected to the energy flowing from this mountain. It would mean the end of evil and the dawn of immortality. 
Consequently, they devised a cunning plan. They enlisted the help of a rabble-rousing faction that had split from the Israelites. The two alchemists 
and the rebel group were known as the "Mixed Multitude." 
The Mixed Multitude convinced other Israelites to help them manufacture another instrument capable of generating a large supply of spiritual 
current. Activating this second source of spiritual power was the key to their insidious strategy. 
Gold, being the finest conductor of electrical current, was also recognized as a powerful conductor of spiritual current. Thus, they built an apparatus 
constructed of gold, known by the code term "Golden Calf." Powering up the Golden Calf unleashed an additional surge of energy into the cosmos 
that literally blew out the circuits of the Tablets. The Light suddenly went out. Death was reborn, and evil returned to our midst. The Tablets, 
however, still retained an afterglow. Moses put the glowing Tablets into the Ark, along with the scroll of the Torah. Though not operating at peak 
capacity, this divine apparatus could help mankind replenish the Light that previously showered Sinai and the world. 
All the Torahs and arks that now dwell in the synagogues of the world are wired and connected to the original Ark. Each week, when the ark in a 
synagogue is opened and the Torah is read, a portion of the Light that once illuminated Sinai is restored into the world. Unfortunately, the majority 
of Torahs in the world today are invalid. But thankfully, by the grace of God, when we read the verses that expound upon these mysteries, the Light 
of Sinai is replenished by connecting us to the supernal ark. 
Moreover, whereas a synagogue is under the constraint of time and space, the supernal ark and the Zohar operate in a timeless realm, above 
physical laws. Thus, all the Light destined to be revealed now bathes the world with a complete luminous radiance that extinguishes death and 
decay in a merciful manner. The immortality that was lost on Sinai is hereby regained and the mixed-multitude is forever banished, blotted out by 
this ultimate illumination of Light.
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594. He opened the discussion with the verse: "And they shall make 
an ark of Acacia wood" (Shemot 25:10). The Book of Torah is the 
Central Pillar, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Its ark is the Shechinah and 
"inside and outside shall he overlay it" (Ibid. 11); namely the Holy 
One, blessed be He, with His Shechinah THAT COVERS HIM from 
"outside and inside." THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND HIS 
SHECHINAH are all one. This is not so with the ark in this world, for 
the Torah which is inside is one kind and the ark is another kind. The 
one is written with ink and the other is wood overlaid with gold. 
Certainly the Torah is more beloved than everything, as it is written: 
"Gold and glass cannot equal it" (Iyov 28:17).
 

 

595. From a different view even, THE TORAH AND THE ARK THAT 
ARE in this world show that it is all one, ink and wood, LIKE THE 
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND HIS SHECHINAH, because ink is 
made of apples, which are of wood, NAMELY OF GALLNUTS. SO WE 
FIND THAT A TORAH SCROLL THAT IS WRITTEN WITH INK IS ONE 
KIND WITH THE ARK THAT IS MADE OF WOOD, FOR THIS IS THE 
SECRET OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND HIS 
SHECHINAH. Moreover, ink, NAMELY THE LETTERS, is black on the 
outside and white on the inside, as are the Torah scholars and sages 
black in this world, which is outside. They are beautiful in the World 
to Come, which is in the inside. Therefore, ink (Heb. dyo) is the same 
expression as 'Dayo (Eng. 'sufficient') for a servant to be like his 
master.' Dyo CONTAINS THE LETTERS IN YUD OR THE LETTERS OF 
'yado' (Eng. 'his hand') THAT ALLUDE TO Chochmah, Binah and 
Da'at, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YUD, for a man writes with his 
hand. 
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
 

 

 
 
56. "And look that you make them after their pattern" 
Here, Rabbi Yosi says that the title verse is referring to the tabernacle. God gave Moses detailed instructions for constructing the tabernacle, and 
also gave him a vision of how the tabernacle of Metatron would look in the future. The tabernacle above did not come into existence until the 
tabernacle below was complete. Rabbi Yosi then tells us that there are two tabernacles and two priests: of the latter, one is the primordial Light 
(Chesed of Zeir Anpin) and the other is Michael the High Priest. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Our physical world is an exact reflection of the upper world, thus the well-known Kabbalistic phrase, "As Above, so Below." The forces of the upper 
world influence and animate all events in this physical world, except for the actions of man. Our deeds in the lower world cause a stirring in the 
upper world. Thus, by reading this section, we reconnect ourselves to the tabernacle below and the supernal tabernacle above, forever ensuring our 
ties to the Light of the Creator. We make contact with the angel Matatron, Michael, and the Sfirah of Binah and Chesed, which bring an abundance of 
Mercy and inner guidance into our lives.

596. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: Of these mysteries of 
the Tabernacle, it is written, "And look that you make them after their 
pattern..." (Shemot 25:40) and it is written: "And you shall rear up the 
Tabernacle according to its fashion..." (Shemot 26:30). We have 
learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, spoke to Moses of all the 
forms and all the constructions of the Tabernacle, each one as it 
should be, and showed him THE ANGEL, Metatron, who serves the 
High Priest inside. If you ask: But the Tabernacle above was not 
erected until the day that the Tabernacle was erected below, and that 
youth, METATRON, did not serve above until the day that they 
served below in the other Tabernacle?
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597. HE ANSWERS: Certainly it is so that the Tabernacle was not 
erected above until it was erected below. Moses saw above the 
appearance of the whole Tabernacle, but it was not arranged 
completely until the Tabernacle was erected below, and he saw 
Metatron, who he served afterwards. AND HE DID NOT SEE HIM 
actually serving but rather as he would be serving later on, but not at 
that time. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses, 'See the 
Tabernacle and see the youth, METATRON, but it will all be delayed 
until the Tabernacle will be erected below.'
 

 

598. If you ask: Metatron serves in the Tabernacle above AND NOT 
MICHAEL? HE ANSWERS: The tabernacle is of Metatron and Michael 
the High Priest is the one who serves in the Tabernacle of Metatron, 
as the High Priest serves above in another Tabernacle that is 
concealed and not revealed, which is the secret of the World to 
Come, WHICH IS BINAH. There are two tabernacles. One is 
concealed, BINAH, and one is the Tabernacle of Metatron. There are 
two priests, MEANING THE ATTRIBUTES OF CHESED THAT IS 
CALLED 'PRIEST'. One is the primordial light, NAMELY CHESED OF 
ZEIR ANPIN, and one is Michael, the High Priest below.
 

 

 
 
57. Three Names included as one 
Rabbi Shimon here discloses some concealed secrets of the supernal tabernacle, Binah, which is built on twelve pearls or supernal limbs. He 
speaks then of the three names which are combined together and which interpenetrate each other from the Right, Left and Central Columns of Zeir 
Anpin. The Right Column, Chesed, holds the Alef and Lamed of El. The Left Column, Gvurah, takes those letters and adds Hei-Yud-Mem to form 
Elohim. Mercy is included with them. The Central Column of Zeir Anpin takes all these and adds Nun-Vav to form Eloheinu, 'Our Elohim'. We can see 
that the Right Column is included in the Left; but the Left Column is also included in the Right by virtue of the fact that they take letters from the 
World to Come (Binah) to form Mem-Yud-Mem, Mayim, or 'water'. Rabbi Shimon also explains here how letters are formed and congealed and 
cocooned. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The mention of "Twelve Pearls" indicates the root of the 12 constellations. Thus, we receive power to ascend above the plane of the planets and 
their respective astrological influences. At this moment we alter our destiny for the better, guaranteeing a redemption that is free of negative 
influences, judgments, and any form of pain. 
When the Zohar discourses on the Three Columns, we are strengthened in our souls so that our behavioral actions embody balance. We receive 
mercy (Right Column), and it forever tempers and sweetens our acts of judgment towards others. We arouse judgment (Left Column), and it 
balances excessive mercy, so that we offer tough love in the appropriate measure and time. We receive emotional strength to always resist our 
selfish desires (Central Column), so that we enjoin our soul to the Supernal Realm, the source of all sustenance and blessing. Finally, the powers of 
Creation, embodied by the Hebrew letters, bring complete order, balance, and rejuvenation to all existence.

599. From here, concealed secrets of the Tabernacle are disclosed 
by the mouth of the Luminary, WHO IS RABBI SHIMON. The supernal 
Tabernacle, WHICH IS BINAH, is built on twelve pearls, supernal 
limbs, WHICH ARE THREE COLUMNS AND MALCHUT THAT 
RECEIVES THEM. EACH ONE OF THESE FOUR IS COMBINED OF 
THREE COLUMNS, TOTALING TWELVE, and are comprised, the right 
within the left and the left within the right.
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600. There are three Names that are combined together. THEY ARE 
EL, ELOHIM, AND ELOHEINU (ENG. 'OUR ELOHIM'), AS SHALL BE 
EXPLAINED, and each penetrates the other. El is the first Name, as is 
set on the right OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF 
CHESED. THE SYSTEM IS AS FOLLOWS: Aleph, which is first, is to 
the right, NAMELY CHESED. It was turned into a shapeless lump, 
then was sculpted in the secret of the right. SMALLNESS IS 
CONSIDERED AS IF IT WERE AN UNFINISHED FORM, FOR IT IS A 
FORMLESS LUMP NOT YET COMPLETED, WHILE GREATNESS IS 
CONSIDERED SHAPED. When it entered and served internally, 
NAMELY IN BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'SUPERNAL TABERNACLE', 
the Lamed joined it. In its secret, it is called 'El (Aleph-Lamed)', 
because the Lamed emerged from the secret of above inside the 
Holy of Holies, WHICH IS BINAH, BECAUSE THE LAMED ALLUDES 
TO THE SECRET OF TOWER THAT FLIES IN THE AIR, NAMELY 
BINAH.
 

 

601. The Lamed became cocooned there IN BINAH, and it is certain 
that when it emerged from there, it became cocooned like the other 
letters, that became cocooned and shapen after emerging from the 
secret of the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH. BECAUSE BEFORE 
THE LETTERS ENTER THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THEY ARE MOIST 
AND AFTER THEY EMERGE FROM THERE TO THE SECRET OF THE 
FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THEY CONGEAL 
AND BECOME COCOONED. That Lamed also, even though it is a 
supernal secret, ALLUDING TO BINAH, THE SECRET OF THE 
TOWER THAT FLIES IN THE AIR, it did not become cocooned until it 
emerged outside. Then it is the Name El, which is to the right OF 
ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

602. The left includes within it the right, and takes this Name, EL 
(ALEPH-LAMED), to itself and combines with it. When it is included 
with it, it is called 'Elohim' (Aleph-Lamed-Hei-Yud-final Mem). HE 
QUESTIONS: And if you say: Behold the left came first in the secret 
of the World to Come?
 

 

603. HE ANSWERS: Certainly it is so, but when the grades emerge in 
the secret of letters from the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH, the 
name ELOHIM has to be revealed and erected, and point at that place 
from where they emerged, MEANING AT THE ORDER OF THEIR 
EMERGING IN BINAH. THEREFORE, this name was erected in this 
way: First Aleph and Lamed on the right side became included 
LATER within the left and the left took it, AND BECAME JOINED 
WITH ITS LETTERS, HEI, YUD, MEM, and is called 'Elohim'. AS THEY 
EMERGED IN BINAH SO DID THEY EMERGE IN ZEIR ANPIN. This is 
the secret of the right, WHICH IS EL THAT IS PRESENT in the Name 
Elohim. According to that secret IS FOUND that there is Mercy 
wherever there is Judgment, BECAUSE JUDGMENT, WHICH IS LEFT, 
includes it, and is erected and visible in it.
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604. The one that emerged from there, FROM BINAH, IN THE SENSE 
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, receives them both, 
NAMELY THE NAME EL AND THE NAME ELOHIM, and is completed 
to be called 'Eloheinu' (Eng. 'Our Elohim'). Here is the completeness 
that appears from the secret of the Supernal World, WHICH IS 
BINAH. It is all combined one with the other, BECAUSE THERE ARE 
HERE IN THE NAME ELOHEINU SIX LETTERS: ALEPH-LAMED ON 
THE RIGHT, HEI-YUD ON THE LEFT AND NUN-VAV IN THE CENTER, 
AND THEY ARE COMBINED TOGETHER. Since this Central COLUMN 
is completed, the Holy Name dwells upon it, which is the key to 
everything that is called Yud Hei Vav Hei, Then THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN takes all the sides, the upper and lower, WHICH ARE 
NETZACH HOD, right and left, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, 
and all the other directions, WHICH ARE EAST AND WEST. 
Therefore, when it is completed with the secret of the two sides, 
NAMELY WITH THE TWO COLUMNS, from right and left, it is called 
'Eloheinu', for there is right, left and center in this name, AS 
MENTIONED. It is visible and erected as is the secret of letters that 
emerge from there erected and visible, each and every one, AS WILL 
BE EXPLAINED.
  

605. HE ASKS: The right is indeed included in the left, for the left 
receives the name of the right, WHICH IS EL, BUT where is the left 
included in the right, so that right should receive the meaning of the 
left? HE ANSWERS: The right is included in the left and the left 
received the Name of the meaning of the right, WHICH IS the name 
El. The right also included in itself the left, which is Hei-Yud- final 
Mem.
 

 

606. HE QUESTIONS: Why is it so? HOW COULD THE RIGHT BE 
INCLUDED IN THE LEFT? HE ANSWERS: When that place whence 
they emerged was erected, NAMELY IN THE THREE COLUMNS OF 
BINAH, the left received two letters, OUT OF THE LETTERS HEI-YUD-
FINAL MEM WHICH ARE IN THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, and the 
right took one letter OF THE LETTERS HEI-YUD-FINAL MEM that are 
in the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH. The left took two, which are 
HEI-YUD of Hei-Yud-final Mem. Then the right included the left in 
itself and took the last letter OF HEI-YUD-FINAL MEM, WHICH IS 
Mem. It also took the Yud, which was to the left; the Mem it received 
is fully spelled Mem-Mem. Together with the Yud it received, the 
word Mayim (Eng. 'water', Mem-Yud-final Mem) was constructed. 
Then does the right include the left within it.
 

 

 
 
58. The letters 
Here, Rabbi Shimon speaks at length, telling how all the letters formed, rolled, combined, conceived new letters and thus participated in the creation 
of everything: fire, water, air, all the Sfirot, the light, the goatskin covering on the tabernacle, the perfection of the tabernacle, sound, the Garden, 
and the waters. He tells how all the seven names coming from the name of Mem-Bet in 42 letters are the secret of: "In the beginning Elohim created 
the heaven and the earth. And the earth was without form and void'" We also learn the meanings of: "And darkness was on the face of the deep," 
"Let there be light, and there was light," "the laver and its pedestal," "Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters," "The voice of The Creator 
is upon the waters, the El of Glory'," "Let the earth bring forth grass," and "Let the waters under the heaven be gathered together to one place." 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The Hebrew letters are the instruments of Creation. They are genetic strands of cosmic DNA. The letters transcend religion, race, geography, and 
the very concept of language. They are instruments of power. 
This truth is found within the Hebrew word for "letter," which means "pulse" or "vibration," indicating a flow of energy. By virtue of their shapes, 
sounds, and sequences, Hebrew letters radiate a wide range of forces. Their influence is universal, their scope, sweeping. Their power is shared 
with all mankind, though this penetrating truth has been concealed for millennia. Their sacred energy removes rash and intolerant emotions, fear, 
and anxiety from our beings. Their spiritual influence cleanses destructive impulses from our natures. The Light they emit purifies our hearts. 
All these spiritual benefits, and more, are now bequeathed to us in this majestic passage discoursing on the Creation of the spiritual and physical 
cosmos.
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607. Afterwards, the letters are erected in such a way that the Aleph 
that was originally on the right side, begot and brought forth IN THE 
LEFT the letter Shin, WHICH IS COMBINED OF THE THREE SIDES, 
RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTER. THEREFORE, IT CONTAINS THREE 
VAV'S and it jpined with the letter Aleph, and THE COMBINATION 
Esh (Eng. 'fire') was made ON THE LEFT. Some more letters were 
conceived by the blows of the two sides, RIGHT AND LEFT, and they 
approached each other in controversy, FOR THE RIGHT IS MADE OF 
WATER AND THE LEFT OF FIRE. From this controversy of fire with 
water and water with fire, they bore letters and they brought forth the 
letter Resh and the letter Vav and the letter Chet to become Ruach 
(Eng. 'air'). THE RUACH entered between the two sides, WHICH ARE 
WATER AND FIRE, AND MEDIATED AND COMBINED THE ONE WITH 
THE OTHER, and then the original letters settled in their places, each 
one in perfection.
  

608. More letters were conceived and they rolled together. The Aleph 
brought forth Mem that is from the right side, because it settled in 
the right, AND NOW THE ALEPH BROUGHT IT OUT TO THE ASPECT 
OF THE LEFT SIDE. The Mem brought forth the Shin TO THE 
ASPECT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, because the Mem was 
originally included in the left, BECAUSE IT WAS A CLOSED FINAL 
MEM IN THE NAME ELOHIM ON THE LEFT. Afterwards, it became 
combined in the right, FOR THE ALEPH TOOK IT AND MADE IT INTO 
AN OPEN MEM SO WE FIND THAT it is completed on two sides, ON 
THE RIGHT AND ON THE LEFT. And once it was completed, BOTH 
THE SIDES IN IT CONCEIVED and bore together THE LETTER SHIN 
that is combined of the two sides. IT IS THE SECRET OF THE 
CENTRAL COLUMN THAT COMBINES WITHIN ITSELF RIGHT AND 
LEFT, FOR THE THREE BRANCHES OF THE SHIN ALLUDE TO THEM.
 

 

609. Those three letters, Aleph, Mem, Shin, grew stronger, conceived 
and begot three others while revolving. The Mem was constructed 
and conceived and bore Resh. The Aleph conceived and bore Vav. 
The Shin conceived and bore the letter Chet, and then they were 
accomplished together.
 

 

610. The letters of the secret of Aleph-Mem-Shin again conceived 
and revolved as before. The Aleph conceived and bore the letter Bet 
on the West side, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Then THE ALEPH settled on 
the South side, WHICH IS CHESED. The Mem conceived and bore the 
letter Dalet on the North side, WHICH IS GVURAH, and THE MEM 
ascended between North and South, where it is suspended in the air. 
The Shin conceived and bore the letter Gimel and settled in the East 
side, WHICH IS TIFERET, and THE SHIN ascended between West and 
East and is suspended in the air. So we find the two letters Mem and 
Shin are suspended in the air.
 

 

611. The Aleph that remained IN THE VESSEL OF CHESED OF THE 
BODY was elevated in its place and ascended above TO THE PLACE 
OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YUD-HEI 
OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI. It was crowned there with Yud-Hei. 
In these, YUD-HEI, THE ALEPH grew stronger to conceive and bore 
Hei-Vav, AND THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI WAS COMPLETED, and 
remained in its place, IN CHESED OF THE BODY. AND THE NAME 
YUD HEI VAV HEI ILLUMINATED WITHIN THE BODY; YUD-HEI-VAV 
IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF THE BODY AND THE LAST 
HEI IN MALCHUT. Then THE ALEPH was crowned and illuminated 
and expanded in its light and bore light and brought forth the letter 
Tet, which is the striking with which the mystery of the Supernal 
World, WHICH IS BINAH, struck and illuminated in the light OF 
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET.
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612. Then the Aleph was elevated and took to it Mem and Shin that 
were in the air. They joined it and became THE COMBINATION OF 
Aleph-Mem-Shin as before. The Aleph settled in the South side, 
WHICH IS CHESED, the Shin in the East side, WHICH IS TIFERET and 
the Mem in the North side, WHICH IS GVURAH. The Gimel that was in 
the East side ascended and conceived and bore Tzadik-Tav. And the 
Bet, which was in the West side, WHICH IS MALCHUT, came and 
ascended and joined between Tzadik and Tav. Aleph and Vav 
ascended, the one from the South and the other from the East, 
NAMELY ALEPH FROM THE SOUTH AND VAV FROM THE EAST, and 
were both joined with the Bet between the letters Tzadik and Tav. 
THEY JOINED and the Name Tzva'ot illuminated (Tzadik-Bet-Aleph-
Vav-Tav).
  

613. When this name, TZVA'OT, illuminated in the Tabernacle, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, the letters conceived and bore Zayin-Bet-Nun. 
The letters Aleph-Mem-Shin ascended as before, MEANING THAT 
THEY ILLUMINATED IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET as 
MENTIONED ABOVE. They conceived and bore Samech-Ayin-Pei, 
WHICH ARE THE SFIROT TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD.
 

 

614. The Kuf remained alone, but went up and down and then stood 
in the hole of the great abyss. The Holy One, blessed be He, saw that 
it was confused and without a body or form, and that it did not enter 
the Tabernacle WHICH IS MALCHUT. So He made it into a cover on 
the Tabernacle. What is it? It is the curtain of goats' hair to be a 
covering over the Tabernacle, as it is written: "And you shall make 
curtains of goats' hair to be a covering (lit. 'tent') upon the 
tabernacle" (Shemot 26:7). IT IS WRITTEN a tent yet it is not a tent, 
BUT A COVER FOR THE TENT, for it is a monkey (Heb. Kof) and not 
a human.
 

 

615. Again the letters ALEPH-MEM-SHIN rolled into the building of 
the Tabernacle as before, the Shin on the East side, and the Gimel, 
THAT WAS IN THE EAST, remained suspended in the air. FOR FROM 
IT EMERGED THE NAME TZVA'OT and the Mem rolled and settled in 
the North side, BECAUSE IN ORDER TO ILLUMINATE IN NETZACH, 
HOD AND YESOD, THE LETTERS ALEPH-MEM-SHIN HAVE TO BE 
CLOTHED IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. The Dalet emerged, 
WHICH WAS IN THE NORTH, and joined the Shin on that side AND 
THE COMBINATION SHIN-DALET (ENG. 'DEMON') WAS FORMED. 
The Aleph rolled and settled ON THE SOUTH SIDE, and ascended to 
THE HEAD OF the Yud THAT IS THERE. It ascended and became 
strengthened with it and took it, AND JOINED IT WITH SHIN-DALET, 
the Name Shadai (Shin-Dalet-Yud) was unified into one, WHICH 
ILLUMINATES IN THE SFIRAH YESOD. When this Name was 
established in the Tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT, it (she) can exist 
and is situated within the lower Tabernacle, MEANING THAT ITS 
EXISTENCE DEPENDS UPON THE ERECTION OF THE LOWER 
TABERNACLE.
 

 

616. Again the letters ALEPH-MEM-SHIN rolled as before, in order to 
settle in the Tabernacle, and the letters ascended, first the Aleph and 
then the Tav, AND THE COMBINATION OF Aleph-Tav WAS FORMED; 
first the Bet and then the Shin AND THE COMBINATION OF BET-
SHIN WAS FORMED. The COMBINATIONS OF the letters exchanged 
BY MEANS OF THE ATBASH CIPHER, AND THEN EMERGED Aleph-
Bet-Gimel-Yud-Tav-Tzadik. They turned through the holy engravings, 
Aleph to Kuf, THE ALEPH OF THE ATBASH CIPHER brought forth 
Kuf to guard the Tabernacle, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. The Kuf 
brought forth the Resh, the Resh brought it forth Ayin AND THESE 
BECAME THE COMBINATION OF Kuf-Resh-Ayin.
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617. This secret OF THE NAME KUF-RESH-AYIN, IS THE SECRET OF 
THE VERSE: "And she put the skins of the kids of the goat upon his 
hands, and upon the smooth of his neck" (Beresheet 27:16) and 
similarly, "And you shall make curtains of goats' hair to be a 
covering upon the tabernacle." FOR THE NAME KUF-RESH-AYIN, 
WHOSE SOURCE IS KUF, CONTAINS THE HARSH (HEB. AZIM) AND 
SEVERE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE CALLED 'GOATS (HEB. IZIM)'. 
THEREFORE, this part must be visible on the outside to guard what 
is inside, SO THAT THE EXTERNAL FORCES DO NOT GAIN 
NOURISHMENT FROM IT, AS HAS BEEN EXPLAINED EARLIER. The 
letters OF THE NAME Sin-Tet-Nun - Kuf-Resh-Ayin, WHICH IS THE 
SECOND NAME OF THE NAME OF MEM-BET (42) AFTER ALEPH-
BET-GIMEL YUD-TAV- TZADIK MENTIONED EARLIER, are marked 
outside THE TABERNACLE in order to guard the Tabernacle, which 
is the secret of the holy covenant, the foreskin was uncovered 
through this cover.
 

 

618. Again the letters rolled and brought forth THE COMBINATIONS 
OF the Atbash cipher UP TO Shin-Kuf-Vav Tzadik-Yud-Tav. THE 
MEANING IS THAT THE ATBASH CIPHER BROUGHT FORTH ALL 
THE SEVEN NAMES COMING FROM THE NAME OF MEM-BET (42 
LETTERS) OF 'ANA B'KOACH,' UNTIL SHIN-KUF-VAV TZADIK-YUD-
TAV. THESE ARE 'ALEPH-BET-GIMEL YUD- TAV-TZADIK,' 'KUF-
RESH-AYIN SIN-TET-NUN,' 'NUN-GIMEL-DALET YUD- CAF-SHIN,' 
'BET-TET-RESH TZADIK-TAV-GIMEL,' 'CHET-KUF-BET TET- NUN-
AYIN,' 'YUD-GIMEL-LAMED PEI-ZAYIN-KUF,' 'SHIN-KUF-VAV 
TZADIK- YUD-TAV.' THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE 42 LETTERS 
OF: "In the beginning Elohim created the heaven and the earth. And 
the earth was without form and void (Heb. bohu)..." (Beresheet 1:1) 
UNTIL THE BET OF BOHU. FOR THESE 42 LETTERS ARE THE 
SECRET OF THE NAME OF MEM-BET (42). In this cycle OF THE 
LETTERS, it is the secret of "And the earth was without form and 
void" because of the letters Kuf-Resh-Ayin Sin-Tet-Nun, MEANING 
BY THE STRENGTH OF THE SEVERE JUDGMENTS THAT IT 
CONTAINS. THERE BECOMES: "And darkness was on the face of 
the deep" (Ibid. 2) The Gimel brought forth Resh and the Dalet-Kuf 
AND THESE BECAME THE COMBINATIONS GIMEL=RESH, 
DALET=KUF. Until here, AFTER THERE EMERGED THE FOUR 
COMBINATIONS OF ALEPH=TAV, BET=SHIN, GIMEL=RESH, 
DALET=KUF, the letters rolled and struck one another to be 
established in the Tabernacle. THE REASON IS THAT THE 
PERMUTATION OF THE ATBASH CIPHER, CONTAINS ELEVEN 
COMBINATIONS: ALEPH=TAV; BET=SHIN; GIMEL=RESH; 
DALET=KUF; HEI=TZADIK; VAV=PEI; ZAYIN=AYIN; CHET=SAMECH; 
TET=NUN; YUD= MEM AND CAF=LAMED, WHICH ARE DIVIDED INTO 
THREE COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTRAL. THE FIRST FOUR, 
ALEPH=TAV, BET=SHIN, GIMEL=RESH, DALET=KUF, ARE THE 
RIGHT COLUMN. THEREFORE, THEY ARE CONSIDERED AS 
ESTABLISHING THE TABERNACLE.
 

 

619. These THREE LETTERS, Aleph-Mem-Shin, brought forth 
offspring Hei-Tzadik-Vav-Pei, FOR IN THE CONTINUATION OF THE 
ATBASH CIPHER, these are the letters that are suspended in the air. 
They struck others and brought forth the form of the Tabernacle 
Zayin-Ayin, WHICH IS THE SEVENTH COMBINATION OF THE 
ATBASH CIPHER. Until here, IT IS RELATED TO THE SECRET OF 
THE VERSE: "And darkness upon the face of the deep." All of them, 
NAMELY ALL THE THREE PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED 
COMBINATIONS, HEI=TZADIK, VAV=PEI, ZAYIN=AYIN, are at its 
side, MEANING THE SIDE OF DARKNESS. IT IS BY REASON THAT 
THESE THREE COMBINATIONS ARE IN THE LEFT COLUMN OF THE 
ATBASH CIPHER, AND BEFORE THE LEFT JOINS WITH THE RIGHT, 
IT IS WHOLLY DARK. The Samech came and joined with the letter 
Chet, AND THE COMBINATION CHET-SAMECH WAS FORMED, 
WHICH IS AT THE FIRST OF THE FOUR COMBINATIONS OF THE 
CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH ARE CHET=SAMECH, TET=NUN, 
YUD=MEM, CAF=LAMED. Then it is said, "'Let there be light', and 
there was light" (Beresheet 1:3), BECAUSE THE LIGHT COMES 
FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN AFTER IT MEDIATES AND JOINS 
TOGETHER THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT.
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620. The letters Aleph-Bet-Gimel-Yud-Tav-Tzadik rolled as before, 
and conceived and bore and brought forth one form of the secrets of 
the Tabernacle in one inclusion in the secret of THE PERMUTATED 
Albam CIPHER. The Aleph conceived and bore the letter Lamed by 
means of strength and might AND THE COMBINATION 
ALEPH=LAMED WAS FORMED. THE ALEPH strengthened in its 
might and ascended in its glory and bore the letter Bet. Then they 
conceived and bore the letters, and these other LETTERS joined, the 
Mem joined through its engraving with the letter Bet, AND THE 
COMBINATION BET=MEM WAS FORMED. So they emerged in pairs 
up to the combinations Tet=Resh, Yud=Shin, Caf=Tav, so that the 
letters should rise to their places in the combination of the secret of 
the Tabernacle. THIS IS THE SECRET OF: "The laver and its 
pedestal" (Shemot 38:16), FOR THE LAVER IS NETZACH AND ITS 
PEDESTAL IS HOD.
  

621. "Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters" (Beresheet 
1:6). The waters were ascending BY THE SUPERNAL WATERS and 
descending BY THE LOWER WATERS in the secret of the letters 
Aleph-Lamed. The Aleph OF EL brought forth a Vav and the Vav 
brought forth Kuf and the letter Lamed OF EL ascended TO THEM. 
The letters were engaged in the engraving in one joint, VOICE (HEB. 
KOL, KUF-VAV-LAMED). THEREFORE, THE UPPER WATERS WERE 
DIVIDED FROM THE LOWER WATERS THROUGH THE LETTERS 
KUF-VAV-LAMED. THIS IS WHAT IS WRITTEN: "The voice of Hashem 
is upon the waters, The El OF GLORY..." (Tehilim 29:3). These 
letters, Aleph-Lamed, THAT ARE IN THE VERSE "THE EL OF 
GLORY" conceived and bore and were engraved in the imprint by 
means of the letters, so as to produce the drawings of the 
Tabernacle.
 

 

622. THE THREE LETTERS, Aleph-Mem-Shin, conceived and bore 
and became engraved in the imprint of the letters, so as to produce 
the drawings of the Tabernacle WHICH IS MALCHUT. The Aleph 
brought forth Gimel. The Shin brought forth final Nun and joined it 
with Gimel, in the secret of Gan (garden, Gimel- final Nun), WHICH IS 
THE THIRD PAIR OF THE Albam cipher IN THE SECRET OF THE 
VERSE: "Let the earth bring forth grass" (Beresheet 1:11). The 
letters Aleph-Mem-Shin rolled again by means of Bet=Mem OF THE 
ALBAM CIPHER, in these waters that gathered into one place, as it is 
written: "Let the waters under the heaven be gathered together to 
one place" (Ibid. 9).
 

 

 
 
59. Sh'ma Yisrael 
Here, Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi are again traveling on the road. Rabbi Yosi opens a discussion with the words of Kriat Sh'ma: "Hear O Yisrael, 
The Creator our Elohim, The Creator is One," and, "Hear O Yisrael; this day you are become the people," and, "Hear O Yisrael, you are to pass over 
the Jordan this day." He then asks why the word "Hear" is used so many times, and says the union of Shem (name) with Ayin (seventy) is 
necessary. He next speaks of the seventy Names in the secret of the supernal chariot, the 72 Names of the three verses, the seventy members of the 
Sanhedrin plus the two witnesses. Sh'ma Yisrael, we learn, alludes to Malchut (that is called Shem) when he unites with Zeir Anpin (which is called 
Yisrael). Next, Rabbi Yosi tells us that "this day you are become a people" means that you broke your heart in order to serve God. The "Hear O 
Yisrael" of the unison is, we learn, the secret of above and below, the secret of people accepting upon themselves the yoke of the heavenly 
kingdom, Malchut. At this moment of acceptance the Shechinah comes and rests on the person's head and bears him witness before God. Because 
the person recites and unites the Name of the Holy One, the Shechinah blesses him with seven blessings, and calls to him, "You are my servant, 
Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified." 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Two great sages traveling upon a road indicates the journey of their souls through celestial corridors in the upper world, where they behold secrets 
of the universe. One secret collected on this excursion concerns the sh'ma, which essentially enjoins our world (and our souls) to the upper world. 
The purpose of this revelation is to unify the two worlds, and this effect is achieved now. 
The sh'ma emits a Light of healing, a divine radiance that nourishes 248 parts of our spiritual and physical bodies. Thus, in the act of meditatively 
perusing this passage, we receive Light that heals all our physical ailments and the spiritual nutrients that forever strengthen our soul. The sages 
speak of the 72 Names of God so that we may draw upon their miraculous power to achieve our personal transformations. This miraculous change 
touches all mankind to facilitate the unification of the lower world with the upper. The Shechinah is spoken of so that we may permanently fortify our 
immune system and forever shield this world from the dark forces of the night.
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623. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were traveling on the road. While 
they were still traveling, Rabbi Yosi said: Let us start with delicacies 
and let us say words of Torah. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion 
with the words of Kriat Sh'ma and said: It is written, "Hear O Yisrael, 
Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One" (Devarim 6:4), "hearken, O 
Yisrael; this day you are become the people" (Devarim 27:9), and 
"Hear O Yisrael, you are to pass over the Jordan this day" (Devarim 
9:1). What is the need for all these 'Hear's' that Moses said. "Hear O 
Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One" is meant for unison 
and is good, but why the other ones?
 

 

624. HE ANSWERS: They all should be interpreted. The "Hear (Heb. 
Sh'ma) O Yisrael" of the unison should certainly be interpreted, for 
here it alludes to and reflects the unison of the Supernal Chochmah. 
In Sh'ma (Shin-Mem-Ayin), the Ayin is of the large letters, for it refers 
to an inclusion that includes what is above and below in one unity. 
Because Sh'ma IS COMPOSED OF THE LETTERS OF shem (Eng. 
'Name') and Ayin. For here this name, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS 
CALLED 'NAME', is comprised in the seventy (=Ayin) supernal 
Names OF ZEIR ANPIN, in order to combine them. For the name, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is blessed by them and is become a part of 
them. They have to be combined as one, MEANING IN ONE WORD 
SH'MA, in one unity, and one has to pay attention in them.
 

 

625. Certainly the seventy Names are in the secret of the supernal 
Chariot, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR 
ANPIN OF THE CHEST AND ABOVE, WHICH ARE A VEHICLE FOR 
BINAH, NAMELY 72 NAMES OF THE THREE VERSES: "AND...
REMOVED...AND IT CAME...AND ...STRETCHED OUT" (SHEMOT 
14:19-21). THIS IS THE SECRET OF SEVENTY (THE HEBREW 
LETTER AYIN) MEMBERS OF THE SANHEDRIN PLUS THE TWO 
WITNESSES. And this Name is blessed by that supernal Chariot, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and becomes a part of them. Afterwards, 
AFTER THE WORD SH'MA, the word Yisrael without attributes is 
recited, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Yet we have learned it is Yisrael Saba, 
MEANING that Yisrael, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, should be in one unity 
with that place to which everyone is attached. ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS 
CALLED 'YISRAEL' IN GENERAL, SHOULD BE ATTACHED WITH 
YISRAEL SABA, MEANING THAT HE ASCENDS AND BECOMES A 
GARMENT TO IT. Hence "Sh'ma Yisrael," WHICH ALLUDES that now 
the wife cleaves with her husband; NAMELY, MALCHUT THAT IS 
CALLED 'SHEM' WITH ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'YISRAEL'. 
Everything is in one inclusion, and this is THE MEANING OF "Sh'ma 
Yisrael" of the unison. Afterwards, the three sides unite, which are: 
"Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One", WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA 
AND ZEIR ANPIN, so that all becomes one.
 

 

626. "Hear O Yisrael" in all the other PLACES are not in this manner, 
but they all are to be interpreted and they are all attached in a 
different place. "Hear O Yisrael, you are to pass over the Jordan this 
day" (Devarim 9:1); "and hearken, O Yisrael; this day you are 
become the people" (Devarim 27:9) They are all attached in the lower 
level, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'HEARING'.
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627. "Hearken, O Yisrael; this day you are become the people," HE 
QUESTIONS: "Hearken, O Yisrael" is well and good, but "this day 
have you are become the people," what is ITS MEANING? It should 
have said, 'You were,' so what is the meaning of "are become"? HE 
ANSWERS: Every place that 'people' is mentioned, it alludes to the 
fact that these hearts were broken to the service OF THE HOLY ONE, 
BLESSED BE HE. THEREFORE, IT IS SAID, "YOU ARE BECOME 
(HEB. NIHYETAH)," as it is written: "I fainted (Heb. nihyeti) and was 
sick" (Daniel 8:27). This is the meaning of: "Hear me, My brethren, 
and My people" (I Divrei Hayamim 28:2). HE QUESTIONS: If it is "My 
brethren," why did it say "My people"? And if "My people," then why 
"My brethren"? HE ANSWERS: But David said, 'If you will do it 
willingely, you are My brethren,' but if not, then you are 'My people,' 
that must break your hearts in My service.' Thus, "this day have you 
become a people" (Devarim 27:9), MEANING that you broke your 
heart so as to serve the Holy One, blessed be He.
 

 

628. "Hear O Yisrael, you are to pass over the Jordan this day." It is 
all in the lower level, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And "Hear O Yisrael" of 
the unison is the upper level, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS 
INCLUDED IN YISRAEL SABA, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. What is the 
difference between them? In "Hear O Yisrael" of the unison , not all 
of them have it in this manner, because it is the secret of above, OF 
YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, and of below, ZEIR ANPIN AND 
MALCHUT. It is the secret of accepting upon themselves the yoke of 
the Heavenly Kingdom in anything. The person has to be ready at 
that time to declare the unity of the Name of the Holy One, blessed 
be He, ZEIR ANPIN, and to accept upon himself the yoke of the 
Heavenly Kingdom, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
 

 

629. At the moment that the person comes to accept upon himself 
the yoke of the Heavenly Kingdom, then the Shechinah comes and 
rests on his head and stands over him as a witness. She bears 
witness before the Holy King that this one unites His name twice 
daily and His name is united above and below properly. Therefore, 
the Ayin of 'Sh'ma Yisrael' is of the large letters and the Dalet OF 
ECHAD (ENG. 'ONE'), is also of the large letters, WHICH ARE THE 
LETTERS AYIN-DALET (ED, ENG. 'WITNESS'), MEANING to be a 
witness before the Holy King. We have already established that 
"Hashem our Elohim, Hashem" is the secret of the unison on three 
sides, NAMELY, ABA, IMA, AND ZEIR ANPIN, and this is the secret of 
the unity in three sides, as the holy luminary has established and 
has asserted it in many places. We have no permission to assert it 
any more.
 

 

630. The Shechinah comes and rests upon the head of that person 
who unites the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, above and 
below properly, and blesses him with seven blessings, 
CORRESPONDING TO THE SEVEN SFIROT. She calls to him, "And 
said to me, 'You are my servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be 
glorified'" (Yeshayah 49:3).
 

 

 
 
60. "To you it was shown, that you might know" 
Rabbi Chiya opens this discussion with: "To you it was shown, that you might know that The Creator He is the Elohim'." He says the children of 
Yisrael lost all knowledge of their faith when they were in Egypt, until Moses taught them about the supernal Elohim in the world. Then they saw 
many miracles, were given the Torah, and learned the ways of God. The entire secret of the faith is, we are told, suspended upon this verse: "Know 
therefore this day, and consider it in your heart, that The Creator He is Elohim in heaven above, and upon the earth beneath, there is no other." The 
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secret of secrets is that Zeir Anpin, which is Yud Hei Vav Hei, and Elohim, which is Malchut, are One. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Just as a stone is made of the same material as the mountain from which it is hewn, the soul of man is a spark of the divine Light. Therein lies the 
secret of the profound oneness that underlies this physical reality. The essence of The Creator, and our souls, is an unending desire to impart 
goodness, joy, and delight. 
Thus, when we resist our wanton, self-seeking desires and use them in the service of others (sharing), we attain oneness with The Creator. The 
stone merges with the mountain. The faith to live by this truth awakens in our hearts. The strength to conquer our avaricious tendencies is born 
within us. Trust, conviction, and knowledge of The Creator are emblazoned in our minds. Our ultimate transformation and the final evolutionary 
stage of humanity are achieved. Mankind now embodies a Desire to Receive for the Sake of Sharing, and oneness is achieved between the Light and 
the Vessel.

631. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion after him saying: "To you it 
was shown, that you might know that Hashem He is the 
Elohim..." (Devarim 4:35). This verse should be viewed closely. What 
is the meaning of: "To you it was shown?" HE ANSWERS: When the 
children of Yisrael went forth from Egypt, they knew nothing through 
the secret of the Faith in the Holy One, blessed be He, because they 
all worshipped idols in exile. They forgot all the roots of the Faith 
that they had originally that the twelve tribes inherited from their 
father Jacob.
 

 

632. When Moses came, he taught them that there was a supernal 
Elohim in the world, as we have established. Afterwards, they saw all 
the miracles and mighty deeds by the sea, and all the miracles and 
mighty deeds that He performed for them in Egypt. Then they saw 
many mighty deeds with the manna and with the water, the Torah 
was given to them, and they learned the ways of the Holy One, 
blessed be He, until they came to that time.
 

 

633. Moses said to them: Until now, I had to teach you as one 
teaches a child. This is the meaning of: "To you it was shown, that 
you might know," for I taught you until now the knowledge to know, 
behold and enter the secret of Faith, which is that Hashem He is the 
Elohim'.
 

 

634. If you wonder whether it is a small matter to know this, behold it 
is written: "Know therefore this day, and consider it in your heart, 
that Hashem He is the Elohim in heaven above, and upon the earth 
beneath, there is no other" (Ibid. 39). The entire secret of the Faith, 
deriving the secret of all secrets from this and knowing the most 
concealed of all, is stems from THIS VERSE. Yud Hei Vav Hei Elohim 
is a full name, FOR YUD HEI VAV HEI IS ZEIR ANPIN AND ELOHIM IS 
MALCHUT, and it indicates that it is all one. "To you it was shown, 
that you might know...THAT HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM...": Here is 
the secret of secrets to those who know the law; NAMELY, THE 
SECRET THAT ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS YUD HEI VAV HEI, AND 
ELOHIM, WHICH IS MALCHUT, ARE ONE.
  

 
 
61. "Then I was by Him, as a nursling" 
Rabbi Chiya speaks here about the relationship between a king and a craftsman who together make a palace. He says the Torah is the craftsman 
whom the Holy One used to create the world. Before the world was created, the Torah preceded it by two thousand years. The Holy One looked into 
the Torah, saw what was to be created, and created it. He created man to be occupied with Torah, for which the world exists. Now, everyone who 
looks into the Torah and is occupied with it causes the world to remain in existence. Like Adam, we are told, all people before they come to this 
world stand before God in the same form and existence as they are in the world. At the moment a soul is about to descend to this world, God calls 
the appointed angel who has authority over the soul, and asks the angel to bring her into His presence. Then the soul comes clothed in the form of 
this world, and the Holy King makes her swear that she will be occupied with Torah when she descends to this world. It is better for one not to be 
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born, we are told, than to come to this world and not try to know God. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Here we learn that the Torah predated the world and was indeed the pattern for all Creation. Traditionally, the Torah is viewed as a religious canon in 
which the fundamental laws of moral and physical conduct are inscribed. Scholars view the Torah as a document of recorded history, or a collection 
of stories that expound upon God's relationship with man. 
Kabbalistically, these descriptions miss the mark. The author of the Zohar, the eminent Kabbalist Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, ridicules those who see 
only stories and tales in this sacred instrument. The scroll is not an attempt to define the proper morals by which a man should live. Humanity will 
never seek out positive change, nor will a man persevere on the spiritual path when the vague concepts of morality and ethics are the primary 
motivation and reward. Lacking the Kabbalistic knowledge concerning the Torah, the scroll becomes a fruitless symbol of tradition, instead of an 
awesome instrument of power. 
What is the power of the Torah when viewed through the lens of Kabbalah? It is the personal and universal power to change; to transform; to 
elevate; to grow; to become God(like). Toward that end, the scroll emits spiritual influences that envelope us with: healing, so that we share it with 
others; prosperity, so that we may tithe and give to the poor; assistance in the removal of envy, so that we may love others unconditionally; the 
ability to attract one's soul-mate, so that we may complete our souls; and the courage to conquer our deepest fears, so that we may climb the 
highest mountains. 
This most potent passage evokes this ancient memory, recalling our promise to God to delve, heart and soul, into the Torah's mysteries. And at this 
moment, here and now, we are honoring our commitment, igniting the full power of the Torah, and completing the purpose of Creation.

635. Happy are all those who are occupied with Torah, for when the 
Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He looked into the Torah 
and thus created the world. He did create the world with Torah and 
with Torah was the world created, as we have established. It is 
written: "then I was by Him, as a nursling (Heb. amon)" (Mishlei 
8:30). Do not pronounce it 'amon' but rather 'umon (Eng. 'a 
craftsman')' FOR TORAH IS THE CRAFTMANSHIP OF THE WORLD.
 

 

636. HE QUESTIONS: Is the Torah a craftsman? HE ANSWERS: Yes, 
SIMILAR to a king who wishes to build a palace. If he does not take a 
craftsman, he cannot make the palace. Once the palace is built, it is 
not known AFTER THE NAME OF THE CRAFTSMAN, but rather by 
the name of the king. For people say these are the palaces that the 
king made, BY REASON that the king gave the idea for all these 
palaces.
 

 

637. So the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to create the world. He 
looked to the craftsman, WHICH IS THE TORAH and, although the 
craftsman made the palace, it is credited to the name of the king, for 
people say these are the palaces that the king made. Certainly, the 
king built the palace. The Torah cries, 'Then I was by Him, as a 
craftsman,' for the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world with 
me. Before the world was created, the Torah preceded the world by 
two thousand years. When the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to 
create the world, He looked into every single word in the Torah, and 
created the craft in the world correspondingly, because all the things 
and words of the worlds are in the Torah. Therefore, the Holy One, 
blessed be He, looked into it and so created the world.
 

 

638. Not that the Torah created the world, but rather the Holy One, 
blessed be He, by His looking into the Torah, created the world. So 
we find that the Holy One, blessed be He, is the craftsman and the 
Torah in relation to Him and by Him is a craft, as it is written: "Then I 
was by Him, as a nursling (Heb. amon)." It does not say 'I was as 
amon,' but "I was by Him as amon." The Holy One, blessed be He, 
looked into it, so it was by Him a craft.
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639. And if you ask: Who can be a craftsman next to the Holy One, 
blessed be He? The looking of the Holy One, blessed be He, was in 
this manner. It is written in the Torah: "In the beginning Elohim 
created the heaven and the earth" (Beresheet 1:1). He looked at this 
and created the heaven. In the Torah, it is written: "And Elohim said, 
'Let there be light'" (Ibid. 3). He looked at this word and created the 
light, and so with every single word that is written in the Torah, the 
Holy One, blessed be He, looked and created that thing. Therefore it 
is written: "Then I was by Him as a craftsman." The whole world was 
created in the same way.
 

 

640. Once the world was created, nothing persevered until it arose in 
His desire to create man, to be occupied with Torah, for which the 
world exists. Now, everyone who looks into the Torah and is 
occupied with it causes the world to remain in existence. The Holy 
One, blessed be He, looked into the Torah and created the world. 
Man looks into the Torah and causes it to exist, so we see that the 
existence and the sustenance of the entire world is the Torah. 
Therefore, Happy is the man who is occupied in Torah, for he keeps 
the world in existence.
 

 

641. At the time that the desire arose in the Holy One, blessed be He, 
to create Adam, he stood before Him in his form and existence as he 
is in the world. All the people of the world, before they come to this 
world, stand in their complete existence, as they are present in this 
world in one treasury, where all the souls of the world are clothed in 
their form.
 

 

642. At the moment that they are about to descend to this world, the 
Holy One, blessed be He, calls one appointed angel in whose 
authority the Holy One, blessed be He, places all the souls that are to 
descend to this world. And He says to him: Bring me the spirit of so-
and-so. At that moment, the soul comes clothed in the form of this 
world, and that appointed angel presents it before the Holy King.
 

 

643. The Holy One, blessed be He, says to it and makes it swear that 
it should be occupied with Torah when it descends to this world, to 
know it and to know the secret of the Faith. For everyone who was in 
this world, and did not try to know Him, it is better created. 
Therefore, it appears before the King THROUGH THAT APPOINTED 
ANGEL AS MENTIONED BEFORE, so as to know HIM in this world 
and to endeavor in the Holy One, blessed be He, in the secret of the 
Faith.
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62. "To you it was shown, that you might know," part two 
Rabbi Chiya says here that the secret of the Torah is to know and to behold this world in the secret of Faith. He then reminds us that the general 
principle of the whole secret of Faith is "That you might know that The Creator He is the Elohim." This is of course the knowledge of above and 
below, Malchut below being both the Faith and the name Elohim. He speaks of the Written Torah, which is Yud Hei Vav Hei or Zeir Anpin, and of the 
Oral Torah, which is Malchut and the name Elohim. It is all one. The Written Torah is general and the Oral Torah is specific because Malchut is one 
specific Sfirah of the ten Sfirot of Zeir Anpin. Rabbi Chiya then says there are two precepts of the Torah: one, Yud Hei Vav Hei, is 'remember', and 
the other, Elohim, is 'keep'. The secret of 'remember' has 248 positive precepts, we learn, and the secret of 'keep' has 365 negative precepts. And it 
is all one. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Here we receive faith for those times when we are drowning in doubt. We tie our souls to the upper world through the power of the Tetragrammaton, 
Yud Hei Vav Hei ?.?.?.?., and Divinity flows into our lives. The truth of the Creator is invoked in the hearts of all mankind so that we are all deeply 
committed to walk the spiritual path of Torah, illuminated by Kabbalah.

644. "To you it was shown, that you might know" by that appointed 
angel that is before the Holy One, blessed be He, "That you might 
know": To know and to behold this world by means of the Faith, by 
means of the Torah. Everyone who was in this world that did not 
occupy himself with Torah, to know it, it would be better for him not 
to have been created, since the Holy One, blessed be He, brought 
man into this world for that reason.
 

 

645. 'That you might know that Hashem He is the Elohim': This is the 
general principle of the whole secret of the Faith of the entire Torah, 
the comprising of that which is above and below. This secret is the 
principle comprehending the whole secret of the Faith, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, so it is certainly THAT THE NAME ELOHIM IS MALCHUT. 
The inclusion of the entire Torah is the secret of the Written Torah, 
NAMELY THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT 
IS CALLED 'THE WRITTEN TORAH'. This is the secret of the Oral 
Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE NAME ELOHIM. It is all 
one, and this is the totality of the secret of the Faith, because 
"HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM" is the complete Name, which is the 
secret of the Faith THAT IS CALLED 'NAME'. FOR IN THIS UNION IT 
IS FULL AND WHOLE. What is it? He is "Hashem shall be One, and 
His Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9). "Hashem shall be one" is the 
secret of "Hear O Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One." This 
is one unison. "And His Name One" IS THE SECRET OF: 'Blessed is 
the Name of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever.' For this is 
another unison, so that His Name should be one, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT. This is the secret of: "Hashem He is the Elohim" (I 
Melachim 18:39), which is written when they are in one unity.
 

 

646. And if you say THAT IF "HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM" is similar 
to WHAT IS WRITTEN: "Hashem shall be One, and His Name One," 
yet it is not SIMILAR TO THE VERSE, "Hashem He is the Elohim." 
For it were written: 'Hashem shall be One, and His Name is One,' I 
would agree, but it is written, "Hashem shall be One, and His Name 
One." It should have been said HERE: 'Hashem He is, the Elohim He 
is,' then it would have looked like, "Hashem shall be one, and His 
name One."
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647. HE ANSWERS: It is all one, because when these two names are 
unified, the one in one unison and the other in another unison, AS IT 
IS WRITTEN, "HASHEM IS ONE AND HIS NAME ONE," both the 
names become one and are combined one within the other. It all 
becomes a complete name in one unison. Thus, "Hashem He is the 
Elohim," because everything is combined with each other to become 
one. As long as they are not all joined, and are each one by itself, 
they are not included one with the other, so that they would all 
become one.
 

 

648. THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS ITS PREVIOUS WORDS, WHICH SAY 
THAT "HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM" COMPRISES the generality of 
the entire Torah. For assuredly the Torah is the Written Torah and 
the Oral Torah; the Written Torah as it is written: "Hashem", WHICH 
IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'THE WRITTEN TORAH', and the 
Oral Torah as it is written, "The Elohim," NAMELY MALCHUT THAT 
IS CALLED 'ORAL TORAH' AND CALLED 'ELOHIM'. Because the 
Torah is the secret of the Holy Name, "HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM," 
it is called 'the Written Torah' and 'Oral Torah'. The one, WRITTEN 
TORAH, is general, and the other ORAL TORAH, is specific, 
BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN IS GENERAL AND MALCHUT IS SPECIFIC, 
BECAUSE MALCHUT IS ONE SPECIFIC SFIRAH OF THE TEN SFIROT 
OF ZEIR ANPIN. The general rule needs the specific, and the specific 
needs the general, and they join one with the other to be all one.
 

 

649. Therefore, the general rule of the Torah is that of above ZEIR 
ANPIN, and below, MALCHUT, because this Name YUD HEI VAV HEI 
is above IN ZEIR ANPIN and the other name ELOHIM is below IN 
MALCHUT. The one is the secret of the upper world and the other is 
the secret of the lower world. Therefore, it is written: "To you it was 
shown, that you might know that Hashem He is the Elohim" This 
comprehends everything and this is what man must know in this 
world.
 

 

650. If you ask: Where are the precepts of the Torah in this generality 
OF "HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM?" HE ANSWERS: The one, YUD 
HEI VAV HEI, is 'remember' and the other, ELOHIM, is 'keep', and all 
the precepts of the Torah are included in these, in the secret of 
'remember' THAT INCLUDES 248 POSITIVE PRECEPTS, and in the 
secret 'keep' THAT INCLUDES 365 NEGATIVE PRECEPTS, THAT 
TOGETHER ARE 613 PRECEPTS OF THE TORAH. And it is all one.
  

 
 
63. Tefilin 
Rabbi Yosi here explains that the Evening Service is obligatory because Zeir Anpin (day) and Malchut (night) must be joined in unison. He says that 
"And you shall love" is right, and "And it shall come to pass, if you hearken" is left; this is more specific than the general unity or joining of left and 
right in Sh'ma Yisrael. This unity, we are told, is similar to the head Tfilin and the hand Tefilin. The head Tefilin with its four paragraphs is congruent 
with the three names, "The Creator our Elohim, The Creator" in the Sh'ma Yisrael. Rabbi Yosi then tells us that the left and right columns of the 
paragraphs, and of the three names, both join with Da'at in the Central Column as the union of Chochmah and Binah. The hand Tefilin is the unity of 
the head Tfilin with Malchut, and the secret of this unity, we learn, is 'Blessed'. All blessings flow from the upper point, Chochmah, which is male, to 
the World to Come, Binah, which is female. Binah is therefore called 'Baruch', and also 'a blessing'. Rabbi Shimon comments that the unity of Zeir 
Anpin (the head Tefilin) and Malchut (the hand Tefilin) is set in order by way of Chochmah, Binah, the right of Da'at and the left of Da'at. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Tefilin is an antenna. In it, we see the power of joining left and right and above and below. As a battery requires both a positive and negative pole to 
produce power, Tefilin generates metaphysical power by incorporating the positive (right) and negative (left) spiritual poles permeating the planet 
and the heavens. This joining is also germane to the connection of the evening service. Our reading stirs the forces generated through the laying of 
Tefilin and the performance of the evening service. 
Our Evil Inclination and the dark forces that dominate the night are crushed, so great is the Light channeled by the Zohar. Chochmah unites with 
Binah, the upper world enjoins our world, our bodies are tuned to our souls, and all that exists shines with resplendent Light.
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651. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: We have learned that 
the Evening Service is obligatory. It is certainly an obligation, 
because the Evening Kriat Sh'ma is obligatory, for the Holy One, 
blessed be He, unites WITH MALCHUT during the night just as He 
unites during the day. The aspect of night, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is 
included in the day, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the aspect of day is 
included in the night. And one unison is formed. If one says THAT 
THE EVENING SERVICE is voluntary, it is because IT 
CORRESPONDS to the portions of the sacrifices and the fat that are 
consumed on the altar during the night, FOR THERE IS NO 
OBLIGATION THAT THEY SHOULD BE BURNT DURING THE NIGHT, 
as we have already established.
  

652. It is written: "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim with all 
your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your might" (Devarim 
6:5). We already established this verse and the friends have 
established it, but it could be asked: In this unison of 'Sh'ma Yisrael', 
everything is included, right and left, BECAUSE YUD HEI VAV HEI IS 
RIGHT AND OUR ELOHIM IS LEFT. Why IS IT NECESSARY TO SAY 
afterwards "And you shall love," WHICH IS RIGHT, and "And it shall 
come to pass, if you hearken" (Devarim 11:13), WHICH IS LEFT. They 
were already included in the unity OF 'SH'MA YISRAEL'. HE 
ANSWERS: They are ALLUDED TO in general there IN 'SH'MA 
YISRAEL', but here IN, "AND YOU SHALL LOVE" AND "AND IT 
SHALL COME TO PASS, IF YOU HEARKEN," they are specified. This 
is the way it should be.
 

 

653. In the secret of this unison, we have observed that this unity is 
similar to the head Tefilin and the hand Tefilin. In the head Tefilin, 
there are four paragraphs, as we have learned, and here in SH'MA 
YISRAEL, there are three names, HASHEM, OUR ELOHIM, HASHEM. 
In the head Tefilin, there are four paragraphs, each one by itself, and 
here are three names. What is the difference between them?
 

 

654. HE ANSWERS: They have observed about these four 
paragraphs that the one PARAGRAPH, "SANCTIFY" (SHEMOT 13:2), 
is the first upper point, NAMELY CHOCHMAH AND THE RIGHT 
COLUMN. Another PARAGRAPH "AND IT SHALL BE WHEN HASHEM 
SHALL BRING YOU" (IBID. 11), is the secret of the World to Come, 
WHICH IS BINAH AND THE LEFT COLUMN. One PARAGRAPH "AND 
IT SHALL COME TO PASS, IF YOU HEARKEN," is the secret of the 
right OF THE MOCHIN OF DA'AT and the final PARAGRAPH, "AND IT 
SHALL BE IF YOU HEARKEN," is the secret of the left OF THE 
MOCHIN OF DA'AT. BECAUSE DA'AT, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN, COMBINES CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WHICH ARE RIGHT 
AND LEFT. This is the secret of the head Tefilin and here in the 
secret of the unity OF 'SH'MA YISRAEL' are three names, which are 
like the four paragraphs. The first Yud Hei Vav Hei is the upper point, 
which is the beginning of everything, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH AND 
THE RIGHT COLUMN. Our Elohim is the secret of the World to Come, 
NAMELY BINAH AND THE LEFT COLUMN, the last Yud Hei Vav Hei 
is the combination of right and left together in one combination, 
NAMELY DA'AT, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THAT 
COMBINES RIGHT AND LEFT. This is ALSO the unity of the head 
Tefilin. SO WE SEE THAT THEY ARE BOTH EQUAL. This is the first 
unity, NAMELY 'SH'MA YISRAEL...', WHICH IS THE UPPER UNITY 
THAT PRECEDES THE LOWER UNITY, WHICH IS: "BLESSED IS THE 
NAME OF THE GLORY OF HIS KINGDOM..."
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655. The hand Tefilin is the combination of all these four 
PARAGRAPHS together, FOR THEY ARE NOT PLACED IN FOUR 
INDIVIDUAL COMPARTMENTS LIKE IN THE HEAD TEFILIN, BUT 
RATHER ARE ALL IN ONE COMPARTMENT. This is the secret OF 
THE UNITY of: 'Blessed is the Name of the glory of His kingdom 
forever and ever,' WHICH IS THE LOWER UNITY OF MALCHUT. Here, 
IN THE LOWER UNITY, is the inclusion of the head Tefilin, WHICH IS 
CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT OF ZEIR ANPIN, which are included 
in the hand Tefilin, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
 

 

656. The secret of this UNITY is 'Blessed'. This is the secret of the 
upper point, which is blessed, for all the blessings flow from there, 
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. If you ask if the World to Come, WHICH IS 
BINAH, is called 'Blessed'. It is not so, because the upper point is 
male, and the World to Come is female; THEREFORE, it is called 
'Blessed' and she is called 'a blessing'. Therefore, 'blessed' is the 
upper point, CHOCHMAH, 'Name' is the World to Come, WHICH IS 
BINAH, which is a Great Name, as it is written: "And what will You do 
for Your Great Name" (Yehoshua 7:9). Glory refers to upper Glory, 
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that combines right and left.
 

 

657. All of them, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, AND ZEIR ANPIN, are 
combined in the hand Tfilah, which is His kingdom that takes 
everything into it. All the worlds are combined in His kingdom to 
nourish them, and to sustain them with all their needs. Hence 
"forever (Lit. 'for the world') and ever" WHICH SHOWS IT SUSTAINS 
ALL THE WORLDS.
 

 

658. This is the unity of the head Tefilin, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and 
of the hand Tefilin, WHICH IS MALCHUT. As it is the secret of the 
unison of the Tefilin, so is it the unison of everything. This is the 
clarification of the matter, and I have arranged this unity before the 
holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, who said to me that in four manners 
is the unity set in order, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH, THE 
RIGHT OF DA'AT, AND THE LEFT OF DA'AT. This order is clearer 
than all of them. It is certainly so, and they are all the secret of the 
Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THEM, but the order OF 
THE UNITY of the Tefilin is the upper unity, OF ZEIR ANPIN, as 
appropriate.
 

 

 
 
64. "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim" 
Rabbi Yosi says here that the Right, Chesed, arouses love for the Holy One; the Holy One moves His right hand toward he who loves Him, and 
receives him with love. Rabbi Yosi goes on to explain that "If He sets His heart upon man, if He gather to Himself his spirit and soul" shows that 
everything in the world depends only upon desire. Love for the Holy One becomes aroused in three ways, we learn: "with all your heart, and with all 
your soul, and with all your might." Rabbi Yosi next lists the thirteen precepts that are in the right, explaining that "If you walk in My statutes" the 
right, or love, shall predominate; if you do not, the left or Judgment shall prevail. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
We need only desire His Light in order to learn how to love Him and draw beneficence to our souls. Desire is the catalyst the sets the Light into 
motion, where it naturally flows from above to below. These ancient verses evoke our love and a deep-seated desire for Light, causing Him to 
radiate throughout the terrestrial realm with awe-inspiring luminance. The Desire to Receive this Light for the Sake of Sharing with Others ignites 
within our hearts and souls. The effect of this is nothing short of miraculous.
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659. Since the right and the left were combined by means of the Holy 
Name in a general way, NAMELY IN 'SH'MA YISRAEL' AND 
'BLESSED IS THE NAME...', it is necessary afterwards to bring them 
out in a specified way, MEANING IN: "AND YOU SHALL LOVE" AND 
IN, "AND IT SHALL COME TO PASS, IF YOU HEARKEN," but not by 
the way of unification, because unity appears in the first verse, IN 
'SH'MA YISRAEL' so that Hashem should be one in the head Tefilin, 
and His name one in the hand Tefilin, and will all be one. Since this 
unity was arranged altogether in general, from the top of the 
supernal point, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, it is necessary afterwards to 
arouse the first light from the top, WHICH IS CHESED OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, for it is the first of everything, OF THE SFIROT OF ZEIR 
ANPIN.
  

660. The paragraph: "And you shall love" is the starting point of the 
right, NAMELY THE SFIRAH OF CHESED, to love the Holy One, 
blessed be He, with a devotional love. Who is it THAT AROUSES THE 
LOVE? It is the right, WHICH IS CHESED, which arouses love. THE 
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, arouses His right hand toward he who 
loves the Holy One, blessed be He, and receives him with love. All 
the things in the world depend only upon desire, spirit shows spirit 
and brings spirit, and you may derive this from: "If He sets His heart 
upon man, if He gather to Himself his spirit and soul" (Iyov 34:14).
 

 

661. When the person arouses love toward the Holy One, blessed be 
He, the awakening of the right, WHICH IS LOVE, is aroused only in 
three manners, as it is written: "with all your heart, and with all your 
soul, and with all your might" (Devarim 6:5), so we have three 
manners. You should not say either this or that, for it is not written: 
'Either with all your heart, or with all your soul, or with all your 
might.' Rather, heart, soul and money are all necessary. Then the 
Holy One, blessed be He, arouses toward him His right hand, 
extends it to him and receives him.
 

 

662. Of this it is written: "Hashem says to my master, 'Sit you at My 
right hand'" (Tehilim 110:1). We have remarked about the secret of 
this verse that King David said it in reference to his level, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, when she is tied to the right. There are thirteen precepts 
here in the right. "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim" is one, 
"with all your heart" two, "and with all your soul," three. "With all 
your might" is four, "and you shall teach them diligently to your 
children" (Devarim 6:7) is five, "and you shall talk of them" (Ibid.) is 
six. "When you sit in your house" (Ibid.) is seven. "And when you 
walk by the way" (Ibid.) is eight. "And when you lie down" (Ibid.) is 
nine. "And when you rise up" (Ibid.) is ten. "And you shall bind them 
as a sign upon your arm" (Ibid. 8) is eleven. "And they shall be as 
frontlets between your eyes" (Ibid.) is twelve. "And you shall write 
them on the doorposts of your house, and on your gates" (Ibid. 9) is 
thirteen.
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663. These thirteen precepts are come from the right, and the left is 
included in the right, which is as it should be. Whenever the left is 
aroused, the right starts with it first. Therefore if they have merit, 
then the left combines with the right. If not, then the right is 
combined with the left and the left dominates. The reason for this is 
from the verse: "If you walk in My statutes" (Vayikra 26:3). The left is 
always aroused with love by the secret of the right and afterwards, 
its Judgment becomes overpowering, as should be always. The 
friends have already explained these words. Rabbi Chiya came and 
kissed him.
 

 

 
 
65. "the Tabernacle moreover with ten curtains" 
Rabbi Yosi opens this discussion by saying the ten curtains are the ten Sfirot. He goes on to show the unity of the tabernacle even though it has ten 
limbs, then the unity of a person even though he has many external and internal limbs, and lastly the unity of the Torah even though it has many 
precepts. The precepts of the Torah, we learn, are one in the secret of Adam, which is male and female, Zeir Anpin and Nukva. Someone who 
diminishes even one precept in the Torah diminishes the image of the Faith, Malchut. In closing, Rabbi Yosi says that the children of Yisrael are 
likewise one in that they are one nation. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Scientists have for a long time been studying subatomic particles, observing by way of instruments their births and movements and deaths, the 
seemingly random nature of their appearance and disappearance, and the mysterious linking of pairs of charged particles. A reading of this section 
awakens our awareness of unity in diversity, an inner understanding of the mystery of the Many-in-One, the union of the parts, and the order that 
underlies chaos. The Light generated here induces this awareness in the collective consciousness of all mankind, banishing the barriers that cause 
disunity and create chaos. Everyday, everywhere, people the world over feel a new-sprung sense of compassion, love, and unconditional unity with 
their neighbor, unprecedented in human history.

664. He opened the discussion saying: "Moreover you shall make 
the tabernacle with ten curtains..." (Shemot 26:1). Here is the 
mystery of unison, BECAUSE THE TEN CURTAINS CORRESPOND 
TO THE TEN SFIROT. The perfection of the Tabernacle is made of 
numerous grades, as it is written: "That the Tabernacle shall be 
one" (Ibid. 6), in order to show that all the limbs of the body of the 
Tabernacle are the secret of one body.
 

 

665. SIMILAR in a person that has many limbs, some superior and 
some lower ones, some are internal and others are visible externally, 
but they are all called 'one body'. And he is considered 'one person 
with one connection'. So it is with the tabernacle that all the limbs 
are similar to the above, and when they are all connected as one, it is 
written: "that the Tabernacle shall be one."
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666. The precepts of the Torah are all parts and limbs by a supernal 
secret, and when they all connect and become one, they all amount 
to be one place. The secret of the Tabernacle is that it is limbs and 
organs that all amount to the secret of man, like the precepts of the 
Torah because the precepts of the Torah are all in the secret of man, 
WHICH MEANS male and female, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND 
NUKVA. When they join together, they are one in the secret of man, 
WHO IS THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI SPELLED FULLY WITH 
ALEPH'S, WHICH IS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 'ADAM'. Someone 
who diminishes even one precept in the Torah, it is as though he has 
diminished the image of the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, for all the 
limbs are together in the secret of man. Therefore, everything 
amounts to the secret of unity.
 

 

667. Therefore, the children of Yisrael are all one nation, for it is 
written about them: "But you My flock, the flock of My pasture, are 
men (lit. 'man')" (Yechezkel 34:31) and "And what one nation in the 
earth is like Your people" (II Shmuel 7:23).
 

 

 
 
66. "With all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your might" 
Rabbi Yitzchak here asks why "and with all your soul" is necessary when the scripture already says: "with all your heart," since love is aroused only 
from the heart. He then says that "with all your heart" means both the good heart and the evil heart, or evil inclination. Next, he asks why the word 
"all" is in "with all your soul." Rabbi Elazar answers that the soul includes Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah, adding that "all your might" means all 
your belongings. Love for God means to give Him all of this, and to love Him in everything. He then says that it is even possible for a person to love 
God with the evil inclination, for when this is subdued to Him, and the person breaks the evil inclination, he is showing love for God. He next tells of 
the enticer, who is doing the will of the Holy One by tempting people from the true path and thus enabling them to show righteousness. The enticer 
deserves praise, we learn, for he does the Holy One's command, and enables the righteous to inherit their supernal treasures in the world to come. 
Just as the side of life becomes strengthened when people do good, the other side, the evil inclination, becomes strengthened when the evil ones 
listen to him and he dominates them. Man, we are told finally, constantly becomes stronger with God: "Happy is the man whose strength is in You; 
in whose heart are Your highways." 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The ultimate act of deception by the enticer - the negative angel, the Satan - is to convince a man that he (the Satan) does not really exist. 
Consequently, we believe that our self-indulgent desires, our covetous aspirations, and our egocentric wants originate from within our being. This is 
a mistake. He has convinced us that our enemy is some other person or some external problem instead of our own untamed, uncertain nature. All 
the while, he hides in the shadows of our minds, lurking in the dark recesses of our beings, so that we might never know he exists. 
In truth, these selfish desires and negative, uncertain thoughts are implanted within us by the angel Satan. Yet, the Zohar reveals a deeply profound 
reason for his existence: so that a man, through his own effort, can triumph over him, rejecting the momentary, illusionary pleasure that the Satan 
provides, for the authentic, eternal Light of the Creator. In this way a man becomes the cause and creator of his own Light. He expresses the Godly 
nature that dwells within his soul. 
This portion of text accomplishes many things. We grasp the role of evil in the world, perhaps the most perplexing and disturbing of all theological 
questions. We unlock our ability to recognize our Evil Inclination as a separate and distinct entity, unattached to our true soul consciousness. 
We kindle Light and it extinguishes darkness, exterminating the very roots of evil. And, by virtue of the above, we become the cause and creators of 
our own Light; thus, we fulfill our purpose in this world.

668. Rabbi Yitzchak was present before Rabbi Elazar and said to 
him: Certainly, the love of the Holy One, blessed be He, that a person 
feels for Him is aroused only from the heart, for the heart is a place 
of awakening to arouse toward Him love. HE QUESTIONS: If so, why 
is it written: "With all your heart" and afterwards "and with all your 
soul," so it seems that there are two manners IN LOVE, one in the 
heart and one in the soul? If the heart is the essence, why is the soul 
necessary? He said to him: The heart and the soul are two and they 
join into one, for heart and soul and money all unite together, but the 
heart is the essence and foundation of everything.
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669. We have learned that "with all your heart" MEANS with two 
hearts, which are two inclinations, the Good Inclination and the Evil 
Inclination. Of these two, which are each called 'the heart', one is 
called 'good heart' and one is called 'evil heart'. Therefore, IT SAYS, 
"your heart" WITH TWO BET'S AND IT DOESN'T SAY 'YOUR HEART' 
WITH ONE BET, which SHOWS two, the Good Inclination and the Evil 
Inclination.
 

 

670. HE QUESTIONS: It should have said, 'And with your soul.' Why 
does it say, "And with all your soul"? Why is 'all' said?" HE 
ANSWERS: It comes to include Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah, for 
this is the meaning of, "And with all your soul" all that pertains to 
this soul "and with all your might." WHY DOES IT SAY 'ALL'? IT IS 
because there are many kinds of substance, for they are all different 
one from another, NAMELY SILVER, PRECIOUS STONES AND SO 
ON. Therefore, it says, "and with all YOUR MIGHT" MEANING WITH 
ALL HIS BELONGINGS, because the love for the Holy One, blessed 
be He, means to give Him all this, and to love Him in everything.
 

 

671. If you ask: How is it possible for a person to love THE HOLY 
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, with the Evil Inclination, for the Evil 
Inclination persecutes so that the person should not approach the 
service of the Holy One, blessed be He? So how is it possible to love 
HIM with it? HE ANSWERS: This is an even MORE PRECIOUS 
MANNER of serving Hashem, for when this Evil Inclination is 
subdued to Him and that person breaks him, this is the love of the 
Holy One, blessed be He. Because he knows how to bring close the 
Evil Inclination to the service of the Holy One, blessed be He.
 

 

672. Here is the secret of those who know Judgment. For everything 
that the Holy One, blessed be He, made above and below is all only 
to show His honor, and everything is for His service. Who saw a 
servant go against his master?! Whatever is the will of his master, he 
becomes an inciter NOT TO DO THE WILL OF HIS MASTER. The will 
of the Holy One, blessed be He, is that people should be constantly 
in His service, and that they should go in the true path in order to 
merit much good. Since this is the will of the Holy One, blessed be 
He, how could an evil servant come and incite against the will of his 
Master? And he turns people to the evil path and thrusts them from 
the good path and causes them not to do the will of their Master, and 
turns people to the evil path?
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673. HE ANSWERS: Certainly he is doing the will of his master. It is 
LIKE a king who had an only son, and he loved him exceedingly. And 
he commanded him with love not to come close to an evil woman, 
because anyone who approaches her is not worthy to enter the 
king's palace. That son promised that he would lovingly do the will 
of his father.
 

 

674. Outside of the king's palace was a harlot who was very beautiful 
to behold. After a few days, the king said: I want to see the wishes of 
my son toward me. He called that harlot and told her: Go and entice 
my son, in order to test the wishes of my son toward me. What did 
that harlot do? She went after the king's son and started to embrace 
him and kiss him and entice him with all kinds of enticements. If that 
son is proper and observes the commands of his father, he scolds 
her and does not listen to her and thrusts her away from him. Then 
the father rejoices with his son, brings him into the inner sanctum of 
his palace, and gives him presents and gifts and great honor. Who 
caused all this honor for that son? We must say that it was the harlot.
 

 

675. HE QUESTIONS: Does that harlot deserve praise for this or not? 
HE SAYS: Certainly she deserves praise from all aspects, for she did 
the king's command and she brought that son all the good, all this 
love of the king toward him. Therefore, it is written: "And, behold, it 
was very good" (Beresheet 1:31). "And, behold, it was good" refers 
to the Angel of Life, while 'very' refers to the Angel of Death, THE 
EVIL INCLINATION, who is certainly very good, for he who fulfills the 
command of his master. Come and see: if there would not be this 
enticer, then the righteous would not inherit those supernal 
treasures that are their share in the World to Come.
 

 

676. Blessed are those who met this enticer and blessed are those 
who did not meet this enticer. HE EXPLAINS: Blessed are those who 
met him, NAMELY THOSE that were saved from him, for because of 
him they inherit all that good and all those delights, and all those 
pleasures of the World to Come. About them, it is written: "Neither 
has the eye seen, (that) an Elohim, beside You" (Yeshayah 64:3).
 

 

677. Blessed are those who did not meet him, MEANING THEY DID 
NOT STUMBLE BECAUSE OF HIM, for they would have inherited 
Gehenom and would have been banished from the Land of the 
Living. For those wicked ones who met him and would have listened 
to him, all would be drawn after him. Therefore, the righteous have to 
recognize his good, for they inherit all the good and delights and 
pleasures of the World to Come because of him.
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678. HE QUESTIONS: What is the benefit of the enticer when the 
wicked listen to him? HE ANSWERS: He has no benefit, 
NEVERTHELESS he does the command of his Master. He becomes 
stronger because of this, for since he is evil, he gains strength when 
they do evil. The wicked does not become strengthened until he kills 
a person, and when he has slain people then he grows strong and 
mighty with his power, and he has satisfaction. So it is with that 
enticer, NAMELY THE EVIL INCLINATION who is called the Angel of 
Death, who does not grow in strength with his power until he 
instigates people and persecutes them and kills them. Then he has 
satisfaction and becomes strong and mighty with his power.
 

 

679. Just as the side of life becomes strengthened when people are 
good and go in the straight path, this enticer also becomes stronger 
and mightier when the evil listen to him and he dominates them. May 
the Merciful one save us. Blessed are they who merit to be victorious 
over him and to subdue him, so as to merit through him the World to 
Come. Man constantly grows stronger with the Holy King, as is 
certainly said, "Happy is the man whose strength is in You; in whose 
heart are Your highways" (Tehilim 84:6). Blessed are they in this 
world and in the World to Come.
 

 

 
 
67. The righteous are the face of the Shechinah 
When Rabbi Elazar encounters Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Chiya on the road, he tells them he sees the face of the Shechinah. This, we 
learn, is because when one sees the righteous or pious they represent Her face since She hides within them. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Here we draw the Light of righteousness into our souls so that our faces shine with the radiance of the Shechinah. Further, would any of us, if we 
met an Angel on the road, recognize the Holy Spirit in him? Would we even register the Angel's presence, as used to ignoring strangers as we are? 
The Light of this passage ensures that when we gaze into the faces of strangers or friends or family, we recognize the presence of the Shechinah 
and the spark of Light that lives within all men. Thus, the goal of "Love thy Neighbor" is readily achieved and we complete our purpose in life.

680. Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Chiya were traveling on 
the road and Rabbi Elazar met them. As soon as they saw him, they 
all got off their donkeys. Rabbi Elazar said: For certain, I see the face 
of the Shechinah. When one sees the righteous or the pious of the 
generation and meets them, certainly they represent the face of 
Shechinah. Why are they called 'the face of Shechinah'? It is 
because the Shechinah hides within them. THE SHECHINAH is 
concealed in them, but they are visible. Therefore, those who are 
close to Her are called 'Her face'. Who are those THAT ARE CLOSE 
TO HER? They are those with whom She prepares to appear before 
the supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING WHO ELEVATE MAYIN 
NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) TO UNITE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED 
BE HE, WITH HIS SHECHINAH. Now that you are here, certainly the 
Shechinah is positioned over you, and you are Her face.
 

 

 
 
68. "Let me go, for the day breaks" 
Here, Rabbi Elazar tells how Jacob wrestled all night with the Appointed Angel of Esau, Samael - though until dawn he thought he was wrestling 
with Esau. He struck the Angel, who said "Let me go, for the day breaks," because the Angel and his female, Lilit have dominion only at night. We 
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are then told that when morning arrived Samael and his friends entered the hole of the great Abyss in the North. Another explanation of "Let me go, 
for the day breaks," is that night stands for the exile of the children of Yisrael, during which the wicked idol-worshipping kingdom dominates them 
until morning, the Redemption, arrives, and the Holy One illuminates for them. Jacob, we next learn, would not let the Angel go unless He blessed 
him, which He did. Jacob saw in Esau's face the exact image that he saw in Samael, because, we are told, whatever a person is connected to is 
reflected in his face. And again Rabbi Elazar tells the three rabbis that because the Shechinah is with them, he sees their faces are like Hers. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Strength to wrestle and conquer our own fears and dark side is bestowed upon us. This radiance shines into our darkest moments so that what we 
see illuminated before us is always the truth, not just a shadow of the truth. Moreover, this Light relinquishes the hold of the two negative angels, 
Samael and Lilit, over all mankind, freeing us forever from their deadly grip. Now that we have total control and dominance over the root of evil - 
through the greatness and spiritual prowess of Jacob - we are free to complete our personal ascension and actuate the Final Redemption in a 
softhearted and merciful manner.

681. He opened the discussion saying: "Take, I pray you, my 
blessing that is brought to you..." (Beresheet 33:11). When Jacob 
saw the accuser, Samael, that night, WHO WRESTLED WITH HIM AT 
THE PASSAGE OF YABOK, he saw him in the image of Esau but did 
not recognize him until the dawn rose. As soon as the dawn rose, he 
saw him with his face both visible and concealed. He viewed his 
image that was like the image of Esau and immediately realized that 
he was the minister of Esau, NAMELY SAMAEL. He struck him. It is 
written: "And he said, 'Let me go, for the day breaks'" (Beresheet 
32:27) and the friends retorted that it was because his time had 
arrived to sing and praise to the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore, 
it says, "For the day breaks."
 

 

682. Here we must look into that, for certainly his dominion is only 
during the night in the darkness. This is the secret of: "Because of 
the fear by night (lit. 'nights')" (Shir Hashirim 3:8), which is the fear 
of Gehenom. And he said, "the nights" IN THE PLURAL, because it 
refers to SAMAEL and his female, LILIT. Therefore, he has power 
only during the night.
 

 

683. He said: "Let me go, for the day breaks." What is the point of 
"for the day breaks?" HE ANSWERS: When the morning arrived and 
the domination of the darkness of the night was removed, he and his 
friends entered the hole of the great abyss that is in the North until 
the night arrived. And the dogs were freed, NAMELY THE OTHER 
SIDE, from their chains and dominate and float about during the 
night, until the morning arrives. Therefore, SAMAEL was pressing 
and saying, "Let me go, for the day breaks," because he does not 
dominate during the day.
 

 

684. Similar to this is the exile of the children of Yisrael, which is 
THE ASPECT of night, and is called 'night'. The wicked idol-
worshipping kingdom dominates over Yisrael until the morning 
arrives, WHICH IS THE REDEMPTION. The Holy One, blessed be He, 
will illuminate for them, and the dominance of the IDOL-
WORSHIPPING KINGDOM will be removed. Therefore, he said, "For 
the dawn breaks" because he was pressured and his strength was 
weakened, because the night had passed. Therefore, Jacob 
overpowered him and saw that his image was like the image of Esau, 
but not so clear. AND SAMAEL HAD TO approve the blessings THAT 
HIS FATHER GAVE HIM, BECAUSE HE SAID TO HIM, "I WILL NOT 
LET YOU GO, UNLESS YOU BLESS ME" (BERESHEET 32:27) AND, 
"AND HE BLESSED HIM THERE" (IBID. 30).
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685. It is written afterwards: "For truly I have seen your face, as 
though I had seen the face of Elohim, and you were pleased with 
me" (Beresheet 33:10). He saw in Esau's face the exact image that he 
saw in Samael, because whoever is connected to, is reflected in his 
face. The Shechinah is with you, Supernal Holy Ones. Therefore, 
your faces are like Her face. Blessed are you. He said: If I were going 
on the same path with you, I would then sit with you, but now that 
you are going on your way and I on my way, I will separate from you 
with the words of Torah.
 

 

 
 
69. "Unless Hashem builds the house" 
Rabbi Elazar opens a discussion of: "A song of ascents for Solomon. Unless The Creator builds the house, they who build it labor in vain; unless 
The Creator keeps the city, the watchman stays awake in vain." He then comments that King David said this for his son, Solomon, when Nathan the 
prophet foretold that Solomon would build the Holy Temple. Another explanation of the verse, we learn, is that unless the King, who is Binah, builds 
the house with the seven pillars of Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach, Hod, Yesod and Malchut of Zeir Anpin, they who build it shall labor in vain. The 
tabernacle can only be guarded by a youth, who was first Joshua (in the youthful aspect of Metatron), then the child Samuel. God alone guards the 
Holy Temple, and He guards the righteous as they travel, as is written: "The Creator shall preserve your going out and your coming in." 
The Relevance of this Passage 
In effect, Rabbi Elazar's discourse concerns how to draw the Light of the Creator to our own homes. King David, we are told, composed verses that 
spoke of the necessity of having the Creator's Light imbued at the seed level of the building of the Temple. Otherwise, all the construction and 
safeguards would be for naught. For us, this means that our own temples, our homes and communities, must be imbued with this Light. Otherwise, 
there is no chance for protection and blessing, regardless of what we might do on a physical level. 
Without our constant awareness of this need for Light, we are left vulnerable to the forces of chaos. Here we travel back to the seed level of our 
homes, our communities, and the entire world, and we inject them with the awesome Light of The Creator. The radiance banishes all the darkness 
and forces of chaos that have wreaked havoc upon our lives since the dawn of humanity.

686. He opened the discussion saying: "A song of ascents for 
Solomon. Unless Hashem builds the house, they who build it labor in 
vain, unless Hashem keeps the city, the watchman stays awake in 
vain" (Tehilim 127:1). HE QUESTIONS: Did Solomon then say this 
praise when he built the Temple? HE ANSWERS: It was not so, but 
rather King David said it for his son, King Solomon, when Natan the 
prophet came to him and told him about Solomon that he would 
build the Temple. Afterwards King David showed his son, Solomon, 
the form of the Temple. When David saw the form of the Temple and 
all its trappings, he recited praise for Solomon his son, and said, 
"Unless Hashem builds the house..."
 

 

687. Another explanation for: "A song of ascents for Solomon." It 
MEANS to the King that the peace is His, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. This 
song is a song and praise above all the other songs, and this song 
rises above all of them. "Unless Hashem builds the house," 
MEANING King David saw all these seven pillars, WHICH ARE 
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND 
MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, upon which this house, MALCHUT, 
stands, for they stand row by row in order to build this house. Above 
them all stands the Master of the house, THAT IS BINAH, who goes 
over them and gives strength and courage to each and every one 
accordingly.
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688. In reference to this, David said: Unless the King, that the whole 
peace is His, WHO IS BINAH, who is the landlord, build the house, 
"they who build it labor in vain." These are the pillars CHESED, 
GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR 
ANPIN who will build this house. "Unless Hashem keeps the city," 
that is, the King that the whole peace is His, WHO IS BINAH, "the 
watchman stays awake in vain," who is a pillar, upon which the 
world, MALCHUT, is built. What is it? It is the Righteous, NAMELY 
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, who watches over the city, MALCHUT.
 

 

689. Joshua stood constantly and guarded the Tabernacle that 
Moses made, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF THE ASPECT OF MOCHIN OF 
THE SIX ENDS. It could be guarded only by him, for he is called 'a 
youth', WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF METATRON, as it is written: "But 
his servant Joshua, the son of Nun, a young man, did not depart out 
of the tent" (Shemot 33:11). Afterwards, this Tabernacle was guarded 
only by another youth, as it is written: "And the child Samuel 
ministered" (I Shmuel 3:1), because the Tabernacle can be guarded 
only by a youth. Who is this guard? He is the one who guards the 
SUPERNAL Tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF THE ASPECT OF 
MOCHIN OF THE SIX EXTREMITIES, who is called so BY THE NAME 
'youth', who is Metatron.
 

 

690. Guarding you, supernal Holy Ones, is not like the guarding of 
the Tabernacle, but guarding you is like the keeping of the Temple. 
The Holy One, blessed be He, alone guards it, as it is written: 
"Unless Hashem keeps the city, the watchman stays awake in vain." 
Similarly, all the time that the righteous are going on the road, the 
Holy One, blessed be He, guards them constantly, as it is written: 
"Hashem shall preserve your going out and your coming in" (Tehilim 
121:8).
 

 

691. They went after him and escorted him three miles, and then 
returned their way. They declared about him: "For He shall give His 
angels charge over you, to keep you in all your ways. They shall bear 
you up in their hands..." (Tehilim 91:11). "Let your father and your 
mother be glad, and let her who bore you rejoice" (Mishlei 23:25).
 

 

 
 
70. "In multitude of people is the glory of the king" 
Here, Rabbi Yehuda discusses: "In the multitude of people is the glory of the king, but in the lack of people is the downfall of the prince." He says 
that while other nations have more people than Yisrael, they mix with each other, and therefore because the children of Yisrael do not mix, there is 
no nation in the world as great and numerous as Yisrael. When people are praying in the synagogue, it is to the king's glory. When they do not come 
and pray, the supernal appointees and legions are lowered, because the praises are required to be said above and below simultaneously. "The 
downfall of the prince," then, we learn, refers to these supernal beings. Yet even ten people in the synagogue are sufficient to praise God and to 
make comrades of the supernal legions. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The greatness and size of Yisrael is a metaphor alluding to the internal Vessel - the magnitude of desire to receive - that exists within the souls of 
the children of Yisrael. Prior to the Creation of the world, a single, unified soul - the Vessel - existed in the Endless World. This one infinite soul was 
comprised of all the souls of humanity, and its essential nature was desire. The one Vessel shattered into countless pieces of all sizes and spilled 
into our world. Thus, each broken fragment represents a different measure and intensity of desire. The largest pieces of the shattered Vessel are 
called children of Yisrael. Thus, the Israelites have the capacity to draw the greatest amount of Light into this world by virtue of the intensity of their 
desire. Thus, they are also accountable for the quantity of darkness that engulfs the world. 
"Prayer in the synagogue" is not about worship or offering praise to the Creator. Rather, it denotes the path of spiritual transformation (of which 
prayer is but a tool to help effect change within a man's nature). Hence, we are being told that the children of Yisrael must embrace spiritual 
transformation to bring Light to all the nations of the world. Light is created when an Israelite resists his selfish and intense desire to receive for the 
self alone and, instead, receives for the purpose of sharing with others. 
Prayer is one procedure that helps reveal Light as it diminishes the drive of the ego. Ten men are required in a synagogue during prayer, for they 
correspond to the Ten Sfirot, which creates circuitry. A reading of this passage awakens our momentous responsibility to bring Light to others. We 
are inspired to perform acts of caring, and we summon the courage to practice self-denial. Our meditation here is a great act of sharing; thus it 
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nourishes all the nations of the world with spiritual Light, ending conflict and crumbling the seeds of intolerance.

692. "Moreover, you shall make the tabernacle with ten 
curtains..." (Shemot 26:1). Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion 
saying: "In the multitude of people is the glory of the king, but in the 
lack of people is the downfall of the prince" (Mishlei 14:28). "In the 
multitude of people is the glory of the king" refers to Yisrael, about 
whom it is written: "For you are a holy people to Hashem your 
Elohim" (Devarim 7:6). They are a people that number many 
thousands and ten thousands, and when their numbers are great, it 
is the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He, because those above 
and those below praise the Name of the supernal King because of 
this holy nation. This is what is meant by: "Surely this great nation is 
a wise and understanding people" (Devarim 4:6).
 

 

693. If you ask: But it is written, "Because you were more (also: few) 
in number than all the other peoples" (Devarim 7:7). HE ANSWERS: 
"Than all the other people": They are certainly the fewest, but of any 
of these people they are more numerous, for in the whole world 
there is no nation as great and numerous as Yisrael. If you ask: 
Behold the Ishmelites and the Edomites, who are numerous. HE 
ANSWERS: For sure numerous, but all the other nations mix one 
with the other. This nation has children in this nation and this nation 
has children in another nation, BUT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL DO 
NOT MIX WITH OTHER NATIONS AND NO NATIONS MIX WITH THEM. 
Therefore, there is no nation in the world as great and numerous as 
Yisrael. A select and unique people are they. Among them, there is 
no intermingle at all, as it is written: "For you are a holy people to 
Hashem your Elohim, Hashem your Elohim has chosen you..." 
Hence "in the multitude of people is the glory of the king," namely 
the glory of the supernal King, the Holy One, blessed be He.
 

 

694. WE SHOULD EXPLAIN THIS PASSAGE. When the Holy One, 
blessed be He, comes to the synagogue and all the people come 
together and pray and give thanks and praise the Holy One, blessed 
be He, it is the King's glory. A 'king' without attributes is the Holy 
King, THAT IS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, that is perfected 
with beauty and perfection to ascend above, to ABA AND IMA.
 

 

695. "But in the lack of people is the downfall of the prince." This is 
when THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, comes earlier to the 
synagogue, but the people did not come to pray and praise the Holy 
One, blessed be He. Then all the dominions of above and the 
supernal appointees and legions are cut from the elevation of 
preparing the adornments of that King, WHO IS THE HOLY ONE, 
BLESSED BE HE.
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696. What is the reason THAT THEY ARE CUT FROM THEIR LOFTY 
PLACES? Because when Yisrael below arrange their prayers and 
requests and are supporting the supernal King, all these supernal 
legions arrange praises and support that Holy Perfection. For all the 
supernal legions are friends with Yisrael below to praise the Holy 
One, blessed be He, together, so that the elevating of the Holy One, 
blessed be He, should be done above and below together.
 

 

697. When THE ANGELS are bidden to be comrades with the people 
of Yisrael, TO PRAISE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, 
TOGETHER, and the children of Yisrael below do not come to set 
their prayers and requests and to praise their Master, then all the 
holy legions of the supernal dominion are cut from their perfection. 
They are not elevated and they cannot praise their Master properly, 
because the praises of the Holy One, blessed be He, have to be 
recited together above and below by those of above and those of 
below at the same time. Therefore it says, "The downfall of the 
prince" and not 'the downfall of the king' BECAUSE THIS PERTAINS 
ONLY TO THE COMPANIES OF ANGELS AND NOT TO THE KING 
HIMSELF.
 

 

698. Even if they were not many that came to the synagogue and just 
ten, the supernal legions would come to be comrades with these ten 
to praise THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. What is the reason? It is 
because all the perfections of that King are done with ten. Therefore, 
ten is sufficient if there are no more.
 

 

 
 
71. Wherever letters are added, it causes a lessening 
Rabbi Yehuda begins here by saying that 'ten' can be written with the Hei, which is the Shechinah, or without it: eser, asarah. She is not included in 
'twelve' at all. Twelve, the higher number, Shtei asar, is spelled without the Ayin of the evil eye, we learn, and when that letter is added the number is 
reduced by one to eleven, Ashtei asar. Wherever letters are added, we are then told, it serves as subtraction. Even adding Yud to Amnon's name and 
referring to him as 'Aminon' decreases his honor. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
When the Evil Eye (envious stares and glances of ill-will) is permitted to shed its influence, it literally banishes the Light that is present. It has drastic 
effects upon people and situations. Evil Eye is banished from the world through the forces summoned here. The desire to cast Evil Eye is also 
eliminated from our being. 
We learn that quite often when a person adds, he actually takes away, as per the well-known adage: Less is more. This truth is often seen in religion. 
A person becomes caught up in the religious aspect of faith, performing more and more rites and rituals in the name of holiness, but he grows to be 
more intolerant of others. This is the difference between a spiritual path and a religious one. Here we receive the wisdom and consciousness to seek 
out spiritual righteousness as opposed to self-righteousness born of religiosity. This dangerous holier-than-thou consciousness is purged from 
human consciousness, engendering tolerance and respect among all of God's children.
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699. Come and see what is written of the Tabernacle: "Moreover you 
shall make the tabernacle with ten curtains" (Shemot 26:1). THE 
NUMBER ten is because the perfection of the Tabernacle, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, is by ten, AS MENTIONED EARLIER IN THE LAST ESSAY, 
so that everything will be proper. HE QUESTIONS: HE SAYS TEN 
(Heb. eser, fem.). What is the reason THAT IT SAYS ten (Heb. eser 
fem.) and not ten (Heb. asarah, masc.)? HE ANSWERS: For every 
place THAT IT IS WRITTEN ESER WITHOUT THE HEI refers to THE 
TEN SFIROT without the Shechinah, FOR THE SHECHINAH 
ENCIRCLES THEM FROM ABOVE because She is not counted WITH 
THE TEN. Similarly, "it stood upon twelve oxen (Heb. shnei asar)" (I 
Melachim 7:25). SINCE THE WORD TEN IS WRITTEN WITHOUT HEI, 
the Shechinah is not in the number TWELVE, since She stands over 
them from above as it is written: "And the sea was set above upon 
them" (Ibid.), MEANING THE SHECHINAH THAT IS CALLED 'SEA'. In 
those places that allude to what is missing above them, the 
Shechinah is extranumerary, not included in the count.
  

700. The Other Side is given an addition to the number, and it 
decreases in number. For example, Ashtei ASAR (=eleven) is spelled 
with Ayin THAT IS ADDED TO THE NUMBER SHTEI ASAR 
(=TWELVE), THUS REDUCING THE NUMBER FROM TWELVE TO 
ELEVEN. THIS IS AN INDICATION OF WHAT IS LACKING FROM 
ABOVE, FOR THE ADDED AYIN IS THE SECRET OF THE EVIL EYE 
(HEB. AYIN), as we have already established. Wherever letters are 
added in this manner, it serves as subtraction. For example: "Has 
Aminon your brother" (II Shmuel 13:20). It would have been 
sufficient TO SAY Amnon AND THE REASON THE YUD WAS ADDED 
IS TO LESSEN HIS HONOR. However, a letter is deducted on the holy 
side and it is really an addition, MEANING THAT BY DEDUCTING 
THE AYIN FROM ASHTEI ESREH, THE NUMBER ELEVEN BECOMES 
TWELVE.
 

 

 
 
72. The Seven Firmaments 
Here, Rabbi Chiya discusses: "Who covers Himself with Light as with a garment, who stretches out the heavens like a curtain," saying that God 
created the Heavens from fire and water, expanded and spread out like a curtain. The seven firmaments, we are told, correspond to seven Sfirot, and 
there is one firmament above them, Tevunah, which cannot be viewed but only understood. Above that, there is one which no one can see or know. 
Then, Rabbi Chiya says, there are ten firmaments, which are the ten curtains of the tabernacle and also ten Sfirot. Next, Rabbi Yosi says there are 
nine firmaments, and that the Shechinah is the tenth. He adds that Rabbi Shimon revealed the secrets of all the firmaments, seven above and seven 
below. The seven firmaments contain stars and constellations, which guide the world. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The stars and the heavens rule our cosmos, scattering across our vision like bright diamonds, opening our hearts to the million sparks of love that 
fly to us from God. However, the seven heavenly bodies that adorn our strip of galaxy also exert negative influences. The lower Seven Sfirot control 
the planets and stars. Thus, by connecting to them here, we ascend above planetary influence and immediately begin directing our own fate. The 
destiny of mankind makes a quantum shift, from an apocalyptic finale to a Final Redemption that is founded upon compassion, mercy, and 
pleasantness. This miraculous turn of events occurs by virtue of the love of Rabbi Shimon, author of this heavenly tome.

701. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying: "Who covers 
Himself with light as with a garment, who stretches out the heavens 
like a curtain" (Tehilim 104:2). This verse has been established. 
When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He covered 
Himself with that first light THAT WAS IN THE CREATION, and 
created with it the heaven.
 

 

702. Come and see: Light and darkness were not together, because 
light is from the side of the Right COLUMN and darkness is from the 
side of the Left COLUMN. What did the Holy One, blessed be He, 
WHO IS BINAH, do? He joined them together and created the heaven 
from them, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, BECAUSE ZEIR 
ANPIN IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND MEDIATES 
BETWEEN BOTH COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, WHICH ARE FIRE 
AND WATER. What are Heavens? (Heb. shamayim). IT IS 
COMPOSED OF Esh and Mayin (Eng. 'fire and water'), which He 
joined together, and made peace between them.
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703. When they were combined together, FIRE AND WATER, He 
expanded them and spread them like a curtain, AS IT IS WRITTEN: 
"WHO STRETCHES OUT THE HEAVENS LIKE A CURTAIN." And He 
made of them the letter Vav OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, 
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. This is called 'a curtain' or 'curtains', because 
light spread from this letter Vav TO MALCHUT, and curtains were 
made. This is what is meant by: "Moreover you shall make the 
Tabernacle with ten curtains.
 

 

704. These seven firmaments expanded and are concealed in the 
supernal Storehouse, WHICH ARE THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR 
ANPIN: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND 
MALCHUT, FOR CHOCHMAH IS COVERED AND CONCEALED IN 
THEM, WITHIN THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM THAT ILLUMINATES 
UPON THEM FROM BINAH, as we have established. There is one 
firmament above them, WHICH IS TEVUNAH, and that firmament has 
neither color nor a revealed place in it IN THE ILLUMINATION OF 
CHOCHMAH. Nor can it be viewed. And this firmament is concealed 
and illuminates all THE SEVEN FIRMAMENTS, causing them to 
journey, each and every one as is proper for it. IT CANNOT BE 
VIEWED, it can only be understood.
 

 

705. From that firmament and higher, MEANING HIGHER THAN 
YISRAEL -SABA, AND TEVUNAH, there is no one who can know or 
observe. A person should close his mouth in order not to talk and 
observe with understanding. One who will observe will go 
backwards, because there is none who can understand THERE.
 

 

706. There are ten curtains, which are ten firmaments, and who are 
they? They are the curtains of the Tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT, 
which are ten, NAMELY TEN SFIROT. They can be comprehended by 
the wise-hearted, BECAUSE CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN 
MALCHUT BUT NOT HIGHER THAN HER. One who knows them, 
observes great Wisdom and the secrets of the world, and looks up 
into that place to which each and everyone is attached, except for 
two FIRMAMENTS that stand on the right and left, WHICH ARE HER 
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH that are hidden with the Shechinah.
 

 

707. Rabbi Yosi said: There are nine firmaments and the Shechinah 
is the tenth. If you say that since it is written Eser (Eng. 'ten') 
WITHOUT HEI, they are ten besides the Shechinah. Yet if so, then 
there are eleven Sfirot in the Shechinah, as She is one SFIRAH and 
is supernumerary to ten SFIROT. YET IT IS KNOWN THAT THERE 
ARE TEN SFIROT AND NOT ELEVEN, AS IT IS WRITTEN IN THE 
SEFER YETZIRAH (ENG. 'THE BOOK OF FORMATION'). But certainly 
there are nine, which are the nine days between Rosh Hashanah and 
Yom Kippur, and She is the tenth. Similarly, the Tabernacle is made 
of ten curtains.
  

708. These ten firmaments are the mystery of mysteries that is 
handed only to those who know Wisdom, and it is all in the secrets 
of the Holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, who revealed the secret of 
every single firmament and those who minister in each and every 
one. There are seven firmaments above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, and there 
are seven firmaments below, IN MALCHUT, like above, AND THE 
SEVENTH FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS CHESED, INCLUDES THE FIRST 
THREE SFIROT. Therefore, there are ten, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. 
There are seven firmaments, which contain stars and constellations 
with which to lead this world according to its way, as is needed.
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73. "Extol Him who rides upon the clouds" 
Rabbi Yosi here continues discussing the firmaments. He says "the clouds" means the seventh firmament, that of Chesed, which is called Aravot 
because it is mixed from fire and water. He "who rides upon the clouds" is the eighth and higher firmament, Binah. Aravot includes within itself all 
the other six Sfirot, and that is the secret of the Supernal Chariot. Because those who enter the presence of this firmament must enter with only joy, 
the High Priest must enter the Holy Sanctuary only with joy. Rabbi Yosi next asks what the person in dire straits is to do if he cannot pray with joy, 
being full of sadness. He answers that those who pray with tears awaken the compassion of God. Then we learn that Binah is called 'Yah', because 
he is joy and he causes joy and he is the higher firmament. And when this firmament dominates, we are told, it revokes any punishment that had 
been decreed for a person who is in sadness yet still fasts on the Sabbath. Rabbi Elazar next says he thinks that "Him who rides upon the clouds" 
refers to Arich Anpin, who is the most hidden and most ancient of all, whose name is 'Yah', and who rides upon Aba and Ima, who are Yud-Hei. Even 
though Arich Anpin cannot be grasped or understood, Aba and Ima are the first level that emerged from Him. The name of Zeir Anpin, Yud Hei Vav 
Hei, is not as great because it has more letters, but, nonetheless, it is still the Great Name, which is used for Amen, to draw from Him. 
Rabbi Elazar then tells us again how the precepts of the Torah are the limbs of the body, that every one of the limbs is important, and that neglecting 
even one precept of the Torah makes a blemish. He next discusses the union of the supernal limbs, whose secret is 'remember', and the lower limbs, 
whose secret is 'keep'. We are reminded that anyone who completes the precepts of the Torah will inherit two worlds, this world and the world to 
come. Then, Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Aba rise at midnight to study Torah, and the daughter of the innkeeper stands nearby to light a candle for them 
and listen to their words. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Depression and gloom cause the Shechinah to depart our presence. Hence, true joy is kindled in our hearts so that the Shechinah envelops us in all 
her splendor. We are told that genuine tears of sadness (not selfishness) cause our prayers to be answered. In turn, the gates of mercy are opened 
to us by the lamenting prayers of the righteous who have cried and spilled tears on our behalf throughout history. We are connected to the highest, 
most hidden realms of the spiritual atmosphere that shines immeasurable rays of Light into our dimension. 
Meditating upon this section while making the conscious effort to share this Light with all mankind brings us blessing, helping our world now to 
become the world to come.

709. Among them all, the seventh is the most valuable, WHICH IS 
CHESED, except for the eighth FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS BINAH, who 
leads all seven firmaments and stands upon them all. It is written: 
"Extol Him who rides upon the clouds" (Tehilim 68:5). HE 
QUESTIONS: Who is the one who rides the clouds and what are the 
clouds (Heb. aravot)? HE ANSWERS: 'Aravot' is the seventh 
firmament, WHICH IS THE FIRST SFIRAH OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS 
CALLED 'CHESED', AND INCLUDES ALL THE SFIROT OF ZEIR 
ANPIN THAT ARE BELOW IT. Why is it called 'Aravot'? Because it is 
mixed (Heb. me'orav) of fire and water together, NAMELY from the 
south, WHICH IS WATER, and from the north, WHICH IS FIRE. It is 
mixed of the two sides AND THE ONE WHO RIDES ON THE CLOUDS 
IS THE EIGHTH FIRMAMENT, BINAH.
 

 

710. If you ask: If so, what about the two Aravot (Eng. 'willow 
branches) that are joined with the Lulav (Eng. 'palm leaf'), we have 
learned that this is what is written, "Extol Him who rides upon the 
Aravot." AND THEY ARE NETZACH AND HOD THAT ARE CALLED 
'THIGHS'. HE QUESTIONS: Who gave thighs, WHICH ARE NETZACH 
AND HOD, in the body, WHICH IS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, 
and who gave a body, WHICH IS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, 
in the thighs THAT ARE NETZACH AND HOD? MEANING, HERE YOU 
SAY THAT ARAVOT ARE CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS 
CONSIDERED THE BODY OF ZEIR ANPIN AND THERE YOU SAY 
THAT THEY ARE NETZACH AND HOD, WHICH ARE THE THIGHS 
THAT ARE OUTSIDE OF ITS BODY. WHO COMPARES THEM, seeing 
that this one, NAMELY THE BODY, produces fruit and this one, 
NAMELY NETZACH AND HOD which are thighs, does not produce 
fruit.
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711. HE ANSWERS: But certainly it all resembles the secret of Aravot 
(willow branches) of the Lulav (palm leaf), for one of these willow 
branches of the Lulav, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, is fire, 
WHICH IS HOD, and the other is water, WHICH IS NETZACH. They all 
pertain to the same secret, FOR THE ONE IS COMPLETELY WATER 
AND THE OTHER IS COMPLETELY FIRE AND THEY ARE NOT MIXED 
ONE WITH THE OTHER, FOR THEY ARE TWO SFIROT EACH WITH 
INDIVIDUAL DOMINION. It is the seventh FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS 
CHESED, which combines fire and water together in one secret, FOR 
IT IS ONE SFIRAH, AND SO WE FIND THAT IT COMBINES WITHIN 
ITSELF THE TWO ARAVOT OF THE LULAV IN ACTUALITY. Because 
the firmament Aravot includes within itself all the other six SFIROT, 
WHICH ARE GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND 
MALCHUT, AS THE HIGHEST ONE INCLUDES ALL THOSE THAT 
ARE LOWER THAN IT, that is the secret of the supernal Chariot. The 
Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS BINAH, desires this firmament 
more than all the firmaments and His desire is always to perfect this 
firmament with the highest beauty. On this, it is said, "Extol Him who 
rides upon Aravot," MEANING He who rides on Aravot. Who is he? 
This firmament that stands over the living creatures, NAMELY BINAH 
THAT STANDS ABOVE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR 
ANPIN THAT ARE CALLED 'LIVING CREATURES', for it is He who 
rides on the clouds.
 

 

712. "And rejoice before Him" (Ibid.): It is not written, 'From before 
Him' but rather "before Him," BECAUSE 'FROM BEFORE HIM' 
IMPLIES BEFORE BINAH, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH and there is 
nobody who can know anything in Him. But "before Him," WHICH IS 
BINAH THAT RIDES UPON THE CLOUDS, one who enters before this 
firmament must enter with joy and without any sadness at all, 
because this firmament causes it so that neither sadness nor anger 
can dwell at all, because everything there is with joy. THEREFORE, 
IT SAYS, "AND REJOICE BEFORE HIM."
 

 

713. Therefore, the High Priest who stands before Him enters the 
Holy Sanctuary only in joy and expresses joy, because the place 
causes it. Of this, it is written: "Serve Hashem with gladness, come 
before His presence with singing" (Tehilim 100:2), because one 
should not show sadness in it.
 

 

714. And if you ask: One who is in pain and in dire straits, who 
cannot feel joy in his heart, and because of his dire straits he has to 
ask for Mercy from the supernal King. If so, then he shouldn't pray 
his prayer at all and should not enter with any sadness at all, 
because he cannot gladden his heart and enter before Him with joy. 
What remedy does this person have?
 

 

715. HE ANSWERS: Surely we have learned that all the gates are 
closed and locked, but the gates of tears are not closed. Tears come 
only from pain and sadness, and all those who are appointed over 
the gates break the obstacles on the roads and the locks. They bring 
in these tears and that prayer enters before the Holy King.
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716. Then, that place, NAMELY MALCHUT, is distressed by the 
sadness and distress of that person, as it is written: "In all their 
affliction He is afflicted" (Yeshayah 63:9), BECAUSE THE PAIN OF 
THE PERSON TOUCHES THE SHECHINAH. The longing of the 
Supernal World, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, to this place, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, is like a male whose longing is always toward the female. 
Therefore, when the King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, comes to the Matron, 
WHO IS MALCHUT, and finds Her sad, he gives over to Her hands 
whatever She desires. That person or that prayer do not return 
empty, and the Holy One, blessed be He, has Mercy on him. Blessed 
is the portion of that person who pours out tears before the Holy 
One, blessed be He, in his prayer.
 

 

717. It is similar on Shabbat. There is one who fasts on Shabbat and 
expresses sadness because of his pain, yet during Shabbat that 
supernal Firmament dominates, WHICH IS BINAH, that one that 
appears with joy, and causes everyone to rejoice. As for that 
PERSON, who is in sadness, once this FIRMAMENT dominates, it 
revokes that punishment that was deemed against that person. We 
have already learned this. AND THIS IS WHAT IS SAID: "Extol..." 
WHICH MEANS to give honor and exaltation to He who rides on the 
clouds, for He is joy and causes joy for everyone and He is the 
firmament which is above the Living Creatures, NAMELY BINAH, AS 
EXPLAINED EARLIER. "Yah is His Name" (Tehilim 68:5): Certainly, 
because in this place is this Name included, BECAUSE BINAH IS 
CALLED 'YAH'. "And rejoice before him," meaning not to expresses 
sadness before Him, as explained.
 

 

718. Rabbi Elazar said: This passage should have said, "Extol Him 
who rides upon the clouds" AND THIS PURPORT WOULD BE BINAH 
THAT RIDES UPON ZEIR ANPIN. What then is the meaning of "upon 
the clouds." AND ALSO with "Yah is His Name": It should have said, 
'Yah is He', IF IT REFERS TO BINAH. What is the meaning of "His 
Name"? This verse is said about the most concealed of all and the 
most ancient of all, NAMELY ARICH ANPIN THAT IS MORE 
CONCEALED THAN THE CONCEALED SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA 
AND MORE ANCIENT THAN THEY. He is not revealed and not known 
at all, BECAUSE ITS CHOCHMAH IS CONCEALED ENTIRELY, AND 
DOES NOT ILLUMINATE BENEATH IT AT ALL, and rides upon the 
clouds, WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA, WHO ARE YUD-HEI. And if you 
ask: Since He comes and rides on Yud-Hei, even though He is 
concealed, can He be revealed in this place?
 

 

719. HE ANSWERS: But "Extol Him who rides upon the clouds" 
refers to the most ancient of all, the most concealed of all, which 
cannot be grasped, AND WILL NOT BE REVEALED. Upon what does 
He ride? The clouds, Yud-Hei, NAMELY ABA AND IMA, which is the 
secret of the first LEVEL that emerged from Him, BECAUSE ABA 
AND IMA EMERGED FROM ARICH ANPIN. This is "His Name" of that 
which is concealed that is not known, BECAUSE His Name is Yud-
Hei. THEREFORE, THE VERSE SAYS, "YAH IS HIS NAME" and not 
THAT ABA AND IMA THEMSELVES are HIS NAME. Rather, ABA AND 
IMA are HIS NAME because of that curtain that separated and 
emerged before Him. That curtain is His Name, BECAUSE MALCHUT 
IS CALLED 'NAME' and this is His Chariot, MEANING THROUGH 
THAT CURTAIN HE IS CLOTHED IN ABA AND IMA, AND 
THEREFORE is not known at all, BECAUSE IT IS NOT REVEALED BY 
THEM.
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720. And this is His "Great Name," NAMELY ABA AND IMA WITH 
MALCHUT OF ARICH ANPIN THAT ARE ENCLOTHED IN THEM. 
There is a Name that is not as great as He, NAMELY THE NAME YUD 
HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, even though He has more 
letters, BECAUSE ABA AND IMA ARE CALLED ONLY BY THE TWO 
LETTERS YUD-HEI ALONE. STILL IN ALL, it is the Great Name. 
Therefore, with this Name we utter and say Amen, which is DRAWN 
from Him. With this NAME, Amen goes on continuously, BECAUSE 
THE UNION OF ABA AND IMA IS NEVER INTERRUPTED. With the 
other Name, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED YUD HEI VAV 
HEI, it is not so, BECAUSE THE PAIRING OF THE MALE AND 
FEMALE IS INTERRUPTED BY THE SIN OF THE LOWER BEINGS.
 

 

721. THIS THAT WE SAY: 'Amen, May His Great Name be blessed 
FOREVER AND FOR ALL ETERNITY'. For when this Name is 
perfected, everything is complete, and all the worlds rejoice. And in 
the Name are included the higher and lower beings. In this Name are 
included the 613 precepts of the Torah, which are the inclusion of all 
the secrets, the upper and the lower. It is the combination of the 
Male World above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the Female World 
below, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
 

 

722. All the precepts are organs and limbs to express through them 
the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SHECHINAH. 
One who does not notice and observe the secrets of the precepts of 
the Torah does not know and CANNOT observe how to perfect the 
limbs in the supernal secret. The limbs of the body are all 
established upon the secret of the precepts of the Torah, BECAUSE 
THE 248 LIMBS CORRESPOND TO THE 248 POSITIVE PRECEPTS 
AND THE 365 VEINS CORRESPOND TO THE 365 NEGATIVE 
PRECEPTS. Even though there are certain limbs that are big and 
vital, AND THERE ARE SOME WHICH ARE SMALL AND INFERIOR, if 
any of them, either big or small, is removed, even the smallest in the 
person, he is considered blemished. He who diminishes even one 
precept of the precepts of the Torah makes a blemish in a place 
where there should not be any.
 

 

723. Come and see what is written: "And Hashem Elohim took the 
man, and put him into the Garden of Eden to till it and to keep 
it" (Beresheet 2:15). We have learned that "to till it and to keep it" 
refers to the offerings, and it is all one. But this is the secret of the 
precepts of the Torah. "To till it": These are the 248 supernal Limbs, 
"and to keep it" are the 365 lower limbs, NAMELY THE 365 SINEWS. 
Those higher ones pertain to 'remember,' WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and 
those lower ones pertain to 'keep,' WHICH IS MALCHUT. And it is all 
one.
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724. Blessed is he who is worthy of completing the precepts of the 
Torah. He causes man to perfect his spirit and soul in this world and 
in the World to Come. The Torah merits the person to inherit two 
worlds, this world and the World to Come. Everyone who endeavors 
in Torah endeavors in life, life in this world and life in the World to 
Come and is spared from all the bad punishments, which cannot 
dominate him. If by endeavoring IN TORAH it is so, so much more so 
for he who acts AND FULFILLS THE PRECEPTS OF THE TORAH.
 

 

 
 
74. "For the commandment is a candle; and Torah is light" 
Rabbi Yosi here explains that it is necessary to perform a deed to prepare the candle, and it is necessary to be occupied with Torah to light the 
candle in order to merit the supernal light from which the candle is lit. He goes on to discuss the reproofs of instruction that the Holy One brings 
upon a person to purify him of his sins. 
Another explanation of the candle is that it is the Oral Torah, which only illuminates through the Written Torah, which is the light. The candle is a 
commandment or precept that women merit, the candle of Shabbat, but only men can merit through Torah and illuminate the candle. Next, we hear 
of a father and daughter who are bitterly unhappy because her new husband doesn't even know how to say the prayer after a meal, and does not 
merit Torah. The young man sits before Rabbi Yosi, who proclaims that either the light of Torah will emerge from him, or else a son will emerge from 
him. The young man laughs and explains that because he is young and respectful he decided that he should not speak before the older wiser men 
for two months, but now the time has come. He says that the "the commandments" refers to Malchut, which is a candle waiting to be kindled by Zeir 
Anpin. He speaks of her two arms and the 248 supernal limbs, which add to 250, or resh-nun; 'candle' is nun-resh. And Torah is 'Light', because 
Torah is from the right side, which is the first light that was created. When the left is combined in it, we learn, there is perfection in everything. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Here we are purified and corrected of sin, so that our souls flicker like the flame of a candle. Our 248 limbs are warmed and nurtured by the supernal 
candlelight that radiates from the Torah. And just as one candle can light millions of others without diminishing its own flame, the spiritual Light we 
now reveal is shared with all the souls of this planet, flooding the entire globe with the Light of the Creator. As mankind basks in the glow, peace 
takes hold and tranquillity spreads throughout the land.

725. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Aba were dwelling in their lodging. They 
rose at midnight to occupy themselves with Torah. The daughter of 
the innkeeper arose, lit a candle for them, and stood behind them in 
order to hear words of Torah.
 

 

726. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: "For the 
commandment is a candle; and Torah is light; and reproofs of 
instruction are the way of life" (Mishlei 6:23). "For the commandment 
is a candle" MEANS THAT whoever endeavors in this world in the 
precepts of the Torah, one candle is prepared to shine for him in that 
world by every precept. "And Torah is light" MEANS he who is 
occupied with Torah merits that supernal light from which the candle 
is lit, because a candle without light is nothing. Light without a 
candle can also not illuminate, so we find that they both depend 
upon each other. It is necessary to perform a deed to prepare the 
candle and it is necessary to be occupied with Torah to light the 
candle. Blessed is he who is occupied with the light and the candle.
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727. "And reproofs of instruction are the way of life", MEANING "the 
way of life" with which to enter into the World to Come. These are 
the reproofs that a person receives in order to remove himself from 
the path of evil and to go in the path of good. It CAN BE EXPLAINED 
that "the way of life" is the reproofs of instruction that the Holy One, 
blessed be He, brings upon the person to purify him of his sins with 
these reproofs. Blessed is he who accepts them with a willing heart.
 

 

728. Another explanation, "For the commandment is a candle": This 
is the candle, the luminary of David, which is a candle lit to perform a 
precept, the Oral Torah, NAMELY MALCHUT, that must be constantly 
attended to. She does not illuminate except through the Written 
Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, because the Oral Torah possesses 
light only through the Written Torah, which is a light for illumination.
 

 

729. He looked behind and saw the daughter of the innkeeper 
standing behind them. He said, "For the commandment is a candle." 
What is a candle? It is a candle that is a precept that women merit, 
and it is the candle of Shabbat. Although women do not merit 
through Torah, but men do, the latter illuminate that candle that 
women perfect with this precept. Women, through the perfection of 
this candle, and the men, through Torah, kindle and light this candle, 
which is the perfection of the precept that women are obligated to do.
 

 

730. That woman heard it and wept. In the meantime, the father of the 
woman who was there rose and came among them. He saw his 
daughter standing behind them weeping. Her father asked her, and 
she told him the story. Then the father of the woman also started to 
weep. Rabbi Yosi said to him: Perhaps your son-in-law, the husband 
of your daughter did not merit Torah. He said to him: It is indeed so. 
And that is why my daughter and I weep constantly.
 

 

731. Because the day I saw him jump from this attic to hear Kaddish 
with the congregation, I got the desire to give him my daughter in 
marriage, and immediately after the congregation left the synagogue 
I gave him my daughter. For I said, by that jump with which he came 
to hear the Kaddish IT IS KNOWN that he will be a learned man in 
Torah. Even though he was a youth and I did not know him 
previously, I GAVE HIM MY DAUGHTER. But now he doesn't even 
know how TO BLESS the blessing after the meal and I cannot even 
learn with him among the scholars, so he should learn Sh'ma or the 
blessing after the meal.
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732. Rabbi Yosi said to him: Exchange him for another, or perhaps 
he will bear a son who will be great in Torah. In the meantime, THE 
SON-IN-LAW OF THE INNKEEPER arose and jumped to them. Rabbi 
Yosi looked at him intently and said: Certainly, I see in this youth 
that the light of Torah will emerge from him into the world or else a 
son will emerge from him. That youth laughed and said: My masters, 
I will speak before you of one subject.
 

 

733. He opened the discussion saying: "I am young, and you are 
very old; therefore I was afraid, and dared not declare my opinion to 
you" (Iyov 32:6). The pillars of the world have remarked upon this 
verse. About Elihu, it is written: "of the family Ram" (Ibid. 2). It was 
then remarked that he was said to have come from the seed of 
Abraham, and it is good. But Elihu was a priest and was from the 
seed of Ezekiel the prophet, because it is written: "Son of Barachel 
the Buzite" (Ibid.) and also, "Ezekiel the priest, the son of 
Buzi" (Yechezkel 1:3).
 

 

734. If you say: Because it is written Buzi, he was "the contempt 
(Heb. buz) of families" (Iyov 31:34), it is not so, because it says 
afterwards "of the family of Ram," meaning higher (Heb. ram) above 
all. Why is he called 'Buzi'? It is because he shames himself before 
one who is greater than him. Therefore, he is called by the lofty 
name of Buzi, with which was named he who was perfect in 
everything, such as no one was called, MEANING EZEKIEL. It is 
written: "And you, son of man" (Yechezkel 2:6). Because ELIHU was 
called by that name, Buzi, he was also called 'Ram', meaning higher 
above all.
 

 

735. Therefore, he said, "I am young (lit. 'young in days')." HE 
QUESTIONS: He says "in days," but should have said 'of days.' What 
is "in days"? But he said, "I am young," meaning I have made myself 
small "in days" before one who has many days. What is the reason? 
Because I said that "days should speak" (Iyov 32:7). Therefore, "I am 
young" meaning that I belittled myself before "days." "And you are 
old": I saw that you are old, so "I am afraid, and dared not declare 
my opinion to you. Also I said, "Days should speak and multitude of 
years should teach wisdom." Certainly, "But there is a spirit in man: 
and the breath of Shadai gives them understanding" (Ibid. 8). 
Therefore, since I am a youth, I decided not to speak for two months, 
and today they have completed. Now that you are here, it is proper to 
open with words of Torah before you.
 

 

736. He opened the discussion saying: "For the commandment is a 
candle; and Torah is light; and the reproofs of instruction are the 
way of life." "For the commandment is a candle" refers to Mishnah 
as is said: "And the Torah, and the commandments" (Shemot 24:12). 
"Torah" is the Written Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, and 'the commandments' 
refers to Mishnah, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is a candle, MEANING 
a candle that is waiting to be kindled, BECAUSE MALCHUT HAS NO 
LIGHT ON HER OWN AND NEEDS ZEIR ANPIN TO KINDLE HER AND 
ILLUMINATE HER.
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737. HE QUESTIONS: MALCHUT IS CALLED 'candle', but why is She 
called 'candle'? HE ANSWERS: WHEN MALCHUT receives from 
between the two arms OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF 
THE TWO COLUMNS RIGHT AND LEFT, the 248 supernal Limbs, 
WHICH ARE THE CHASSADIM OF THE 248 POSITIVE PRECEPTS, 
She opens to them Her two arms, WHICH ARE HER TWO COLUMNS, 
RIGHT AND LEFT. These two arms become combined WITH THE 248 
LIMBS AND BECOME THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 250 (=RESH-
NUN). THEREFORE, it is called 'a candle (Heb. ner, Nun-Resh)'. "And 
Torah is light" BECAUSE THE TORAH illuminates this candle and 
THE CANDLE is kindled from the side of the First Light, which is 
right, because Torah is from the right side, WHICH IS the First Light 
that was given. About this, it is written: "From His right hand went a 
fiery law for them" (Devarim 33:2). It is given from the right, even 
though the left is combined with it, because WHEN THE LEFT IS 
COMBINED IN IT, there is perfection in everything.
 

 

 
 
75. 207 on the right, 103 on the left 
The young man from the previous section continues by explaining that the first Light is combined with the 207 worlds hidden on the right under 
Binah. There are also 103 worlds on the left side, adding to 310 worlds that God prepares constantly for the righteous. The Light of the right is 
Chesed, and it produces offspring for every single day, otherwise the world would not be able to exist. It is written: "For I have said, the world is 
built by love." 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The Sfirah of Chesed correlates to the Right Column attribute of mercy, which tempers and sweetens judgment. If our world were balanced towards 
the Left (Judgment). it would be immediately destroyed. Thus, out of Love for his Creation, God injected mercy (Chesed) into the cosmos, which 
gives a man time to repent and change his ways before judgments can be executed. In this moment, we rouse the forces of mercy, using it to atone 
for our sins, complete our spiritual path, and cause unceasing fulfillment to fill all existence.

738. This light is combined with the 207 worlds, which are hidden 
under that light, and it spreads in all of them. Below the concealed 
supernal Throne, WHICH IS BINAH, these 207 worlds dwell at that 
right side. There are 310, 207 on the right side and 103 from the left 
side, and together they equal 310. They are the ones that the Holy 
One, blessed be He, prepares constantly for the righteous, and from 
these spread many, many treasures of delight. They are all hidden 
for the righteous to delight with in the World to Come. Of this, it is 
written: "That I may cause those who love me to inherit substance 
(Heb. yesh, Yud-Shin); and I will fill their treasures" (Mishlei 8:21). 
About all these, it is written: "Neither has the eye seen, (that) an 
Elohim beside You..." (Yeshayah 64:3).
 

 

739. Yud-Shin (=310) are the 310 worlds that are concealed under the 
World to Come, NAMELY UNDER BINAH. These 207 worlds, which 
are on the right side, are called 'First Light', because even the light 
of the left is called 'light', IT IS A DIM LIGHT THAT PRODUCES NO 
OFFSPRING. SINCE THE LIGHT OF THE RIGHT PRECEDES THE 
LIGHT OF THE LEFT, THE LIGHT OF THE RIGHT, WHICH IS CHESED, 
PRECEDES THE LIGHT OF THE LEFT CALLED 'THE FIRST LIGHT'. 
But the First Light will produce offspring in the World to Come. And 
if you say that this is true only for the World to Come, WHICH IS 
BINAH, and no more, yet it produces offspring every single day, 
MEANING EVEN FOR THE LEVELS OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 
'DAY'. For if this light would not be IN ZEIR ANPIN, then the world, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, would not be able to exist, as it is written: "For 
I have said, the world is built by love (Heb. chesed)" (Tehilim 89:3), 
MEANING WITH THE FIRST LIGHT THAT IS CALLED 'CHESED'.
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76. "Light is sown" constantly 
The young man from previous sections continues, telling how God, by the hand of his righteous gardener, sowed light in his Garden of Eden 
(Malchut) in rows and rows. This act produced fruit that constantly nourishes the world. Even during the time of exile, after the river stopped coming 
into the Garden of Eden and the gardener no longer entered there, still the Light constantly re-sows itself and produces fruits. Similarly, the Torah is 
sown constantly in the world, producing offspring and fruit, nourishing the world. The young man adds that "reproofs of instruction" signifies God 
places over a desired way of life one who smites, thus through suffering people are led to the right way. And once again we hear of the secret of 
'keep' and 'remember', and how Malchut and Zeir Anpin need each other for perfection. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
What wonderful, sparkling images come before us when the sages speak of God's Gardener dropping seeds of Light into long, soft furrows in the 
ground, and then of the Light sprouting and bringing forth fruit. Each of our souls is a garden where seeds of Light have been planted since the 
dawn of creation. The Light of this passage tends the garden, nurturing the Light-seeds so that our souls now blossom like a blooming orchard of 
fruit trees on a sun-drenched summer's day.

740. The Holy One, blessed be He, sowed this light in His Garden of 
Eden, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and formed it in rows, MEANING THAT 
HE DIVIDED IT ACCORDING TO THE COLUMNS, by the hand of this 
righteous, who is the gardener of the Garden, who took this light and 
sowed it a true seed. And He formed it in rows in the Garden of 
Eden, WHICH IS MALCHUT. It sprouted and produced fruit, and from 
there is the world nourished. This is what is meant by: "Light is 
sown for the righteous" (Tehilim 97:11).
 

 

741. It is written: "And as a garden causes the things that are sown 
in it to spring forth" (Yeshayah 61:11). HE QUESTIONS: What are 
"the things that are sown in it?" HE ANSWERS: These are the things 
that were sown by the First Light, which is sown constantly. Now it 
bears and produces fruits, and now it is again sown as before, 
before the world eats up this fruit that this plant produces, so we 
find that it produces fruit incessantly. Therefore, the world is fed by 
the supply of that Garden, which is called 'Righteous', NAMELY 
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, that neither rests nor pauses forever.
 

 

742. Except during the time that the children of Yisrael are in exile. If 
you ask: During the time of exile, it is said, "The waters fail from the 
sea" (Iyov 14:11), WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'SEA' and 
the river is parched, and dries up" (Ibid.) WHICH IS YESOD THAT IS 
CALLED 'A RIVER' THAT EMERGES FROM EDEN. IF SO, how can it 
produce offspring? HE ANSWERS: But it is written "is sown", 
WHICH MEANS that constantly it is sown, EVEN DURING THE TIME 
OF EXILE. From the day that that river stopped coming into the 
Garden of Eden, WHICH IS YESOD THAT IS CALLED 'GARDENER', 
that gardener no longer entered there. That light that is constantly 
being sown produces fruits, because from it and by itself it is sown 
as before, and it never ceases. THIS IS LIKE a garden that produces 
offspring, and from its PREVIOUS planting it falls back to its place, 
MEANING THAT DURING THE HARVESTING OF THE FIELD, SEEDS 
FALL TO THE GROUND, and produce offspring by itself, as before. If 
you remark that the offspring and the fruits are the same as when 
that gardener was there, it is not so. Yet this sowing is never 
interrupted.
  

743. Similarly, "And Torah is light" (Mishlei 6:23). The Torah was 
given from the side of that First Light and so is it sown constantly in 
the world, producing offspring and fruits. It never stops, and from its 
fruit the world is nourished.
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744. "And reproofs of instruction are the way of life" (Mishlei 6:23). 
There are two ways, one is the way of life and one is the opposite of 
it. What is the sign of the way of life? It is "reproofs of instruction," 
for when the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to guard the way of 
life, He places over it one who smites and makes reproofs of 
instruction for the people of the world. Who is he? He is that of 
which is written: "And the bright blade of a revolving sword to guard 
the way to the Tree of Life" (Beresheet 3:24). Therefore, "reproofs of 
instruction are the way of life," for one who receives reproof, 
MEANING SUFFERINGS, is surely awakened to walk that way of life, 
for there dwell reproofs of instruction.
 

 

745. The verse, "FOR THE COMMANDMENT IS A CANDLE...": Its 
beginning is not like its end and its end is not like its beginning, 
BECAUSE IT STARTS WITH THE LIGHT OF TORAH AND PRECEPTS 
AND ENDS WITH REPROOFS OF INSTRUCTION. HE ANSWERS: All 
that is in this verse pertains to the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS THE 
SECRET OF MALCHUT. "For the commandment is a candle" is the 
secret of 'keep', WHICH IS MALCHUT, and "Torah is light" is the 
secret of 'remember', WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. "And reproofs of 
instruction are the way of life": These are the decrees and 
punishments in the Torah. It is all the secret of the Faith, NAMELY 
FOR THE PERFECTION OF MALCHUT, and they need each other so 
that the secret of it all is well established.
 

 

 
 
77. Light, Water, Firmament 
The young man continues, discussing the Light from the right, namely Chesed, the aspect of Aaron the Priest, and Light from the left, which two 
were only joined together and perfected when Elohim divided the Light from the darkness. We learn that by the Left Column the evil inclination 
emerges. Next we read of how the five levels Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach and Hod were in Light, in water and in firmament, each of which was 
therefore mentioned five times. By these three was the secret of Adam formed and made into engravings, which were Light from the Right Column, 
water from the Left Column, and the firmament from the Central Column. This is similar to the form of man at birth: he is first seed, which is the 
Light of all the limbs of the body; the Light spreads and becomes water, after which the form of the body spreads into these waters; as soon as the 
form and shape of the body is formed and engraved, that expansion consolidates and is called 'firmament'. After it congeals, it is written: "And 
Elohim called the firmament heaven." Next, we are told, after the body was purified and cleansed, the moisture that was drawn and left over from it 
comprised the bad and troubled waters from which were formed the male and female of the Other Side. As soon as the inciter emerged, the curse 
emerged into the world, and the Light of the moon was decreased. The youth then explains the emergence of the first Adam, Zeir Anpin in Atzilut, 
who was formed without a female; the second Adam, the man of Briyah, was formed and engraved from the seed of the first Adam within the female, 
Malchut of Atzilut. The 22 letters from Aleph to Zayin emerged from the first Light, and the body of the first Adam was formed and engraved in them. 
The youth tells of the measure in the firmament and the joining of the letters of the first Light with the waters and the congealing of the two columns. 
And then, we learn, this first Adam joined with the Nukva to beget a second Adam of Briya. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Because the verses speak of the mighty gestation of Light, water and the firmament, and of the Three Columns, our personal attributes of judgment 
(Left), compassion (Right), and self-restraint (Central) are strengthened and balanced in the appropriate measure. If we can possibly extend mercy to 
our most undeserving of enemies, judgment cannot befall us. But how many of us, in truth, have the capability and willpower to offer mercy to our 
most mean-spirited of foes? 
The sacred words adorning this passage awaken such mercy within us. As we now offer forbearance and compassion to others, these qualities are 
returned to us in equal measure. Additionally, we attain dominion over our Evil Inclination (Left Column) and connect ourselves to the embryonic 
state of Creation, when all was pure and free of sin. This cleanses our soul and completes our life's purpose.
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746. In relation to the secret of that light that kindles and illuminates 
this candle, WHICH IS MALCHUT, it is written of Aaron: "When you 
light the lamps" (Bemidbar 8:2). It comes from the side of that light, 
about which is written: "'Let there be light', and there was 
light" (Beresheet 1:3). HE QUESTIONS: Once it is written, "Let there 
be light," why is it necessary to add, "And there was light?" It would 
have been sufficient to say, "And it was so." HE ANSWERS: "Let 
there be light" is the First Light which is right (Heb. yamin), NAMELY 
CHESED THE ASPECT OF AARON THE PRIEST. This is "the end of 
days (Heb. yamin)." "And there was light" is the left that emerges 
from the right, because the left emerges from the secret of the right. 
Therefore, "and there was light" refers to the left.
 

 

747. From here IS UNDERSTOOD that: "And it came to pass (Heb. 
vayehi)" that is mentioned in the Torah is of the left side. Therefore, 
'vayehi' is not a sign of blessing. What is the reason? It is because 
by THE LEFT COLUMN emerges that darkness that darkened the 
face of the world, WHICH IS THE ANGEL OF DEATH, THE EVIL 
INCLINATION. This is how we come by it: when the secret of Esau 
and his actions were revealed, it was done so by 'vayehi' as it is 
written, "And (Heb. vayehi) Esau was a cunning hunter" (Beresheet 
25:27). And by 'vayehi' it was fulfilled "a cunning hunter" who knew 
how to entice hearts, to seduce people of the world, and not to go in 
the straight path.
  

748. "And Elohim saw the light, that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4). 
This is the pillar that stands in the center, MEANING THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN, that stands and is attached to this side and that side, FOR 
IT MEDIATES AND UNITES RIGHT AND LEFT WITH EACH OTHER. 
When perfection of these sides was affected, NAMELY THREE 
COLUMNS, it IS WRITTEN "that it was good." This did not happen 
with the other TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, THAT ARE 
ALLUDED TO IN "LET THERE BE LIGHT" AND "AND THERE WAS 
LIGHT," AND IT IS NOT SAID BY THEM. "AND IT WAS GOOD" 
because there was no perfection until the third light OF THE 
CENTRAL COLUMN that completed all the sides. Once this third 
came, the division of right and left was enunciated, as it is written: 
"And Elohim divided the light from the darkness" (Ibid.), FOR THE 
RIGHT IS THE SECRET OF LIGHT AND THE LEFT IS THE SECRET 
OF DARKNESS. THE CENTRAL COLUMN MADE PEACE BETWEEN 
THEM AND THEY WERE INCLUDED, THE ONE WITH THE OTHER, 
FOR THROUGH THIS THEY WERE BOTH PERFECTED.
 

 

749. Because they were five levels that separated and were drawn 
from this First Light, THAT ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET 
NETZACH AND HOD, 'light' is therefore mentioned IN THE FIRST 
DAY five times. They were all from the right side, FOR ALL THE FIVE 
SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH AND HOD, ARE 
UNDER THE DOMINATION OF THE RIGHT, WHICH IS CHESED. When 
they were combined in the left side, they were combined in the 
secret of waters that flow from the right, BECAUSE THE RIGHT 
MELTS THE FROZENNESS OF THE LEFT AND TURNS IT INTO 
FLOWING WATERS. Therefore, water was mentioned BY THE 
SECOND DAY OF CREATION, WHICH IS LEFT, five times, 
CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH AND 
HOD OF THE LEFT COLUMN. When RIGHT AND LEFT were perfected 
in the secret of the Central COLUMN, CALLED 'FIRMAMENT', 
"firmament" was mentioned five times, CORRESPONDING TO 
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH AND HOD OF THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN. Therefore, these three, light, water, firmament, correspond 
to these three levels, RIGHT, LEFT, AND CENTRAL, for in each one 
of them are comprehended the five levels, CHESED, GVURAH, 
TIFERET NETZACH AND HOD. Therefore, they are all mentioned five 
times each; NAMELY LIGHT, WATER, AND FIRMAMENT.
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750. Here lies the mystery of mysteries: By these three, light, water, 
firmament , the secret of the form of man was formed and made into 
engravings, which was light at first FROM THE RIGHT COLUMN, and 
afterwards water FROM THE LEFT COLUMN. Afterwards, THE 
CENTRAL COLUMN spread among them, which is the firmament, 
which is the engraving of the imprint of the form of man.
 

 

751. AND IT IS SIMILAR to the engraving of the form of man when 
born. At the birth of a person, he is first seed, which is light, for that 
seed is the light of all the limbs of the body; therefore, it is light. That 
light is called 'seed', as written: "Light is sown" (Tehilim 97:11), 
namely that actual seed. Afterwards, that seed that is called 'light' 
spreads and becomes water. By the moisture of the water, it 
becomes further engraved and the form of the body expands into 
these waters, growing to all sides. As soon as the form and shape of 
the body is formed and engraved, that expansion consolidates and 
is called 'firmament'. That is "a firmament in the midst of the 
waters" (Beresheet 1:6) and, after it congeals, it is written: "And 
Elohim called the firmament heaven" (Ibid. 8), because the moisture 
of the body that was in the water has congealed.
 

 

752. As soon as the body is purified and has been cleansed, the 
moisture that was drawn and left over from it is the refuse that is 
made by melting. This is the bad and troubled waters, from which is 
formed the refuse that incites the whole world, NAMELY THE OTHER 
SIDE, AND male and female WERE FORMED. When the troubled 
waters flow down and melt on the left side, THE MALE AND FEMALE 
OF THE OTHER SIDE emerge to instigate the whole world. Fortunate 
is he who is saved from them.
 

 

753. As soon as the inciter has emerged, it is written: "Let there be 
lights (Heb. meorot)" (Beresheet 1:14) without Vav, WHICH IS AN 
EXPRESSION OF DESTRUCTION AND CURSE (HEB. ME'EROT), 
through which the sickness of croup is drawn to children. The light 
of the moon was decreased. Afterwards, IT IS WRITTEN: "And let 
them be for lights (Heb. me'orot with Vav)" (Ibid. 15), meaning 
completely both together. How WERE THEY COMPLETED? By the 
firmament of that heaven, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, 
WHICH IS TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. When MALCHUT ascended and 
was attached to the firmament of heaven, then "let them be for 
lights" for both together were perfect luminaries, entirely 
unblemished. BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF 
THE SUN AND RIGHT COLUMN, AND MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE 
SECRET OF THE MOON AND THE LEFT COLUMN, COMBINED AND 
BECAME COMPLETED BY EACH OTHER THROUGH THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN, WHICH IS TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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754. That youth started to laugh and rejoiced. He said to them: That 
which I said is that here was purified the secret of man through the 
light that is seed. Then it becomes water, and from this water 
expands the firmament, which is the form of man. As I commented, 
this is correct when it is done in the belly of a women, because the 
seed forms only in the belly of a female for the form of man to grow 
in her. Here are these five levels, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, 
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF LIGHT, WATER, AND FIRMAMENT, 
which are the image of man. According to this, in which place was 
formed and expanded this form in the water?
 

 

755. If you say that it was formed in a female, which is the World to 
Come, NAMELY BINAH, it is not so. Because proper form and image 
are not formed until they emerged FROM BINAH and afterwards they 
were formed and consolidated. The World to Come, WHICH IS 
BINAH, is also the craftsman OF ALL THE CREATION AND IS THE 
SECRET OF ELOHIM THAT IS MENTIONED THERE, as it is written: 
"And Elohim said, 'Let there be light,' and there was light" AND 
ALSO, "And Elohim said, 'Let there be a firmament.'" So BINAH is 
the craftsman, THE ONE WHO FORMS, THAT MAKES THE SHAPE 
OF LIGHT, WATER, AND FIRMAMENT, SO HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT 
THE SHAPE AND FORM ARE MADE IN BINAH?
 

 

756. If you say that THE FIGURE OF MAN WAS FORMED in the lower 
female, NAMELY MALCHUT, it is not so. MALCHUT was not yet in 
existence BECAUSE AFTERWARDS, when this figure of man 
emerged THAT IS IN LIGHT, WATER, FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS ZEIR 
ANPIN, the woman emerged with him, so the figure of man was not 
formed in her. If so, in which place was formed and engraved that 
seed OF LIGHT, WATER, FIRMAMENT, to become an engraving of 
the shape of man?
  

757. HE ANSWERS: This is a supernal secret. The first man, 
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF 
LIGHT, WATER, FIRMAMENT, was engraved and formed without a 
woman. The second man, NAMELY THE MAN OF BRIYAH, from the 
strength and seed of THE FIRST MAN was engraved and formed 
within the woman, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT.
 

 

758. THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS HIS WORDS. The engraving of the form 
and shape of the body of the first man, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, was not 
in the woman, and was entirely without form, MEANING THAT HE 
DID NOT FORM AND CONSOLIDATE WHILE STILL IN BINAH TO A 
DEGREE THAT HE COULD BE CONSIDERED 'A FORM'. He was 
formed and engraved below the World to Come, NAMELY BELOW 
BINAH without Male and without Female. Only these letters, NAMELY 
THE 22 LETTERS OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE DIVIDED INTO THREE 
COLUMNS were embodied and consolidated in measure, WHICH IS 
CALLED 'FIRMAMENT', FOR IT WAS THE CAUSE OF THE 
CONGEALMENT OF THE LETTERS. The secret of man was formed 
and engraved in them. And the letters in straightforward order, in the 
order they emerged from the First Light THAT WAS IN BINAH, 
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF SEVEN LETTERS FROM ALEPH TO 
ZAYIN WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, WERE 
DRAWN TO THE MEASURE IN THE FIRMAMENT. And they 
commenced to be engraved and formed. This light was sown IN THE 
FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, in the measure. After THE 
LIGHT, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN, reached the measure, THE 
LEFT COLUMN WAS DRAWN INTO IT. AND THERE THE LIGHT 
REVERTED to water in the waters. AFTERWARDS, the firmament 
expanded, WHICH IS THE ACTUAL CENTRAL COLUMN, BY 
STRENGTH OF THE TWO COLUMNS THAT ILLUMINATED AND 
WERE INCLUDED IN IT, properly into the form of man, MEANING 
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THAT IT BECAME EMBODIED AND CONGEALED AS MUCH AS 
NECESSARY. FOR THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT WERE 
CONSOLIDATED.
 

759. After the Nukva was adorned, MEANING THAT SHE WAS 
CONSTRUCTED BY ABA AND IMA, and ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA 
were again face to face, this form of man, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, 
came with the longing to Nukva. There IN NUKVA became engraved 
and formed THE SECOND MAN OF BRIYAH according to his form. 
About him, it is written: "And he begot a son in his own likeness, 
after his image..." (Beresheet 5:3), BECAUSE THE FIRST MAN 
BELOW CORRESPONDS TO ZEIR ANPIN AND THE SECOND MAN, 
NAMELY HIS SON, SETH, CORRESPONDS TO THE SECOND MAN 
OF ABOVE. This one became formed in a female, NAMELY THE 
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, unlike that first one, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, 
because that first one became formed by himself by the gauge that 
is in the measure.
 

 

 
 
78. Cain, Abel, Seth, Enosh, Mahalalel 
The young man tells us of the first generations, of how the letters formed and combined to make Cain and Abel and Seth and Enosh and Mahalalel. 
And the sin that was in them because of the serpent began to be straightened out in Mahalalel, yet it was not improved until the children of Yisrael 
stood on Mt. Sinai and received the Torah. Only then were candle and Light repaired together. The world, however, was still in pain and sadness 
until Noah came. Next, the young man says that he comes from Babylon and is the son of Rabbi Safra. He was banished to their land and was afraid 
to speak of Torah because everyone there was so knowledgeable in it. Rabbi Yosi wept, and they all rise to kiss the young man's head. The young 
man also explains that he has not joined yet with his wife, although it would have been lawful, because he did not yet know the prayer after the meal. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The drama of mortal existence began with temptation, disobedience, expulsion, jealousy, and murder, the same ills that still beset us today. 
Connecting with this passage corrects the sins of the recent and distant past. As the goodness and wisdom of the young husband were hidden, the 
goodness and wisdom of our souls have been concealed through the ages. These ancient texts awaken the righteousness within us so the Light 
that shone on Mount Sinai reappears, and the knowledge of the Torah's deep mysteries immediately circulates throughout our world, ushering in the 
age of the Messiah, immortality and boundless joy.

760. Pertaining to below, WHAT IS WRITTEN: "And Adam knew Eve, 
his wife; and she conceived, and bore Cain" (Beresheet 4:1). The Kuf 
(of Cain), WHOSE LEG WAS CLOTHED WITH THE KLIPOT IN THE 
SECRET OF THE PASSAGE: "HER FEET GO DOWN TO 
DEATH" (MISHLEI 5:5) started to bear IN THE BELLY OF EVE with 
the strength and support of Adam after it had already received filth 
from this Kuf. FIRST, THE SERPENT CAME, WHICH IS THE SECRET 
OF KUF, UPON EVE AND INSERTED FILTH INTO HER AND THEN 
ADAM CAME UPON HER. Therefore, it is not written: 'And he begot,' 
but rather "And ADAM knew...And she conceived, and bore" and the 
refuse emerged of the female, EVE.
 

 

761. "And she again bore his brother Abel" (Beresheet 4:2). It is not 
written: 'And he begot,' even though he was on the male side, 
NAMELY THE RIGHT SIDE, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, because the 
prosecutor weakened and his strength was broken, because from 
the letter Kuf OF CAIN, the letters started begeting.
 

 

762. After the refuse IN CAIN was sorted, the letters started to bear 
from the secret of the letters Shin-Tav, WHICH ARE the perfection of 
Male and Female in mutual agreement. BECAUSE SHIN IS THE 
THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS MALE AND THE TAV IS 
FEMALE, NAMELY MALCHUT, it is written: "And he begot in his 
likeness, after his image, and called his name Seth (Shin-
Tav)" (Beresheet 5:3). It is not written that 'she called' AS EARLIER 
TO SHOW that he called and not she. He called his name Seth and 
that which is written earlier, "SHE CALLED" IS BECAUSE THE NAME 
SETH is the perfection of Male and Female mutually, for they were in 
mutual agreement.
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763. The letters rolled some more and again bore Aleph of Adam. 
What are these letters that are where his name ends? Nun, THAT IS 
AFTER MEM OF ADAM, and the Vav, THAT IS AFTER DALET OF 
ADAM, but not Hei, WHICH IS AFTER DALET, because this HEI 
conceived with Abel. THUS THE LETTERS ALEPH-NUN-Vav 
emerged, ending with the beginning of the name Seth, WHICH IS 
Shin. And he was called 'Enosh' (Aleph-Nun-Vav-Shin).
 

 

764. HE QUESTIONS: What is the difference between this name and 
the name Adam? HE ANSWERS: Enosh had not his own strength, 
but was rather the perfection of the earlier ones, ADAM AND SETH, 
as it is written: "What is man (Heb. Enosh), that You are mindful of 
him?" (Tehilim 8:5) and: "What is man (Heb. Enosh), that You should 
magnify him...and that You should remember him every morning, 
and try him every moment?" (Iyov 7:17-18). About this, it is written: 
"But it pleased Hashem to crush him by disease" (Yeshayah 53:10), 
because the breaking of the body and the strength of the soul is 
what Seth bequeathed to his son Enosh. This was an inheritance 
that he should have received FOR HIMSELF, but he bequeathed it 
also to his son, NAMELY MAHALALEL.
  

765. The letters rolled further in order to straighten out the deviation, 
THAT BECAME DEVIATED BY THE SIN OF ADAM, AND CAIN, AND 
ABEL, and they then begot Keinan, because Keinan is the perfection 
for Cain, FOR KEINAN IS COMPOSED OF THE LETTERS OF CAIN. 
He was perfected instead of him and the letters reverted to 
improving the world from the deviation. Mahalalel, THE SON OF 
KEINAN, the Mem OF MAHALALEL is the last of the letters of Adam. 
Hei and Lamed are the perfection of the letters of Abel (Hei-Bet-
Lamed). Since Abel was not a sinner like Cain, the letters of his 
name were not changed, IN MAHALALEL, except for one LETTER 
ALONE, for in place of the Bet OF ABEL, there was an Aleph IN 
MAHALALEL in order to be perfected even further.
  

766. Until now the world was improved and the deviation that started 
with Enosh was repaired. Only the sin of Adam that was not 
improved until the children of Yisrael stood on Mount Sinai, but the 
deviation on Cain and Abel was repaired and improved. Yet the 
world was in pain and sadness until Noah came, as it is written: 
"This one shall comfort us for our work and the toil of our hands, 
because of the ground which Hashem has cursed" (Beresheet 5:29). 
The sin of Adam was not improved until the children of Yisrael stood 
on Mount Sinai and received the Torah and, when they received the 
Torah, candle and light, WHICH ARE MALCHUT AND ZEIR ANPIN AS 
MENTIONED EARLIER, were then repaired together.
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767. And now, Sirs, I am from Babylon and I am the son of Rabbi 
Safra, but I did not merit to know my father, and I have been 
banished here. I feared because the inhabitants of this land are like 
lions in Torah, and I took upon myself not to say words of Torah 
before any man for two months. Today have these two months 
elapsed. Blessed is my portion that I met you here. Rabbi Yosi raised 
his voice and wept, and they all rose and kissed him on his head. 
Rabbi Yosi said: Blessed is my portion that I merited this way to hear 
the words of Atik Yomin from your mouth, which I did not merit until 
now.
 

 

768. They all sat down and he said to them: Sirs, when I saw the pain 
of my father-in-law and his daughter, who were pressed and were 
pained because I did not know the blessing after the meal, I said to 
them: Until I know the blessing after the meal I will not join with my 
wife, as is the way of all the people. Even though I could live with her 
conjugally without sin, I did not want to deceive them, because I 
could say nothing for two months. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya and 
his father-in-law and daughter rejoiced, and wept for excessive joy. 
Rabbi Yosi said: I beg of you, since you started, illuminate for us the 
day. Blessed is our portion on this way.
 

 

 
 
79. Secrets of the blessing after the meal 
The youth again opens the discussion and announces that one verse says, "And you shall eat before The Creator your Elohim" and another verse 
says, "And rejoice before The Creator your Elohim." These verses, we then learn, were fulfilled when the children of Yisrael dwelt in the Holy Land 
and appeared before God in the Temple. A person must give to the poor, we are told, even as God gives him food, and he should not be a glutton 
because gluttony is from the Other Side. During the meal, he should be occupied solely with Torah. Next, the young man speaks of the Cup of 
Blessing: a person should bless with it only with joy, in the presence of three people who have eaten together. We further read that we must aim the 
desire above, to God, when we say, 'And by whose goodness we live,' because the world is built by that goodness, as it is written: "For I have said, 
the world is built by Chesed" and is nourished by it. 
When we read "Who sustains the entire world with His goodness, with grace, with kindness (Chesed), and with Mercy" and, "Who gives bread to all 
flesh, for His steadfast love (Chesed) endures forever," it means that He provides food for the righteous and the wicked: this is called the Blessing 
of the Right, because Gvurah and Judgment are not included in the Blessing after the meal. Therefore, we are told, the left hand should not assist 
the right to hold the cup. The second blessing is the blessing of the Land. The spread of goodness is thankfulness. The young man then tells us of 
the right and left of Netzach and Hod, and how Hod is the result of the spread of Love; in this instance both Netzach and Hod come from the right. 
There is no left in the Blessing after a meal because the Other Side has no part in the food of Yisrael. After the Land of the Living is blessed and 
receives food, we ask for Mercy for everyone. On Shabbat when there is no Judgment, we say, 'May it please you to strengthen us.' We say who is 
good and does good, and the one who recites the Blessing after a meal receives the blessings before everyone else, and has a long life. Thus the 
right performs salvation from the inciter. When the young man finishes speaking, Rabbi Yosi declares a feast and the rabbis gather everyone 
together for rejoicing, finally calling the young man's wife 'a Bride'. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
On one level, "eat before the Creator your Elohim" pertains to the sparks of Light contained in the foods we eat. Blessing our food ensures that we 
receive both spiritual and physical nourishment, so that even the act of eating becomes a sacred tool for spiritual transformation. Hence, we are 
now connected to the Temple and to the Torah, which help us elevate holy sparks in the foods we consume. 
We are inspired to give a portion of our sustenance to the needy, and our gluttonous cravings are subjugated. All the blessings and goodness 
derived from the eating of God's food, especially during the Sabbath, are summoned forth so that we may feast upon the Light, share it with others, 
and enjoy long, sumptuous sips from the Cup of Blessing. 
The cumulative Light aroused from all the blessings and Torah study of the righteous throughout history, during and after their meals, ignites in this 
spectacular moment of meditation. All judgments are therefore annulled. Mercy envelops mankind. Poverty is at last purged from the landscape of 
civilization. And the angel Satan is deprived of his meals, starved until he withers away, becoming nothing more than a long forgotten relic of the 
past.
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769. That youth opened the discussion with the blessing after the 
meal and said: One verse says, "And you shall eat before Hashem 
your Elohim" (Devarim 4:23) and another verse says, "And rejoice 
before Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 27:7). These verses were 
fulfilled when the children of Yisrael dwelt in the Holy Land and 
appeared before the Holy One, blessed be He, in the Temple. How 
are they fulfilled today? Who can eat before Hashem and who can 
rejoice before Hashem?
 

 

770. HE ANSWERS: Certainly it is so. At the beginning, when a 
person sits down at his table to eat, he makes the blessing for bread, 
"Hamotzi." What is the reason we say, "who brings (Heb. hamotzi) 
forth bread" and not 'he who brings (Heb. hamotzi) forth bread,' 
WITHOUT THE DEFINITE ARTICLE HEI? It is written: "He creates (lit. 
'creator') the heavens" (Yeshayah 42:5), but not written: 'He who 
creates (lit. 'the creator').' "He has made (lit. 'maker') the 
earth" (Yirmeyah 10:12) and is not written 'He who has made (the 
maker) the earth.' What is the reason that here we say Hamotzi (Lit. 
'the bringer')?
 

 

771. HE ANSWERS: The Hei is hidden from all the things that come 
from the upper concealed world, WHICH IS BINAH, AS THERE IS NO 
DEFINITE ARTICLE (HEI) THERE. THIS SHOWS THAT IT COMES 
FROM THE HIDDEN AND CONCEALED WORLD. All the things that 
are from the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT that is more revealed, 
are written with a Hei, as it is written: "That (Hei) brings out their 
host by number" (Yeshayah 40:26). "That (Hei) calls for the waters of 
the sea" (Amos 5:8). They are all from the secret of the Lower World. 
If a Name is written, it is also with a Hei, such as "the great El" for 
example. And here where He is revealed WITH A HEI, IT IS BECAUSE 
it is from the secret of the lower world, because when a person is 
blessing, the Shechinah comes before him.
 

 

772. "And you shall eat before Hashem your Elohim" is included 
here, in speaking words of Torah. So it should be, because the Holy 
One, blessed be He, is standing before him, as it is written: "This is 
the table that is before Hashem" (Yechezkel 41:22) and, "And you 
shall eat there before Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:26).
 

 

773. Because the person is standing before his Master, he must also 
favor the poor, to give them just as THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE 
HE, gives him to eat. HE SHOULD BE like one who is eating before 
the Holy King, and he should not be a glutton at his table, because 
gluttony is from the Other Side. This is the secret of: "Give me to 
swallow, I pray you" (Beresheet 25:30), which is by way of gluttony, 
which is a requirement of the Other Side, as it is written: "But the 
belly of the wicked shall feel want" (Mishlei 13:25). Therefore, it is 
written: "And you shall eat before Hashem your Elohim" and not 
before the Other Side. One should not be occupied with frivolous 
things and the preparations for the meal, but should be occupied 
with words of Torah, for one gives strength to his Master when 
words of Torah are spoken at the table.
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774. "And rejoice before Hashem your Elohim." This refers to the 
Cup of Blessing. When a person blesses with the Cup of Blessing, 
he should rejoice and express joy and no sadness at all. As soon as 
the person has taken the Cup of Blessing, the Holy One, blessed be 
He, stands over him, and he should cover his head joyfully and bless 
over the cup in the presence of three people WHO ATE TOGETHER, 
'Let us bless Him, of His bounty we have eaten.'
 

 

775. 'And by whose goodness we live': Here we must AIM the desire 
up to the most ancient of all. Therefore, it is in a concealed way, as it 
says, 'BY WHOSE GOODNESS' AND DOES NOT SAY, 'BY YOUR 
GOODNESS.' HE SAYS, 'By whose goodness' and not 'goodness,' 
because 'by whose goodness' is the supernal Right, WHICH IS THE 
SFIRAH CHESED and 'from whose goodness' is a different level 
below that comes from the right side. It is a level that is lower than it, 
NAMELY THE SFIRAH OF YESOD. THEREFORE, he must say, 'By 
whose goodness,' because the world is built by that goodness, 
WHICH IS CHESED. AS IT IS WRITTEN: "FOR I HAVE SAID, THE 
WORLD IS BUILT BY CHESED" (TEHILIM 89:3) and is nourished by it.
 

 

776. HE QUESTIONS: Why is it called 'goodness' and why 'Chesed', 
WHICH ARE TWO NAMES? HE ANSWERS: 'Goodness' is when THE 
SFIRAH contains everything within itself and THE LIGHT does not 
spread to descend downward. Chesed is when THE LIGHT descends 
below and does good for all the creations, the righteous and the 
wicked without hesitation, BECAUSE IT DOES NOT CONTAIN 
JUDGMENTS. Even though both of them, GOODNESS AND CHESED, 
are one level as written: "Surely goodness and kindness (Heb. 
chesed) shall follow me" (Tehilim 23:6). AND WE CAN ASK, If IT 
SAYS 'goodness,' WHY DOES IT SAY 'kindness,' and if IT SAYS 
'kindness,' why DOES IT SAY 'goodness'? It would be sufficient to 
say one OF THEM. But, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, 'goodness' means 
that it retains everything within itself and does not SPREAD down. 
Chesed descends and spreads down and nourishes everything, the 
righteous and wicked alike.
 

 

777. Here it says: "And by whose goodness we live," WHICH IS 
POSSIBLE TO EXPLAIN THAT THE FLOW DOES NOT DESCEND TO 
THE RIGHTEOUS AND THE WICKED. Therefore, it says again, 'Who 
sustains the entire world with His goodness, with grace, with 
kindness (Heb. chesed), and with Mercy.' This is the meaning of: 
"Who gives bread to all flesh, for His steadfast love (Heb. chesed) 
endures forever" (Tehilim 136:25). Therefore, IT SAYS: 'He provides 
food for all,' namely for the righteous and the wicked, for everyone. 
This is called 'the Blessing of the Right', WHICH IS CHESED. The 
Left, WHICH IS GVURAH AND JUDGMENT, is not included in the 
Blessing after a meal. Therefore, the left HAND should not assist the 
right HAND TO HOLD THE CUP.
 

 

778. After he is reciting the Blessing after a Meal, we have to attach 
the Land of the living, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to the right, so it is 
nourished from there to sustain and give nourishment to all. 
Therefore, the second BLESSING is the Blessing of the Land. We 
should to mention in it covenant and Torah, NAMELY 'for Your 
covenant which You have sealed in our flesh; for Your Torah which 
You have taught us' to show that the covenant and the Torah are 
nourished from this goodness, which is the perfection of this 
goodness.
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779. From here, we learn that women are exempt from the Blessing 
after a meal in order to fulfill their obligation, because there is no 
Torah and covenant in them. One should conclude: 'For the land and 
for the sustenance,' as their joining together is with Chesed. 'For the 
land' refers to the Land of the living, MALCHUT, 'and for the 
sustenance' refers to Chesed. They are combined together in one 
union.
 

 

780. The spread of goodness is thankfulness (Heb. hoda'ah) that is 
called 'Chesed', FOR WHEN THE GOODNESS SPREADS DOWN WE 
THANK HIM FOR THIS. Therefore, it says: We offer thanks to You for 
this and for these miracles and signs that have been done for us 
from the side of goodness. If you ask: Yet it is written, "At Your right 
hand are pleasures for ever more (Heb. netzach)" (Tehilim 16:11), we 
see that NETZACH is on the right AND NOT HOD. HE ANSWERS: 
Each one points out the place it emerged from, FOR NETZACH (ENG. 
'VICTORY') IS THE RESULT OF WARS, AND WARS ARE LEFT, AND 
HOD IS THE RESULT OF THE EXPANSION OF CHESED, WHICH IS 
RIGHT.
 

 

781. If you say that: Netzach is right, as it is written, 'pleasures', 
NAMELY "AT YOUR RIGHT HAND ARE PLEASURES FOR EVER 
MORE" and, "The sweet singer of Yisrael" (II Shmuel 23:1) AND 
'SINGER' is left. SO WE SEE THAT NETZACH IS LEFT. HE 
ANSWERS: All the left is included in the secret of the right, FOR 
NETZACH IS RIGHT AND PLEASURES WHICH ARE LEFT ARE 
INCLUDED IN IT. As for thankfulness, one is thankful for THE 
GOODNESS THAT IS IN the right to show that HOD emerges from 
there, FOR IT IS THE RESULT OF THE EXPANSION OF GOODNESS 
FROM THE RIGHT. This is the expansion of the goodness that 
expanded in the Land of the living, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
 

 

782. What is the reason there is no left here, IN THE BLESSING 
AFTER A MEAL, BUT THE RIGHT ALONE. It is because the Other 
Side has no part in the food of Yisrael. If the left would be aroused, 
then the Other Side would be aroused with it, AS IT IS DRAWN FROM 
THE LEFT. It has already sold itsbirthright and portion to Jacob the 
patriarch. Therefore, we give the prosecutor his portion with the filth 
of the 'last waters.' And if there was no filth ON THE HANDS THAT 
WERE WASHED, then his portion is in the food that his hand 
touched, BECAUSE THEY HAVE SOME RESIDUE OF FOOD ON 
THEM.
 

 

783. Therefore, it, THE OTHER SIDE, has no part with us, SINCE ITS 
PART IS IN THE LEFT THAT CONTAINS NO RIGHT. IT HAS NO PART 
IN THE FOOD, WHICH IS CHESED, AS EXPLAINED IN THE 
ADJACENT ESSAY. Since it has no part with us, as it has already 
taken its part IN THE LEFT, we should not arouse the Left at all, in 
order not to arouse the inciter TO NURTURE FROM HIS FOOD. AND 
THEN he will receive two portions like a first-born, one below, and 
one above. His portion is below, and he has nothing above. Yisrael 
took above and Esau took below. Therefore, the Left should not 
approach at all in the Blessing after a Meal.
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784. After the Land of the living is blessed from the right side and 
receives food, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, we ask for Mercy for 
everyone, AND SAY: 'Have Mercy, Hashem our Elohim, upon Yisrael 
Your people and upon Jerusalem Your city' etc. From that food and 
sustenance that is in the Land of the living, WHICH IS MALCHUT, 
shall we ourselves receive from them, NAMELY YISRAEL YOUR 
PEOPLE, and the Temple will be rebuilt below through His Mercy, 
NAMELY 'AND UPON JERUSALEM YOUR CITY...'
 

 

785. On Shabbat, when there is no Judgment, in order for Netzach 
and Hod to be included with Chassadim, AS WAS SAID ABOVE 
THAT NETZACH IS THE RIGHT INCLUDED IN THE LEFT, AND IS A 
RESULT OF JUDGMENT, NAMELY WARS. HOD IS A RESULT OF 
THE EXPANSION OF CHASSADIM DOWN. THUS THEY ARE NOT 
ACTUALLY CHASSADIM BUT CONTAIN CHASSADIM. BUT ON 
SHABBAT WHEN THERE IS NO JUDGMENT we say, 'May it please 
You to strengthen us,' FOR 'PLEASE' IS NETZACH AND 
'STRENGTHEN' IS HOD, because they are both NETZACH AND HOD, 
"The sure loving promises CHASSADIM of David" (Yeshayah 55:3), 
NAMELY ACTUAL CHASSADIM. Therefore, 'let there be no distress, 
sadness...' for then 'May it please you (Heb. retzeh)' and 'we 
thankfully acknowledge, (Heb. mochin)' NAMELY NETZACH AND 
HOD, the Chassadim of David, exist WITHOUT ANY MIXTURES OF 
JUDGMENT AT ALL. 'Bestow peace', that we say in the Amidah 
Prayer, in the blessing of 'He who makes peace in His heavens, may 
He make peace for us' IS YESOD THAT PROVIDES THE CHASSADIM 
OF DAVID MENTIONED EARLIER TO DAVID, WHO IS MALCHUT.
 

 

786. AFTERWARDS WE SAY 'who is good and does good', 
BECAUSE everything comes from the right side and nothing from 
the left side. The one who recites the Blessing after a Meal receives 
the blessings before all of them, NAMELY BEFORE THOSE WHO 
ANSWER AFTER HIM, and is blessed in the Blessing after a Meal. 
Therefore, he has a long life. It is written about the one who takes the 
Cup of Blessing and blesses over it: "I will raise the cup of 
salvations" (Tehilim 116:13). What are the salvations? This refers to 
the right that saves from all the inciters in the world, as it is written: 
"His right hand...gained Him the victory" (Tehilim 98:1) and, "Save 
with Your right hand, and answer me" (Tehilim 60:7).
 

 

787. In the meantime, the day dawned and they all rose and kissed 
him. Rabbi Yosi said: Today is certainly a feast day, and we will not 
leave here until a feast is prepared for all the people of the city. This 
is a feast that the Holy One, blessed be He, favors. They took his 
wife, blessed her with numerous blessings and required that her 
father designate another house for the joyous event. They gathered 
all the people of the city for that joyous event and called HIS WIFE a 
bride. They rejoiced with them all that night, and he rejoiced with 
them with words of Torah.
 

 

 
 
80. The seven blessings of the bride 
The young husband tells us here of the marriage canopy for the Bride, and the marriage canopy for the Other Bride, the Shechinah. He speaks about 
the Seven Blessings that elevate the Bride of below and the Bride of Above. Ten kinds of joy are combined: joy, happiness, groom, bride, gladness, 
jubilation, cheer, love and delight, peace and friendship, so the Bride is the perfection of everything. The rabbis place the youth at their head, and 
with great happiness they tell Rabbi Shimon everything about him. Rabbi Shimon relates how he blessed the young man's father, Rabbi Safra, that 
he would have a son who would excel at Torah, but the father died before he could see it. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The union of soul mates, of male and female, of the upper and lower worlds, is the ultimate objective of our existence. Thus, if we are single (a half 
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of one soul), the blessings arising from this text direct us to our true soul mate (the other half of our soul). If we are married, our relationship is 
divinely enriched, placing our marriage upon a foundation of spirituality. All of this Light, at last, causes the upper and lower worlds to join together 
in spiritual wedlock, their ultimate and eternal unification bringing joy, happiness, and jubilation to all mankind.

788. The YOUTH, MEANING THE HUSBAND, opened the discussion 
saying: "And you shall make boards for the Tabernacle of acacia 
wood standing up" (Shemot 26:15). It says here "standing up" and 
elsewhere "Seraphim stood above" (Yeshayah 6:2). Just as there are 
Seraphim there, so also THE BOARDS here ARE THE SECRET OF 
Seraphim. These SERAPHIM THAT ARE CALLED 'boards' stand as 
implements of the Bride, WHO IS THE SHECHINAH, around the 
Chupah (Eng. 'marriage canopy'), WHICH IS THE COVER THAT IS 
ABOVE THE BOARDS, so that the Supernal Spirit shall dwell upon 
that canopy, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Ii is the same way with the bride 
below, as it is necessary to prepare a canopy as a cover in beautiful 
ornaments in honor of the other Bride, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, 
that comes to dwell there in joy upon the lower bride.
 

 

789. In honor of the supernal Bride, we should to make a beautiful 
canopy with beautiful decorations to invite the supernal Bride, WHO 
IS THE SHECHINAH, to this canopy. Just as in every covenant of 
circumcision below, we should to decorate a beautiful second chair 
for he who is zealous for the sign of the covenant who comes there, 
NAMELY ELIYAHU, similarly here, we should to have beautiful 
decorations to cover the canopy, in honor of a Bride, THAT IS THE 
SHECHINAH.
 

 

790. This one, THE BRIDE BELOW, is similar to that one, THE BRIDE 
ABOVE, and the one OF BELOW is elevated with Seven Blessings, 
while the other OF ABOVE is elevated with Seven Blessings. 
Therefore, it is prohibited to cohabit with her until she has been 
included with these Seven Blessings, as is with the one of above.
 

 

791. The Bride, WHO IS THE SHECHINAH, inherits these Seven 
Blessings from the Supernal Spirit, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, the place 
from where all the blessings are drawn. HE QUESTIONS: There are 
six blessings, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, 
HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, that the Bride is blessed with, yet 
you say there are seven. HE ANSWERS: The seventh one 
establishes them all, FOR THE SEVENTH BLESSING 
CORRESPONDS TO BINAH.
 

 

792. HE QUESTIONS: Why are most blessings recited over wine? HE 
ANSWERS: WINE is the aspect that causes everyone to rejoice, the 
wine that is always kept in its grapes. Therefore, the first blessing of 
those seven BLESSINGS is the secret of wine, NAMELY 'WHO 
CREATES THE FRUIT OF THE VINE (HEB. BORE PRI HAGEFEN),' 
because wine produces fruits both above IN BINAH and below IN 
MALCHUT. The vine, WHICH IS MALCHUT, receives everything and 
brings forth fruits to the world, FOR AFTER RECEIVING THE 
ASPECT OF WINE, MALCHUT IS NAMED LOWER CHOCHMAH. AND 
BEFORE SHE RECEIVES CHOCHMAH, SHE IS NOT ABLE TO GIVE 
BIRTH. The arousing of joy, MEANING THE BEGINNING OF THE 
UNION OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, is the left, as it is written: 
"His left hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6) and afterwards, 
"And His right hand embraces me" (Ibid.) That Tree of Life, WHICH IS 
ZEIR ANPIN, produces fruits and plants with this arousal OF THE 
LEFT, BECAUSE BEFORE IT RECEIVES CHOCHMAH FROM THE 
LEFT OF BINAH, IT CANNOT BEGET. Therefore, it is the first 
blessing of them all.
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793. The second blessing is: 'That He has created everything (all) for 
His honor'. This is the secret of the Holy Covenant, NAMELY YESOD 
OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'ALL'. This is the joy of the union 
that receives all the blessings from the secret of the right, THAT IS 
CHESED, to produce fruits by that vine, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT 
IS CALLED 'HIS HONOR'. That fruit first descends from above, FROM 
BINAH, through the limbs, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, 
and is drawn to the Holy Covenant, WHICH IS YESOD, to be drawn to 
that vine, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is from the right side, WHICH IS 
CHESED, because fruits are to be found only on the right. The left 
arouses THE BEARING OF THE FRUITS and the right produces THE 
FRUITS. FRUITS REFER TO THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS.
  

794. Afterwards, the left is included in the right and the right in the 
left in order to become the secret of man, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN, TIFERET. Therefore, the third BLESSING is 'the Creator of 
Man'. Jacob, who is the Central pillar, was the image of Adam (man), 
FOR THE IMAGE OF ADAM POINTS TOWARD THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN, AS RIGHT AND LEFT ARE COMBINED IN HIM.
 

 

795. The fourth BLESSING, NAMELY 'WHO CREATED,' is one pillar 
of the right thigh, NAMELY THE SFIRAH OF NETZACH. The fifth 
blessing is: 'May the barren one (Heb. akarah) rejoice', NAMELY the 
mistress (Heb. akarah) of the house, MALCHUT, and be happy at the 
ingathering of her children from the four winds of the world. This is 
the secret of the other thigh, WHICH IS NETZACH, that joined in the 
left thigh, WHICH IS HOD, to go to all sides, gather the children and 
bring them between the knees, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD.
 

 

796. And in these two, NETZACH AND HOD between whom the 
prophets dwell, AND RECEIVE THEIR PROPHECY FROM THEM, 
abides the joy of the Mistress of the House, WHICH IS MALCHUT. 
What is the reason? It is because two willow branches (Heb. aravot), 
WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, do not produce verdure and fruits 
and the ingathering of the children to them is their fruits and 
verdure, WHICH THEY BRING TO THE MISTRESS OF THE HOUSE 
THAT IS MALCHUT. The ingathering of the children is aroused only 
by prophets, WHO ARE NETZACH AND HOD. THEREFORE, THIS 
BLESSING: 'MAY THE BARREN ONE REJOICE AND BE HAPPY AT 
THE INGATHERING OF HER CHILDREN', IS IN HOD.
 

 

797. The sixth blessing is: 'Grant abundant joy to the loving friends'. 
It is the place where there are favor, joy, and delight, NAMELY the 
pillar of the entire world that is called 'Righteous', WHICH IS YESOD. 
And righteous and righteousness, WHICH ARE YESOD AND 
MALCHUT, are friends and beloved, as they do not turn away one 
from the other. BECAUSE THIS BLESSING ALSO INCLUDES 
MALCHUT, IT SAYS 'LOVING FRIENDS.' Until here are the six 
blessings by which the bride is blessed.
  

798. The seventh BLESSING establishes them all, and all are blessed 
from that seventh one, WHICH IS BINAH, WHICH IS THE SOURCE OF 
ALL MOCHIN. Certainly it is the combination of the ten sayings, 
NAMELY THE TEN SFIROT, for it comprehends that which is above 
and below, NAMELY THE FIRST THREE SFIROT AND SEVEN LOWER 
ONES WHICH ARE THE TEN SFIROT. Therefore, ten kinds of joy are 
combined in it: 'joy; happiness; groom; bride; gladness; jubilation; 
cheer; love and delight; peace and friendship', so that the Bride shall 
be perfected in everything.
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799. Blessed are the children of Yisrael, for they merit below as 
above. About them, it is written: "And what one nation in the earth is 
like your people, like Yisrael" (II Shmuel 7:23). They all rejoiced that 
entire day with words of Torah, and all the inhabitants of that city 
placed him, THE YOUTH, as their head. On the next day, Rabbi Yosi 
and Rabbi Chiya arose and blessed them and went on their way.
 

 

800. When they arrived before Rabbi Shimon, he raised his eyes and 
saw them. He said to them: I viewed you today and I saw that you 
were two days and one night in the Tabernacle of the youth 
Metatron, and that youth taught you supernal secrets with the joy of 
Torah. Blessed is your portion, my sons.
 

 

801. They related before him all the words and told him the whole 
story. He said to them: Blessed are you and blessed is my portion, 
for I remember that one day his father, Rabbi Safra, was traveling 
with me on the road. When he separated from me, I blessed him that 
he should have a son who will be a lion in Torah, but I did not bless 
him so that he should merit to see him thus. THEREFORE, HE DIED 
AND DID NOT KNOW HIM. Blessed is your portion, my sons. About 
you, it is written: "And all your children shall be taught of 
Hashem" (Yeshayah 54:13).
 

 

 
 
81. "And all your children shall be taught of Hashem" 
Rabbi Shimon explains here that when children are studying Torah, the Shechinah gives them strength and courage, and the Holy One assists them: 
this is the meaning of, "And all your children shall be taught of The Creator." But another meaning emerges as Rabbi Shimon and Rabbi Chiya 
encounter a child who answers them with a prophecy. The child says that prophecy stems from the aspects of Netzach and Hod, but only for the 
children of Yisrael, not for other people. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The Light of the Shechinah shining here imbues the children of our world with courage and strength and a love of spirituality. And because all of us 
are children of our parents and children of the Light, we, too, are strengthened so that we have the boldness to reject the temptations of material 
existence and the wisdom to walk in the way of the Creator. The innocence of childhood blossoms in our souls. And the prophecy associated with 
children that causes gems of wisdom to come out from the mouths of babes, emerges in our consciousness.

802. Another explanation of: "And all your children shall be taught of 
Hashem" (Yeshayah 54:13). FOR IT CAN BE ASKED: Are all the 
children of Yisrael taught Torah by the Holy One, blessed be He? HE 
SAYS: Yes, because when these children are studying Torah, the 
Shechinah comes and gives them strength and courage to study 
Torah. If not for the assistance of the Holy One, blessed be He, the 
children could not tolerate it.
 

 

803. Rabbi Shimon was at the gate of Lod one day, with Rabbi Chiya. 
A child came to him. Rabbi Shimon said: Surely the Holy One, 
blessed be He, will arouse in the world in a few days a great 
revolution, MEANING GREAT WARS, among the kings of the world, 
one with another. It is definite that while they are oppressing each 
other, the children of Yisrael will be peaceful.
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804. That boy said: Behold, this awakening has started today, for 
much blood has been spilled today in the world. Rabbi Chiya said to 
him: How does this boy know this? Rabbi Shimon said: Sometimes 
prophecy comes by the mouths of children, and they prophesy more 
then a prophet.
 

 

805. The boy said: Is it any wonder that children prophecy? There is 
a whole verse to support this. How do we know this? From the 
verse: "And all your children shall be taught of Hashem." Assuredly, 
they are "taught of Hashem," MEANING IN THE ASPECTS OF 
NETZACH AND HOD KNOWN AS "TAUGHT OF HASHEM," as 
prophecy stems from there. This is not so with the whole world but 
for the children of Yisrael alone, as it is written: "And all your 
children shall be taught of Hashem." Therefore, prophecy comes 
from them. Rabbi Shimon came and kissed him. He said: I have 
never heard this except just now.
 

 

 
 
82. "And you shall make boards" 
Rabbi Shimon here says that the boards in "And you shall make boards for the Tabernacle of acacia wood standing up" are like the Seraphim 
standing each with their six wings. All the hosts of heaven stand, and all the supernal angels are occasionally called 'Seraphim'. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The tabernacle was the Vessel necessary for the Light to express itself on this planet. Here Rabbi Shimon reveals supernal secrets behind the 
construction of the tabernacle. His purpose in doing so is to construct a personal tabernacle, an internal vessel, for the reader through his holy 
words so that God's Light can rest upon us. Moreover, this action connects our planet to the original Tabernacle, allowing God's Light to inhabit the 
entire world, causing the demise of death, suffering, pain, and torment. Expect nothing less when such a magnificent instrument is wielded in the 
hands of so noble a sage.

806. This was the commandment of the Holy One, blessed be He, to 
Moses: "And you shall make boards for the Tabernacle of acacia 
wood standing up" (Shemot 26:15). It is written: "Seraphim stood 
above Him, each one had six wings..." (Yeshayah 6:2). For the 
construction of the Tabernacle with these boards resembled these 
Seraphim. The ones were standing and the others were standing.
 

 

807. If you say that all the hosts of heaven stand, as it is written: 
"Then I will give you access among these who stand by" (Zecharyah 
3:7) and "all the host of heaven standing by Him..." (I Melachim 
22:19). Do all the supernal camps have no joints, NAMELY KNEES 
TO KNEEL AND SIT, so they all stand? HE ANSWERS: Surely they all 
stand. They are sometimes called 'Seraphim' and sometimes with a 
different name, but these IN THE VERSE "SERAPHIM STOOD ABOVE 
HIM" always bear the same name, SERAPHIM. AND THE 
COMPARISON OF THE BOARDS OF THE TABERNACLE TO 
SERAPHIM IS TRUE WITH ALL THE SUPERNAL ANGELS, BECAUSE 
THEY ARE ALL REFERRED TO AS SERAPHIM OCCASIONALLY BUT 
THEY ARE NOT EXACTLY LIKE THE SERAPHIM IN THE VERSE: 
"SERAPHIM STOOD ABOVE HIM..."
 

 

 
 
83. "Hashem is my shepherd; I shall not want" 
Here, Rabbi Shimon tells us that the Shechinah came and dwelled on David and inspired him to recite this praise to God and to request sustenance 
from Him. When God brings food to the world, the Shechinah takes from it first, so it is for her sake that food descends to all the worlds. "The 
Creator is my shepherd," we learn, also means that He sustains a person with everything he needs. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The Light of sustenance and abundance shines upon us through the merit of King David. We learn from David that one should meditate upon this 
passage with great desire, requesting The Creator to fill all of our needs, for if one does not ask, one cannot receive. Thus, ask for everything good, 
the totality of Light, the Final Redemption, the annulment of judgments, and infinite loving kindness, through it all.
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808. This verse has been established, for it is written: "A Psalm of 
David, Hashem is my shepherd; I shall not want" (Tehilim 23:1), for 
we have learned the difference between "A Psalm of David" and "To 
David a psalm." "A PSALM OF DAVID" SHOWS THAT THE 
SHECHINAH DWELT UPON HIM AND THEN HE SANG, AND "TO 
DAVID A PSALM" SHOWS THAT FIRST HE SANG, THEN THE 
SHECHINAH DWELT UPON HIM. Here by "Hashem is my shepherd," 
the Shechinah preceded and came and dwelt upon him first, FOR IT 
IS WRITTEN: "A PSALM OF DAVID." HE QUESTIONS: Why did the 
Shechinah precede here, BY "HASHEM IS MY SHEPHERD?" David 
should have preceded, since he asked for his sustenance from the 
Holy One, blessed be He.
 

 

809. HE ANSWERS: Surely the Shechinah preceded and came and 
dwelt upon him, and aroused him to recite this praise to the King 
and request sustenance of the King. This is the way it should be 
concerning food, FOR THE SHECHINAH desires it and Her wish is 
that all the inhabitants of the world should pray for food, because 
when the Holy One, blessed be He, desires to bring down food to the 
world, THE SHECHINAH takes first. For Her sake, food descends to 
all the worlds, BECAUSE IT IS IMPOSSIBLE THAT THOSE BELOW 
SHOULD RECEIVE ANYTHING UNLESS THOSE ABOVE RECEIVE 
FIRST, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. Therefore, THE SHECHINAH 
preceded in this matter of food and dwelt upon David.
 

 

810. "Hashem is my shepherd" just like the shepherd who leads his 
sheep to the place that has herbage and grasses, where nothing is 
lacking. The Holy One, blessed be He, is also my Shepherd to 
sustain one with everything I need. Another explanation FOR 
"Hashem is my shepherd": We have learned that man's sustenance 
is as difficult to obtain as the splitting of the Red Sea. These here are 
two manners, TWO EXPLANATIONS, and they are both true.
 

 

 
 
84. Man's sustenance is difficult to obtain as the splitting of the Red Sea 
Rabbi Shimon explains here that even though it is difficult for God to see the wicked and the sinners, still He feeds and sustains everyone according 
to the supernal Chesed that is drawn and flows over all the inhabitants of the world. With it He feeds and sustains all the righteous, and the pious, 
and the wicked, and all the people of the world, and all the beasts and animals of the field, and the birds of the heavens - from the horns of the 
buffalo to the eggs of lice. So why, we are asked, was this as difficult for God as the splitting of the Red Sea, which should have been easy for Him? 
Rabbi Shimon explains that when the children of Yisrael called for God to part the sea, the minister of Egypt spoke and reminded Him of the sins 
committed by them, and that He should judge them accordingly and let them drown. Yet, we are told, God split the sea for them because of the 
righteousness of Abraham, who rose up early in the morning to fulfill His commandments. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Here we learn again that God shines His Light on the just and the unjust, that the rains fall on the righteous and the wicked, that sustenance is given 
to everyone. In this way, each of us is enabled to play out destiny, to exercise free will, to move toward or away from God in the space He has made 
for us. And, we learn, He will always show mercy, even when we have sinned. 
On a deeper level, Kabbalah informs us that Moses and the children of Israel split the Red Sea by virtue of their own transformations of character. 
As the Red Sea stood before them, and the Egyptian army raced towards them from behind, doubt and uncertainty gripped the Israelites. 
Nevertheless, using the power of the 72 Names of God to transcend their own fears and uncertainties, the Israelites walked into the sea until the 
waters filled their nostrils. This immense display of trust was a miracle of human nature. In turn, their behavioral actions ignited a miracle of Mother 
Nature, the seas parted as the waters rose to the heavens. 
Though we all sin, we utilize this passage and the righteousness of Abraham to accomplish our own miracles of nature - to forever change our ways 
and correct all the sins of our past. This miraculous occurrence causes miracles of nature. And there is no greater miracle than the world's 
liberation from the clutches of the angel Satan (metaphorically represented as Yisrael fleeing the Egyptians through the parted Red Sea). 
Granted, this is a feat as difficult as parting an ocean, but the strength, power, and Light of Abraham are here, with the 72 Names, to support us, so it 
is a fait accompli the moment our eyes and hearts embrace these ancient verses.
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811. One EXPLANATION is that all the actions of the Holy One, 
blessed be He, are according to Justice and Truth, and the entire 
world is supported on Justice and Truth. Every day and all the time, 
He judges the righteous, the wicked and all the inhabitants of the 
world with Justice, as it is written: "For Hashem is righteous, He 
loves righteousness" (Tehilim 11:7). When He judges the people and 
sees how many are wicked and how many are sinners before Him, it 
is difficult for Him to give them food constantly, because He has to 
feed the wicked and those that sin.
 

 

812. Yet He deals with them mercifully, and feeds and sustains them 
according to the supernal Chesed that is drawn and flows over all 
the inhabitants of the world. With it, He feeds and sustains all the 
righteous and pious and the wicked and all the people of the world 
and all the beasts and animals of the field and the birds of the 
heavens, from the horns of the buffalo to the eggs of lice. There is 
nothing left in the world that is not fed, but He sustains everything, 
even though it is difficult for Him due to the actions of the people of 
the world, as is the splitting of the Red Sea.
 

 

813. HE QUESTIONS: Was the splitting of the Red Sea difficult for 
Him? Is it not written: "He rebukes the sea and makes it 
dry" (Nachum 1:4)? "He calls for the waters of the sea, and pours 
them out upon the face of the earth" (Amos 5:8) and, as soon as the 
desire arises before Him, everything is as nothing before Him, and 
you say that splitting the Red Sea is difficult to perform before Him?
 

 

814. HE ANSWERS: When the children of Yisrael approached the sea 
and the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to split the Red Sea for 
them, Rahav, the minister of Egypt, came and requested Justice 
from the Holy One, blessed be He. Rahav said before Him, Master of 
the Universe: Why do You want to punish Egypt and split the sea for 
Yisrael? Are they not all wicked before You? Your ways are with 
Justice and Truth, but these worship idols and these worship idols, 
and these sin with incest and these sin with incest. These spill blood 
and these spill blood.
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815. At that moment, it was difficult for Him to disregard Justice. 
Here the children of Yisrael were driving toward the sea, as it is 
written: "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Why do you cry to me? speak 
to the children of Yisrael, that they go forward'" (Shemot 14:15). But 
it was difficult for Him disregard Judgment and split the Red Sea for 
them. Had not the Holy One, blessed be He, looked to the Merit of 
Abraham, who preceded in the early morning to fulfill the 
commandment of his Master and His desire, as it is written: "And 
Abraham rose up early in the morning" (Beresheet 22:3), they would 
all have been lost in the sea, because the Holy One, blessed be He, 
was judging Yisrael all that night.
 

 

816. We have learned that it is written: "...so that one came not near 
the other all the night" (Shemot 14:20), which teaches that the 
Archangels came to praise before the Holy One, blessed be He, that 
night. He said to them: 'The works of my hands are drowning in the 
sea and you sing praises before Me?' Immediately, "one came not 
near the other all the night" BECAUSE "ONE TO ANOTHER" IS SAID 
ABOUT THE ANGELS WHO PRAISE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE 
HE, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND ONE CRIED TO ANOTHER, AND SAID, 
'HOLY...'" It is written: "And it was come to pass, that in the morning 
watch" (Shemot 14:24), the Holy One, blessed be He, observed the 
merit of Abraham, who rose up early in the morning to do the will of 
his Master, as it written, "And Abraham rose up early in the 
morning." Then the sea turned back and the water fled from before 
the children of Yisrael.
 

 

817. It is also written: "And the sea returned to its strength (Heb. 
leeitano) when the morning appeared" (Ibid. 27). We learned that 
"leeitano" MEANS litnao (Eng. 'to its conditioning'), to that condition 
that the Holy One, blessed be He, made with it when He created the 
world. FOR HE HAD MADE A CONDITION THAT IT SHOULD SPLIT 
FOR YISRAEL, BECAUSE EITANO (ENG. 'ITS STRENGTH') IS 
SPELLED WITH THE SAME LETTERS AS TNAI (ENG. 'CONDITION'). 
BUT WE SHOULD ADD that it is written here: 'leeitano', while there it 
is written: "Maskil of Eitan the Ezrachite" (Tehilim 89:1), WHO IS 
ABRAHAM. HERE ALSO EITANO ALLUDES TO ABRAHAM. 
THEREFORE, THE TORAH SAYS: "when the morning appeared." At 
that same time, Abraham got up early in the morning to do the will of 
his Master, then the sea was split. Therefore, the splitting of the sea 
was difficult for Him.
 

 

 
 
85. Match-making is difficult before the Holy One, blessed be He, like splitting the Red Sea 
When the Red Sea parted, we learn, some people were saved and some were killed. Someone dies and there is weeping, yet his wife is given to 
another and there is singing. And sometimes a wicked person gets a good woman. Rabbi Shimon says here that there are concealed secrets in all 
this, yet, nonetheless, it is all according to the law. He then tells us that 'before the Holy One' refers to Malchut; these things are difficult for Her 
because they are not under Her authority; she receives everything from the Holy One. Rabbi Shimon next questions the meaning of, "And that soul 
will be cut off from before Me," and decides that it means that the soul will be cut off from all the delights of the world to come, which is Binah. Then 
we read of Jonah: "And Yonah rose to flee to Tarshish from before The Creator," and, "for the men knew that he had fled from before The Creator." 
How is it possible to flee from God? Rabbi Shimon explains that this means Jonah was afraid to be in the Holy Land so that the spirit of prophecy 
should not come upon him. He then speaks of the role of the Shechinah, who dwells in the Holy Land, and who rested on King David before he said, 
"Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei is my shepherd; I shall not want." When the Shechinah receives food above for all the worlds, all the angels delight and awaken 
and raise their wings to cover their faces when She comes to deliver their food to them, so that they do not gaze upon Her. There are three 
companies of worshipping angels, we are told, who fit into each other like the tendons in the standing boards of acacia in the tabernacle. 
Rabbi Shimon next discusses, "For the merchandise of it is better than the merchandise of silver, and its gain than fine gold," and, "He makes me to 
lie down in green pastures; He leads me beside the still waters." "He restores my soul," we learn, means the soul of David, which is Malchut, who 
wishes to amend his level properly. The righteous will rest in the world to come with these "still waters" that are drawn and emerge from Eden. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Here we see that there is an underlying and hidden, yet lawful, reason for life and death, good and evil, grieving and rejoicing. We are told that these 
things are not hard for the Holy One but they are hard for Malchut, and from this we see that it is only because our understanding is so much lower 
than God's that we have difficulty accepting the seeming inequities of the world. This difficulty is ultimately caused by the existence of time. 
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Kabbalah defines time as the distance between cause and effect. 
It is the separation between action and reaction; the measurement between conduct and recompense; the space between deed and dividend; and 
the chasm between crime and consequence. Because of time's existence, we believe mistakenly that goodness goes unrewarded, that evil goes 
unpunished, and that life lacks true justice. The world appears chaotic and random; when in reality, there is an exquisite and elegant order, the law 
of cause and effect, beneath the turmoil. Through David, we correct the sins of our past, rectifying and restoring all Malchut. All the waters of earth 
become still and the green pastures upon our earth welcome us as the Light of the Shechinah reaches her maximum intensity.

818. Similarly, match-making is difficult before the Holy One, blessed 
be He, like the splitting of the Red Sea; just as by the splitting of the 
Red Sea, these are killed on the one hand while others are kept alive 
on the other hand. By match-making, it is also written: "He brings 
out the prisoners into prosperity (Heb. bakosharot)" (Tehilim 68:7). 
We have learned that IT IS SPELLED WITH THE LETTERS of weeping 
and singing (Heb. bechi veshirot), because this one dies AND THERE 
IS WEEPING, and He gives his wife to another AND THERE IS 
SINGING. Sometimes a wicked person gets a good woman; 
THEREFORE, MATING IS DIFFICULT BEFORE HIM LIKE THE 
SPLITTING OF THE RED SEA. There are concealed secrets in it all, 
and it is all according to the law. And what the friends have 
remarked ABOUT THIS, TO EXPLAIN WHY ONE IS THRUST ASIDE 
BEFORE ANOTHER, certainly it is so.
 

 

819. And the remark that we were taught about 'before', MEANING 
THAT 'MATCH-MAKING IS DIFFICULT BEFORE THE HOLY ONE, 
BLESSED BE HE,' instead of 'from before the Holy One, blessed be 
He,' it is because 'before' refers to that which stands before the Holy 
One, blessed be He, and serves before Him, NAMELY MALCHUT 
THAT RECEIVES FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. 
Therefore, it was not said that match-making is difficult for the Holy 
One, blessed be He, and similarly, IT WAS NOT SAID that man's food 
is difficult to obtain for the Holy One, blessed be He. Rather it is 
before the Holy One, blessed be He, WHICH IS MALCHUT, because 
all these things are difficult FOR MALCHUT, for they are not under 
Her authority even though She does accomplish it but this is under 
another's authority. BECAUSE SHE RECEIVES EVERYTHING FROM 
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IT IS APPROPRIATE TO SAY 
THAT THESE THINGS ARE DIFFICULT FOR HER.
 

 

820. It is written: "And that soul will be cut off from before 
Me" (Vayikra 22:3). HE QUESTIONS: What is the meaning of "from 
before Me"? HE ANSWERS: It refers to the World to Come, MEANING 
BINAH, where all life forms are present. Another explanation: This is 
the supernal Channel, the river whose waters will never be 
interrupted, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. It is all one, because 
this YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN receives all the delights of the World to 
Come, WHICH IS BINAH. AND THE VERSE: "AND THAT SOUL WILL 
BE CUT OFF FROM BEFORE ME" MEANS THAT THE SOUL will be 
cut off from all these supernal delights that are in the place where 
the pleasantness of Hashem is, NAMELY BINAH. That is THE 
MEANING OF "from before Me," BEFORE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED 
BE HE, FOR THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, RECEIVES FROM 
HER, BINAH, THAT PROVIDES TO ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 
'THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE'.
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821. If you ask: If so, it is written, "And Jonah rose to flee to Tarshish 
from before Hashem" (Yonah 1:3) and "for the men knew that he had 
fled from before Hashem" (Ibid. 10). We have learned what is the 
reason Jonah fled. Is it then possible to flee from the Holy One, 
blessed be He? But he fled in order to go out of the Holy Land, since 
the Shechinah does not dwell outside the Land of Yisrael, and in 
order that the Shechinah should not dwell upon him, he fled from the 
Holy Land. The Shechinah dwells there, as it is written: "Your wife 
shall be like a fruitful vine in the recesses of your house" (Tehilim 
128:3). "A fruitful vine" is the Shechinah. Just as the Shechinah is 
concealed inside, in the Holy of Holies, similarly, a modest woman 
does not go out from the entrance of her house outside. 
THEREFORE, THE TORAH COMPARES THE WOMAN TO THE 
SHECHINAH, and Jonah fled outside of the Holy Land. HE 
QUESTIONS: Here it is "from before" and it does not say 'before', 
AND STILL IN ALL, IT MEANS THE SHECHINAH AND NOT BINAH?
 

 

822. HE ANSWERS: It is certainly so, "from before" MEANING 
BEFORE THE SHECHINAH, because the spirit of prophecy does not 
come from the Shechinah but rather "from before" MEANING 
BEFORE THE SHECHINAH, which are the two levels of prophets, 
WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, that dwell upon the Shechinah. 
From that place, NETZACH AND HOD, he was afraid to be in the Holy 
Land so that the prophecy should not dwell upon him. Therefore, it 
says, "from before Me" because "he fled from before Hashem" and 
not 'before Hashem,' WHICH WOULD MEAN THE SHECHINAH. 
Because he knew that prophecy comes only from "from before Me," 
WHICH IS NETZACH AND HOD.
 

 

823. Because of this, matings and food of people are difficult before 
the Holy One, blessed be He, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, AS 
MENTIONED. Therefore, King David aspired for his food higher 
THAN THE SHECHINAH, FOR HE SAID "HASHEM IS MY 
SHEPHERD...", WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Above, the flow is never 
interrupted, but it can be interrupted here BY THE SHECHINAH, 
because the food is not dependent upon Her but higher IN ZEIR 
ANPIN. Therefore, it is written: "Hashem is my shepherd; I shall not 
want," WHICH MEANS THAT food will never be interrupted from me, 
because that river which is drawn and emerges from Eden, WHICH IS 
ZEIR ANPIN THAT RECEIVES FROM ABA AND IMA, never has its 
flow interrupted. Therefore, the Shechinah preceded AND RESTED 
ON HIM, AND AFTERWARDS HE SAID PRAISE.
  

824. Come and see: When that place, THE SHECHINAH, receives 
food above, FROM ZEIR ANPIN, FOR THE WORLDS, all THE ANGELS 
who sanctify their Master delight and awaken and raise their wings 
TO COVER THEIR FACE when the Shechinah comes with their food 
TO THEM, in order that they should not gaze upon THE SHECHINAH.
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825. There are three companies OF ANGELS on one level, who call 
and say: 'Holy'. These call to the second company and the first and 
the second ones raise their wings, and the second ones say: 'Holy'. 
Then these call to the third company and all three companies in 
unison raise their wings and all say: 'Holy is Hashem Tzva'ot, the 
whole earth is full of His glory'. Therefore, ALL THREE COMPANIES 
are fitted one into the other, interpenetrating each other, as we say 
BY THE BOARDS: "Connected one with the other, thus shall you 
make the boards for the tabernacle" (Shemot 26:17).
 

 

826. The boards always stand erect and do not bend, like these who 
stand, MEANING THE SERAPHIM, who do not bend, because they 
have no knees to kneel. They stand constantly without sitting, so it 
is written of the boards: "standing up."
 

 

827. It is written: "Two tenons shall there be in one board" (Ibid.). 
Here also, JUST AS BY THE SERAPHIM, each including two aspects, 
WHICH ARE THE TWO TENONS, each one has its own aspect and 
that of its neighbor, and the same with its neighbor. Therefore, they 
are fitted one with the other.
 

 

828. It is similarly written in the Torah: "For the merchandise of it is 
better than the merchandise of silver, and its gain than fine 
gold" (Mishlei 3:14). The one teaches the other and the other teaches 
the former, so they become fitted one to the other. The one takes his 
own portion and that of his neighbor, and the other takes his own 
portion and the portion of his neighbor, MEANING HIS REWARD 
AND THE REWARD OF HIS FRIEND WITH WHOM HE IS STUDYING, 
and they are fitted together. THEREFORE: "FOR THE MERCHANDISE 
OF IT IS BETTER THAN THE MERCHANDISE OF SILVER," BECAUSE 
THERE ONE TAKES THE MERCHANDISE AND THE OTHER TAKES 
THE VALUE OF THE SILVER, BUT HERE EACH ONE IS 
INTERCONNECTED WITH HIS FRIEND. FOR EACH ONE HAS THE 
MERCHANDISE AND ALSO THE VALUE HE RECEIVES FROM HIS 
FRIEND WITH WHOM HIS IS STUDYING.
 

 

829. It is written: "He makes me to lie down in green pastures; He 
leads me beside the still waters" (Tehilim 23:2). 'Green pastures' 
refers to the supernal sources, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, from which all food and sustenance come. THEY ARE 
CALLED 'pastures (Heb. neot)', BECAUSE THESE SFIROT OF ZEIR 
ANPIN are called "the habitations (Heb. neot) of Jacob" (Eichah 2:2). 
AND THEY ARE CALLED 'green pastures', because there are 
external pastures that are called "the pastures of the 
wilderness" (Yoel 2:22). Therefore, HE CALLS THESE OF HOLINESS 
BY THE NAME: 'green (Heb. deshe) pastures'. Yet you may argue it 
is written, "Let the earth bring forth grass (Heb. deshe)" (Beresheet 
1:11). So we see that 'DESHE' is below, IN THE EARTH THAT IS 
MALCHUT? HE ANSWERS: But "deshe" comes for these pastures, 
where it is born and grows, AND THEY COME TO MALCHUT. 
Therefore, IT SAYS, "He makes me to lie down in green pastures."
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830. "He leads me beside the still waters." These are the waters of 
stillness that are drawn from that place that is drawn and emerges 
from Eden, WHICH IS BINAH, and these waters are called 'still 
waters'. "He restores my soul" (Tehilim 23:3): This is the soul of 
David, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the only reason that David wants 
this is to amend his level properly. With these "still waters" will the 
righteous rest in the World to Come, as it is written: "And Hashem 
lead you continually..." (Yeshayah 58:11).
 

 

 
 
86. The stars 
It would not be wise to make a synopsis of this long and exquisite passage. Each reader must read the entire section for himself, in order to delight 
in the beauty of its imagery and to gain some understanding of its profound teaching. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Here we are treated to an entirely new vision of the role of the stars, in everything from the growth of plants to the governance of all human activity. 
When we read this section with its unforgettable imagery we are filled with a sense of mystery, and also with a lust for knowledge that burns as 
brightly as the stars. Though a bounty of celestial wisdom is distilled here, foremost to the reader is the knowledge that man, alone, can steer the 
stars and direct his destiny. Distant stars of war and stern judgments are subdued by our efforts here. Stars used by the wicked to propagate evil 
are snuffed out and rendered powerless. Stars of mercy sparkle, stars of joy flash, and stars of peace gleam to ignite our personal redemptions and 
the immediate arrival of Heaven on earth.

831. "And you shall make fifty clasps of brass..." (Shemot 26:11). 
Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba were sitting one night. When it became 
dark, they entered a garden that was by the Sea of Tiberias. In the 
meantime, they saw two stars that were moving, one from one side 
and the other from the other side. Then they met and disappeared.
 

 

832. Rabbi Aba said: How great are the works of the Holy One, 
blessed be He, in the heavens above and on the earth below. Who 
can understand these two stars that came out each from a different 
side, met and then disappeared. Rabbi Elazar said to him: Have we 
not seen them? For we observed them and we have observed other 
actions that the Holy One, blessed be He, does constantly.
 

 

833. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Great is our Master, 
and of great power" (Tehilim 147:5). HE QUESTIONS: The passage 
tells that the Holy One, blessed be He, is great, mighty and supernal. 
Don't I know that the Holy One, blessed be He, is great and mighty? 
What is the reason for David's praise here?
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834. HE ANSWERS: He always says "great is Hashem," but here he 
says "great is our Master." What is the reason? When he says, 
"Great is Hashem, and greatly to be praised" (Tehilim 145:3), he is 
speaking of the higher level, ZEIR ANPIN, but where it is written: 
"Great is our Master," he is talking about the lower level, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT, the Master of the whole world. What is written before this 
verse? "He counts the number of the stars; He calls them all by their 
names" (Tehilim 147:4). If all the people from the time that Adam was 
created would gather to count the stars, they would not be able to do 
it, as it says, "And count the stars, if you be able to number 
them" (Beresheet 15:5). What is written about the Holy One, blessed 
be He? "He counts the number of the stars; He calls them all by their 
names" What is the reason? It is written: "Great is our Master, and of 
great power." Just as there are none who can count the stars except 
the Holy One, blessed be He, so is it written pertaining to Him: "His 
understanding is infinite" (Tehilim 147:5).
 

 

835. Come and see: It is written, "That brings out their host by 
number" (Yeshayah 40:26), MEANING that the Holy One, blessed be 
He, brought forth all the hosts and companies and stars, each one 
by name and none was missing. Throughout the stars and 
constellations of all the firmaments, leaders, and supervisors were 
appointed to minister the world, each one as is worthy for him. There 
is not even one small blade of grass in the world that does not have 
a star and constellation in the firmament that rules over it, and over 
each and every star is an appointee that serves before the Holy One, 
blessed be He, as is proper for Him.
 

 

836. All the stars in the firmament are in charge over this world, and 
they are all appointed to attend to every single thing for those that 
are in this world. No grass, trees or vegetables grow without the 
supervision of the stars that stand over them and appear to them 
face-to-face, each one as is proper for it.
 

 

837. Most of the companies of stars and constellations come out at 
the beginning of the night, until three hours minus a quarter. From 
there onwards only small stars come out. And all these stars do not 
work for no reason and do not appear in vain. There are some stars 
that serve the entire night, in order to cause all those things that are 
under their responsibility to sprout and grow. There are certain stars 
that serve until midnight, and they cause to sprout and grow from 
the beginning of the night until that time all those things that were 
assigned to them. There are also stars that serve a short period of 
the night, for their service is completed after they have appeared to 
that grass or plant. They do not have to serve further that night, for 
they do not stand idly. As soon as they conclude their service, they 
are no longer seen in the world but enter their place.
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838. In the Book of Supernal Wisdom of the people of the East, they 
talk about the comets that have a scepter behind them in the sky, 
MEANING THAT A LONG TAIL OF LIGHT IS ATTACHED AND 
EMANATES FROM THOSE STARS. They say that there are grasses 
on the earth of those that are called 'the spice of life', and there are 
precious stones in the earth and hammered gold that is formed in 
the high mountains with a bit of water, that covers it yet does not 
cover it. But it is drawn over it. The comets rule over them, and they 
grow through them.
 

 

839. All their development and growth is only through the shine of 
that tail that the star extends into the firmament, and then all these 
things are perfected.
 

 

840. There are illnesses among people, namely jaundice and 
infection, WHICH ARE TYPES OF SICKNESSES, AND THEY SEEM 
TO BE SICKNESS OF THE GALL IN WHICH THEIR FACES BECOME 
GREENISH. Their only remedy is the mirror of glittering metal that 
sparkles in the eyes, NAMELY A MIRROR THAT IS MADE OF 
POLISHED METAL, and the ill person has to stare at it. The ill person 
is not cured until the mirror is moved from one side to the other, 
AND THE MIRROR has to reflect a spark of flash similar to a comet 
onto his face. When that flash sparks in the eyes, the remedy is 
effected. In this case also, all those ruled by the stars develop and 
grow only due to the expansion of the comet, and they develop this 
in appearance, color and strength, as it should be.
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841. It is good, because the like of it is alluded to in the book of King 
Solomon. HE SAYS: In the science of precious stones, if there would 
have been lacking the shine of the sparkle and flaming of certain 
stars, they would never grow or develop. The Holy One, blessed be 
He, prepared all this in the development of the world, as written: "To 
give light upon the earth" (Beresheet. 1:15), MEANING THEY SHINE 
ON AND PERFECT anything in the world that needs perfecting.
 

 

842. It is written: "And you shall make fifty clasps of brass" and "you 
shall make fifty golden clasps" (Shemot 26:6). We have learned that 
one who has never seen the clasps in the Tabernacle has never seen 
the light of the stars in the sky, because THE CLASPS OF THE 
TABERNACLE were similar in appearance and manner OF THE 
STARS to all who viewed them.
 

 

843. There are stars in the sky that emerge from that firmament 
wherein all the stars are kept, WHICH IS THE SECOND FIRMAMENT 
WHEREIN THE SUN, MOON, STARS AND CONSTELLATIONS ARE 
SET, AND THIS FIRMAMENT IS THE THIRD FIRMAMENT THAT 
EMERGES FROM IT. In that firmament, there are one hundred framed 
windows, some on the East and some on the South, and in every 
window there is one star.
  

844. When the sun travels through these windows and frames in the 
firmament and sparkles, those stars emerge to sparkle from the 
sun's sparkle, and become colored, some red like bronze and some 
yellow like gold. Therefore, some are red and some are yellow. There 
are fifty STARS in these fifty windows, and fifty in the other fifty 
windows. On the East side, they are yellow and on the South side 
they are red. With them were joined the ending of the Tabernacle.
 

 

845. The night stars are intermingled in all these stars that emerge 
from that firmament, and they sparkle and flame and rule this world. 
Some DOMINATE over bronze, some over yellow-gold, which 
develop and grow with their strength.
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846. These stars rule over twenty five and a half points of the night, 
which are the minutes of the hour. Some produce bronze and some 
are red, and they flash and glitter. When they emit sparks three times 
toward the East, or five TIMES or seven, the kings of the nations 
come against that side and all riches and gold move out of that side. 
If that sparkle is once, twice, four or six times, one after the other, 
fear and terror then fall and dwell upon that side. If the sparkle 
throbs and then is quiet, wars are threatened but are not effected, 
because there is then an arousing among the Patrons of the world 
that dominate over the other nations before the Holy One, blessed be 
He. It is the same on the other side, WEST.
 

 

847. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Blessed be the Name 
of Elohim forever and ever, for wisdom and might are His, and He 
changes the times and the seasons" (Daniel 2:20-21). Everything is 
in His jurisdiction, and He removed His holy people from the control 
of the stars and constellations, because they are other Elohim. The 
portion of Jacob is not with them but rather "the former of all 
things" (Yirmeyah 10:16) IS HIS PORTION.
 

 

848. There is a firmament above all these firmaments, NAMELY THE 
FIRMAMENT OF BINAH, WHICH IS HIGHER THAN THE SEVEN 
FIRMAMENTS, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, 
HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, ABOUT WHOM IS SAID, "OUT OF 
WHOSE WOMB CAME THE ICE" (IYOV 38:29). It is concealed and 
hidden and is sealed with the ring of the Tabernacle, NAMELY THE 
SUPERNAL TABERNACLE WHICH IS BINAH, AND THE SEAL OF 
THE RING IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT OF THE ATTRIBUTE OF 
JUDGMENT THAT IS CONCEALED IN THIS FIRMAMENT, WHICH 
CAUSES IT TO BE HIDDEN AND CONCEALED AND UNKNOWN. This 
firmament is known as Idra DeMishkena, NAMELY THE CHAMBER 
OF THE SUPERNAL TABERNACLE, and in this firmament are all 
these HUNDRED windows, MENTIONED EARLIER, of this side and of 
that side. FROM THEM ARE THEY DRAWN TO THE THIRD 
FIRMAMENT OF BELOW, and it is attached to all parts of the LOWER 
Tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT. There are six windows greater 
than all of them, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET 
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, and one closed, WHICH 
CORRESPONDS TO THE SEAL OF THE RING THAT WAS 
MENTIONED, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF THE LOCK, which dominates 
them, CONCEALS AND COVERS THEM FROM THE CONCEIVING OF 
THOSE BELOW.
 

 

849. One window, OF THE SEVEN LARGE WINDOWS, is called 'the 
Light Window', WHICH CORRESPONDS TO CHESED. Through it 
emerges a star called by the sages Yad (Eng. 'Hand'), which is the 
POWER OF melting that melts downward, IN ORDER TO REMOVE 
THE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE IN IT under the dominion of Judah. Not 
that Judah has a part in it, since the tribes have no part or 
possession in THE STARS to worship them, but rather the tribe 
Judah rules over these JUDGMENTS and not they over him.
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850. When the children of Judah turned away from the Holy One, 
blessed be He, and followed after this window and the star for 
understanding, they said that the Yad (Eng. 'hand') triumphs over the 
other nations, as it is written: "Your hand shall be on the neck of 
your enemies" (Beresheet 49:8). They followed it and served it, and 
about this is written: "And Judah did evil in the sight of Hashem" (I 
Melachim 14:22).
 

 

851. When this star emerges, it stretches out one hand, WHICH IS 
THE SECRET OF CHESED THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHT HAND', with five 
fingers, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND 
HOD THAT ARE IN IT, and illuminates and sparkles in that window. 
Then the sorcerers and magicians fear that place, because all the 
sorcerers and magicians are confused and their magic does not 
thrive during the time that it dominates.
 

 

852. If you ask: Since this firmament is concealed, AS MENTIONED 
THAT IT IS IN BINAH, how do THE SORCERERS know about it, TO 
BECOME CONFUSED BY IT? HE ANSWERS: They have a sign in the 
outer part OF THE HOLINESS from which they know that star is 
ruling. They constantly fear it, and their sorcery and magic do not 
succeed in it. There are times when people are successful in it and 
there are times when people are not successful. Therefore, the 
sorcerers and magicians are becoming less numerous in the world 
because they do not know the source when they see that the magic 
is not successful by them. Therefore, the ancient MAGICIANS knew 
THE SOURCE, for they would gaze at that sign THAT WAS ON THE 
EXTERIOR OF THE HOLINESS of which they knew.
 

 

853. The second window, WHICH IS GVURAH, is called 'the Window 
of Nail (Heb. tziporen)' because it is similar to the Nail, NAMELY THE 
LEFT COLUMN THAT IS CALLED 'TZIPOREN'. Through it emerges a 
star that is called by the scholars 'Tziph'on (Eng. 'viper')', because it 
dominates with harsh Judgment and with its head and tail, like a 
viper that lies in wait to kill.
 

 

854. From that window emerge TO BELOW six billion spirits that rule 
over the nails of people when they are thrown away openly. All those 
who know how to perform sorcery and magic with them at the time 
that this star dominates. All those who throw away their nails or 
perform magic with them bring death to the whole world. And the 
magic that they perform is successful in it.
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855. The third window, WHICH IS TIFERET, is called 'the Window of 
the Breastplate', BECAUSE TIFERET IS CALLED 'BREASTPLATE'. 
Through it emerges a star called 'the Nig'ha DeBusina', THE SHINE 
OF THE LAMP. This is a sparkle that sparkles despite all winds, and 
peace and deliverance are in it, SINCE IT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN 
THAT UNITES RIGHT AND LEFT TOGETHER AND THEREBY 
REMOVES ALL THE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE IN THEM. It bears no 
accusation at all. When it dominates, all peace and all light rule the 
world, and tranquillity and satisfaction and all GOOD rule the world.
 

 

856. The fourth window, WHICH IS YESOD, is called 'the Window of 
the Goblet', BECAUSE IT RECEIVES AND PROVIDES WINE, WHICH 
IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT THAT IS 
SWEETENED BY THE RIGHT TO MALCHUT. Through it emerges a 
star that is called 'the cluster of the henna' by the sages, because it 
emerges AND ILLUMINATES like a cluster and sparkles like grapes 
IN A CLUSTER of the henna. Through it is aroused Mercy in the 
world. It keeps THE JUDGMENTS at a distance and brings close 
MERCT. Many children are born into the world, and people are not 
particular when they need one another. Peace and joy are aroused in 
the world.
 

 

857. The fifth window, WHICH IS NETZACH, is a window called 'a 
Well', because of the star that emerges from it. It enters and emerges 
and draws sustenance like a pail FROM A WELL, and never ceases. 
The wise-hearted could never trully understand this star, because it 
is never stationary and is never quiet. Therefore, THE WISE-
HEARTED had difficulty studying this place and making conclusions.
 

 

858. The sixth window IS HOD. This is a window that is called 
'Nog'ha' (brightness) and a star emerges from it called 'Gizron' (Eng. 
'decree'). When it rules, the world is under Judgment, under many 
decrees and many punishments. Every single day, there are new 
decrees against the world and new ones are formed before these 
Judgments are completely executed. This star does not rule much in 
the world.
 

 

859. Close to the days of Messiah, the window with this star shall 
rule the world. Therefore, wild animals will rule the world and new 
evil species will be formed one after the other, and the children of 
Yisrael will be in distress. When they will be pressed in the darkness 
of exile, the Holy One, blessed be He, will light up for them the light 
of day, WHICH IS REDEMPTION, and the supernal Holy Ones will 
accept the kingdom. Rulership will be annulled from the idol-
worshipping nations and Yisrael will rule over them. Then will be 
fulfilled: "Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the 
sun..." (Yeshayah 30:26).
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860. Then the seventh window will be opened to the whole world, 
and its star is the star of Jacob. This is what Bila'am said, "There 
shall come a star out of Jacob" (Bemidbar 24:17), and this star will 
illuminate for forty days. When King Messiah will be revealed and all 
the nations of the world will gather before him, this passage will be 
fulfilled: "That the root of Yishai, that stands for a banner of the 
peoples, to it shall the nations seek, and his resting place shall be 
glorious" (Yeshayah 11:10).
 

 

 
 
87. The three watches of the night 
Rabbi Shimon opens this discussion with the verse: "But none says, 'Where is Eloha my maker (lit. 'makers'), who gives songs in the night.'" By 
'makers', we learn, the Scripture means that Eloha includes both Zeir Anpin and His court, Malchut. Malchut is constantly praising all night in order 
to receive His joyous supernal Light. All the stars are thankful and praise God during the entire time that they are visible in the sky, because the 
supernal angels who are appointed over the stars are all thankful and praise in watches during the three parts of the night. We next learn that in 
order to unite with their Master, the angels must push the Other Side outside, and they do this by bringing sleep to the inhabitants of the world, 
which attracts the Other Side downward. Evil spirits float around until midnight, we are told. Rabbi Shimon then tells of the angels that stand 
outside, spoken of in "Who makes the winds (spirits) His messengers," and the angels who are fire that stand inside, spoken of in "the flames of fire 
His ministers." The supernal angels praise God only after they have pushed the impurity outside. The master over all the companies of angels is the 
candle of David, who is Malchut. Next, Rabbi Shimon offers an alternative explanation for the opening verse, where the secret is that the spirit of 
man is composed of male and female, as in "And Elohim said, 'Let us make man in our image, after our likeness.'" Following this, Rabbi Elazar and 
Rabbi Aba arise at midnight to study Torah. At midnight the Holy One is aroused through love for the Congregation of Yisrael, and He sees the good 
deeds they performed that day, inhaling their sweet savor. Then the light illuminates, the trees in the Garden of Eden sing praises, and the righteous 
experience there the delights of the World to Come. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The Light of the Creator travels though numerous dimensions before manifesting in our physical realm. A vast "communication" network runs 
throughout these dimensions, transporting this Light. This network incorporates what we commonly refer to as angels. Angels are the interface 
through which a man interacts with the awesome Light of the Creator. However, our senses of perception are, by design, restricted and limited. 
Much remains hidden from the thoughts of men and women. 
Consequently, the force called "angel" remains unobservable to the naked eye and illogical to the rational mind. Like the unseen wind, however, its 
influence is very real. Positive actions of sharing, tolerance, and compassion ignite positive angels in our lives. Behavior that embodies selfishness, 
intolerance, hatred, and self-indulgence rouses negative forces of darkness. 
David, we are told, ruled over all the angels. Thus, here we are given the power to govern all the angels, to have them do our bidding, so that we 
attract the Light of The Creator into our lives. We animate positive angels and bring forth countless blessings. We expel all negative angels and 
dissolve all blockages. The Light that illuminates after midnight, when two saintly sages engage in Torah study, shines here, endowing us with the 
power to triumph over the Other Side, especially during the evening hours when the influence of the dark force reaches its maximum power. This is 
the final end of darkness and all Creation rejoices in turn!

861. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with the verse: "But none 
says, 'Where is Eloha my maker (lit. 'makers'), who gives songs in 
the night'" (Iyov 35:10). This passage has been established and we 
have studied it. The Scripture says "my makers" IN THE PLURAL 
instead of 'my maker' IN THE SINGULAR. Who are "my makers," IN 
PLURAL? HE ANSWERS: The name Eloha is an inclusive name that 
denotes Him, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, and His court, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT. This is a complete name that includes male and female, 
WHICH CONTAINS THE LETTERS El-Vav-Hei. THEREFORE IT IS 
WRITTEN: "my makers" IN PLURAL, BECAUSE IT INCLUDES BOTH 
LEVELS.
 

 

862. "Who gives songs in the night": WHY IN THE NIGHT? IT IS 
because MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'NIGHT', constantly praises the 
King that the Peace is His, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, like a candle that is 
never placid, BUT ALWAYS WAVERS HERE AND THERE. 
SIMILARLY, MALCHUT IS CONSTANTLY PRAISING IN ORDER TO 
RECEIVE THE SUPERNAL JOYOUS LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN, 
BECAUSE OF THIS GREAT JOY THAT IS AROUSED BY THE 
RECITED PRAISES. Therefore it says, "who gives songs in the night."
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863. All these stars that illuminate in the firmament are thankful and 
praise the Holy One, blessed be He, during the entire time that they 
are visible in the sky, because the supernal angels, WHO ARE 
APPOINTED OVER THE STARS, are all thankful and praise in 
watches during the three parts into which the night is divided.
 

 

864. During the night, various sides are divided. At the beginning of 
the night, when the night sets in and it becomes dark, all these evil 
spirits and evil species scatter and float throughout the whole world, 
and the Other Side separates and demands the ways of the King 
from all these holy sides.
 

 

865. As soon as the Other Side is aroused, all the inhabitants of the 
world taste death, MEANING THAT SLEEP FALLS UPON THEM, 
which is one-sixtieth of death, AND THE OTHER SIDE dominates 
them. Since the impurity is separated from above and descended to 
dominate below, three companies of angels separate to praise the 
Holy One, blessed be He, in the three parts of the night, as the 
friends have remarked.
 

 

866. While they are still praising the Holy One, blessed be He, the 
Other Side goes and flies below to all directions of the world. As 
long as the Other Side is not removed from there, the angels cannot 
be united with their Master.
 

 

867. This is a secret for the sages. The angels above and the 
children of Yisrael below all reject that Other Side. When the 
supernal angels wish to unite with their Master, they cannot do it 
until they push THE OTHER SIDE outside. What do they do? About 
six hundred thousand holy angels descend and throw down sleep 
upon all the inhabitants of the world. Once THE OTHER SIDE has 
descended, because they pushed it out and give it this world entirely 
in that sleep, then THE OTHER SIDE rules over them, PEOPLE, and 
they become impure by it, except in the Land of Yisrael alone, for 
THE OTHER SIDE does not rule there. As soon as THE OTHER SIDE 
separates from them, the angels come before their Master, and 
praise and give thanks before Him.
 

 

868. Similarly, Yisrael below cannot become united with their Master 
until they push away the Other Side from them, and give it a portion 
to keep it occupied, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SCAPE GOAT. 
Afterwards, they approach their Master, and there is no accuser is 
present above or below.
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869. If you ask: This is all applicable below, WITH HUMANS, but 
above WITH ANGELS, what kind of accusation is possible there, 
BECAUSE OF WHICH THEY ARE OBLIGED TO PUSH THE OTHER 
SIDE DOWNWARDS, AS MENTIONED? HE ANSWERS: Above, it is 
because THE OTHER SIDE is an impure spirit and they, THE 
ANGELS, are Holy Spirits. THEREFORE, until they send away the 
Other Side from among them, they cannot approach their Master, 
because holiness and impurity can never mix. Similarly, the children 
of Yisrael below do not mix with the nations of the world who 
worship idols. When both sides, those above, THE ANGELS, and 
those below, YISRAEL, desire to approach the King, they push THE 
OTHER SIDE out.
 

 

870. Therefore, when night arrives and the holy supernal angels 
arrange themselves in lines to approach their Master, they first push 
the Other Side out, and afterwards come into the sanctuary.
 

 

871. THIS IS SIMILAR to a king who had precious stones in a locked 
chest in his fortress. That king was wise and in his great wisdom, he 
took a strong snake and wrapped it around that chest in order that 
not everyone who so wished could approach that chest with 
precious gems and pearls. If anyone would try to put his hand to that 
box, the snake would pounce upon him and kill him.
 

 

872. The king had a close friend and the king said to him: Whenever 
you want to enter and make use of that chest, you may do such and 
such to the snake. Then you can open the chest and help yourself to 
my treasure. The Holy One, blessed be He, does also wrap a snake 
around the sanctuary, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE THAT 
APPROACHES ANGELS, WHEN THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT 
DOMINATES DURING THE BEGINNING OF NIGHT. When the 
supernal angels come to enter the sanctuary, the snake is there and 
they fear becoming impure through it. THEREFORE, THEY CAUSE 
SLEEP TO FALL UPON PEOPLE, FOR THEN THE OTHER SIDE GOES 
BELOW AND SEPARATES FROM THEM, AND THE ANGELS CAN 
ENTER THE SANCTUARY AND RECITE POETRY, AS MENTIONED.
  

873. Come and see: It is written, "Who makes the winds (or: spirits) 
His messengers, the flames of fire His ministers" (Tehilim 104:4). 
"Who makes the spirits His messengers": These are the angels that 
stand outside, while "the flames of fire His ministers" are the angels 
that stand inside. SO WE REALIZE THAT THE OTHER SIDE is the 
impure spirit, AND THESE ANGELS WHO SAY PRAISE DURING THE 
NIGHT ARE THE EXTERNAL ANGELS. And they are a spirit, and one 
spirit does not enter another. The impure spirit and the Holy Spirit do 
not mix together. Therefore, those that are called 'spirit', WHICH ARE 
THE EXTERNAL ANGELS, cannot enter inside because of that 
impure spirit. SO THEY PUSH IT DOWN AS MENTIONED. The angels 
that are inside, who are fire, that fire pushes away that impure spirit, 
so it does not enter inside. They all push the impure spirit outside so 
it does not mix with them. Therefore, the supernal angels praise the 
Holy One, blessed be He, only after they have pushed impurity out.
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874. There are three watches during the night, corresponding to 
three companies OF ANGELS who divide to praise the Holy One, 
blessed be He, as we have learned. Therefore, the master over them 
all is the candle of David, NAMELY MALCHUT, that is never quiet, 
but is rather constantly thanking and praising the supernal King, 
ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN: "Who gives songs in the 
night."
 

 

875. Another explanation OF THE VERSE: "But none says, 'Where is 
Eloha my maker (' makers'), who gives songs in the night'" IS 
WRITTEN AS 'MAKERS' IN PLURAL. It is as we have learned that 
since man is made and comprised of above and below, just like the 
body comes out from male and female, so it is with the spirit. The 
spirit of man is composed of male and female, NAMELY OF ZEIR 
ANPIN AND MALCHUT. By these means is man perfected in his 
engravings of body and spirit. Since he pertains to this secret and 
this action, OF MALE AND FEMALE, as we have learned, it is written: 
"And Elohim said, 'Let us make man in our image, after our 
likeness'" (Beresheet 1:26), WHICH IS IN THE PLURAL AND REFERS 
TO ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. And we have already learned this. 
THEREFORE IT ALSO SAYS, "WHERE IS ELOHA MY MAKERS" IN 
THE PLURAL, NAMELY BOTH ASPECTS OF ZEIR ANPIN AND 
MALCHUT THAT EFFECTED MAN.
 

 

876. During the night, you say that in the beginning of the night all 
these types of evil spirits are aroused in the world. How can this be, 
for we have learned that all these evil types emerge from the North, 
WHICH IS LEFT, and we have learned that when the North Wind is 
aroused at midnight, all these evil spirits and evil aspects gather 
together from the whole world and enter through the hole of the 
Great Abyss. If so then in the South Side, which is the Right, WHICH 
IS CHESED, why do these evil types rove around in the beginning of 
the night when the South Wind dominates? IT SHOULD BE THE 
OPPOSITE THAT DURING THE BEGINNING OF THE NIGHT WHEN 
THE SOUTH WIND DOMINATES, THE OTHER SIDE SHOULD BE 
REMOVED FROM THE WORLD AND AT MIDNIGHT WHEN THE 
NORTH WIND DOMINATES, THEY SHOULD AGAIN DOMINATE IN 
THE WORLD?
 

 

877. HE ANSWERS: But surely, were it not for the South Side that 
detains and pushes away the Other Side, THEN THE OTHER SIDE 
would trouble the whole world, and the world could not tolerate it. 
When the Other Side is aroused TO DOMINATE THE WORLD, it is 
aroused only from the West Side, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that 
dominates during the beginning of the night and gathers the whole 
world. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, precedes with a 
remedy for the world BY THE SLEEP, as we have learned. Blessed 
are the children of Yisrael in this world and in the World to Come, 
that the Holy One, blessed be He, has chosen them of all the other 
nations of the world.
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878. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba entered the house. At midnight, 
they rose to study Torah. Rabbi Aba said: It is certainly a favorable 
time for the Holy One, blessed be He. Many times, we have remarked 
about this, that at midnight, the Holy One, blessed be He, enters the 
Garden of Eden with the righteous and delights Himself with them. 
Blessed is he who studies Torah at that time.
 

 

879. Rabbi Elazar said: When the Holy One, blessed be He, delights 
Himself with the righteous, how does He delight Himself? HE 
ANSWERS: At midnight, the Holy One, blessed be He, is aroused 
through the love of the Left for the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH 
IS MALCHUT. Love is only in the Left, MEANING THAT CHOCHMAH 
OF THE LEFT IS CLOTHED WITH THE CHASSADIM OF THE 
CENTRAL COLUMN, AND THEN CHOCHMAH IS COMPLETED. The 
Congregation of Yisrael has no present to offer the King or a 
beautiful and distinguished thing, except for these spirits of the 
righteous, for the Holy One, blessed be He, sees them adorned with 
many good deeds and many merits that they performed that day. 
They are accepted more favorably than all the offerings and burnt 
sacrifices, for the Holy One, blessed be He, smells in them the sweet 
savor that the children of Yisrael produce.
 

 

880. Then the light lights up, FOR THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH IS LIT 
UP AFTER BEING CLOTHED IN CHASSADIM OF THE CENTRAL 
COLUMN. All the trees in the Garden of Eden sing songs of praise 
and the righteous become adorned there with the delights of the 
World to Come, WHICH ARE THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH 
THAT IS CALLED 'EDEN'. When a person wakes FROM HIS SLEEP at 
that time to study Torah, He takes his portion with the righteous in 
the Garden of Eden. One Name which is engraved with 32 letters, 
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE 32 PATHS OF CHOCHMAH, adorns 
the righteous there, and this pertains to the secret of the righteous.
  

 
 
88. "I will praise Hashem with my whole heart" 
Here, Rabbi Elazar shows how Yah (Yud-Hei) is included with Halelu (praise) in Haleluyah. He then speaks of the secret of the alphabet shown by 
King David in his praises, namely the supernal letters, and the letters of Malchut, and the secret of 32 paths of Chochmah. Praising God with one's 
whole heart, we are told, means with both the Good and the Evil Inclinations. We should give thanks to God for good and for evil, and, furthermore, 
say this thanks before everyone. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Here, Zohar is taking us deeper into a teaching that has been slowly but steadily intensifying throughout 'Trumah' - the nature of evil. When we are 
told that we should give thanks for evil, we probably feel a shock wave of protest run through us. Are we not here to defeat and overcome evil? How 
can we give thanks for such blackness? In each act of victory over evil, man achieves a state of divinity. He unleashes the Godly spark of Light 
flickering in his soul. This truth can be seen in our physical world. Muscle tissue requires resistance and strain in order to grow stronger. A lit 
candle requires darkness to give it value and worth. Likewise, the soul of man requires burden and lightlessness in order to realize its full splendor. 
When evil has run its course, and man has fully triumphed over the darkness, the soul will be strengthened to its maximum potential. We will have 
evolved to the highest level - the state of God. This has been the journey of over 5761 years, thus far. Two paths to this ultimate divine place have 
always existed, the path of torment and the softhearted path of spirituality. Both paths strengthen the soul and achieve the same outcome. But the 
path of torment is known all too well, while the path of spirituality remains the least traveled, until now. By utilizing the awesome spiritual influence 
of the Zohar, we now choose the path of Light. We fully correct our souls and complete the spiritual evolution of all mankind in a compassionate 
way, so there is no further need of darkness and challenge
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881. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion saying: "Haleluyah. I will 
praise Hashem with my whole heart" (Tehilim 111:1). "Haleluyah (lit. 
'praise Yah')": We have learned this and the friends remarked about 
it. So it is, for this is a praise that transcends all the songs and 
praises that David said, among the ten various praises he said, 
Because it includes the Name YAH (YUD-HEI), and the praise 
'HALLELU' (LIT. 'PRAISE') together. This is the entirety of the Holy 
Supernal Name YUD HEI VAV HEI, BECAUSE THE NAME YUD-HEI IS 
THE WHOLE OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI.
 

 

882. "I will praise Hashem with my whole heart." Wherever King 
David mentioned the secret of the alphabet, MEANING WHEN HE 
ARRANGED THE BEGINNING OF THE SENTENCES IN THE ORDER 
OF THE ALEPHBET, it is the secret of the engraved letters that 
emanate in the engravings of the 32 paths, NAMELY THE 32 PATHS 
OF CHOCHMAH. There are supernal letters from the secret of the 
Supernal World, WHICH IS BINAH, and there are other letters which 
are small letters, WHICH ARE FROM MALCHUT. Here is the secret of 
the alphabet of the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
 

 

883. "I will praise Hashem with my whole heart," meaning with the 
Good Inclination and Evil Inclination that dwell in him. We must 
thank the Holy One, blessed be He, for everything, both with the 
Good Inclination and the Evil Inclination. Good comes for the person 
from the side of the Good Inclination, and it behooves us to bless 
the Holy One, blessed be He, with the blessing of 'who is good and 
does good'. From the side of evil come accusations against the 
person, and it behooves one to thank the Holy One, blessed be He, 
for everything that may come unto a person from either side.
 

 

884. "In the assembly of the upright, and in the congregation" (Ibid.): 
"In the assembly (lit. 'secret') of the upright" refers to those who 
know the secret of the Holy One, blessed be He, as they know all the 
secrets of the Holy One, blessed be He, as they are His secret IN 
GENERAL. Referring to this, HE SAYS: "in the secret of the upright." 
"The congregation" is the children of Yisrael when they gather in a 
group of ten to thank the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore, we 
should give thanks to the Holy One, blessed be He, for good and for 
evil and publicize it before everyone. If you ask: THE HOLY ONE, 
BLESSED BE HE, knows, so why is it necessary to publicize? The 
Holy One, blessed be He, is glorified in the world by this 
PUBLICIZING. THEREFORE, WE SHOULD publicize the miracle and 
THEREFORE, it is written of the Holy One, blessed be He: "Thus will 
I magnify Myself and sanctify Myself..." (Yechezkel 38:23).
 

 

 
 
89. "Let every soul praise Yah" 
Here, Rabbi Yehuda says that all souls come from the holy body, Malchut, and dwell within in humans. He speaks again of the fountains of Wisdom 
that emerge into 32 paths, and of the Holy Spirit, in which all the spirits are included. 
Rabbi Yitzchak then tells us how profoundly moved Rabbi Shimon had been when speaking of this, and how he had told of the treasures of the 
supernal King, the key which is Yesod, the supernal Engravings, and the treasury of the Images (Malchut). Moses died and approached the Fiftieth 
Gate, we learn, without revealing these secrets to Yisrael. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
This passage speaks of the paradise that is obtained by the souls of the wise after death. The joy, so fierce that it causes Rabbi Shimon to weep, is 
the joy of returning to paradise. It is the moment when the burden of physical existence drops forever from one's soul, when the anguish and woe is 
cleared from one's sobbing heart, and when everything is made eternally young and joyful again. The notion of "death" has spiritual connotations, 
relevant to the here and now. In the moment we choose to ascend to a higher spiritual level, our old self dies. Thus, the world to come, paradise, 
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along with its abundant joyful treasures, pertains to the next level of spirituality which, potentially, lies in the very next moment, should we choose 
it. In this passage we choose it. Death itself dies and paradise appears before our eyes. The burden of physical existence is forever lifted.

885. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "Let every 
soul praise Yah" (Tehilim 150:6). We have learned that all souls 
come from this holy body, NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH IS A BODY 
TO ZEIR ANPIN, and dwell within humans. HE QUESTIONS: From 
which place is it, MEANING FROM WHICH ASPECT? HE ANSWERS: 
It is from the place that is called 'hand', NAMELY MALCHUT. HE 
QUESTIONS: What is the aspect of this place? Rabbi Yehuda said: It 
is written, "Hashem, how manifold are Your works. In Wisdom have 
You made them all" (Tehilim 104:24) and we have learned of that 
Chochmah (Wisdom), that Her fountains flow into 32 paths. 
Everything is included, everything that is above and below, WHICH 
IS MALCHUT, WHICH IN HER ALONE IS CHOCHMAH REVEALED, 
AND NOT IN ANY OTHER LEVEL. It is called 'the Holy Spirit' in which 
all spirits are included.
 

 

886. Rabbi Yitzchak said: During the day that Rabbi Shimon was 
explaining this subject, his eyes were gushing tears. He said: All the 
treasures of the supernal King are given over with one key, WHICH 
IS YESOD. The supernal Engravings, WHICH ARE THE SUPERNAL 
CONCEALED THINGS THAT ARE REVEALED THROUGH YESOD IN 
MALCHUT WHEREIN IS THE PLACE OF REVELATION, are revealed 
by the keeper of the treasury of the Images, THAT IS YESOD, THE 
HUSBAND OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'THE TREASURY OF THE 
IMAGES'.
 

 

887. We have learned, who can comprehend and grasp what is 
concealed in this fountain, WHICH IS YESOD, for Moses did not 
reveal in his lifetime, while he revealed deep secrets to Yisrael, 
NAMELY THE FIFTIETH GATE, even though everything was revealed 
through him. When the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to elevate 
him to the supernal Holy Yeshivah and conceal him from people, as 
it is written: "I am 120 years old this day" (Devarim 31:2). It is on the 
very day OF HIS DEMISE, because on that day (the count of) his 
days was completed, to approach this place, THE FIFTIETH GATE, as 
it is written: "Behold, your days approach" (Ibid. 14). They actually 
approached, IN THAT THEY APPROACHED THE FIFTIETH GATE.
 

 

 
 
90. Moses did not die 
Rabbi Shimon says here that from our point of view death is called 'death', but from the view of those above, life is increased to one who dies. So 
Moses did not die, and neither did Jacob, because he had a complete Faith. When Jacob was renamed 'Israel', we learn, it meant the perfection of 
everything, which is the lack of death. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Death dies. All is perfected and made eternal through Jacob and Moses. Mercy and loving kindness envelop the entire metamorphose. End of story.

888. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: Moses did not die. If 
you ask, yet it is written: "And Moses died there" (Devarim 34:5). 
And so every place where death is mentioned by the righteous, what 
is death? From our view, it is called so, BUT FROM THE VIEW OF 
THOSE ABOVE, TO THE CONTRARY, HIS LIFE INCREASED. For we 
have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: He taught that the Holy Faith is 
suspended from one who is perfect. Death is not attached to him and 
he doesn't die, as it was with Jacob, who had a complete Faith. 
THEREFORE, JACOB THE PATRIARCH DID NOT DIE.
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889. For Rabbi Shimon said: "Your name shall not be called any 
more Jacob, but Yisrael shall be your name, and he called his name 
Yisrael" (Beresheet 35:10). What means Yisrael? The perfection of 
everything, WHICH IS THE LACK OF DEATH. It is written: "Therefore 
fear you not, My servant Jacob, says Hashem; neither be dismayed, 
Yisrael: for, lo, I will save you from afar, and your seed from the land 
of their captivity..." (Yirmeyah 30:10).
 

 

890. Rabbi Yehuda said: From the following IS DERIVED THAT 
JACOB DID NOT DIE, as it is written, "For I am with you" (Ibid. 11). 
"I" is exact, FOR IT POINTS OUT TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'I.' 
Blessed is the portion of him, whose Master speaks thus to him. It is 
not written, 'For you are with me', FOR THEN IT WOULD IMPLY THAT 
HE WAS ATTACHED TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, ABOVE 
BUT NOT WHEN HE WAS IN HIS PLACE BELOW. Rather "for I am 
with you," WHICH POINTS OUT that his Master came to join and 
dwell with him.
 

 

891. Rabbi Shimon said: Rabbi Aba has spoken well ABOUT THE 
VERSE, "And Jacob shall return, and shall be quiet and at ease, and 
none shall make him afraid" (Ibid. 10). "And Jacob shall return" 
MEANS he shall return to being called by a different name, as it is 
written: "Your name shall not be called any more Jacob, but Yisrael."
 

 

892. Another explanation for: "And Jacob shall return" MEANING 
"AND JACOB SHALL RETURN" to the place from where he was 
taken "and shall be quiet" NAMELY in this world. "And at ease," 
NAMELY in the World to Come. "And none shall make him afraid," 
NAMELY of the Angel of Death. The implication is that he had 
everything in him, FOR JACOB DID NOT DIE. Rabbi Yitzchak said: 
The friends have established it, as it is written, "And your seed from 
the land of their captivity" (Ibid. 10). Just as his seed is alive, so is 
he alive. HENCE, JACOB DID NOT DIE.
 

 

 
 
91. Circumcision, redemption of the firstborn son and marriage 
Rabbi Yehuda tells us here that bad things will come to the people in the world who do not take advantage of the Torah that their Master left for 
them. He then says there are three things that a person is obligated to do for his son: circumcision, redemption, and to marry him to a woman. This 
is because God did these things for Yisrael. Also, we are told, He carried them like the eagle who carries its children on its wings. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Our meditation purifies our children and redeems all the world's children who grace us with their innocence. By this action, we are carried upward 
on our own strong wings, and the men and women, sons and daughters of this world, find their soul mates and unite in completion. And then our 
entire world unites with our Creator in a Final Redemption that exemplifies the loving kindness of this holy book.

893. "And the middle bar in the midst of the boards shall reach from 
end to end" (Shemot 26:28). Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion 
saying: "Happy are you, O land, when your king is a free man, and 
your princes eat in due season" (Kohelet 10:17) and, "Woe to you, O 
land, when your king is a child, and your princes dine in the 
morning" (Ibid. 16). Woe is to the people in the world that do not care 
the service of their Master, because their Master endeavors to do 
good for them, for He has left words of Torah before them but they 
do pay attention to them.
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894. We have learned that there are three things that a person is 
obligated to do for his son: circumcision; redemption; marry him to 
a woman. The Holy One, blessed be He, did all this with Yisrael. 
Circumcision, as it is written: "And circumcise again the children of 
Yisrael a second time" (Yehoshua 5:2) and, "And he that is eight 
days old shall be circumcised among you, every male" (Beresheet 
17:12). Redemption, as it is written: "And redeemed you out of the 
house of bondmen, from the land of Pharaoh, King of 
Egypt" (Devarim 7:8). To marry him to a woman, as it is written: 
"Male and female He created them" (Beresheet 1:27) and, "And 
Elohim blessed them, and Elohim said to them, be fruitful and 
multiply" (Ibid. 28). Also, He carried them like an eagle who carries 
its young on its wings, as it is written: "And how I bore you on 
eagles' wings" (Shemot 19:4).
 

 

 
 
92. Until Jacob people died without sickness 
Rabbi Yosi tells us that Rabbi Huna went up to the Holy Land and found the rabbis discussing this passage: "And I will punish Bel in Babylon, and I 
will take out of his mouth that he has swallowed up; and the nations shall not flow together any more to him." Rabbi Huna tries to make himself 
heard, but no one will listen until Rabbi Yudai asks him to speak. Rabbi Huna then explains that Jacob asked God if a person could be sick for a few 
days before death so he could put his affairs in order and repent of his sins. Thus, God granted this wish to Jacob, and he was the first person to fall 
sick before dying. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Here, the reader proactively repents of his wrongdoings and brings order to his affairs without having to go through pain and illness just to 
comprehend the importance of penitence. Moreover, just as Jacob had the power to bring sickness to this world so that a man could avoid suffering 
in the World to Come, we now draw upon Jacob's righteousness and awesome power to achieve the reverse effect, the end of sickness, the 
cessation of suffering, the demise death. The gateway to the World to Come is now open'

895. Rabbi Yosi said: It is all nice, but the Torah that was given 
before the children of Yisrael and taught to them is more 
IMPORTANT than everything. Come and see: There is no praise for a 
person in this world and in the World to Come like the praise of 
Torah, as it is written of it: "By me kings reign" (Mishlei 8:15).
 

 

896. We have learned that when Rav Huna went up TO THE HOLY 
LAND, he found the Rabbis occupied with this passage that says: 
"And I will punish Bel in Babylon, and I will take out of his mouth 
which he has swallowed up; and the nations shall not flow together 
any more to him" (Yirmeyah 51:44). Rav Huna STOOD BUT they 
didn't notice him, because they did not recognize him at first and 
because he was small. He came to the study hall and he heard the 
sages saying that this verse THAT WAS JUST MENTIONED must be 
examined to see whether the name of the idol and object of fear of 
Nebuchadnezzar was Bel. AND THEREFORE HE SAID: "AND I WILL 
PUNISH BEL," yet it is written, "But at last Daniel came in before me, 
whose name is Beltshatzar, according to the name of my 
Elohim" (Daniel 4:5). SO WE SEE THAT HIS IDOL'S NAME WAS 
BELTSHATZAR. Also, what does this mean: "And I will take out of 
his mouth which he has swallowed up"?
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897. Rav Huna stood up between the foundation of the pillars and 
said: If I were in my own place, I would explain this verse. They paid 
him no attention. He stood up and repeated it a second time. Rabbi 
Yudai, the son of Rav, came over and sat him down in front of him. 
He said to him: Speak my son, speak, because concerning the words 
of Torah is written, "She cries in the chief place of 
concourse..." (Mishlei 1:21).
 

 

898. He opened the discussion saying: We have learned that in the 
early days, before Jacob came, a person was peacefully in his home, 
WITHOUT ANY SICKNESS. When his time came TO DIE, he died 
without any sickness. When Jacob came, he asked of the Holy One, 
blessed be He: Master of the Universe, if it is favorable before You, 
let a person fall into illness for two or three days. Then he should be 
gathered unto his people, SO THAT HE WOULD BE ABLE to arrange 
for his family and repent his sins. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, 
told him, 'Fine, you will be an example for the world,' MEANING 
THAT IT WILL START WITH YOU. Come and see what is written 
concerning him: "And it came to pass after these things, that one 
told Joseph, Behold your father is sick (Heb. choleh)" (Beresheet 
48:1). The word choleh is spelled WITHOUT A VAV, WHICH SHOWS 
THAT IT WAS NEW, and that no person had this before.
 

 

 
 
93. Up until Hezekiah, there was no sick person, who was cured 
We learn here that, after Jacob died, everyone who became ill also died, until Hezekiah. When he became ill he prayed to God, saying that if people 
were healed from illness, they would thank God and return to their lives with repentance. God took his point, and granted his request, beginning 
with Hezekiah. At this time also the sun turned back ten degrees, we learn, and time turned back five full hours, so the Elohim of Hezekiah 
performed two miracles on one day. God swore to Hezekiah that three kings would descend from him, we are then told. The first of these kings was 
Nebuchadnezzar, who made an idol and caused everyone to worship it. From the temple he took a vessel that was engraved with the letters of the 
Holy Name and placed it in the mouth of the idol, which then spoke great things. Daniel came and commanded the idol, saying, 'I am the messenger 
of the supernal Master. I decree upon you to leave here.' Then the vessel came out of the idol's mouth and the idol fell to the ground and broke. 
Rabbi Huna then concludes by saying that all this is the meaning of: "And I will take out of his mouth that he has swallowed up; and the nations 
shall not flow together any more to him." 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The Light of healing shines brightly here, brighter still, when we fill our hearts with contriteness and make a conscious effort to share this radiance 
with others in need of healing. Doing so achieves eternal well-being for the body and soul of man.

899. After he died, there was no person IN THE WORLD who became 
ill and did not die from that illness until Hezekiah came. What is 
written about him? "In those days Hezekiah fell mortally 
sick..." (Yeshayah 38:1). Come and see what is written: "Then 
Hezekiah turned his face toward the wall, and prayed to 
Hashem" (Ibid. 2). He said TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE: 
Does it please You that people should be healed from their illness, 
and they should thank Your Name and recognize, and return later on 
in complete repentance. The inhabitants of the world will be 
meritorious in Your eyes. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, 
'It pleases Me, and you will be a sign to the world,' THAT IT WILL 
START WITH YOU. So it was, what never was before. This is what is 
meant by: "The writing of Hezekiah King of Judah when he had been 
sick, and was recovered of his sickness" (Ibid. 9). We learned that 
the sun turned BACKWARD ten degrees.
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900. We also learned that Merodach Baladan used to always eat daily 
at the fourth hour OF THE DAY, and also that he slept until the ninth 
hour OF THE DAY. That day TOO, he slept until the ninth hour. When 
he awoke, he saw that the sun stood at the fourth hour OF THE DAY. 
He said: What is this. Is this a plot to starve me with hunger? They 
said to him: Why? He said: For I have slept one and a third days, 
BECAUSE HE THOUGHT THAT THIS WAS THE FOURTH HOUR OF 
THE NEXT DAY AND THAT HE HAD SLEPT ONE FULL DAY FROM 
FOUR HOURS AND A THIRD OF THE SECOND DAY, BECAUSE IT 
WAS ALREADY AT THE FOURTH HOUR OF THE SECOND DAY. They 
said to him that it was not so, but that the Elohim of Hezekiah 
performed two miracles on that day. One is that He cured Hezekiah 
of his illness and the second is that He returned the sun to this hour. 
He said: Is there a great Elohim in this world except for my Elohim? 
And they said: The Elohim of Hezekiah.
 

 

901. He arose and wrote his letter: 'Peace to Hezekiah, the King of 
Judah, and peace to his Elohim and peace to Jerusalem, the Holy 
City. 'Afterwards, he changed his mind, arose from his throne, took 
three steps and wrote another letter: 'Peace to the Great Elohim in 
Jerusalem and peace to Hezekiah, the King of Judah, and peace to 
Jerusalem, the Holy City. 'The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, 
'You took three steps in My honor. I swear that three kings will 
descend from you, rulers and princes who will rule over the whole 
world.' And the first of them was Nebuchadnezzar.
 

 

902. Come and see what Daniel said to Nebuchadnezzar: "You are 
this head of gold. And after you shall arise another kingdom inferior 
to you, and another third kingdom of brass..." (Daniel 2:38-39). What 
is written? "Nebuchadnezzar the king made an image of gold, whose 
height was sixty cubits: and the breadth of which was six 
cubits" (Daniel 3:1). Nebuchadnezzar said, 'The idol that I saw IN 
THE DREAM had a head of gold and his innards were silver. I shall 
make it entirely of gold and there shall be a golden crown on its 
head.'
 

 

903. We learned that he gathered all the nations and peoples and 
tongues on that day to worship that idol. And he took a vessel of the 
vessels of the Temple upon which was engraved the Holy Name, and 
placed it in the mouth of that idol. At that moment, the idol spoke 
great things until Daniel came and approached that idol, saying, 'I 
am the messenger of the supernal Master. I decree upon you to leave 
here.' When he mentioned the Holy Name, that vessel came out of 
the idol's mouth, and the idol fell and broke. This is the meaning of 
that which is written: "And I will take out of his mouth which he has 
swallowed up; and the nations shall not flow together any more to 
him" (Yirmeyah 51:44). Rabbi Yehuda got up and kissed RAV HUNA 
on his head. He said: If I had not brought you close to the friends 
here, we would not recognize you. From that day onwards, they were 
in awe of him.
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94. "Happy are you, O land, when your king is a free man" 
Rabbi Yosi says here that this verse refers to Moses when he freed the children of Yisrael from slavery in Egypt. By 'land' he means the earth, 
Malchut, which is sutained from the heavens, Zeir Anpin. Rabbi Yosi then discusses the destruction of the Holy Temple and the Holy Land, and 
explains that when God wants to judge the world He first has a trial above, and then the verdict is established below. Rabbi Shimon next says that 
"And the middle bar in the midst of the boards shall reach from end to end" refers to Jacob, who united Malchut and Zeir Anpin through Rachel and 
Leah. "And Jacob was a plain man", we learn, means he was whole, and completes supernal Chesed and supernal Gvurah in Binah, and the two 
Columns in Zeir Anpin. Chochmah, we are told, includes everything. The patriarchs, Abraham and Isaac, include everything, too, and Jacob 
combines both of them. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Our Evil Inclination, the ego, has been the foundation of turmoil, pain, and all unhappiness. The Other Side tells us that we are self-governing, free, 
and independent, but in truth, we have been enslaved to its will and command. We are under the delusion that we act freely. In reality, we have been 
held captive by its desires. We are imprisoned by our reactive whims and self-absorbed desires. We are enslaved to our careers, jobs, and shallow 
relationships. We are incarcerated by our need for other people's acceptance. The ego is a ball and chain that has anchored us to this physical 
dimension, its material trappings and its inevitable turmoil. 
For this reason, fulfillment has always been a rare commodity. Our moments of happiness and true freedom are fleeting. This segment of Zohar 
unlocks the chains of the Other Side, offering us the greatest freedom a man can attain, freedom from the self. The Zohar's spiritual influences 
impress us with wisdom to finally recognize life's true and lasting pleasures, closeness with the Creator, marriage, children, friendship, and the 
strength to forever resist trading them away for transient pleasures born of self-indulgence. This wisdom, and the ultimate freedom it now provides, 
flows to us from Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Moses.

904. We have studied: "Happy are you, O land, when your king is a 
free man, and your princes eat in due season" (Kohelet 10:17). Rabbi 
Yosi established this verse to refer to Moses at the time that he took 
the children of Yisrael out of Egypt and made them free people. "And 
your princes eat in due season" as it is written: "And you shall eat it 
in haste; it is Hashem's Pesach" (Shemot 12:11).
 

 

905. Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai said, Did I not say that the words of 
King Solomon are all inside the sanctuary of the King? What you 
said is all well, and it required for an argument to be based upon it, 
but this verse is above in the Supernal Sanctuary, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT.
 

 

906. We have studied: "Happy are you, O land, when your king is a 
free man." What land is this? It means just land, NAMELY MALCHUT, 
for we have learned that it is written: "He has cast down from heaven 
to earth (or: land) the beauty of Yisrael" (Eichah 2:1). Behold, this 
land is a secret among the crowns of the Holy King, NAMELY THE 
SFIROT, of which is written: "In the day that Hashem Elohim made 
the earth and the heavens" (Beresheet 2:4). FOR ELOHIM IS BINAH, 
HEAVEN IS ZEIR ANPIN AND EARTH IS MALCHUT. On this earth. All 
that is nourished is from that place called 'heavens', because this 
earth is sustained only from the holy perfection called 'heavens'.
 

 

907. When the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to destroy His house 
below, NAMELY THE TEMPLE, and the terrestrial Holy Land, He first 
removed the celestial Holy Land, WHICH IS MALCHUT, lowered it 
from that level from which it was nourishing, which is the Holy 
Heavens, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and destroyed the terrestrial one. 
This is what is meant by: "He cast down from heavens (to) 
earth" (Eichah 2:1) first, and afterwards: "And remembered not His 
footstool" (Ibid.), WHICH IS THE TERRESTRIAL TEMPLE AND THE 
HOLY LAND CALLED 'HIS FOOTSTOOL'. We have learned that these 
are the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He. When He wants to 
judge the world, first He has a trial above and then verdict is carried 
below, as it is written: "Hashem shall punish the host of the high 
ones on high" and afterwards: "The kings of the earth upon the 
earth" (Yeshayah 24:21).
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908. Rabbi Shimon said: "Happy are you, O land, when your king is a 
free man" REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN, who sustains you with 
abundance without fear of another. From that supernal King all are 
sustained. "And your princes eat in due season" is as written: "In 
due time Jacob and Yisrael are told what El has 
performed" (Bemidbar 23:23), FOR THEY ARE THE PRINCES. "Woe 
to you, O land, when your king is a child" (Kohelet 10:16) is as 
written: "And I will give children to be their princes" (Yeshayah 3:4). 
Woe is unto the land if it nourishes from the left, WHICH IS CALLED 
'CHILD'. "And your princes dine in the morning" (Ibid.), that is, in 
that darkness OF THE LEFT as long as that which should rule does 
not illuminate or rule, NAMELY THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT 
UNITES RIGHT AND LEFT.
  

909. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: "And the middle bar in 
the midst of the boards shall reach from end to end" (Shemot 26:28). 
This refers to holy and perfect Jacob, as we have established. It is 
written: "And Jacob was a plain man, dwelling in tents" (Beresheet 
25:27). It is not written 'tent,' but rather "tents," WHICH MEANS two, 
for he is attached to this one and that one, NAMELY, IN MALCHUT 
THAT IS ABOVE THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 
'LEAH' AND IN MALCHUT BELOW THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN 
CALLED 'RACHEL'. It is also written here: "And the middle bar in the 
midst of the boards shall reach from end to end," so that it is 
attached here and held there, TO LEAH AND RACHEL, MEANING 
THROUGHOUT THE STATURE OF ZEIR ANPIN FROM END TO END.
  

910. What is meant by 'a plain man?' It is translated into Aramaic as 
'whole', for he is whole in everything and completes both aspects, 
Atika Kadisha and Zeir Anpin. HE IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN WHO 
MEDIATES AND COMPLETES BOTH COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, 
THAT ARE IN BINAH THAT IS SOMETIMES CALLED 'ATIKA 
KADISHA', AND THE TWO COLUMNS IN ZEIR ANPIN. This is 
because he completes Supernal Chesed and Supernal Gvurah, 
NAMELY THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, THAT ARE IN 
BINAH, and he completes the one and the other, BINAH AND ZEIR 
ANPIN.
 

 

911. Rabbi Shimon said: I see that Chochmah includes everything 
and Supernal Chesed, THAT IS IN ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS THE RIGHT 
COLUMN, emerges from Chochmah. Gvurah, which is strong 
Judgment, emerges from Binah. Jacob completes both sides, FOR 
HE MEDIATES BETWEEN CHESED AND GVURAH AND UNITES AND 
COMPLETES THEM. The Patriarchs, ABRAHAM AND ISAAC, 
NAMELY, CHESED AND GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, include 
everything, and Jacob is the combination of the Patriarchs, 
BECAUSE HE COMBINES BOTH OF THEM.
 

 

 
 
95. Chochmah united with its paths 
Rabbi Shimon speaks about the mechanism of the delivery of wisdom to the world, and of the delivery of the wise back to paradise. He tells of fifty 
gates, 32 paths, the secret of the 22 and the power of 72 and the way in which these things are accomplished. The Sfirah of Binah is expounded 
upon. He reminds us of the joining of everything through Jacob, and of the fertilization of one of God's qualities with another, for "In Wisdom have 
you made them all." 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Even in the most complex and unfathomable sections of Trumah, like this one, a meaning can be discerned, though it would take years of study to 
understand the symbolism and the numerology intellectually and grasp all of its spiritual benefits. Nevertheless, certain ideas clearly stand out: 22 
corresponds to the 22 primordial forces of Creation, which express themselves through the very pages of this book, namely the 22 Letters of the 
Hebrew alphabet. Thus, here we are touching the pure, primeval Light of Creation and it purifies our hearts and souls. 72 denotes the 72 Names of 
God, telling us that we are now receiving the power to perform feats of wonder concerning the ultimate transformation of human nature. The word 
"Binah" is itself a portal, a priceless passkey to the supernal fountainhead where we now dip ourselves into the pure, pristine wellspring of Light, 
and reemerge, cleansed in body and soul. 
And the great name of Jacob, who is the Central Column force incarnate, ignites our own Central Column, the divine gift of free will, the autonomous 
choice a man has to reject the base drives born of ego. Our ego is herewith overthrown by the will of our soul. And the Satan is crushed by the 
cosmic Central Column power of Jacob.
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912. We have studied that Chochmah united with its paths and 
gathered with its wind, MEANING ITS SEVEN LOWER SFIROT, 
WHICH ARE CALLED 'WIND', the waters, and the waters gathered 
into one place. The fifty gates of Binah opened. From these 32 paths, 
ten crowns emerged, WHICH ARE THE TEN SFIROT OF THE FIRST 
THREE SFIROT OF CHOCHMAH, with glorious crowns and there 
remain 22 paths, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN LOWER 
SFIROT OF CHOCHMAH, BEING THE SECRET OF 22 LETTERS. 
THEREFORE, WHEN that wind beat upon the paths IN ORDER TO 
GATHER THE WATERS TO ONE PLACE, AS MENTIONED, the fifty 
Gates of Binah opened, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FIRST 
THREE SFIROT OF BINAH. And 22 opened, WHICH ARE THE LOWER 
SEVEN SFIROT in the fifty Gates of Jubilee, MEANING IN THESE 
FIFTY GATES OF BINAH. THESE 22 OF BINAH ARE crowned with the 
Ayin-Bet (72) letters of the Holy Name, THAT ILLUMINATE WITH THE 
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, and opened to its aspect. BUT 
UPON THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH, WHICH ARE THE FIRST THREE 
SFIROT OF BINAH, THE NAME MEM-BET (42) ILLUMINATES, AS 
MENTIONED NEARBY.
 

 

913. The 22 crowns of Mercy were adorned, WHICH ARE THE SEVEN 
LOWER SFIROT that are included in Atik Yomin, who illuminates 
upon them each one in his aspect. THEY ILLUMINATE IN COVERED 
CHASSADIM. FROM THEM are adorned fifty engravings, WHICH ARE 
THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH, with the 42 holy letters of the Holy 
Name, with which heaven and earth were created. They were 
engraved into eight gates, which are the eight letters of Mercy, as it 
is written: "Hashem, Hashem, El, Merciful and Gracious..." (Shemot 
34:6). THESE ARE THE EIGHT NAMES that emerge from Atika 
Kadisha, that emerge into ZEIR ANPIN. The Supernal Chochmah and 
Binah join these holy crowns and ascend, MEANING THAT THEY 
ILLUMINATE FROM BELOW UPWARDS. And Supernal Chesed 
emerges from this side, MEANING FROM CHOCHMAH. The 
Judgment of Gvurah emerges from this side, FROM BINAH, and the 
merit of Jacob, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, 
TIFERET, comes and unites them ONE WITH THE OTHER, for this is 
the supernal perfection.
 

 

914. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: This is the reason that 
he is called 'Yisrael'. We have learned that Jacob is below, MEANING 
THE ASPECT OF FROM THE CHEST DOWN OF ZEIR ANPIN. Yisrael 
is above, MEANING FROM THE CCHEST UP OF ZEIR ANPIN. Jacob 
is not perfection, but Yisrael is complete perfection, and we have 
learned: "The saying of David the son of Yishai" (II Shmuel 23:1). 
David is not perfection because he is last, FOR HE IS THE LAST 
SFIRAH, MALCHUT, WHOSE PERFECTION LIES ONLY IN YESOD. 
Yishai is Yesod, which is highest, is perfect. This is what we learned, 
that the children of Yisrael were not exiled from their land until they 
denied the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Kingdom of David, 
WHICH ARE YESOD AND MALCHUT, as it is written: "We have no 
part in David" (II Shmuel 20:1), WHICH IS MALCHUT, "Neither have 
we inheritance in the son of Yishai," WHICH IS YESOD, "every man 
to his tents, O Yisrael" (Ibid.). What is the meaning of "each man to 
his tents (Heb. ohalav)", meaning to his deity (Heb. Elohav), which is 
the place where idol worshipping dwells among them.
  

915. Rabbi Yehuda said: When Chochmah started to engrave on in 
all the crowns, NAMELY THE SFIROT, from which crown did it start? 
HE ANSWERS: From THAT CROWN that is called 'Binah', as 
everything is included in Binah BECAUSE THE REVELATION OF 
CHOCHMAH STARTED IN IT. Therefore, fifty gates were opened in it, 
so it appears that everything was engraved with Chochmah. This is 
what is ment by: "In wisdom have you made them all" (Tehilim 
104:24).
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96. "Who has measured the waters in the hollow of his hand" 
Rabbi Elazar says here that water is Chesed. Rabbi Shimon then replies that water is Binah, but that they are the same thing. He next explains the 
meanings in "and meted out heaven with the span," "and comprehended the dust of the earth as a measure," "and weighed the mountains in 
scales," and "and the hills in a balance." Rabbi Elazar then summarizes by saying that it is implied that Jacob, who is Tiferet, emerges from harsh 
Judgment because Isaac had harsh Judgment in his portion. Rabbi Shimon extends this argument by adding that Isaac (Gvurah) emerged from 
Chesed, therefore in all the levels Judgment emerges from Mercy and Mercy from Judgment: it is recognized that it is all one and that they all come 
from one. Rabbi Elazar, we find, thinks that it appears there is no perfection unless one is attached to the other, so that the Central Column, Mercy, 
unites Chesed and Judgment. He next says we have learned that it is not considered such a great distance between Chesed and Judgment, except 
from our viewpoint. Rabbi Yehuda then concludes by saying that all the candles illuminate from one, from Ein Sof (Infinity); all the candles are one, 
and we must not distinguish between them, for one who separates them is in turn separated from eternal life himself. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
In this section, we read that God's judgment is achieved through understanding, measurement, and weighing and balancing, with the exercise of 
loving kindness and mercy. Spiritually, we are being taught that Light is an endless, infinite Force whose sole essence is goodness. This Light never 
stands in judgment of us. Nor does this boundless Force execute punishment. Good fortune and reward, judgment and punishment, are the result of 
the manner in which we knowingly or unknowingly interact with the Light that permeates all existence. 
As a model, the force of electricity can bring great light and benefit to a city, comfort and security to a community. Or it can bring destruction if our 
fingers carelessly touch raw current. In the case of the latter, it is meaningless to say electricity punished us. The Zohar is providing us with the 
schematic of the cosmos, the blueprint of the soul. 
It is our behavior, the blend and balance of judgment and mercy, that we extend to others that determines how much judgment and mercy the 
cosmos reflects back to us. Thus, we learn that a man offers compassion because he will one day need it. And a man bestows mercy for the times 
when he seeks it. Jacob, as the Central Column force, embodies the wisdom of balance, the perfection of sharing and receiving, judgment and 
mercy. Jacob creates a circuit of Light through the union of opposite forces, much like the filament in a bulb that unites, through resistance, the 
positive and negative poles to produce ordinary light. The wisdom and will to embody such balanced behavior is bequeathed to us through Jacob. 
The entire world is herewith measured, balanced, unified, and illuminated by the supernal candle, the Creator of the cosmos. And because mercy 
now grows in our heart, this is all achieved with boundless benevolence.

916. We have learned that it is written: "Who has measured the 
waters in the hollow of his hand" (Yeshayah 40:12). What is water? 
Binah. Rabbi Elazar taught it this way: that this is Chesed. Rabbi 
Shimon said to him: They are all the same, FOR CHESED IS DRAWN 
FROM BINAH, "and meted out heaven with the span" (Ibid.). What is 
"heaven"? It is Tiferet, as it is written: "The beauty (Heb. Tiferet) of 
Yisrael" (Eichah 2:1). THEREFORE, THE WORD 'METED' IS USED, 
THE IMPLICATION BEING THAT IT IS ARRANGED FOR SPLENDOR 
AND BEAUTY. "And comprehended the dust of the earth in a 
measure" (Yeshayah 40:12) is Gvurah, MEANING THE LEFT 
COLUMN, FOR BEFORE IT IS INCLUDED IN THE RIGHT, IT DOES 
NOT ILLUMINATE AND IS LIKE THE DUST OF THE EARTH. "And 
weighed the mountains in scales" (Ibid.): These are the other 
crowns, MEANING SFIROT, that are called 'mountains of pure 
balsam', WHICH ARE NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. "And the hills in 
a balance?" (Ibid.): These are the rest of the Chariots below them, 
NAMELY THOSE IN MALCHUT AND BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND 
ASIYAH.
 

 

917. Come and see: It is written, "in the hollow of his hand." What is 
"the hollow of his hand"? HE ANSWERS: This is the spirit of 
Chochmah, for we have learned a knotted path is overcome by a 
palanquin.
 

 

918. "And meted out heaven with the span": What is a span? HE 
ANSWERS: These are the fifty gates OF BINAH that were opened and 
scattered to all directions, BECAUSE THE WORD 'SPAN (HEB. 
ZERET)' MEANS SCATTERING, as is said, "And spread (Heb. zreti) 
dung upon your faces" (Malachi 2:3). "And comprehended in a 
measure (Heb. shalish)" (Yeshayah 40:12): What is shalish? 
NAMELY Mercy, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, TIFERET, THAT 
INCLUDES WITHIN ITSELF THREE (HEB. SHLOSHAH) COLUMNS, 
which is the completion of everything. "And weighed the mountains 
in scales": What means scales? Rabbi Shimon said: As it is written, 
"Just balances, just weights" (Vayikra 19:36), WHICH ARE NETZACH 
AND HOD. Rabbi Shimon also said: I have established these 
subjects in the lecture about 'who forms everything'.
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919. Rabbi Elazar said: Here it is implied that Jacob, WHO IS 
TIFERET, emerges from harsh Judgment, FROM GVURAH, WHICH IS 
HIS OPPOSITE, because Isaac, WHO IS GVURAH, had harsh 
Judgment in his portion. Rabbi Shimon said to him: Is that all? 
Indeed Isaac, WHO IS GVURAH, emerged from Chesed, and so in all 
THE LEVELS, Judgment emerges from Mercy and Mercy from 
Judgment. Abraham inherited an inheritance of Chesed, and Isaac 
emerged with Judgment from Chesed. Jacob emerged with Mercy 
from harsh Judgment, WHO IS ISAAC, and so it is above IN THE 
LEVELS OF ATZILUT. One EMERGES from another and one 
nourishes from the other, NAMELY GVURAH FROM CHESED AND 
CHESED FROM GVURAH, until it is recognized that it is all one and 
they are all come from one and they are all really one. Blessed be His 
Name forever and ever.
 

 

920. Rabbi Elazar said: It appears that there is no perfection unless 
one is attached to the other, CHESED TO JUDGMENT AND 
JUDGMENT TO CHESED and THE CENTRAL COLUMN WHICH IS 
MERCY, is attached to both of them, FOR IT UNITES THE TWO 
COLUMNS, CHESED AND JUDGMENT, to fasten them all. This is like 
Jacob, WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, as written: "Shall reach 
from end to end" (Shemot 26:28). THAT IS THE MIDDLE BAR, WHICH 
IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT REACHES FROM 
THE END OF CHESED TO THE END OF HARSH JUDGMENT, EVEN 
THOUGH THEY ARE OPPOSITES FROM ONE ANOTHER. STILL IT 
REACHES THEM AND UNITES THEM THE ONE WITH THE OTHER.
 

 

921. We have learned that it is not considered such A GREAT 
DISTANCE BETWEEN CHESED and JUDGMENT, except from our 
viewpoint and everything shows from our side, AS WE SAID ABOVE. 
Because everything above rises in one manner, it neither changes 
nor will it change, as it is written: "For I am Hashem, I do not 
change" (Malachi 3:6). Rabbi Yehuda said: All the candles illuminate 
from one, FROM THE BLESSED ENDLESS LIGHT, and they depend 
upon one. All the candles are one, and one must not distinguish 
BETWEEN THEM, for one who separates between them is separated 
from eternal life.
 

 

 
 
97. "And He rode upon a Cherub, and did fly" 
Rabbi Yitzchak speaks here of two Cherubs called 'youths': Metatron and Sandalfon, and how God settles upon them. Rabbi Yosi then tells us that if 
the two Cherubs turn their faces away from each other, there is no peace in the world. This, we learn, is because there is then no pairing above, and 
Rabbi Yitzchak points out that a similar idea is conveyed in "the nakedness of your father, or the nakedness of your mother, shall you not uncover." 
He says that in the old days people cared about Torah, but now only a few are left who do, and these few holy ones are those with whom God 
Himself prays. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The verses, "Two Cherubs who turn their faces away from each other" and "The nakedness of your mother or the nakedness of your father" pertain 
to the disjoining of the Right and Left Columns. This separation creates a dangerous imbalance that inevitably prevents peace in our lives. The root 
of evil is the Left Column - the Desire to Receive for the Self Alone. Left unchecked, its appetite is unappeasable. Like a black hole in deep space, it 
consumes everything in its vicinity, leaving blackness in its wake. If the Right Column Force of sharing is left unchecked, it will give ceaselessly. 
However, lacking any aspect of the Left (Desire to Receive), it will never be replenished. Eventually its resources are depleted, and it ends up empty, 
feeling a tremendous lack. 
The Central Column unites these two opposite forces by resisting the Desire to Receive and transforming it into the Desire to Receive for the Sake 
of Sharing. Jacob and the righteous souls, past and present, who love Torah now activate the complete consciousness of Central Column (the will 
to resist our selfish drives and instead think about the next person), which brings the full compliment of Light and genuine peace to the world.
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922. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written, "And I will make youngsters 
their princes, and babes shall rule over them" (Yeshayah 3:4). This is 
in accordance with the verse: "And you shall make two Cherubs of 
gold" (Shemot 25:18) THAT ARE METATRON AND SANDALFON, 
WHO ARE CALLED 'YOUTHS'. It is written: "who sits upon the 
Cherubs" (I Shmuel 4:4) and also, "And He rode upon a Cherub, and 
did fly" (II Shmuel 22:11), MEANING ONLY ON ONE CHERUB? HE 
ANSWERS: When THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, wishes to settle 
upon them entirely, it is written: "Who sits upon the Cherubs," THAT 
HE SETTLES ON THEM BOTH TOGETHER. But when the King does 
not dwell and is not seated on the throne, MEANING WHEN THERE 
IS NO UNION ABOVE BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE, it is written: 
"And He rode upon a Cherub." This is because the King, WHO IS 
ZEIR ANPIN, is not seated on His throne, THAT IS MALCHUT. BUT 
"Who sits on the Cherubs" would imply two.
 

 

923. Rabbi Yosi said: Woe is to the world when one cherub turns his 
face away from his neighbor, FOR THIS SHOWS THAT THERE IS NO 
UNION ABOVE OF RIGHT AND LEFT. It is written: "And their faces 
shall look one to another" (Shemot 25:20) at the time that there is 
peace in the world. IT IS IMPLIED THAT IF THEY DO NOT FACE 
EACH OTHER, THERE IS NO PEACE IN THE WORLD. Rabbi Yitzchak 
said: We have learned that "the nakedness of your father, or the 
nakedness of your mother, shall you not uncover" (Vayikra 18:7), 
MEANING THAT ONE SHOULD NOT SIN BY SEPARATING THE 
UNION OF MALE AND FEMALE WHO ARE YOUR FATHER AND 
MOTHER. Woe is to he who uncovers their nakedness, MEANING IF 
HE BLEMISHES THEM. THEREFORE, IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO 
DERIVE THIS FROM: "AND THEIR FACES ONE TO ANOTHER." 
Similar to this, it is written by Jacob: 'Shall reach from end to end,' 
MEANING THAT HE UNITES RIGHT AND LEFT TOGETHER. Blessed 
is the portion of Yisrael that the Holy One, blessed be He, praises 
Himself with their praise as above, IN TIFERET, as it is written: 
"Yisrael in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).
 

 

924. We have learned that Rabbi Yitzchak said: In the early days, a 
person would say to his neighbor, 'Tell me a word of Torah, and 
receive a coin of silver.' Now a person says to his neighbor, 'Receive 
a coin of silver and study Torah.' No one cares and no one pays 
attention, except for these few holy ones with whom the Holy One, 
blessed be He, praises Himself, as it is written: "Your people also 
shall be all righteous, they shall inherit the land forever; they shall 
be the branch of My planting, the work of My hands, that I may be 
glorified" (Yeshayah 60:21).
 

 

 
 
98. "The hooks of the pillars" 
Rabbi Yitzchak speaks here about the forms of the supernal pillars, Netzach and Hod, and the hooks from which are suspended the pillars below. 
The two pillars are united and watered, we are told, by the spinal column, Tiferet, that stands over them. Lastly, we learn that the hooks (vavim) are 
six within six, so that there are vav's above in Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet and vav's below in Netzach, Hod and Yesod. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Essentially, this passage speaks of how Light flows. Tiferet is the upper Central Column, and Yesod is the lower Central Column residing between 
Netzach and Hod. This is the critical channel that needs to be opened for us to receive the Light. The Zohar now opens up Netzach and Hod, through 
the unifying power of Yesod, so that an abundance of Light floods our world, opening up the hearts of man to the true Creator.
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925. "The hooks of the pillars and their joints shall be of 
silver" (Shemot 27:10). Rabbi Yitzchak said: "The hooks of the 
pillars": I say all these that are joined with the forms of the supernal 
pillars, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, are called 'the hooks of the 
pillars'. All those of below are suspended from these hooks. What 
are hooks (Heb. vavim)? They are six within six, BECAUSE VAVIM 
(VAV'S) ARE TWO TIMES SIX (=VAV), FOR THE SIX EXTREMITIES 
ARE COMBINED OF EACH OTHER AND EACH ONE HAS SIX. 
THEREFORE, NETZACH IS SIX AND HOD IS SIX. They are united and 
watered by the spinal column, WHICH IS TIFERET that stands over 
them, FOR TIFERET STANDS OVER NETZACH AND HOD. In Safra 
De'tzniuta (Eng. 'the hidden book'), we learned that there are Vav's 
above, IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, and Vav's below, IN 
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. They all are interpreted in the same 
way, MEANING THAT THERE IS NO DISPUTE HERE.
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